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ABSTRACT

This dissertation addresses ongoing colonialism in the western academy,

especially in continued analysis by non-indigenous scholars ofindigenous cultures. As

the daughter of colonials, my seeking to understand some of the manifestations of

colonialism, to open up discussion of its mechanisms and of possibilities for change, has

been the focus ofyears of exploration, writing, reading, talking, experimentation, re

thinking, a multitude of exchanges with others, and dreaming. The dissertation is the

culmination of these endeavors in the present moment but not an end to the search.

Chapter 1 begins with a quote from Haunani-Kay Trask's From a Native

Daughter: 'There should be a moratorium on studying, unearthing, slicing, crushing, and

analyzing us" and asks the question: "What is it to behave ethically in the context of

literary studies--inc1uding, currently, in cultural studies?" The chapter then introduces

problems such as appropriation, silencing, hierarchical structures, universalization of

culture-specific concepts such as objectivity, along with exploration of solutions such as

self-scrutiny (what Edward Said calls a "consciousness ofwhat one really is"),

engagement, and friendship as concepts helpful in decolonizing.

Chapter 2 looks at examples of current indigenous responses to western

scholarship and research. These responses point to the need for serious re-evaluation of

where western academics stand on research and teaching on indigenous cultures.

Chapters 3 through 7 explore 10 aspects ofwestern academic culture: purpose and means

(Ch.3); objectivity (Ch.4); externalization of self and being unaffected by what one
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studies (Ch.5); fact and fiction, written vs. oral, and linear thought (Ch,6); and modes of

thought and effects (Ch.7).

Chapter 8 examines two examples ofwestern "metropolitan" commentary on

indigenous writing and two examples of indigenous commentary, one using western

theory and one based in the culture, Chapter 9 discusses possible alternative strategies to

those presently accepted, and Chapter 10 concludes willi a continued inventory of this

author's process,

Interleaved between chapters, I have included unpaginated "Inbetweens," which

offer an utterance of the problems from a more personal viewpoint.
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PREFACE

by Jon Kamakawiwo'ole Osorio
from

"Exchanging Hierarchy for Kinship: An O'Iwi-inspired Educational Model"

I believe it is time for a major overhaul in the way our society thinks about

education. In particular, I think the case can be made that most social problems attributed

to the imperial expansions of the past five millenia of human history are actually rooted in

our insistence on seeing the world and human beings as part of a hierarchy. Even the

democratic United States with its historic opposition to European elitism has its own

history of exclusions and a deep faith that meritocracy is preferable to aristocracy.

But meritocracy perpetuates many of the same kinds of disparities in income,

social position and access to power and influence that the old aristocracies promoted,

only with a slightly ditl'erent justification, that is, if one is willing to work and sacrifice,

his/her place in society could be improved, with theoretically, nothing standing in the way

of achieving wealth and political power. In America today that idea has largely been

refuted by the nation's history with slavery and racial discrimination, not to mention

persisting gender inequalities. But competition in education continues to support a

meritocracy based model.

The key question is whether education is a competitive enterprise. In a

hierarchical model, there must be an individual or small group of individuals who occupy

an upper strata, while the masses make up the merely good and somewhat average. One

belief that undergirds this model is that the best work, the brilliant innovations, leadership

in the field will naturally come from an individual or an elite, and that education should
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be designed to facilitate their work--to give them the freedom and the resources to create.

But what if that assumption is merely the result of the educational model? What

would happen ifwe assumed that innovation, creativity and brilliant observations are as

likely to occur when larger numbers of people are given the same kinds of encouragement

and resources to succeed as we give the honors student? I believe that learning programs

designed to separate and isolate students from one another on the basis of performance

enhance and perpetuate hierarchical thinking and behavior. Whether or not one creates an

elite based on race or on performance matters rather little because the disparities in

opportunities that any sort of elitism creates is sustained over generations.

Academic communities, from admissions to the professors writing syllabi, assume

that academic excellence can be predicted and evaluated strictly on what the student

produces. By encouraging students to pursue high grade points and test for prestigious

graduate schools, we force them to conclude that academic achievement is everything.

But I have come to understand that education, when effective, is kuleana--is about

responsibilities. That is, when we place our own aspirations and educational goals within

the context of our families' needs, we find powerful motivations to success.

Traditional societies, and especially those in Polynesia, place a strong emphasis

on family relationships and responsibilities. For a thousand years in Hawai'i, the

significance of the elder sibling, or kua'ana, was reflected in the chiefly system ofrank

and rule. AIi'i Nui had authority over junior lineages and over the maka'ainana, but they

also were believed to possess enormous responsibilities for their welfare. This is a

cultural value that is not simply an historic relic but very much alive in the present
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While the ali'i are no longer acknowledged, many of our families still operate on the

principle that elders are to be respected and the young are to be guided to learn and accept

responsibilities within the family. In fact, we tend to see these responsibilities as

privileges. Kuleana is not simply a task one is forced to take on. When done properly, a

kuleana is handed to a child as a task that belongs to him or her. No one else can tell that

person how to do that job and this confers status and identity to the recipient.

Following on this, I describe a different model of teaching and learning which, I

believe, should replace our system of leftover colonial beliefs about class and entitlement.

Briefly, I see an education that addresses the very human need to feel a sense of

connection and belonging, but instead of emphasizing a connection to class and our

separation from other classes, our education should emphasize our connection to kin.

That kinship, depending on how extensively it is defined, can connect us to our families,

our ancestry, the entire race of human beings, and every organic and non-organic thing in

the universe.

I am not prepared to argue that developing a sense of kinship will end ethnic or

cultural differences or that it will usher in a world in which we are blind to color or

differences of any kind. But I will argue that a family model of education can effectively

challenge the more despicable aspects of racism that have to do with power and

superiority, apartheid, and hierarchy, by accentuating a sense ofresponsibility, a kuleana,

for our communities, by calling on us to behave as elders to those who are less well

placed.

Designing a higher education model that treats seriously the family relationships
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that O'Iwi (Native Hawaiians) understand and cherish means we should begin with an

admission system that encourages Native people to enroll. So rather than establish an

honors college in which status is conferred upon elite, achieving students simply by

admitting them, I prefer admission open to anyone who wishes to try. Status in this

model is earned, not just by past achievement but through maturation in the college from

a kaikaina to a kua' ana, an elder in a program, part ofwhose responsibilities includes

assisting and mentoring younger ones. The focus of this kind of academic community

would be not only on personal achievement but on the successful maturation of an entire

group. As such, this model encourages developing one's ability to relate to others, to lead

and to follow, and to be responsible for more than one's own self

It is worth pointing out that while western scholars are fond of criticizing the older

hierarchies of nobles, kings and chiefs, those ranked systems really no longer exist. But

the system ofprivilege that is vested in this capitalist society has not ended hierarchies so

much as it has replaced them with a system in which the very wealthy are more greatly

removed from the everyday experience of ordinary people than the ali'i or medieval kings

ever were. And it is no wonder since hierarchy is so woven into the cloak of modern

society that many people assume, without questioning, that exclusivity is universally

valued. This particular form of privilege by merit also allows those with the greatest

status to pretend there was nothing unfair about their privilege, nothing manipulated

about their access to wealth and power. At least the old Ali'i Nui were honest and open

about where their power came from.

These are only models of course. Americans can be and are motivated by public
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service, just as individual Natives can be and are motivated to seek nothing but personal

gain. But which model is more appropriate for a globe as crowded as any island, and that

appears to demand more international cooperation than ever before? If our education

system projects one model over the other, what sort of citizen should we expect?

The key to transforming our colleges and universities lies not only in liberalizing

admissions but in insisting our students take responsibility for their education by exerting

leadership and mentorship over the younger and less experienced. I have no doubt that

many professors and deans will find this prospect less than attractive since we tend to

promote the very elitism I find troubling in the academy. We think we derive our status

from the hierarchy. I think, however, that our status is defined by the hlOw/edge that has

changed us, and our roles are defined by our kuleana with that knowledge.

In fact, our ancestors' sense of their roles as kumu (teacher and foundation) was

more appropriate to what I understand as real education. They held and mediated

knowledge with a clear understanding ofits importance to the society. It had to be

handed over, it had to be transmitted, and the knowledge was really the center of

education. How fundamentally might we change not just education, but the whole society

ifwe began to de-center the academic in favor of the knowledge and then focus on

making that knowledge available and real to everyone? Will some students rise in

achievement and distinguish themselves from others? No question. But perhaps by

modeling a different kind of education we can encourage them not to divorce themselves

from everyone else.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

"There should be a moratorium on studying, unearthing,
slicing, crushing, and analyzing us."

(Haunani-Kay Trask From a Native Daughter 172)

The above quote from Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian) activist and scholar

Haunani-Kay Trask is one response to the question posed by this dissertation:

"What is it to behave ethically in the context ofliterary studies--including, currently, in

cultural studies?"

The question hinges on Trask's demand and, as philosophical as it sounds, it is not

an abstract problem in ethics but is one response to the pain and anger revealed in Trask's

call for a moratorium. The question ofethical behavior foregrounds other questions about

our actions and understanding ofwho we (western and western-trained' scholars) are,

In using the words "western" and "western-trained," I refer to the countries of Europe
and North America and to western-trained academics in those countries, their colonies and
former colonies. Western culture comprises many different nations, uses many different
languages, and includes a great variety ofworld views. However, this variety is cloaked,
especially at the level ofupper education, by a similarity in the foundations ofthought
parallel and connected to the Standard written version of each country's language. It is to
these similarities--more obvious to those outside these cultures than to those within them-
I refer when I use the terms "western" and "western-trained." In their Introduction to The
Politics ofCulture in the Shadow ofCapital, David Lloyd and Lisa Lowe point out that
the tendency to make a distinction between western and non-western is "virtually
ubiquitous" It is used to mark"a certain incommensurability between the cultural forms
of non-Western societies and the political forms they have sought or been obliged to adopt
in the course of decolonization....the political correlative of capitalist economic
development as imposed by Western-dominated international organizations" (9). I will
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individually and as a culture. Such identity-probing queries rise to the surface of

otherwise steadily proceeding disciplines when contradictions and anomalies become too

pressing to ignore.' This is a time when such contradictions are requiring western

academics to rigorously question the way we go about scholarship, especially with regard

to endangered indigenous cultures.

Trask's quote is important as direction from an indigenous woman in response to

distorting definitions ofher culture by non-indigenous scholars. Reactions ofindigenous

scholars to non-indigenous research, publishing, and teaching are increasingly available,

and it is reactions ofindigenous scholars to western representations oftheir cultures that

have engaged and supported me in this work. Trask's response in the quote above is not

"Do this or do that to understand us" but "For goodness sake, stopl" Why this might be

and what we might do/not do in response is the subject matter of my enquiry. I do not

claim to have "an answer," only to be feeling and thinking my way toward answers while

committing myself to ongoing conversation and relationship with all concerned.

use "western" to mean both western and western-trained scholars. I insert the term
"western-trained" to acknowledge that western academic training can also affect the way a
non-western person describes her own culture. Examples ofthis appear in Paula Gunn
Allen's recognition of her own struggle with teaching American Indian literature (see
Chapter 2 below), and with Rutoman scholar VI1soni Hereniko's description of the shift in
ways ofknowing and supporting his knowledge that came with western education and his
struggle to break free ofit (Chapter 6). Pakistani scholar Aijaz Ahmad (see Chapter 7)
also points out historically cemented similarities between western cultures.

2

See philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn's The Strncture ofScientific Revolutions for an
in-depth examination of similar situations in the sciences.



We are used to hearing ethical problems discussed as questions ofrights. For

instance, "Who has the right to ask questions, pursue research, draw conclusions and

publish them?" However, it seems more fruitful, as Cherokee literary scholar Daniel

3

Justice and Kanaka Maoli historian Jonathan Osorio have suggested, to ask questions like

"what are the responsibilities that go along with academic searches for knowledge?"

What it is to responsibly seek and use knowledge rather than assume the right to conduct

research in pursuit ofknowledge is the focus ofwhat I am concerned about. Some

questions that have been put to me by indigenous scholars in relation to questions of

academic responsibility are: "What is knowledge?" or "What are knowledges?"; "What

are they for?"; "Who gets to use them?"; "What is our individual and/or collective

responsibility to them?"; "How does the whole question of ownership sit here?" (Osorio,

Conversations); and "How does appropriation ofknowledges by people in power harm

indigenous peoples and subjects of cultural studies and what can be done about this?"

(Kanaka Maoli Political Science scholar Noenoe Silva, Conversations).'

Further exploring and formulating theories from within western academic culture

will not elucidate our responsibilities as scholars from (or trained by) western cultures

3

It is worth noting here that sharp distinctions tactically being made in this dissertation
between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples have not normally originated with
indigenous cultures. As Kanaka Maoli film maker and writer Keala Kelly pointed out to
me, the us-them paradigm ofEuroamerican quests for knowledge and questions asked
from the time ofCook's journeys and following in sociology, anthropology, postcolonial
and cultural studies, is a serious difference in world view to start with, a problem that
needs to be queried (Conversations). Kanaka Maoli playwright Alani Apio says in a
January 19, 2003 article in the Honolulu Advertiser, "Let us realize that the "us" and
"them" was taught to us by them out offear and greed. Our kupuna taught us that it's a
"kakou (we, inclusive) thing." There is no "them" in kakou" (Focus 5).
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which continue to colonize. Edward Said in Orientalism and Culture and Imperialism;

Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith in Decolonizing Methodologies; Laguna Pueblo

scholar Paula Gunn Allen in The Sacred Hoop; Kanaka Maoli scholar Manu Meyer in

"Our Own Liberation: Reflections on Hawaiian Epistemology;" haole (white') scholar

Houston Wood in Displacing Natives, Pakistani scholar Aijaz Ahmad in "Jameson's

Rhetoric ofOtherness and the 'National Allegory,''' and many others argue that western

academic theory and practice are complicit in continuing colonization across the globe.

An example ofwestern academic practice experienced as colonial (pointed out by

Paula Guon Allen in "Special Problems in Teaching Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony") is

the assumption that "the more knowledge we have the better," which goes unquestioned

in the western academy. Unlike those in many indigenous cultures, we expect to be able

to ask any question ofanyone at any time and receive answers. We do not expect there to

be limits to what we seek to know or say or whether we can make public what we find

out. There are large problems with this and other western academic attitudes which I will

explore in the course ofthis work. It is important to say here that I am not claiming, as a

relativist might, that western scholars can have no understanding of indigenous cultures,

although there will be (sometimes serious) limits to understanding. These limits, to some

ofwhich I attend in Chapters 2-7, suggest, at the very least, that it is time for western

academics to engage for a while in enquiry without the goal of publishing--a dialogue

between communities, as Cherokee scholar Mary Churchill puts it--leaving definition to

For an analysis ofhaole as a position ofpower see Judy Rohrer, "Haole Girl: Identity and
White Privilege in Hawai'i."
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those indigenous people who are describing, defining, and exploring their cultures for

themselves, on their own terms, whether or not anyone else is listening (x).

My own role in presenting this material has to be addressed. I may also misuse,

misrepresent, and distort indigenous voices I rely on to support what I am saying, whether

or not I intend to. My use of indigenous voices of resistance to support my arguments,

my lifelong need to find a "home," and haole "mouthiness"--having to have something to

say--also put me in danger of slipping into appropriation and misrepresentation. One way

I have chosen to try to allay this problem is by writing between chapters about my process

in coming to and producing this dissertation so that I leave a personal track record ofthe

wobbly path I have taken and the engagements with the people who encouraged and urged

me to begin, continue, and finish this project--hopefully a more transparent route. Also,

and fortunately for me, friends, allies, and scholarly mentors have been there to shunt me

back when I strayed into representing them--which has been often enough.

The bottom line ofwhat I hope to communicate is addressed to western academics

about the importance of stepping back from a position ofexpertise; ofwaiting to be asked

to comment or make suggestions; accepting an apprentice, guest, and/or student place in

the order of"who may speak" about indigenous realities, and working from a stance of

engagement or friendship rather than distance and objectivity. I hope to show that it is

time for those in the western academy who study indigenous cultures to take a break from

publishing and/or teaching about the indigenous world while those we have continued to

dominate with our scholarly observations take up the space we vacate to talk about,

publish, discuss, rediscover and define themselves (if that is what they want to do).
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Supporting this idea, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., in response to criticisms ofBlack canon

formation from both traditionalist western literature scholars and allies who describe

subjectivity as essentialist, has pointed to the need for Black writers and scholars to

step outside of the circle of opposition which notions of a fixed, and transcendent,

and value-free canon traced around us, even before we had begun to create fictions

for and of ourselves. Many of us believe that the time has come for us to valorize

our black textual heritage, and to bracket at the margins our white adoptive

parentage as we define our own tradition and enshrine its canon--as ironic as we

understand this process to be--in institutional, marketable, and teachable forms

such as a Norton anthology. ("On the Rhetoric ofRacism in the Profession" 26)

Maori scholar Toroa Pohatu put this idea into practice in helping build a Maori university

in the 1980s. Kanaka Maoli scholar Manu Meyer is taking a similar path right now. I also

suggest western scholars may want to turn our focus on our own scholarship within which

we may find answers to why colonialism continues in the academy.

To return to questions ofresponsibility, a possible methodological direction which

emphasizes responsibility over rights appears in Edward Said's Orientalism. Before

starting critical work, he suggests, a scholar has an obligation to reach a "consciousness of

what one really is." Quoting Antonio Gramsci's Prison Notebooks, he insists that scholars

first come to know ourselves "as a product of the historical process to date, which has

deposited in you an infinity oftraces, without leaving an inventory." Said goes on, "The

only available English translation inexplicably leaves Gramsci's comment at that, whereas

in fact Gramsci's Italian text concludes by adding, 'therefore it is imperative at the outset
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to compile such an inventory'" (25). Gramsci and Said's call for an explicit inventory

from each scholar before starting a project is not, I believe, a demand for a simple list of

what we know, at first blush, about ourselves. Neither is an inventory a justification of

what we are about to do. It is, rather, a charge upon us to undertake a painstaking and

possibly painful process of self-examination. Such an inventory will include an honest

account ofrelationships between scholar and producer of texts (in the case ofliterary

studies), since, particularly in the case ofwestern scholarship and indigenous writing, such

relationships are historically and presently fraught. Such an inventory cannot be a

superficial accounting ofwhere one comes from, how one got there, and what one is

doing now as a cursory precursor to going ahead with what may well be experienced as a

colonizing critique by those from the culture being studied. Such a superficial listing can

too easily ignore the deep and sometimes impassable differences between the world views

of people from different cultures. Gramsci calls for an inventory of"the consciousness of

what one really is" to ensure rigorous internal questioning necessary for maintaining an

ethical stance in problematic areas of criticism. As will appear in the process of this

dissertation, making an inventory conscious so that we can act ethically does not

guarantee that we will choose to continue scholarly projects about other cultures.

As I said above, theory will not elucidate what responsibility is, and neither will it

illuminate "what we really are" prior to and as we undertake scholarship. Nor, I claim in

the following pages, can formulating theories provide answers to the further ethical

questions that ensue. As I have moved, with the help of so many friends, through the

process of producing this dissertation, I have found that commitment to the formation of
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relationships--to engagement (as opposed to disengagement) with solid, day-to-day,

interactions as allie~ with the people we are used to writing and teaching about--can

alleviate repeated colonization ofothers. Engagement rather than distance, however,

cannot be a guideline without acknowledging and adjusting for the imbalances ofprivilege

and oppression. Haole (white) Political Science scholar Kelly Kraemer, in her dissertation,

does much to clarif'y a "core/ally distinction" among those within liberation movements,

whereby "the core group claims control over access to itselfand its affairs, thereby

redefining the relationship between itselfand other social groups" (41).

In suggesting a commitment to relationship, I cannot in reality expect every

academic to make friends with those we are writing about and whose works we are

teaching (they would probably be horrified at the idea too). What I press for is that we

choose, as Kraemer suggests, to offer our positions of privilege as aids to ending the

imbalance. While committing to moving aside (as Trask and many others ask), we may

also commit to listening to and dialoguing with people whose cultures we have, until now,

professed to know from a distance. Relationship and engagement, friendship, suggests

that we will suffer ifwe cause pain to those we are used to writing and teaching about.

Friendship hopefully includes its own limits to the way we listen and pay attention, to what

we are willing to do to a person, to what we are willing to undergo ourselves in order to

act responsibly. Satya Mohanty in "Colonial Legacies, Multicultural Futures: Relativism,

5

For a full discussion of the possibilities surrounding working as an ally in colonial and
other oppressive situations, see haole Political Science scholar Kelly Kraemer's
dissertation, "Shall We Overcome? Politics of Allies in the Hawaiian Sovereignty, Civil
Rights, and Women's Movements."
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Objectivity, and the Challenge ofOtherness," quotes Rosemary Jolly to suggest, "The

implicit goal is to define a discursive and epistemic relationship that will be

'noncolonizing,' that will make possible 'a mutual exploration of difference' (109).

Mohanty takes as his starting point, a claim that unquestionable "human worth" can be the

basis for equal dialogue's beginning, and from there "lies the difficult but necessary job of

specifying commonalities and articulating disagreements and oflearning from one another"

(117). Whether one takes as a starting point commitment to uncover one's inventory or a

universal concept of human worth or practical commitments to friendship or explorations

ofwhat it is to be an ally, or all of these, some attempt at stepping back and looking at

how we do what we do is imperative, especially at this time of renewed U.S. imperialism.

The next seven chapters of this dissertation present a preliminary look both (in

Chapter 2) at what is currently being said about the academy by some of those we study

and (in Chapters 3-7) at limitations ofwestern academic methods seen through these

indigenous critiques. A quote from Laguna Pueblo scholar Paula Gunn Allen's The

Sacred Hoop in Chapter 2 opens a discussion ofwhat Gunn Allen and others might mean

by a "white mindset" and how that might differ, for instance, from Gunn Allen's preferred

mindset as a Laguna Pueblo woman, Linda Tuhiwai Smith's as a Maori, or Manu Meyer's

as a Kanaka Maoli. Chapter 2 also begins to name problems that arise when culturally

western scholars attempt to describe and define indigenous knowledges and to consider

why western scholars are drawn to study indigenous cultures. It reiterates, as well, the

call for a moratorium on such studies. In Chapters. 2-7, I do not focus on a particular

mending path. I concentrate on examining problems with western academic methods.
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Chapter 3 opens an examination of 10 features ofwestern academic culture with a

discussion ofpurpose and means. Chapter 4 looks at western academic treatment of

objectivity. Chapter 5 examines externalization ofviewpoint and not allowing ourselves

to be changed by what we study. Chapter 6 examines the concepts offact and fiction,

written vs. oral traditions, and linear argument. Chapter 7 addresses modes of thought

and effects ofwestern academic research on those we study and on ourselves.

Chapters 2 through 7 explore aspects of the academy that contribute to colonialism

and address current concerns ofindigenous critics, who accuse western academics of

continued racism, ethnocentrism, and colonialism in research. Western and western

trained academics need to spend energy and time re-thinking what we are doing in the

light of cal1s such as the one made by Trask at the beginning ofthis chapter. We are being

asked to vacate our positions ofexpertise on other cultures because ofmaterial effects

(physical, spiritual, emotional, intel1ectual, psychological) on indigenous peoples

worldwide. If and as we do so, I suggest we allow ourselves to empathize with the people

of the cultures we study, since I believe empathy, relationship, engagement, are the way to

ensure humane and responsible behavior on our part. I argue that for academics not to

practice poaching on other cultures, classes, sexes, and so on, we need to become

vulnerable and adopt open engagement as an attitude, rather than disengagement in the

name ofobjective analysis, since colonialism is co-spatial with distance from the objects of

colonialism. Engaging will mean allowing ourselves to be deeply affected by relationships

we form with those we are studying. Whether we can continue to study people we are

actually involved with is a question that will be answered only when we do engage.
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As Ngugi wa Thiongo makes clear in Decolonizing the Mind, European nations

and the US. have colonized very large portions of the world, using both violent physical

force and emotional, mental, and psychic/spiritual strategies to disrupt and often partially

or totally destroy the cultures they have colonized (9). Among emotional/mental/psychic

strategies, education has clearly been and continues to be an important tool. Many well-

intentioned academics accept, on reading Ngugi, that education is a tool of colonialism.

However, there seems to be a problem when it comes to taking action about our

realizations. We may accept deeply and seriously our own implication in a colonial

education process, but our own colonization in a system that does not have the good of

indigenous peoples at heart means that, often, the steps we take to right things do not go

far or deep enough or, worse, are just less obviously colonial--to us but not to many of

those we are colonizing. It is not, therefore, surprising that we continue to hear outrage

and calls for change directed toward researchers and teachers, despite our continued

attempts to make what we do politically correct and ethical.

Colonialism is not, in the end, beneficial to anyone--neither the colonized nor the

colonizer. Those who are oppressed by it lose culture and self respect and go on suffering

from cultural post traumatic stress syndrome long after openly colonial governments are

gone"- Those ofus who deliver colonial culture via education are also colonized by it and

have an additional handicap--not being able to see our oppression and the damage we are

See the writing ofKanaka Maoli psychologist Nalani Minton for work in this area. Ngugi
wa Thiongo in Decolonizing the Mind and Moving the Centre also addresses the damage
to cultures forced to change by relationship with dominant colonizers.
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perpetuating because of our privilege. When we educate those we are colonizing by

teaching them to think: "critically" according to western standards, to write in acceptable

Standard English, to produce valid research papers (according to western standards), what

we are doing derives from a place that is also colonized. Education systems rising straight

from a colonizing culture base carry the distortions and destructive messages of

colonialism despite the best intentions of good hearted people within them. Attempts to

sidestep this truth result only in more hidden agendas, even when the intentions are

admirable, and it is for this reason that the subject matter ofthis dissertation is so pressing.

Having looked at what is being said by indigenous critics about academic culture in

relation to the indigenous world and at examples of distortions that result, my focus turns

in Chapters 8 through 10 to possible answers. Since solutions offered till now do not go

far or deep enough in the view ofvery many of those most affected by our process, my

suggestions come from my and others' experiences working closely with indigenous

people and from committing to being open to critical feedback received from them as we

learn to see what they are experiencing. Jewish-American literary scholar Linda

Krumholz, in her article, '''To understand this world differently': Reading and Subversion

in Leslie Marmon Silko's 'Storyteller,'" addresses the possibilities ofwhite scholars

working to adopt a "reverse double consciousness" (from W.E.B. DuBois) when we want

to understand literature from other cultures. Often the process ofbecoming open to the

perspectives of others, especially when they have been colonized by our culture, is painful

and requires a commitment to staying the course when we are told we misunderstand. In

my case, opportunities and the challenge to see myselffrom outside have been various:
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growing up and living in non-western parts of the world, studying women's spirituality

with Paula Gunn Allen for three years, as well as my friendship with Alaskan Athabascan

writer Mary TailMountain, and my invitation to participate in the Kanaka Maoli (Native

Hawaiian) sovereignty movement on the island ofO'ahu in Hawai'i.

The problems that give rise to my particular interest in all these questions have

appeared in very specific circumstances, namely, my having come to Hawai'i, a foreigner,

to pursue a Ph.D. in English literature. I am a haole, a white woman, who, although

originally from the far southwest ofEngland, has spent half my life in the United States.

As such, when I arrived in Hawai'i, my privileges and responsibilities in this place and to

its people were not immediately clear. But because I have been fortunate enough to form

close friendships with people who belong to these islands, Kanaka Maoli whose land and

culture Euroamericans have in the past and continue today to violently overlay with

western cultural practices, I have--as a friend--had to come face to face with deep and

painful interrogations they are increasingly making concerning the damage done to them

individually and as a people by studies on them, commentaries about them, portrayals of

their culture from the outside, however well-meaning and well-researched these might be.

The closeness of these friendships has forced me to consider deeply and painfully what

privileges I enjoy and what my responsibilities are as a scholar alien to this land.

To begin to explain what may seem my extreme support ofKanaka Maoli,

American Indian, and other indigenous calIs for a moratorium on western academic

commentary on indigenous culture, although I am a V.S. citizen, I am not American at

root. I come from working class English culture, planted for thousands ofyears in
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England, and from a people who do not forget, after 1000 years, that the land was taken:

the Normans replaced Old English with French as the official language, enslaved Celts and

Saxons for hundreds ofyears, and have maintained an aristocratic succession, bringing in

outsiders when necessary, that perpetuates a colonial7 (now class) system. The situation is

also one of conqueror and conquered. I can vouch that in my family and in many others,

we maintain both gut and brain memory of the theft and ofextreme oppression under the

Enclosure Acts and enforced industrialization. Therefore, perhaps, I better understand

than many Americans (who have often purposely buried pre-American memories of

persecution, while they have embraced the industrialization that my father and others of

his generation understood had destroyed their families and communities) the pain of

having one's land forcibly taken and treated as property rather than as a part of one's

family, and occupied by a people who have no deep love or respect for that land.

In order to respond appropriately to what is happening in Hawai'i, however, I have

also had to let myselfbe sometimes painfully vulnerable to the unknown, to foundational

theories that are not from my own culture'. The outcome is unknown/unknowable if I be

7

I use the term "colonial" to describe a cultural system that imposes (by physical,
emotional, and psychological force and manipulation) its own values on members of
another culture. As Ngugi wa Thiongo says in his Preface to Moving the Centre,

The assumed location of the centre ofthe universe in the West is what goes by the
term Eurocentrism, an assumption which developed with the domination ofthe
world by a handful ofWestern nations.... [S]ince many of the male bourgeois
minorities in the world are still dominated by the West, we are talking about the
domination ofthe world, including the West, by a Eurocentric bourgeois, male and
racial minority. (xvi-xvii)

,
In her inspiring article, "Re:Thinking:Literary:Feminism," poet Joan Retallack uses the
term "unintelligability" to refer to a possibly perilous openness to the unknowable (354-6)
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guided in my scholarship by people who speak from within a culture I want to understand-

-not from the outside as a scholar but from the inside as a friend. I have been asked to

stop writing about those from other cultures altogether. I have been told that sources I

was wedded to were fakes. Each time, I have been knocked offmy feet for a time while I

let the new information percolate. The outcome of this struggle has been that the struggle

itself has become my focus, replacing what I was originally going to write. What I have

found to be most important and compelling has not been what I was going to focus on,

but what happens when a scholarly project causes pain to one's friends. I believe a close

and honest study of this dilemma will be a powerful tool in understanding and hopefully

acting to alleviate deep-rooted and bitter criticisms we have and continue to receive from

the indigenous community about responsibility in scholarship.

Beginning with Linda Krumholz' article, moving on to Paula Gunn Allen's essay

on teaching Silko's Ceremony (Chapter 2), and finally and, 1 think most importantly,

listening respectfully to Kanaka Maoli and Indian friends, I have found in many places

wisdom that has helped me formulate ways into openness and change. I consider the most

essential commitment to be a continued, scrupulously responsible and vulnerable

engagement with people whose cultures we habitually disengage from in order to study

them. For me this has been a daily lived experiences ofworking closely and becoming

She is writing about avant-garde poetry, but the term is useful to suggest an attitude we
may take to unknown and so-far-unknowable cultural territory. Also see Linda Krumholz,
who calls on western academics to enter what she calls a liminal space, to open ourselves
to learning from the literature (especially indigenous literature) we read rather than feeling
bound to say we know enough always to make useful analyses (something we are likely
not be culturally capable of doing) (95-96, 109-110).
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mends with people whose ancestors some ofmy ancestors crushed. There is certainly fear

and the possibility of pain in this engagement, on both sides, but there is also delight and

the possibility of real change.

In addition to this, several other concepts have proved fruitful. One is the idea of

"tuning" as Jewish-American poet and philosopher David Antin uses it in correspondence

with Boundary2 editor William Spanos. Another is the deep psychology concept of

"silenced knowings" as used by California psychologists Helene Lorenz Shulman, and

Mary Watkins in "Silenced Knowillgs, Forgotten Springs: Paths to Healing in the Wake of

Colonialism." I also refer to Kelly Kraemer's dissertation, which deals with problems and

solutions when non-indigenous activists become allies in indigenous movements for

sovereignty and justice. The work of Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein has

continued to be helpful in keeping me aware of the temptations and dangers of aligning

with theoretical positions, offorming broad general tbeories and generalizing feelings

(dangers I am not very good at sidestepping). Wittgenstein tells stories to open up and

explore the logical boundaries ofconcepts. His methods are very useful for western

scholars who wish to negotiate the spaces between western and indigenous cultures.

David Antin describes tuning as an ingredient in his improvisational performance

poetry. He finds out as much as he can about his topic and then lets circumstances, input

from others, audience reactions, the weather, detours, the "cracks by the side of the road,"

as he puts it, guide him in his explorations rather than determining in advance what the

course ofhis investigation will be. This means that he has to remain open to the unknown,

developing what Retallack calls "the unintelligability," and that the process involves a
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large dash of risk and necessary humility since he never knows in advance quite what he

will come up with. Tuning can be a useful metaphor for informed "not-knowing" that may

help us become sensitive to problem areas of academic research.

Silenced knowings, according to Lorenz and Watkins, are "cultural understandings

that take refuge in silence, as it feels dangerous to speak them to ourselves and to others"

(I). Among such silenced knowings might be awareness, as we place a "Save Tibet"

sticker on our car, that Hawai'i itself is an occupied nation, that children are going hungry

in Hawai'i, that Kanaka Maoli have the highest infant mortality rate in the country. An

example used by Lorenz and Watkins is the unexpected uncovering ofan Austrian family's

involvement in the Jewish holocaust. The concept of silenced knowings and research into

what can be undone to bring our silences to consciousness is useful when we are thinking

about raising awareness of our colonialism in the academy.

***

What brought me here: an expanded inventory

As I pointed out earlier, Edward Said repeats Antonio Gramsci's calion scholars

to become conscious ofourselves as "a product of the historical process to date, which

has deposited in you an infinity of traces, without leaving an inventory," and to compile

such an inventory before undertaking scholarly criticism (Orientalism 25). For each

scholar, such an inventory will reveal not only the sources of his or her interests in the

topic at hand but his/her blind spots, what strengths (even limited ones) s/he has to offer

on the subject, and most importantly whether slhe has any business undertaking such a

study in the first place. In the pages that follow and in the passages in between chapters, I
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have tried as honestly as possible to tum the light on myself in this way, to unsilence some

of my own knowings.

I begin with my coming into academia, becoming "part of the conversation," and

finding little practical acceptance of the claim increasingly advanced by indigenous

scholars, that depth and breadth ofpersonal involvement--either engagement with other

people in the manner I outline above or knowledge grounded in personal history as an

indigenous person--are valid as theory and methodology in scholarship. Western

academics are not necessarily capable of seeing theory that is culturally not their own. A

year after I arrived and following a session at the 1994 Pacific Writers Forum at the

EastfWest Center of the University ofHawai'i at Manoa, a colleague, who had also

recently arrived in Hawai'i, despaired over the "lack of theory" in the discussion among

writers who had come from allover the Pacific to talk about their work. I thought that

everything I had heard at the session was theory--about writing or problems oflanguage,

audience, publishing, and sovereignty among indigenous writers of the Pacific, so I said

maybe we needed to listen for theory in such discussions, oral or written, rather than

imposing our own criteria for recognizing it from a western academic point ofview, that it

was important for theory and criticism to come from within a writer's culture at least as

well as but preferably rather than be imposed from without. In a recent conversation, the

same colleague acknowledged he was probably incapable in 1994 of recognizing the

conceptual differences revealed in the writers' conversations. He has also found ways to

engage with life in Hawai'i and he presently occupies a position similar to that taken by

this dissertation and is developing his own ideas about engagement and friendship.
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It is important for theory and criticism to come from within a writer's culture. It is

as important for western scholars to ask questions if they do not understand what they

hear rather than assuming they do understand or preferring to use or formulate western

theories. Because academic training requires scholars to analyze the perceived meaning of

anything, anywhere, at any time, many do not question their right to do so. But it is

conceivable that they might misunderstand what they are writing/teaching about and also

that they are imposing colonization in the process. Many, unfortunately, seem unaware of

widespread and increasing resentment over these assumptions.

Both the location in which I have been doing this study and the part the academy

plays in Hawai'i have been important causes of growing discomfort. Hawai'i has been

subject to oppression and outsider definition by colonizers for more than 200 years and

illegally occupied by the U.S. without title for more than 100, since the overthrow of its

constitutional monarch by American sugar planters in 1893. Colonization continues

today, perhaps more subtly but just as ruthlessly as before and just after the overthrow.

"Overcoming Colonial Violence: Cultural Representation and the Hawaiian Body," a

March 2001 forum presented by graduate students in anthropology at UH. Manoa",

occurred when an incoming high school principal insisted that a sculpture commissioned

from a Kanaka Maoli sculptor, Kazu Kauinana Fukuda, by the State Foundation for

Culture and the Arts and the school--ofthe Hawaiian shark goddess Ka'ahupahau being

9

See Kawika Tengan, "Reclaiming Space for an Indigenous Anthropology" for a discussion
of Kanaka Maoli graduate student efforts to challenge western academic paradigms in the
Anthropology Department at the University ofHawai'i at Manoa.
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released to the sea by her mother--be clothed rather than bare breasted. Fukuda explained

that the sculpture had already been selected by consensus among the students and

community and was ready to be cast. The artist had sculpted the mother purposefully to

reflect a strong, proud, and, according to his research, true image of a pre-contact

Hawaiian woman, with short hair and tapa covering her lower body, her upper body bare.

The attempted censoring projected a pornographic reading (rousing support among

Christian conservatives in the community after the fact) on what was the opposite--a

vibrant attempt to restore a non-sexualized image of the body and ofmotherhood in the

person of a Hawaiian woman--repeating the horrified censoring imposed and enforced as

the will ofGod by the original Puritan missionaries upon their arrival in Hawai'i in 1820.

The university I work and study at is at least partially on land taken from the

Hawaiian nation (ceded lands) at the time ofwhat Kanaka Maoli activist David Keanu Sai

calls "a fake revolution"lO by a small group ofwhite landowners ("Revisiting" 1). Ethnic

Studies Professor Marion Kelly calls the university "the last plantation," and while it is not

the last, it is certainly a bastion ofwhite male (and female) power--colonial in a place

where whites are a minority and the culture is easily recognizable as not American, nor

even western.

The English Department at D.H. Manoa struggles with these issues but remains

overwhelmingly mainland haole in composition and world view. This is a serious

problem, since, as Western Samoan scholar and teacher Epi Enari pointed out to me in

lOA term under International Law.
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response to my own venture into writing about Pacific literature", myself, my colleagues

and other western and western-trained faculty members are privileged voices just by virtue

of that status. Our scholarship on indigenous cultures that we may see as more spiritually

intact than our own may provide us with a welcome opportunity to pursue knowledge we

find intriguing or challenging, but, whether we like it or not, when western scholars

(especially men but also women) give public voice to what we see, we are more likely to

be listened to, published, believed, to impress even those we are writing about, and our

understanding ofindigenous cultures is often severely limited.

As Cherokee scholar Mary Churchill and many others have pointed out, often what

western experts say adversely affects the people being written about in our studiesJ2

Internalization of the gaze of the colonizer makes any word coming from the colonial

"
"Literature," especially within the purview of cultural studies, has come to mean many
things which are not literary in a traditional sense, largely because of the work of scholars
like Edward Said and others, who make it clear how central imaginative portrayals are to
colonization and the institution ofnationhood. Imaginative works are never non-political,
and political and other works are seen to be imaginative. The boundaries between
"literature," "sociology," "history," "politics," "religion," and so on, have become
permeable. While Enda Duffy treats James Joyce's Ulysses as political writing, S.
Elizabeth Bird' s For Enquiring Minds: A Cultural Study ofSupermarket Tabloid5
discusses tabloids as literature. This weakening ofboundaries mayor may not be
coincidental with increasing interest in indigenous cultural productions, since categories
like literature, religion, sociology, and history do not pertain in many indigenous cultures.
(See Mary Churchill, Oklahoma Cherokee Professor ofLaw and Religious Studies, Jace
Weaver, Linda Tuhiwai Smith and others for elaboration of this difference between
indigenous and western epistemologies.) References to "literature" in this dissertation will
include these multiple meanings.

12

See, for instance, Paolo Freire's Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, pages 27-31, where Freire
points out that the oppressed, at one end ofthe axis of power, at first aspire "not to
liberation, but to identification with its opposite pole" because they have "internalized the
image of the oppressor and adopted his guidelines" (28, 29).
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camp more unquestioningly accepted than locallindigenous words, just as we have

experienced women trusting the words of male doctors, for instance, over those of female

doctors. This is especially true when the "experts" are teachers and scholars. Haunani

Kay Trask has found it necessary to yell loudly to be heard as an indigenous woman. For

yelling, she has been dubbed angry and violent, whereas western academic commentators

are not seen as violent, however appropriative their work. However much they define and

therefore shape Kanaka Maoli culture from the outside, they are seen as inexplicable

victims of her rage because their"seeing" is done from within the colonizing culture.

As well as my discomfort with colonial politics at the university in Hawai'i, I have

felt uncomfortable with the academic requirement of objective distance, which too often

demands removal from immediate involvement in the life of the community: a choice

between commitment to an academic response to the world and other commitments more

pressing for me. Academic process tends to force one to externalize one's viewpoint in

order to make it objective, since the model of truth we work with, however we may think

we have outgrown it temporally and culturally, is a western, scientific materialist one.

Too often, then, what western scholars contribute to the world I and others find

destructive--reductive, disjoining, distorting. A friend in the English Department tells a

story of a group offeminists at U.H Manoa who met regularly to discuss feminist theory.

She finally left the group because when she brought personal experience to the discussion

to illustrate an argument, there was no response. At the time, academic feminists were

beginning to change their language, their ways ofvalidating their arguments in order that

Women's Studies become acceptable as an academic discipline, so only theoretical
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arguments, no longer life experience, were allowable as support for a point ofview.

Similar stringencies have appeared over time in Ethnic Studies.

The requirement of distance is particularly distressing in a place that has been and

continues to be as ruthlessly occupied and colonized as Hawai'i. For Kanaka Maoli, the

insult ofbeing defined by the colonizer is perpetuated in an academic environment no

different from western academia elsewhere in that, for the most part, we analyze, comment

on, discuss, and publish upon our surroundings, then teach our viewpoints to the local"

population, without, for the most part, being intimately involved in local cultures. The

surroundings are, in Hawai'i, largely non-white, non-academic, non-western, and

colonized. The academic voice, because it claims to be objective and external, also claims

it speaks universally, for anybody. Its modus operandi is to be disembodiedl4
.

This dissertation will not be about indigenous ways ofbeing that, in my experience,

focus, not on separation, analysis, and criticism, but on bringing together, on wholeness,

balance, and community healing, since, as I have said, those ways ofbeing are not mine to

elaborate on. My writing attempts to talk about and to be inside experience--my own

because I do not have the authority to speak about anyone else's. It begins here with what

has happened to me as I have tried to write it:

about having been ready to fly into a straight academic dissertation when my

13

I am using "local" here to include both settlers and the indigenous population ofHawai'i.
However, "local" is a term normally used to distinguish Asian settlers whose families have
been in Hawai'i for generations from recent arrivals.

14

See Elise Peeples' The Emperor Has a Body for an interesting discussion of this problem.
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partner drowned at Makapu'u; about being put off over and over again in my

thinking process by a professor who insisted I posit a hypothesis before starting to

write; about finding myselfrooted to this land ofHawai'i, reluctantly, by my

partner's dying and about that drawing me more and more into what is going on

here at ground level; about the process I went through, long and mostly alone, of

re-making my world after Bill's death, about walking up Aina Raina Valley stream

on my own to sleep among the trees and experiencing visions there; about learning

to teach--because ofhis dying knowing that I wasn't going to be much of a teacher

in my tears--by letting my students run the class and finding the class become

dynamic once I allowed their intelligence and abandoned "professing;" about

getting to know Lynette Cruz and James Nakapa'ahu in the Wobblies, the

Industrial Workers of the World, because I needed to find some anarchists; about

Lynette continuing to pull me with her away from the Wobblies into the Guerrilla

Gardeners Union, up into Kahana Valley once a month with Ahupua'a Action

Alliance on a yellow school bus, to the American Friends Service Committee

Subcommittee on Hawaiian Sovereignty Education and the Kanaka Maoli

sovereignty movement; about being invited to go teach at Leeward Community

College Waianae extension, where the students are older, mothers, former drug

addicts, former military, Hawaiian, Samoan, Black, local haole, struggling to live

as well as to go to school, and where Bea, the secretary welcomed me and chanted

me and my friend Donna into the heiau at Makaha.

It is about always having been a foreigner who knows she has to listen,
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watch, learn to behave the way the people "here" behave. This is self-preservation

for someone who was born in an English county where the Cornish call anyone

who has not lived there for 10 generations a foreigner, who left at the age of three

weeks on a six-week ocean voyage to Calcutta to be nursed by a street sweeper's

wife, an Untouchable Ayah, then at one back to England never to see her again or

even know her name, just remember the warmth, the sound ofher language, being

held by someone who didn't have to read a book by experts to know how to be

with a baby. Then years one to two near London with a new sister, American

grandmother and English grandfather, uncle and aunt and cousins, boys from the

local orphanage, no father. "Brown bread is made oflead and if you eat it you'll

fall down dead." Two to three with no father in a one-up-one-down no-water no

electricity cottage in a tiny Cornish village (later when I read Laurie Lee's Cider

With Rosie, I knew in my gut where he had lived, what the earth smelled like, the

voices sounded like). Three to four in an upstairs flat in Ontario, Canada, with a

weekend-visiting-from-across-the-border-at-Poughkeepsie-fiightening-father.

Four to five on the island ofEuboia off the east coast ofGreece, helping the

goatherds with the goats, imbibing the sound ofGreek from them and from Eriklia

who came to help my mother and from the family my parents left us with for 10

days while they went to Naples and from the egg man who came and whirled the

chickens round by their heads till their bodies flew off(how fascinated we

watched), wandering the long empty beach being given small fish by fishermen,

encountering sea urchins with my feet, smelling oleanders and wild cyclamen and
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thyme in the hot sun. Five to six back in a Cornish village, this time a slate miner's

cottage with its own abandoned quarry, no electricity or indoor toilet, dense green

valley, stream, beech woods, the certainty offairies, the holy well of St. Keyne,

walking a mile and a halfthrough narrow high-hedge ancient lanes to the one

room schoolroom at Trewidland and drinking in the sound ofCornish from

farmers' children. Six to seven to live above our Turkish landlord and his

extended family in Adana, hot plain with orange farms, one owned by a friend we

went to stay with, learn to make kites from an old man, go to a wedding and want

to come home early, ride in an arrabah through Adana behind the sad, thin sore

rump ofa trotting horse, begin to learn Turkish from the landlord's daughter, my

friend Limon, who nearly died of diphtheria, walk and walk alone finding tortoises

to bring home, taught to read and write more by my mother as long as she could

keep us from running off exploring. Seven to eight in an apartment in Ankara,

listening to the prayers from the minaret, going to the market, meeting the first

American friends who told us we would go to hell ifwe didn't believe in God and

showed us horror movies about aliens from outer space making me scared of the

dark for the first time, wandering early in the morning with my sister through the

mud-floored huts of refugees from Bulgaria and Romania in the valley behind our

apartment building, between us and Ataturk's wall, starting half a day at the British

Embassy school to be taught French and Sumerian history by Joan Lorraine who

had driven across Europe and North Africa with her mother in an old car to get

there. Eight to nine back in St. Keyne to the friendship ofJenny Clemens and
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Margaret Ball, to nettle whippings by Ronald Welshman, the long flower-laden

walk to school with my sister Jane. Nine and a halfto ten at a girls grammar

school in St. Petersport, Guernsey, wandering the beaches again, feeling isolated

and alone for the first time in a self-styled upwardly mobile middle class all-girls

school. Ten to twelve back in Cornwall, falling in love and not daring to say

anything, not daring to say anything about being so obviously a stranger, an

outsider in another private school, being top of the class for two years and hated

for it by some, being best at sports in the whole schoo~ beating all the boys and

not allowing myself to be caught by them when we played boys chase the girls

even though 1 wanted to. Being alone. Twelve to fourteen in a new school in

Devon, making new friends, to leave them all behind again when we emigrated to

New York. And then Long Island and three years of c1ose-to-death inability to

assimilate, how do I learn this moneyed, superficial, cliquey, cruel, cool, out-of

touch way ofbeing? All those years surrounded by many languages, many colors,

many ways ofdressing, many warm arms around a child, voices teaching us to

speak, arms taking us to weddings and home again when we got bored, putting us

up on donkeys, riding us on the backs ofbicycles, showing us how to help make

hay, teaching us to dip bread and butter in weak tea and to drink red wine, to

smoke a Turkish cigarette behind the bam, constantly leaving friends behind and

never seeing them again, learning learning all the time to watch and listen and

become a part of the landscape. Beginning to feel alone and strange only when
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fonnal education became important to my father and the nail hammered home in

U. S. culture I could not and finally would not learn to absorb.

The process of this dissertation has as much (and perhaps more importantly) been

based in my life experiences as it has been one of scholarly investigation. Experiences that

brought me to a place where I have committed to listening, to under/standing by standing

under, keeping my mouth shut, watching, acknowledging when I don't know enough to

say anything, or, as my friend Lynette Cruz says, "bowing my head when I enter someone

else's hale (home)," are just as (ifnot more) important as the reading and in-class work I

have done. It is a good part of my intention in writing this dissertation to call for respect

for personal experiential bases for scholarly work, and part ofwhat I wish to accomplish

within it is to reproduce my process of arrival, construction and reconstruction.

This work has arisen from a gradual process ofcoming to see that it is not always

appropriate to speak, to be the one who knows. It comes from a realization that we need

to slow down to consider who can speak and when, what it means to look and to see,

what one sees when one looks and what one can and may say about it. The process hasn't

been easy. It has been painful. I have moved from being someone whose survival

depended on learning to belong, to a place where I am ready to acknowledge when I do

not belong, which may be always. I want to impart that knowledge, which I think is rare,

to you. I am hoping that you may be able to begin what it's taken me so long and such a

painful path to learn in a less drawn out, uncomfortable way, but then again, it is probable

that there is unavoidable pain for westerners in not being able to acquire knowledge and

speak without limits.
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I am being asked to say how I arrived--I suppose this means to a place where I feel maybe

I have some answers. The request worries me since answers for me will not necessarily be

answers for anyone else, and I want no hardening of the exploration arteries, even though

sometimes I know that what I write looks like concrete. Perhaps all I can do is continue the

inventory so you can see if any ofwhat I have experienced applies to you. First I have to say I am

not a typical anything, as you can see from the narrative in Chapter I. But is anyone a typical

anything? You cannot change to grow up the way I grew up, but maybe seeing bits of my story

will contribute something to undermining the status quo.

By the time I was five, I had lived in four countries. Greek and Hindi language, and

Cornish, Cockney, Canadian and the Yorkshire accents ofmy father filled me. Beginning at a

one-room country school, I naturally sat next to a boy who was darker and more towsled than the

rest, not just because of the other countries--my father was dark too and a small boy in the heart

of him. I walked with the boy on the nature walk and stuck close to him. He didn't mind. The

teacher hauled me up to the front of the class and ridiculed me for wanting to be friends with "the

gypsy." He and his friends beat me up on the way home. Gypsy? What ViliS I then? Where did I

belong? It's only in retrospect that I see how much darker I am than the average English person,

blood of my great grandmother who was found on a workhouse doorstep as a baby. Dark her

son, my father's father, and dark my father, My mother's mother wrote to her sisters that my

mother had come home with a man they knew nothing about except that he'd been in the army



and was dark as a gypsy. Before I was born, the prejudice oflight-skinned people, my relatives. I

am what Lila Abu-Lughod refers to as a "halfie," what Mary TallMountain called an Inbetween.

But they loved me, and I was their pet. My mother moved out of her mother's house

when I was 2 and found a cottage by the sea with me and myone-year-old sister Jane. She says

she couldn't abide the condescension and spitefulness of her sister-in-law, a hardnose captain's

daughter from New Zealand. My mother and father weren't married till I was 12. They hid and

lied for 13 years in case he should lose his job. But my grandpa knew. He'd gone to check the

Register ofbirths and marriages and wouldn't talk to my father. He wouldn't talk to him until my

father moved in so we could look after my grandmother who had cancer. I was 9 then.

This is part of the story.
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CHAPTER 2

APPROACHING SCHOLARSHIP

In Chapter 2, I take a look at examples ofdistortion in the process of western

academic research as it approaches indigenous subjects, Referring to commentary from a

number of indigenous scholars, I examine reasons given for discomfort with the way

western academics sees themselves and their mission, and with the ways they too often

misrepresent those they study in indigenous cultures, I also assess indigenous

commentators' claims as to the consequences ofour vision and enterprises, as well as their

concern that they be able to define their own cultures from within, Finally, I consider calls

for a moratorium on western research into indigenous cultures and explain why I think this

is necessary.

In The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian Traditions,

Native American' (Laguna Pueblo) scholar and writer Paula Gunn Allen mentions two

methodologies--a traditional western academic one and a research method and justification

that derives from within her own Pueblo culture--as frames for scholarship. While Gunn

Allen's The Sacred Hoop is a tightly argued, well-documented volume using western

language, citations, notes, etc., her inventory (to use Gramsci's term) is not the same as

II will use the word "Indian" throughout the rest of the dissertation rather than
"Native American" in deference to those who agree with Sherman Alexie that the latter
term is a product of "liberal white guilt" rather than an expression of respect
(Himmelsbach I), I will refer to tribal affiliation whenever possible.
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that of a mainstream white western academic; her expertise and the stories she tells are not

based in being an objective outsider of the culture she writes about. Paying attention to

her "consciousness ofwhat [she] really is" means subsuming methodologies ofwestern

academia beneath a Pueblo approach to the world. She tells stories; she validates a

women-centered Keres spiritual view on the world. This might seem like establishment of

a simple dichotomy between western and Indian thought, but, as Kentucky-born, Hawaii

based haole scholar Houston Wood points out in "Cultural Studies for Oceania," visions

of"a Way" are not helpful in representing the multiple, context-sensitive, constantly

changing experiences and ideas that typifY any lived circumstance (12). Such multiple and

changing lived experience also informs the vision Arab American anthropologist Lila Abu

Lughod expresses in advising an "ethnography of the particular" ("Writing Against

Culture" 149). In practice, what Gunn Allen speaks of as "my method of choice" has all

the multiplicity oflife--experienced from New Mexico to the Bay Area and Europe and

from Pueblo methodologies to western academic ones--not reducible to any simple

formulation.

[W]hile 1 employ variously the methodologies of anthropology, literary

studies, folklore, psychology, sociology, historiography, philosophy, culture

studies, and women's studies in these essays, my method of choice is my own

understanding of American Indian life and thought. For although I am a somewhat

nontraditional Indian, I grew up in the homes ofIndians and have spent my adult

life in the company oftraditionals, urbanites, and all the shades ofIndian in

between.
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Because I am thus personally involved in my discipline, because I study and

write out ofa Laguna Indian woman's perspective, these essays present a picture

ofAmerican Indian life and literature unfiltered through the minds ofwestern

patriarchal colonizers. The essays in this volume are framed by neither the

anthropological nor the missionary mind, and they do not particularly reflect the

white mind-set. (6)

Gunn Allen speaks of a "white mind-set," which she associates with colonization and

patriarchy and which she has also personally experienced, and contrasts it with her"own

understanding of American Indian life and thought"--the basis for her Indian scholarship.

Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith makes a similar distinction: "This book identifies

research as a significant site of struggle between the interests and ways ofknowing of the

West and the interests and ways ofresisting of the Other" and adds, "it is surely difficult

to discuss research methodology and indigenous peoplei' together, in the same breath,

without having an analysis of imperialism, without understanding the complex ways in

which the pursuit of knowledge is deeply embedded in the multiple layers of imperial and

In using the word "indigenous," Smith acknowledges that there are problems, but, like
Ward Churchill, she sees the term as more useful than problematic: "It is a term that
internationalizes the experiences, the issues and the struggles ofsome ofthe world's
colonized peoples. The final's' in 'indigenous peoples' has been argued for quite
vigorously by indigenous activists because of the right of peoples to self-determination. It
is also used as a way of recognizing that there are real differences between indigenous
peoples. The term has enabled the colJective voices of colonized people to be expressed
strategically in the international arena" (7) I follow suit in using the term in this work to
refer to peoples who define themselves through connection to the land on which they live,
or, ifthey have been removed from that land, to the land of their origin, and who are
engaged in a struggle against colonialism
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colonial practices" (Decolonizing Methodologies 2). Abu-Lughod also remarks that "the

relationship between the West and the non-West, at least since the birth of anthropology [I

would add sociology, philosophy, and cultural studies in its present fonn], has been

constituted by Western domination" (139).

In this dissertation, I regard Gunn Allen, Smith, and Abu-Lughod's observations

on what western scholarship has wrought and continues to perpetuate among indigenous

peoples as an opportunity for us--mainly white, mainstream, western academics--to listen

and to make serious changes in what we regard as honest and useful scholarship. In the

chapters that follow, I will examine what Gnnn Allen and others might mean by a "white

mind-set" and by "western methodologies" and how and why, as a scholar, she might give

precedence to ways based in Indian life and thought. In doing this, I intend to open up her

contrast between "white" academic ways ofthinking (Chapters 3 to 7) and those that fall

outside western academic models and, finally, to examine what might be alternative

methodologies open to western academics. 3

3

This conflation of "white" and "western" is obviously factually an error, unless we are to
exclude Black Americans, Native Americans, other non-white Americans, as well as
indigenous Australians, New Zealanders, and so on, from our descriptions of "the west,"
which is an option, since especially many indigenous peoples of the Americas and other
continents do not consider their cultures western. There is currently exploration and lively
discussion ofwhat kinds ofattitudes, privileges, positions, assumptions, whiteness and
western culture comprise, replacing our fonner certainty that we know what we are
talking about when we use these tenns. With this questioning comes a new danger that
the concept "race" itself, coming under the microscope, may be relegated to the category
"illusory," erasing awareness of oppression at the same time. (See Berger, Hill,
Nakayama and Martin, Roediger, Kincheloe, Jacobson, hooks, and others for these
discussions.) While we can no longer rest in the surety of whiteness and western culture
as unexamined states oforigin and bulwarks ofunquestioned power, the power of
representation remains, as Abu-Lughod notes, in the west, and the distinction GUlln Allen
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The reasons for wanting to explore alternative scholarly approaches can be phrased

in a question: "What are the consequences of unquestioningly relying on the frame of a

western academic world vision in our studies--especially our studies of other cultures?"

As an example ofsuch consequences, in her book and in a later article, Gunn Allen

addresses some problems encountered by both western and non-western scholars pursuing

a traditional western academic approach to scholarship among American Indians. In her

essay, where she expands her critique ofthe classroom use of sacred material to include

"American culture...reflected in American institutions such as universities," she says,

In the white world, information is to be saved and analyzed at all costs. It is not

seen as residing in the minds and molecules ofhuman beings but as--dare I say it?--

transcendent. Civilization and its attendant virtues offreedom and primacy depend

on the accessibility ofmillions of megabytes of data; no matter that the data has

lost its meaning by virtue ofloss of its human context. Yet traditional materials,

sacred or social, have meaning within the traditional, day to day context ofthe

people who live within it.

But the white world has a different set ofvalues, one which requires

learning all and telling all in the interests ofknowledge, objectivity and freedom.

This ethos and its obverse--a nearly neurotic distress in the presence ofsecrets and

mystery underlie much ofmodern culture. ("Teaching" 382)

makes is a fertile and provocative one that I will pursue (143). As Daniel Bernardi says,
"[E]ven if race is merely a fiction .. .it is a powerful fiction in that it systematically affects
how we see the world, how we present ourselves to the world, who we associate with,
and how we are conversely treated by people and by institutions" (2).
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Lila Abu-Lughod echoes this response when she speaks of"this 'will to knowledge' about

the Other" (148).

Gunn Allen's use of "the white world" seems to ignore those, like Mary Louise

Pratt, Houston Wood, Kelly Kraemer, David Stannard, and others who try not to function

in this way. But despite the countering work of some, problems surrounding western

academic ethnocentrism continue. yankton Sioux scholar and author Vine Deloria

confirms, "In the white man's world knowledge is a matter ofmemorizing theories, dates,

lists ofkings and presidents, the table of chemical elements and many other things not

encountered in the course of a day's work. Knowledge seems to be divorced from

experience" (vii-viii). Data loses meaning by virtue ofloss of human context, and meaning

is central to human experience, as Abu-Lughod also argues in her appeal for particularity

in ethnography (150). The contexts--the relationships and therefore the meanings--the

academy provides are ones where Pueblo concepts no longer have Pueblo meanings.

Western academic explanations applied by western-oriented scholars are inviable when

applied to traditional Pueblo culture,

Gunn Allen explains that fierce American Indian reticence about traditions was not

always so fierce. It arose in reaction to an inability on the part ofscholars to "see" what

we were being shown, from our insistence on reading the literature of other cultures than

our own "in terms that are familiar to (us], however irrelevant those terms may be to the

literature under consideration" (Hoop 54). In our academic training, we learn to study

and write about other cultures as though they were products, objects that can be separated

out from their lived use within the culture, For the most part, we write about them using
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our own theories, points ofview, and ethnocentric regard. It is not generally our concern

whether what we write is useful to those we study. In my experience, many ofus write

for other western-based academics without thinking of the effects this will have on those

we write about. Abu-Lughod has interesting stories to tell ofthe effects the personal

ethnographies she produced have had when reintroduced to the families she took them

from. They have caused at least fights, horror, and laughter because what she saw as

appropriate stories to tell were by no means necessarily appropriate within the

communities she drew them from ("Writing Against Culture" 158-160).

Anthropologist Elsie Clews Parsons, says Gunn Allen, had arrived in Laguna

Pueblo around 1924 to collect material for a study on religion and social culture. She was

readily given information, but when she published it, people realized with horror that she

had, "[i]n accordance with her academic training...objectified, explained, detailed and

analyzed their lives as though they were simply curios, artifacts, fetishes, and discussed the

supernaturals as though they were objects of interest and patronization" (383). The

people ofLaguna were furious, and

Coincidently (or not so coincidently) the terrible drought deepened--the same

drought Silko depicts in Ceremony--and in its wake many other ills visited the

Pueblo. Personal horrors and society-wide horrors ensued; the discovery of

uranium on Laguna land, not far from where the giantess' head and her headless

body had been flung by the War Twins, the development ofnuclear weapons near

Jemez, the Second World War,jackpile mine, water and land poisoned by nuclear

waste, the village of Paguate all but surrounded by tailing-mesas almost as
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perfectly formed as the natural mesas all around. It's hardly any wonder that they

shut it down. All entry by non-traditionals to dances and stories was cut off, They

witnessed the appalling consequences of telling what was private for reasons that

far exceed simple cultural purism. (383-384)

It may well be too hard for many in the west to agree that these are "consequences" of

Parsons' objectification ofLaguna culture. However, those within the pueblo are as solid

in their view that sharing the stories with Parsons and her treatment of them caused the

disasters that followed. It might also be said that 1924 is a long time ago and things have

changed since then. However, according to indigenous scholars like Gunn Allen, Silva,

Hereniko, Enari, and Smith, the way they have changed has been more a matter of

anthropologists, sociologists, and other cultural scholars moving toward less obviously

extreme objectification but still functioning within the same parameters of academic

procedure, And while it is true that more indigenous literature, for example, is being

taught, in many places there has not been an accompanying commitment to hiring the

indigenous teachers qualified to teach it.

Pueblo and other indigenous people claim that western scholars cause material

harm with their methods. In my case, ifsomeone I care about claims to have been harmed

by something I have done, even ifI can't yet understand, I will try not to hurt them again.

Purposely hurting people is an anomaly, not a given, in western culture at large, but caring

about the people whose works and lives we study has not been a part of western

scholarship, especially since the dominant model is a scientific and colonial one, I offer

the kind ofcaring most ofus understand from relationships within family and among
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friends as a positive place to begin thinking about alternatives. People we have studied

say we do harm, and I wish to say we have no business arguing whether the harm can

really have been caused by what we do just because we cannot see the cause and effect

relationships from our cultural point ofview. As Lila Abu-Lughod notices, "even ifwe

withhold judgment on how closely the social sciences [and related disciplines] can be

associated with the apparatuses of management, we have to recognize how all

professionalized discourses by nature assert hierarchy" (151). The hierarchy embedded in

scholarship, ofwhich I will talk more in Chapter 5, does not encourage caring

relationships between scholar and objects ofstudy, and in fields where the objects of study

are human beings, this is a serious and continuing problem. However artificial it might

seem, caring needs to be inserted into the relationship.

An exploration of what may be required for us to see the harm we are doing when

we treat other people's cultures as objects of interest (even passionate interest) unrelated

to our personal lives and when we thus separate ourselves from them in a superior

position is at the core of this dissertation. I wish to suggest that we have choices that may

alleviate our standing as propagators of separatist research that Linda Tuhiwai Smith calls

"one of the dirtiest words in the indigenous world's vocabulary" (1).

Paula Gunn Allen and Lila Abu-Lughod are not the only scholars who use personal

understanding of their subject rather than or as well as western academic training because

of inevitable distortions created when indigenous cultures (their literature, social customs,

spiritualities, etc,) are looked at and critiqued via western academic models. Gunn Allen is

not alone in sometimes choosing to remain silent rather than focus her western academic
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training on subject matters close to her heart, as she acknowledges that sometimes she

cannot do the job of a western academic without becoming ill:

(C]hildhood learning dies hard. In the classroom or before the keyboard, I find

myself physically ill when I attempt to override those early lessons. My body,

breed as it is, rebels against the very idea that such violations might proceed from

me. For years I have had a somewhat different attitude toward materials from

other tribes, like those in the Midwest. But reading Young Bear's comments, I

realize that even that territory--which for reasons of ignorance coupled with the

availability ofinformation from midwestern native communities I had seen as open

to use--is not. ("Teaching" 385)

Cherokee scholar Mary Churchill, for instance, bases her dissertation '''Walking the White

Path': Towards a Cherokee-centric Hermeneutic for Interpreting Cherokee Literature" on

"subjective approaches as a theoretical base for developing an indigenous hermeneutic."

She does so because anthropologist Charles Hudson4--whose white Christian-based

definitions of Cherokee spirituality she questions--and others distort Cherokee realities in

their descriptions and definitions (ix). She claims through the words ofCherokee scholar

Rennard Strickland, "Each generation [of scholars] has created and re-created the

Cherokee in the image of that age" and in her first chapter, explores the effects ofwestern

scholarship on the image of the Cherokee held by white and Indian alike (2). Her

Charles Hudson is a specialist in Native American culture of the Southeastern United
States, and his Southeastern Indians, in the absence of any other overview to date,
continues to serve as a definitive synthesis for scholars of Cherokee religious traditions.
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subjective approaches ideally would consist of interaction between members ofboth the

communities studied and the scholars involved, but, as she acknowledges, such a dialogue

did not exist at the time ofher study. Therefore she adopts "a 'partial' perspective and a

dialogical framework in which to develop the Cherokee-centric hermeneutic" that may be

used within the culture to replace distorting definitions from without (x).

According to Nigerian playwright, poet and critic Wole Soyinka, indigenous

peoples' experiences ofthe world, while they are different from each other, are in many

aspects even more different from western people's experiences and more similar to each

other ("Drama and the African World-View" 37). As Gunn Allen says, "The sacred, ritual

ways ofthe American Indian peoples are similar in many respects to other sacred cultures

on the planet....The wide diversity of tribal systems on the North American continent

notwithstanding...tribal world views are more similar to one another than any of them are

to the patriarchal world-view" (Hoop 5-6). Haunani-Kay Trask agrees when she says,

"Clearly we [Native women] are vastly different from each other, not only geographically,

but culturally, linguistically, and historically as wellJ!And yet, I believe, we share many

more similarities than differences" (Daughter 131-132) Creek/Cherokee scholar Ward

Churchill goes a step further to insist that focusing on differences between indigenous

cultures is a colonizing move. Quoting Mexican anthropologist/activist Guillermo Bonfil

Batalla, he sets out the precepts ofindigenism (as a resistance movement) thus:

[I]n America there exists only one unitary Indian civilization. All the Indian

peoples participate in this civilization. The diversity of cultures and languages is

not an obstacle to affirmation ofthe unity ofthis civilization.... But the level of
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unity--the civilization--is more profound than the level ofspecificity....The

differences between diverse peoples (or ethnic groups) have been accentuated by

the colonizers as part of the strategy of domination. There have been attempts by

some to fragment the Indian peoples...by establishing frontiers, deepening

differences and provoking rivalries. This strategy follows a principle objective:

domination, to which end it is attempted ideologically to demonstrate that in

America, Western civilization is confronted by a magnitude ofatomized peoples,

differing from one another.... ("Indigenist" 4-5).

Tongan satirist and anthropologist Epeli Hau'ofa makes a similar point in "Our Sea of

Islands." He shows that colonizers have figured the Pacific as a vast sea with tiny,

scattered (and therefore dependent) isolated islands, whereas Pacific Islanders historically

experience Oceania as one large unified region of the world connected by water (6-7).

As an instance of these differences, in a discussion ofFrench neo-fiction, Wole

Soyinka argues that French Surrealisms is a project bankrupt from the start in that it

Although I agree with Soyinka that the surrealists attempted to cross a constructed gap of
anxiety between humanity and nature, it was not the surrealists who originated the gap.
They recognized, as Maurice Nadeau says, that "Man makes a beautiful cage to imprison
the forces of nature; he succeeds in doing so, but does not realize that he is locking
himself inside" (The History ofSurrealism 47). They tried to cross a gap Soyinka sees
does not exist because, as Soyinka says, in their world it did!does exist, and they had seen
it destroy millions in a cynical and bureaucratically run war. Delving deeply into dreams
and drug and sleep deprivation-induced visions to produce images and words they
believed came from a "primitive," direct connection to the world, they tried to undo what
they too saw as a false gap between language and materiality in order to change the world.
Of course, they did so from within the culture that produced the gap and therefore using
the language that fed it. But they began to shift paradigms. Ironically but not surprisingly,
it was partly from their studies and imaginings of indigenous cultures that the surrealists
gathered this beliefin the identity--no gap--between Janguagelhuman beings and the
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imagines a gap between human beings and the cosmos and then proceeds to try and fill it,

that it produces a cosmic anxiety and then proceeds to try to assuage it. Soyinka denies

that the gap (embedded in western consciousness during the Christianizing ofEurope

through the story ofhuman exile from the Garden ofEden, and later reinforced via the

philosophy ofDescartes) exists. He sees it as a peculiarly western dis-ease and one

symptom of a more general problem. He points to a "recognisable European cast ofmind,

a compartmentalising [sic] habit of thought which periodically selects aspects ofhuman

emotion, phenomenal observations, metaphysical intuitions and even scientific deductions

and turns them into separatist myths--(or "truths") sustained by a proliferating

superstructure of presentation idioms, analogies and analytical modes" (37). Soyinka is

critical of western attempts to encompass African literature within a western theoretical

framework and also works to develop, as Churchill does, a hermeneutic centered in his

own culture.

At the forum on "Overcoming Colonial Violence: Cultural Representation & the

Hawaiian Body" several Kanaka Maoli panel members spoke forcefully against accepting

definition from commentators who are not Kanaka Maoli. They gave examples to show

how important it is for Kanaka Maoli and other colonized peoples to experience, define

and develop understanding ofthemselves from within. So much ofthe view on Native

Hawai'i (as ofother so-called "primitive" cultures) has been insulting caricature for the

purposes of attracting tourism and/or stealing land and culture that participants insisted

world. They had seen the savagery produced by western rationality during World War I
and they chose instead everything considered the opposite of"civilization"
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that both the vision ofwhat Native Hawaiian culture/art consists of and how it will

develop must come from inside the culture. Linda Tuhiwai Smith similarly points out:

From the vantage point of the colonized, a position from which I write, and choose

to privilege, the term 'research' is inextricably linked to European imperialism and

coloniaiism... .It galls us that Western researchers and intellectuals can assume to

know all that it is possible to know ofus, on the basis of their brief encounters

with some ofus. It appals us that the West can desire, extract and claim

ownership of our ways ofknowing, our imagery, the things we create and

produce, and then simultaneously reject the people who created and developed

those ideas and seek to deny them further opportunities to be creators of their own

culture and own nations. (I)

The foregoing examples of protest to continuing western academic representation of

indigenous cultures are reason enough, I believe, for western scholars to pause and take a

closer look at what we are doing.

The vision of one person in particular has been instrumental in changing the course

of my writing. Epi Enari is a scholar, writer, and teacher from Western Samoa. She was

reluctant to give me feedback at first because of punitive reactions she had received in the

past. The straightforwardness, courage, and generosity ofher responses--her risk-taking

friendship for me--as well as her clear view ofthe problem, brings me to foreground her

views in this chapter and elsewhere. In her commentary on my first attempt at this

dissertation (which was to be a study of three indigenous writers whom I see as bridges

between their own cultures and ours), she wrote:
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a. Why write about others?

As far as I'm concerned, western scholars have reaped so much off the backs of

indigenous peoples, as if their (western) forebears hadlhave not done enough

damage to their former colonial "subjects" physically, politically, mindsetly,

languagely, and otherwise.

For example, the whole postcolonial enterprise is just one more arena that

western scholars have created to make themselves sound compassionate, when in

actual fact, it is solely for their gain: in self importance, in academic upward

mobility, and hence money and reputation. Just one more set of spaces for them to

perpetuate their self-inscribed importance and to use others as objects (of study) to

puff themselves up. I often wonder: why not shoot us now? But then, the

commodity6 can't be annihilated, can it?

Western scholars gaze, then they speak, and in their speaking, they often

criticize the gaze of other academics as if their own is somehow sanctioned by the

object/subject, when actually it is self-sanctioned.

If academics are so smart, why don't they go and help invent a cure for the

common cold, and other diseases? Something real and useful for humankind?

What good does all this academic hogwash do for the people being studied? Now

there's cultural studies and who knows what else they will create?

In a class at DR, the professor (who shall remain nameless) spoke about

her work on a people not her own, and a student whom you know but shall remain

6See also Smith (89)
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nameless asked point blank "Why don't you study your own people?" That, is the

million dollar question. And that, my dear Gab, is my ultimate position.

Why don't western scholars study themselves so they can know what

damage their forebears have done, and so they can come up with some solutions to

the damage done? Seems the logical thing to do if they care about the human

condition. Moreover, Socrates said the unexamined life is not worth living. David

Stannard examined the damage ofthe American genocide in "The American

Holocaust." There could be more Stannards. I'm serious. (3)

In the quote at the beginning of this dissertation, Haunani-Kay Trask voices a similar

demand, speaking at the time about anthropology and archaeology but concerned about

appropriation and distortion from all directions. Enari and Trask's comments are echoed

by Sherman Alexie:

[N]on-Indians should quit writing about us until we've established our voice--a

completely voluntary moratorium. Ifnon-Indians stop writing about us they']]

have to publish us instead....The real issue is that Indians' relationship to this

country is still that ofthe colonized, so that when non-Indians write about us, it's

colonial literature. And unless it's seen that way, there's a problem.... [A]nyone

can write these [inaccurate] books about Indians....Indians have so little political

power, so little social and cultural power, that this happens to us all the time.

(Interview. Atlantic online 3-4)

Paula Gunn Allen talks about"a nearly neurotic distress in the presence of secrets

and mystery" (page 33 above) to explain why non-Indian academics and students insist on
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continuing a colonial project, why they need to know everything ("Teaching" 382). She

describes Pueblo values very differently--"One does not tell or inquire about matters that

do not directly concern one" (379). Western academic "learning all and telling all in the

interests of knowledge, objectivity, and freedom" results in the misappropriation and

exposure Gunn Allen and others describe (382).

I tell a story here that indicates the pain I think many ofus (western and especially

white academics) feel when we think ourselves shut out of cultures to which we have had

free access since the inception of modern-day colonialism. At the 1994 Pacific Writers

Forum, Cook Island editor Mllljorie Crocombe and others began to discuss returning

Pacific literature to the native languages ofthe writers as much as possible. As soon as

they started talking, I was aware of a sharp pang because I realized that if this were to

happen, unless I learned the relevant languages, I would be shut out of reading the

literature of the participants and from this fascinating conversation between Pacific

writers. At the same time, I was writing a paper for a class in Pacific Literature in which I

examined the responses offaculty in the English Department to the Forum. Several of the

faculty members I interviewed expressed distress at feeling shut out of the discussion

because there was only a short time for questions and comments at the very end of each

day. The focus was very clearly on the writers themselves and their process, experiences,

know-how, and friendships. Faculty problems with the Forum included the physical layout

of the room which focused attention on the writers in the middle with the audience seated

. in tiers above them. I believe Gunn Allen is talking about this kind of distress at being

shut out of colonized peoples' cultures. An unwillingness to acknowledge our lack of
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understanding and to accept a place of"not knowing" has done and does more damage to

indigenous people in the cultures we study than we usually realize.

Linda Smith echoes Epi Enari' s comments and elaborates on the relationship

between scholarship and trade when she writes,

The real critical question in this discussion relates to the commercial nature of

knowledge "transfer", regardless ofwhat knowledge is collected or how that

knowledge has been collected or is represented. In this sense, the people and their

culture, the material and the spiritual, the exotic and the fantastic, became not just

the stuff of dreams and imagination, or stereotypes and eroticism but ofthe first

truly global commercial enterprise: trading the Other...Trading the Other is a vast

industry based on the positional superiority and advantages gained under

imperialism. It is concerned more with ideas, language, knowledge, images, beliefs

and fantasies than any other industry. (89)

My proposition is that we extricate ourselves as quickly and painlessly as possible from

this scenario in whatever honorable ways are open to us.

To summarize:

My first project in this dissertation is to demonstrate that the time has come for

western academics, as Enari, Trask, A1exie, and others ask, to place a moratorium, unless

specifically requested, on our observation ofand commentary on indigenous cultures so

that those peoples can be free to define themselves (or not, as they choose) in all ways-

academically as well as politically, socially, spiritually, and so on. This means that there is

no "right" or "politically correct" way for us to write about indigenous cultures unless we
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are asked and directed in our doing so by people in those cultures. However awkward

this may be, we are being told that it is our tum to listen rather than to define through our

lenses people from cultures already endangered, something we have been doing for

centuries and continue to do, however much we protest otherwise.

In answer to the possible question, "which people from a culture is it okay to listen

to?" I can only say we will have to take the risk ofengaging on the ground level in very

practical ways in order to be able to make informed decisions both as to whether we feel

able to undertake a project and whether the person asking us is acting appropriately. We

can always go to others for further feedback. It is part of the value ofwhat I am calling

engagement and mendship that the more we engage, the more we will come to know--not

so much on a theoretical but on an experiential level. We will make mistakes, look foolish

most probably, upset people perhaps, have to backtrack and apologize, give gifts and

receive them, but the likelihood is that we will grow in what I want to call whole human

lived understanding ofa culture.

In answer to a mend's question as to what will differentiate this study from an

exercise in liberal white guilt, I am undertaking to follow through on my own

prescriptions. The way I understand liberal white academic guilt (about the history of

white colonialism, ongoing racism, classism, sexism, etc.) is that those who suffer from it

and declare it usually do not act on their perceptions to stop doing what is making them

feel guilty, as though perhaps the awareness that makes them feel guilty is enough--Iike

Bill Clinton's apology to the Hawaiians, rather a strategic admission of guilt than one with

real consequences. What tends to happen is that, following on acknowledgment ofbeing
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part of the problem, liberal white academics look for a less obvious, less heinous way of

continuing to do the same thing, i.e., placing the lenses of their own sensibilities, their own

culture over the art, literature, spirituality, science, history and so on ofother cultures.

This can be done under a variety of names, and continues, as Enari says, in postcolonial

and cultural studies, where the power ofdefinition often rests with an intellectual elite who

have advantages ofmoney, prestige, a monopoly on knowledge production, and who are

often outside the culture in question.

To address this problem, I am foreswearing using my knowledge and training to

"lead the natives out oftheir suffering," as my friend put it, or even to add to the huge and

still growing collection ofwhite academic writing on non-white culture, for whatever

motive. I first intended, because of the very friendships that have changed my mind, to

study cultmes and literatures of other peoples than to my own. However, it became clear

as this dissertation proceeded that I had to listen to those friends who were willing to lay

their friendships with me on the line to make sure I heard them saying painful things.

There were times when they had to point out that I might be perpetuating what I was

arguing against in my original project and with aspects ofthis project as it developed.

Listening meant starting over again several times after fairly agonizing consideration that I

might be repeating what I was trying to avoid.

The project of this dissertation is an appeal to an audience in the western academy.

I ask not only that we pay attention but that we acquiesce to the demand being made with

increasing intensity among indigenous peoples--for a moratorium on commenting on,

analyzing, observing, comparing the cultural products of peoples not our own. I ask that
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we entertain the possibility that such projects are disguised continuations ofcolonization.

Attempts to change the practices of commentary on indigenous cultures while continuing

to produce the scholarship--as we have seen when western scholars acknowledge their

positionality and inability to fully grasp the cultures they are studying but then go on

immediately to write at length about them--fall short offull recognition of the problem and

ofwhat is being asked ofus. As long as observations that we are colonizing and demands

that we stop are being made, we need to call at least a temporary halt. I suggest we listen

to what is being said--and much is being said--by the people we study themselves so that

the project swings from our speaking for the subaltern to making room as they speak for

themselves. Gayatri Spivak puts it this way in "How to read a 'culturally different' book,"

If the subaltern.. .is listened to as agent and not simply as victim, we might not be

obliged to rehearse decolonisation interminably from above, as agendas for new

schools ofpost-colonial criticism. But the subaltern is not heard. And one of the

most interesting philosophical questions about decolonising remains: who

decolonise, and how? (138)

I ask you to take this so seriously that our gaze shifts from trying to understand cultures

not our own to trying to understand our own, including the reasons why we might not

want to study ourselves.



Inbetween II

How painfully I came to write this dissertation. How I resisted doing this particular thing.

How I would much rather have dived into a creative piece. How hard it's been all along. How

the folks kept pushing and encouraging me on. No, I said, no. Yes, they said, yes.

Someone said, at one point, that indigenous friends wanting me to finish so they could cite

me is not enough to get me through a dissertation. And yes, maybe not. But it's the most

important thing for me right now. Nothing else, I think, would have got me through. The love

and encouragement, the chiding, the guiding, suggestions and questions, and more arms round

me. The community that stood behind and around me as I have written all the versions and

reversions has not been the aca4emic community. It has been the community whose call for

abeyance in studying them I am regarding and recording.

You probably know, who're reading this, that friendship isn't always easy and lovely.

There are fights and confrontations, hurt feelings, misunderstandings, stalkings out, but I have

arrived here. A place where friendships mean more to me than research, than having something

intelligent to say, than success in my field (ofbattle?--where does that metaphor come from?),

than acing my defense (more battle?), than being right about what I'm saying. My friend Donna

writes:

Why in the world must anyone 'defend' their ideas, why not 'present,' be present with,

offer, offer up...even play with, even enjoy, even change, grow, etc., etc., etc. Why

couldn't the unconsciously held notion be that each person in that room with you expected

to be changed, affected, etc. What if you came out of that room, that interaction with a
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something entirely new elaborated out of the interaction. Why could not that be the

greatest success, the true indicator ofyour status as an educator, a thinker, an intellectual,

a teacher, etc..

The margins of this dissertation are squiggly; they fade in and out; shift; tum to mist and come

back over there. Am I right and that's an end to it? The last word? More questions, more

questions roll in. More uncertainties....thank goodness!

Yesterday, I went with Keala to Noenoe's to help her finish up a chapter of her book.

They've been helping me all along (with Lynette and Mahealani Kamau'u and other friends

who've offered encouragement, information, opinions, hugs) with this dissertation. First we

yelled and wondered over a photo in the newspaper of a lava flow on Hawai'i. It has a face at the

top of it. We all want a copy. Then we ate breakfast-~late--they'd been waiting for me--after

pule. We worked on the chapter for hours, enjoying every minute ofit. I hadn't read it all. I'm

too taken up with this writing and had mixed up the times we were to meet. So I stayed after

Keala left and finished up my comments.

We ended up going out to dinner with a visiting friend ofNoe's. He has a Ph.D. in

philosophy and studied Wittgenstein. What a joy for me! More than a gift back from Noenoe to

be able to talk to him about the deeply ethical and mystical being that is Wittgenstein and about

my professor Peter Winch, whom he likes too. He's Anishinabe and talked some about the

connection between indigenous storytelling and what LW does in the Investigations and other

post-Tractatus writings/lectures. We talked about the ways practice and method can walk around

theorizing. About the traps of theory.



Change and interchange. Gift and re-gift. Deepening OUT friendships. Asking and

knowing we'll be asked. Glad ofit--to have something to offer. To have something to ask for.

How else can we teach indigenous literatures, politics, economy, psychology, than ask

someone who knows from the inside to visit our classrooms and help? Noe laughed yesterday

when I said some ofus haoles think it might be presumptuous to ask. She so welcomes the

chance to talk fi:eely to a classroom of eager young people about the stuff that lives in her heart

and very good mind. She wants to share what she knows. I have yet to meet a Kanaka Maoli

who isn't delighted for the space to share. Isn't our presumptuousness in thinking we know how

they will respond?
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CHAPTER 3

THE WESTERN ACADEMY DESCRIBED:

PURPOSE AND MEANS

In this chapter, I begin to examine some reasons for the harsh reactions we are

increasingly hearing against western academic incursions into other--especially indigenous

-cultures. In this and the following four chapters, I examine western (particularly

academic) ways ofunderstanding the world, our attitudes toward it, and the actions that

result from them, to try to ascertain what continues to bring these criticisms to bear and

what validity they have, and thereafter, I hope, what we can do to change the situation.

Chapter 3 will address western academic (personal and institutional) conceptions of our

purposes in carrying out studies and the means we use in undertaking them. 1 wish to

make it clear at the start that the source of my wish to pursue this investigation is not a

wholesale dismissal ofthe value of western scholarship but a personal recognition that the

time has come for deep re-evaluation of what we are doing.

We have seen that, as western academics, we continue to stand accused, especially

among indigenous critics, of elitism, racism, colonialism, self-centeredness ofvision, and

ethnocentrism--a continuing colonial insistence, in other words, on the primary value, even

necessity, of our own cultural perspectives. Often this insistence is not baldly stated, but

these failings are destructive in and of themselves and need remedial attention within the

cultures ofwestern and western-trained scholars since they damage both those ofus who
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practice within these cultures and our students. I argue that the colonial nature of the

academy is internal to the higher educational system (as it is also within elementary and

secondary education) and therefore, the individuals in it carry out colonial actions by being

part of the system. In the tide ofchoices and decisions--what to vote for, who to pass,

who to fail, who to hire--the individual can also lose sight of the larger shape of the

vehicle s/he is riding. Although many good changes may be made, the overall direction of

the institution remains colonial in that it continues to ready students for participation in a

global corporate enterprise. Fortunately, these aspects of academic process are more

noticeably destructive when brought to bear on cultures colonized by our own. I say

"fortunately" because by paying practical attention (i.e., attention with deep- and far

reaching personal consequences) to specific criticisms of indigenous scholars like Edward

Said, Paula Gunn Allen, Manu Meyer, Vilsoni Hereniko, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, and Epi

Enari (and other indigenous academics who have an outside as well as an inside view on

the effects of values and practices we take for granted), we have the opportunity to take a

critical look at these assumptions and practices and to make fundamental change a

priority. Even though the scholars I mention here work within western academies, they

have, as Gunn Allen points out (Chapter 2 above), an understanding that arises from

within their own cultures and that gives them an outside view ofthe western academy

useful in assessing our role in colonialism.

***

1. Purpose

The first point concerns intent or purpose, which can be divided into two parts--
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personal intent and the purposes of the larger academic body. I speak generally here, even

in the case of the individual researcher, because personal differences can be acknowledged

within a larger common matrix--the purposes of the individual scholar are limited by

criteria for acceptable purposes ofresearch. Purposes from an individual researcher's

point of view in the mainstream western academy, may be to satisfY the desire to know

more, perhaps to solve mysteries, and to uncover and speak supportable (whatever that

means in the discipline in question) public truths' within her area ofexpertise and

according to the magnets of her personal interests. She sees herselfworking to advance

knowledge in her field, and speaking truths is confined within the field she works in.

Although specific criteria for determining what is true, developing specialized

languages or jargon to delineate research results, and so on, are particularized within

disciplines, and although each individual experiences the induction in a different way,

becoming an academic is still very much a process ofbeing inducted into a larger self-

contained society, and the process of induction can be likened to learning to function in a

new sub-culture with its own rules for proper behavior.2 The process ofassimilation to

For an interesting discussion of"truth" criteria in different situations, see Peter Winch,
"00 Anfang war die Tat," 38-39). Winch quotes Wittgenstein to point out that "Really
'the proposition is true or false' only means that it must be possible to decide for or
against it. But this does not say what such a decision is like." He goes on, "The
equivalence thesis gives us all we can say in general about 'true', but the real work is
done by a detailed examination of how it is applied in particular cases, and such an
examination yields different results in different cases" (39) [Italics added]. In other words,
whether a finding is true in a particular field rests on all kinds ofcontextual conditions,
including what the criteria are for truth in that field. See also Wittgenstein, Philosophical
Investigations 241.

2

In a 1978 study, psychologist Donna Cashell found that "female graduate students... shift
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the academic cultural milieu begins in graduate school, and the trainee finds herself

adopting a new language, being pressed to change class loyalties if she is not already from

an academic family, doing what is necessary to become comfortable and/or accepted.

Having passed through demanding rites ofpassage, such as being assessed for years,

taking grueling area exams, and writing a dissertation, loyalty of the mainstream western

researcher usually turns to the academy, and the intent of the researcher is confined to

improving and adding to knowledge within the context of academic culture. As Mary

Louise Pratt comments in "Fieldwork in Common Places," it is "the larger agenda of

European expansion in which the ethnographer, regardless ofhis or her own attitudes to

it, is caught up...that determines the ethnographer's own material relationship to the group

under study" (42).

What drives academic research at a personal level and at an institutional level may

be different and are, for the most part, hidden from each other, particularly since individual

scholars tend to be insulated from the consequences of their research on those they study.

Originating in the work of radical scholars to preserve academic freedoms during the

their style of communication toward 'male' norms as they advance to higher academic
levels" and noted that some male students changed their style as welL She argued in her
Introduction that the power ofviewpoint embedded in language has serious effects on
both the way we experience the world and on the way we view ourselves and thus that the
change in language also implies a change in world view: "linguistic meaning is
fundamentally a reflection oflife experience" (37, 41-44, 61, 135). See also Ludwig
Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations 23, 244, and p.174, and Peter Winch, "Tm
Anfang" 49-51, for support of this statement. As Gunn Allen points out, academic
culture, for instance, considers all information equally available for gathering and analysis
-not a given even among westerners outside the academy. Kanaka Maoli Political Science
professor Noenoe Silva finds that, like women but to a greater degree, indigenous students
find it much more difficult to make the adjustments required for entering academic culture
because of the paradigmatic nature ofthese kinds ofvalues in the academy.
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McCarthy era, attaining tenure also now serves as protection against pressure on the

researcher/teacher from big money/capitalist interests. Today, however, tenure is also

threatened, and the push ofcorporations to engage scholars in economic globalization

encourages academics who are thinking about such things to renew a stand for scholarship

that stands against multinational corporate visions of globalization and works against it

with, for instance, discussions ofwhat alternative grassroots globalization might mean.

Such discussions within the academy, however, may turn academics inward into a

self-contained conversation among themselves, partially to safeguard against involvement

in imperialism. But, as Linda Tuhiwai Smith points out, so much has western scholarship

been embroiled in imperialism that indigenous scholars look on any western academic

research with suspicion (1). Many avoid participation because whatever new forms it

takes are "viewed as the convenient invention ofWestern intellectuals which reinscribes

their power to define the world" (Decolonizing Methodologies 14). Rotuman scholar and

playwright Vilsoni Hereniko asks western scholars to recognize our implication in the

larger colonial purposes of the institutional academy: "The researcher in the Pacific who is

not committed to empowering the native people as they struggle to transform social

injustices and inequalities is, ultimately, an agent of the status quo" ("Indigenous

Knowledge" 88). Indigenous people are particularly disempowered by misrepresentation,

no matter whether in tourist-luring caricatures or in academic treatises. We need to

consider, as Abu-Lughod says quoting Riesman, '''that we are using other people for our

own purposes all the time,'" and "using the knowledge they give us for goals they would

never imagine themselves" (159).
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Linda Krumholz has asked, "[I]s it possible for white or non-Indian literary critics,

or any critics in white academic institutions, to resist a reading practice that appropriates

and diffuses Native American literature and its potentially subversive differences?" (109).

Hereniko offers one answer: "[T]heory serves only the needs oftbe researcher, and

sometimes the dominant culture that he or she usually represents. It will no longer do to

claim 'objectivity' or 'impartiality' in the name of academic integrity" (88). We see that

although the colonial-driven purposes ofthe academy can be separated from the intent of

individual scholars, they cannot be separated entirely. The placement ofwestern scholars

in the production ofknowledge, particularly in description ofthe cultural products of

other cultures, is compromised by our positions of power (privilege in voice, economics,

prestige) in the western academy. However underprivileged we may feel, western and

western-trained academics inhabit a privileged buffer between the lower echelons of

society and the very wealthy upper echelons. We are part of an economic class system, a

fact that it is embarrassing and therefore difficult to acknowledge. It is challenging to

stand upon claims ofbeing a radical scholar while holding on to the quite substantial

privileges that go with being faculty at a university. The university pays the bills, and the

department forms a familial culture of its own that puts the academic under pressure to

conform to the intent ofthe whole. The advantages are solidly economic as well as

prestigious; they are material in the most literal as well as psychic and psychological ways.

This is so however much we may choose to believe we are underpaid.

As western and western-trained scholars, then, we cannot ignore our embroilment

in the larger purposes ofuniversities, their economic and philosophical affiliations with
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colonizing government bodies, corporations, and endowments. It will be necessary to

investigate what "being committed to empowering the native people as they struggle to

transform social injustices and inequalities" might mean.

2. Means

My second point has to do with the means used to undertake scholarship. The

means a western-trained literary (in the wider meaning of"literary" discussed in the

Introduction) scholar uses to progress in his work will include reading commentaries,

including unpublished manuscripts, talking to other western scholars, conducting

interviews, attending relevant events, and so on, and then applying his academic training

and understanding to the object ofhis focus.

For a successful paper to be published within the western academy, it is not

necessary that the western or western-trained scholar enter the culture of the writer he is

studying in any other way than by reading. His means of scholarship can be completely

exterior to the culture he is studying. It is usually the academic work community of the

scholar which is the audience and beneficiary of his study, not the community which was

or which produced the content of his work, and this separation of the scholar from the

context in which the text was produced deeply affects the means used in conceiving of the

problems to be studied, forming ideas, and drawing conclusions. As David Gegeo points

out in "Cultural Rupture and Indigeneity,"

The individualistic, careerist approach ofAnglo-European scholarship often means

that after publishing a few articles or maybe a book on a topic, the scholar moves
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on to something else....The perspective ofa growing number ofus Pacific Islands

scholars, however, is to approach research from a communitarian perspective, that

is, research that is...carried out for the good ofthe whole community and emanates

from the community's Indigenous epistemologylies and methodologies. For us...

who follow this path, then, a problem like' development' is laid to rest only after it

has been truly solved in a manner that meaningfully benefits the community,

especially rural people. (492)

Inseparable from the conduct or means of the research, the western or western-focused

scholar will be concerned with advancement in his field, the reputation ofhis institution,

collaboration with academic colleagues and concern for their esteem. Linda Tuhiwai

Smith says in her Introduction that the academy can amount to an encircled fortress

because offocuses such as these which separate the default methods a western scholar

pursues from the world ofthe community being studied, though she also acknowledges

attempts ofwestern scholars to work with indigenous communities in partnership (17).

Another related separation within the academy is that the area of study, for a

western scholar, will usually encompass no more than her work. In western culture, work,

play, spirituality, and home and family life are often sharply separated. The line between

them is ideally to be kept distinct, although in more humanitarian academic work places-

u.n Manoa English Department being one--mothers and fathers can bring their children

to work. The scholarly work itself, however, should not (a "should" that is impossible in

practice but which underlies and shapes means) be affected by the other parts ofher world

and vice versa. That the objectivity of it "should not" be affected by one's rage over
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injustices one is writing about, or by low pay, or by embroilment in a bad relationship, or

by a run-in with someone from the culture one is writing about, or...or...or... , affects how,

as scholars, we go about our studies and how we go about our lives. Part ofthe

implication ofDavid Gegeo's quote above is that study and life must become integrated if

scholarship is to be useful to those being studied.

There are further separations within the academic workplace, as Wendy Bishop

points out in her article, "Learning Our Own Ways":

[P]rimarily when we move into that rarefied air ofour professional lives...we give

ourselves over wholeheartedly to what Mary Savage describes as 'academentia.'

At that moment, our carefully negotiated and necessarily composite personality

shivers, cracks, faults, and folds under, and we resay ourselves, becoming

decontextualized as a 'Shakespearean,' a 'Melville specialist,' or, in the lesser

ranks, a 'feminist,' 'compositionist,' 'fiction writer' or 'poet' (339)

Because of the requirements of objectivity (see Chapter 4) in western scholarship,

together with separations between different areas ofour lives, the inclusion ofa scholar's

spiritual or political beliefs in scholarship is particularly taboo, since objectivity requires

temporary removal from those parts of one's self that have feelings, that claim faith, that

root for athletics teams or political parties, that are partial, from the study. As Lila Abu

Lughod writes, "it is the language ofthose who seem to stand apart from and outside of

what they are describing" (150).
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In fact, such separations are part ofthe way language works in western culture',

where divisions between the languages of scholarship and e.g., spiritual, political, personal

relationship, is not superficial, as Ludwig Wittgenstein has shown at length in his

discussions oflanguage games in Philosophical Investigations, On Certainty, and other

places. The internal logic of the language games (not to take the metaphor too far, as

some do, and suppose language games to be real games that we can choose to play or not

to pial) of religion in western cultures, for instance, will produce claims, beliefs, and so

on that logically cannot be addressed in the language games of science and vice versa.

Religion and science in the west have sharply separate paradigms on which they rest and,

consequently, sharply separate criteria for judging truth, assessing good work, and so on.

If the two kinds ofutterances are mixed--a not uncommon occurrence since both fields of

thought have areas of language in common and we tend not to realize when the same

words are being used in very different ways and with very different areas of reference--

confusion and nonsense result, as when scientists use scientific method to show the

existence or non-existence ofGod and when religious thinkers address the claims of

science from within a religious framework (for instance, see Philosophical Investigations

#65ff, 136 and pp.225, 221, 174 and On Certainty #47, 65).

,
In some indigenous cultures, as Mary Churchill says ofthe Cherokee, these divisions do
not exist (7). See Chapter 6 on "Fact and Fiction" for further discussion.

4

Wittgenstein calls them "games" because the way he explained why we call all kinds of
different ways of speaking by one word, "language," is similar to the reason we call all
kinds of different ways of playing"games," even though there is no one thing they all have
in common. They are grouped together by a way oflife or ways oflife in which they have
"family resemblances" (Philosophical Investigations #65ff.).
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To illustrate language game confusion, an article in the Washington Post, "Tracing

the Synapses of Our Spirituality," documents current scientific research on "What creates

that transcendental feeling ofbeing one with the universe?" and answers "It could be the

decreased activity in the brain's paretallobe, which helps regulate the sense of self and

physical orientation" (Vedantam AO 1)5 In this case, "what" in the scientific question

"What creates that transcendental feeling..." is not the same as the "what" in a spiritual

seeker's version of the question. The criteria and expectations for answering are

completely different in the two different language games, and the words "what" in the two

questions have very different areas ofcontextual coverage, which cannot be ignored

without creating what Wittgenstein calls "nonsense" because the scientific (in this case

biochemical) language game, to be recognized as scientific, excludes the language game

components of spirituality, even though some ofthe words may be the same.6

In the above quote, it is not what we call "spirituality" but the scientifically

5

Wittgenstein wrote: "What a curious attitude scientists have-: 'We still don't know that;
but it is knowable and it is only a matter of time before we get to know it! As if that went
without saying.--" (Culture and Value 40'). Ofreligious belief, he says,

It strikes me that a religious beliefcould only be something like a passionate
commitment to a system of reference. Hence, although it's belief, it's really a way
of living, or a way of assessing life. It's passionately seized hold of this
interpretation. Instruction...would be as though someone were first to let me see
the hopelessness ofmy situation and then show me the means of rescue until, of
my own accord, or not at any rate led to it by my instructor, I ran to it and grasped
it. (Culture and Value 64')

6

This separation raises another question relevant to this dissertation: does it make sense to
call the social sciences, anthropology, psychology, and so on "science?" See English
philosopher Peter Winch's The Idea ofa Social Science (1990 second revised edition) for
a discussion ofwhether calling disciplines that involve human beings "science" is a
distortion.
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described workings of the brain that are being described. In Science News, a neurologist

who experienced "an eternal state of affairs" after studying Zen meditation for eight years

and spending a sabbatical year at a Zen center, explains her experience by investigating

"brain processes that underlie spiritual or mystical encounters" (Bower 104). Accepting

an experience as spiritual involves believing in the existence of the experience independent

ofthe chemical workings ofthe brain. The neurologist's scientific explorations are not

investigations of her spiritual experience, and her findings will not explain that experience.

They may only explain, as she says, what goes on physically while such experiences are

happening. In examinations like this, where Bruce Bower looks at how "[s)cientists

confront the hazy realm ofspiritual enlightenment," spiritual enlightenment is only "hazy"

if examined through the lens of the scientific criteria for "clarity" (99). There is a mixture

oflanguage territories going on that confuses an experience of enlightenment (spiritual

language) with chemical (and other physical) processes in the body (scientific language).

One cannot explain the other as Wittgenstein shows in relation to a similar problem in

philosophy--the temptation to explain thinking/thought via questions that are framed by

natural science:

109. [O]ur considerations could not be scientific ones. It was not of any possible

interest to us to find out empirically "that, contrary to our preconceived ideas, it is

possible to think such-and-such"--whatever that may mean....And we may not

advance any kind of theory. There must not be anything hypothetical in our

considerations. We must do away with all explanations, and description alone

must take its place. And this description gets its light.. .its purpose, from the
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philosophical problems. These are...not empirical problems; they are solved...by

looking into the workings of our language....Philosophy is a battle against the

bewitchment of our intelligence by means oflanguage. (Phil. Investigations 47e)

Humanities discourse in the west is coincidental with scientific discourse, not, for

instance, with spiritual or religious discourse, in that the criteria we use for judging

satisfactory scholarship--such as objectivity, empirical7 verifiability, separation of subject

and object, and cause and effect (see discussion of the MLA Handbook in Chapter 4)--are

also expected in the humanities. In the means we employ, the public work of a westem-

trained scholar (though not indigenous scholars employing indigenous epistemologies, as I

shall show in Chapter 7) is often separate from the spiritual, emotional, and other parts of

her life. This is so even for scholars passionately involved in their disciplines since

intellectual passion can be and is often divorced from feeling empathy with the "objects"

of one's study. This has important implications for how a scholar sees the ethics ofher

profession, as Paula Gunn Allen and Linda Smith point out. Gunn Allen writes,

Ethically, a professor is responsible to provide students with the most complete,

coherent information available, and in teaching Native American literature

providing the best information includes drawing from ritual and mythic sources

that have bearing on the text....But to use the oral tradition directly is to run afoul

For a definition of"empirical" here, I look to Manu Meyer: "the philosophical belief that
all knowledge comes from experience and that experience is shaped by our five senses."
Following from this, she says, "I believe that ifour senses are culturally shaped, then
empiricism, itself, is a cultural notion shaped by environment, mores, values, cosmology"
("Our Own Liberation" 147). See also Chapter 4, pp.I13-ll4.
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ofnative ethics, which is itself a considerable part of the tradition. Using the

tradition while contravening it is to do violence to it. The ethical issue is both

political and metaphysical.... ("Teaching Silko" 379)

Indigenous scholars such as Lynette Cruz, Keala Kelly, Noenoe Silva, and Paula Gunn

Allen, Jon Osorio, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, and Manu Meyer know themselves under

obligation to proceed with respect for what can and cannot be said, for protocol, and, as

Gegeo says, for the good of the community as defined by the community.

Linda Smith comments,

[T]he West can desire, extract and claim ownership ofour ways of knowing, our

imagery, the things we create and produce, and then simultaneously reject the

people who created and developed those ideas and seek to deny them further

opportunities to be creators of their own culture and own nations. (Decolonizing

Methodologies 1)

The required separation between parts of our lives in western academic culture makes it

not only acceptable but necessary to stay aloof from involvement in the life ofwhat we are

studying. "Aloof' from the life ofwhat one is studying does not necessarily mean without

passion, as I say above. Colonizers have surely sometimes been passionate people who,

however, suffer from a lack ofemotional and spiritual empathy with those they colonize.

Such a distancing separation is what makes it possible for a western-trained scholar to see

no theory in a discussion ofwriting in the Pacific by the writers themselves. No theory is

perceived because the theory arises from within the practice; it is part and parcel of the

whole lives of the writers, not separate from it, as in western academic scholarship.
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This separation ofexperience from theory is akin to arguments between theorists

and practitioners in the field of composition, where theorists often fail to see the ongoing

theoretical developments that take place in classroom practice because to them, theory is

by definition something separate from practice. Practitioners object to theory removed

from practice because such theory fails to take into account the reactions, interactions,

connections, etc., the lived contexts ofthe human beings involved in what they are talking

about. Marilyn Cochran,-Smith and Susan Lytle in a 1990 article point to two models of

research in education, one of which (the majority of studies take this form) views teaching

as a "primarily linear activity wherein teacher behaviors are considered <causes,' and

student learning is regarded as 'effects.' This approach emphasizes the actions of teachers

rather than their professional judgments and attempts to capture the activity of teaching by

identifying sets of discrete behaviors reproducible from one teacher and one classroom to

the next" (2). The other mode ofresearch they mention does take into account classroom

interactions but, "like more traditional interpretive research, [it] often constructs and

predetermines teachers' roles in the research process, thereby framing and mediating

teachers' perspectives through researchers' perspectives" (3).

Aware that the means western and western-trained scholars use to pursue their

studies tends to separate those studies from everyday lived experience, Kanaka Maoli

educational theorist Manu Meyer compares placing "utility, spirituality, and context at the

core of what it mean[s] to be aware, to engage in things of purpose, and to be shaped by

what is meaningful" with what she calls "frivolous knowledge" that has "no meaning"

because it is removed from that very utility, spirituality and lived context ("Liberation"
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137). In this she echoes what Paula Gunn Allen (page 33 above) says of the separation

western academic methods create between lived meaning within a community and

scholarly commentary on it: "the data has lost its meaning by virtue ofloss of its human

context.... [whereas] traditional materials, sacred or social, have meaning within the

traditional, day to day context ofthe people who live within it" ("Teaching" 382). The

differences between these and other values in the western academy and the values held by

indigenous students makes it very difficult for indigenous students to succeed in

negotiating academic culture.

Meyer herself is an example ofpushing back against the separation between

academic relevance and relevance to the community_ She has made sure that the PhD. on

"Native Hawaiian Epistemology" she received from Harvard in 1998 has continuing and

increasing hands-on use among those she interviewed for it. In a February 2002 talk at

Windward Community College, she recounted the difficulty with which she negotiated the

very different expectations and values she encountered at Harvard and how she wrote her

dissertation against those values and expectations to support her own views ofthe world.

She brought the knowledge and experience she gained back to Hawai'i to make changes

here. In a similar way, Kenyan writer and critic Ngugi wa Thiongo made the decision in

the early 1980s to return to his native language Gikuyu in his books and plays, returning

his works to the site of their inception.

Meyer quotes Hawaiian language instructor, writer and kumu hula Pua Kanahele:

"If! teach a chant just to be teaching a chant, then that's kinda abstract to me. If I'm

going to teach a chant because we're going to do ceremony with this chant, then that's
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functional, that's more lifestyle, but this other way where I have a class ofchanting, to me

that's like the education system, that's not functional" (137). Utility and ethical use of

information--its connection to the daily life ofthose with whom it originates--are what,

according to Meyer, save knowledge from being frivolous and worse, from being used for

wrong ends because they are not kept within the context ofthe original community the

information arises from. I believe that respecting and keeping information in its proper

context would follow naturally from acting as a friend rather than as an observer.

As I have said before, it is the kind of separation described above that causes Gunn

Allen to call academic scholarship witchcraft" because to cut offconnection with the life of

what one is studying removes life from it, makes friendship impossible. A recent, extreme

but relevant experience comes to mind. I was present when a friend whose husband is in

the U. S. Marines asked another friend whose husband is a Marine Colonel to call her

husband and reassure him about a project she is interested in. The wife ofthe Colonel said

she could not comply because a Colonel cannot fraternize with men underneath him in this

way. The reason, she explained, is that he may have to order them into battle where they

may be killed. I bring this up because it is an instance ofa cultural imperative we accept

where one human being may not become involved with another because he may have to

order him killed. We may not become involved in the lite ofwhat we are studying because

in studying it, we remove it from its lived context and thereby remove the life from it. We

"
I am using this word here in a negative sense because that is how Gunn Allen uses it in her
paper, in Pueblo and other Indian contexts. It has other non-negative meanings in other
contexts, such as Wicca.
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make it an "it" as the Colonel makes his men "it." We are accused, as Smith reiterates, of

being able to kill cultures and the people in them by a similar removal from involvement

necessitated by our understanding ofwhat it means to be a good scholar in the west.

To conclude this chapter, both purpose and means in western academic culture are

determined on the problematic side by parameters such as conformity to a milieu we have

worked to become part of; separation ofthe academy from everyday life in the community

(especial1y from those that Euroamerican countries have colonized), and ofacademic

theory from the context-integrated theories of practitioners. Such separation from

engagement is seen as necessary because of the requirements, for one, of objectivity,

which is the subject of the next chapter.



Inbetween ill

Noenoe's chapter yesterday--what a brilliance! She's saying things I haven't heard before

--so clearly because they come from the gut through the heart and spirit. As Paula would say,

they come from her understanding of Kanaka Maoh life and thought. And she could also say, as

Paula does, that she is a somewhat nontraditional Hawaiian. But she too grew up in the homes of

Kanaka Maoli and has spent her adult life in the company of traditionals, urbanites, and all the

shades ofHawaiians in between. All Gabrielle had to do was substitute "Hawaiian" and

"Kanaka Maoli" for "Indian" in Paula's words. Noe told me yesterday when I thanked her for

the strong feeling in her brilliant writing, 'Tm always emotional in my work I" Thank you

Noenoe for "Ke Ku'e Kupa'a Loa Nei Makou: Kanaka Maoh Resistance to Colonization."

Thank you Paula for The Sacred Hoop and Mary for all your poetry and stories and laughter.

Thank you Lynette for beading in the evenings, talking amongst ourselves, rushing

onwards with seminars and forums and TV shows. And thank you Lynette, Maria, and Kawika

for the class on "Indigenous Anthropology" that wouldn't have happened without you and Jon

Osorio for Dismembering Lahui and Linda Tuhiwai Smith for Decolonizing Methodologies and

Mary Churchill for "Walking the White Path" and Epeli Hau'ofa for "Our Sea ofIslands" and

Teresia K Teaiwa for "L(o)osing the Edge" and David Gegeo and Ngugi wa Thiongo and

Edward Said.

I wonder what all stops us getting out of the way... to make room for more and more and

more....

I can only imagine--thinking how much sometimes I ache to speak, to know something, to



be recognized for what I know. But then I think about my deep reluctance to write about my life.

What a life l Every time I tell stories, people say "write, write!" And I balk. I want to write

about Mary and James Joyce and the heart so easy to feel and be thankful for in Paula's group of

women warriors, in the APSe Sov. Ed. Subcommittee, and in the relationships with people here

-about them, in other words, not about me. Mmmm. What is that? Christian? Time I tum the

light too?

Speaking of turning the light on ourselves, Susan asks me to write about truth. Is it

Platonic truth I mean--forms shadowed on a cave wall? I don't think so! Noe's friend Dale

yesterday was talking about the way Wittgenstein stays on the ground among situations, how

meaning is found in lived relationships, doings among people who talk to each other, pass pieces

ofwood around, make signals when they can't talk, the comings and goings oflanguage games

in forms of life. More Socrates than Plato. And therein lies truth too. There is no truth outside

ofpractice. That's why ethical and aesthetic truths are so hard to pin down. Doesn't make them

any less truths. Just a different kind of truth from mathematical truth or physics truth or

biological truth or godly truth (whose god?). Truth is always in life. Here Keala says she fears

I'm painting myself into a corner. But, says I, that's what it's about--LW philosophy--paint

yourself into a corner and then paint out again or walk through the paint and leave footprints all

over the kitchen floor, climb out the window.

So... Whose truth appears on the published page matters--MATTERS--as in ''What is

mind? No matter. What is matter? Never mind." Except I would disagree. "What is mind?

Always matter. What is matter? Always mind." And back and forth and back and forth without

prejudice. It matters as a verb transitive--has material consequences--is embedded in realities

that shudder outwards with effect.



What, then, MATTERS to me? What is under my wanting to write about Mary? What

do I want to say that can be said without using her?

There's a magnet in cultures which still value relationship--not just with each other but

with the earth, with things on the earth that are also alive. I know why my mother always went

back to the country and country people when my dad was gone. The cottage we lived in when I

was 2 and 3 had no running water or electricity. We went next door to Granny Clarke's for a

fireheated bath in a tin tub. The farmer's wife gave my mother rabbits to cook and eat because

we had no money coming in. I can understand us wanting to go over there, leave home in OUf

removed and barren world, world which assumes we are cast out from the Garden forever, that

we aren't part of the earth, compost, leafinould, seaweed, rock, that we have to rely on our wits

to survive in a hostile world which we have power and dominion over. First we destroy the

people who are still in the earth and then we want to be taken in by them, be them. What is that?

A horror story.
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CHAPTER 4

OBJECTIVITY

This chapter continues exploration of a western academic world view that still

upholds colonial values. A!> I have already been arguing via quotes from indigenous

critics such as Linda Smith, Paula Gunn Allen, and Edward Said, Enlightenment

concepts ofobjectivity lie at the center of colonial practices in the academy. Although

the possibility of an objective standpoint has been questioned within many disciplines

following conceptual revolutions such as relativity theaI)', Nietzsche's death of God,

Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, Thomas Kuhn's paradigm' shifts, and most

recently chaos theory, that possibility continues in use, for objectivity is a paradigm in

the sense Kuhn speaks of: an epistemological tradition "prior to the various concepts,

laws, theories, and points of view that may be abstracted from (it]," and the study of

which "is what mainly prepares the student for membership in the particular...

The work of Thomas Kuhn on paradigm shifts and that ofLudwig Wittgenstein on
certainty are particularly important to my arguments in this section. Kuhn shows that
specific paradigms affect how the members of a particular culture see the world, what
questions they ask, what procedures they choose, and therefore, what results they
obtain. His conclusions can be lifted from the sciences and used as well in the
humanities. Wittgenstein's investigations, in On Certainty and Philosophical
Investigations, are among the bases on which Kuhn built his arguments. Wittgenstein
establishes that certainty in any area oflile rests on some propositions being not only
unquestionable but below the horizon of consciousness when they are in use. They are
"What we cannot speak about" (Tractalus Logico-Philosophiclls 151.7).
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community with which he will later practice." Kuhn continues, those "whose research

is based on shared paradigms are committed to the same rules and standards for...

practice. That commitment and the apparent consensus it produces are prerequisites

for.. .the genesis and continuation of a particular research tradition" (11).

Paradigm shifts require radical revolutions in perception, the unravelling and

replacement of central cultural myths. Because the ground of our world view is in

process of changing, old usages of objectivity continue to hold sway in our actions

even as they are questioned and overthrown intellectually. Peter Winch in a Kings

College London class on Kuhn, showed how difficult it is for a paradigm to move:

although we live in a world revolutionized by Einsteinian physics, never mind the

discoveries ofKepler, we continue to see the sun setting. Even though we know,

post-Copernicus, that the earth is moving around the sun and not vice versa, we still

see the sun rising and setting rather than the earth revolving. Paradigms take a long

time and a great deal of earth shaking to be replaced.

By "western academic concept of objectivity'," I mean the assumption that one

2Websters New World Dictionary has "objective" as "ofor having to do with a known
or perceived object as distinguished from something existing only in the mind of the
subject, or person thinking; hence, 2. Being, or regarded as being, independent of the
mind; real; actual. 3. determined by and emphasizing the features and characteristics
of the object, or thing dealt with, rather than the thoughts, feelings, etc. of the artist,
writer, or speaker: as an objective description, painting, etc.: hence, 4. Without bias or
prejudice; detached; impersonal" (1012). At the "Hypertext Webster Gateway" is the
following: "objective adj 1: undistorted by emotion or personal bias; based on
observable phenomena; 'an objective appraisal'; 'objective evidence' 3: emphasizing
or expressing things as perceived without distortion of personal feelings or
interpretation; 'objective art' 4: belonging to immediate experience ofaetual things or
events; 'concrete benefits'; 'a concrete example'; 'there is no objective evidence of
anything of the kind' ."
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can make statements and use theories whose truths are unaffected by changes in point

ofview, time, place, and other contextual circumstances, presupposing Cartesian

separation of thinking self from material world. Such objectivity is held to be

universal, including universal across cultures. To achieve objectivity, scholars-to-be

are taught they can emotionally, spiritually, and culturally disengage from what they

are studying. Detachment is part ofbeing objective, as Doug Sweet and Deborah

Swanson argue in "Blinded by the Enlightenment": "Ifone mils to look at, and

respond to, the opposing point ofview, one's case is nothing more than a 'broadside'

.... [T]hinking critically is engaging in 'pure,' 'impersonal,' 'objective' inquiry" (43).

However, emotional, physical, and spiritual detachment results in

objectification' ofwhat is being studied, human or otherwise, and objectification of

oneself Removing oneself from immersion in what one is reading, for instance

shifting from "just reading" a novel to elucidating it in a scholarly way, results in the

level ofengagement changing from identification to separation/consideration of

different points of view. I do not deny that we can be passionately involved in what

we study, but passion does not necessarily imply compassion. Rather than a story

engaging us, we engage with the story with a given set of tools and from a distance.

Certainly, there is ongoing concern among western scientists, philosophers,

'''Objectification,'' according to Websters Third New International Dictionary, is "an
act or instance or the process of making objective"; "objectifY" is "to cause to become
or to assume the character of an object" or "to render objective; speci! to give the
status of external or independent reality to (something in the mind)" (1555). Websters
New World Dictionary has "objectify" as "to give objective form to; make objective;
materialize" (1012),
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sociologists, anthropologists, and cultural studies scholars over what objectivity is. A

current solution to problems with universalizing objectivity across cultures is for

scholars to acknowledge and delineate their personal situations, including such things

as strong feelings about the outcome of the study or the scholar's origin in a group of

people who have a prejudicial relationship (such as colonialism) with the subject of

study--before presenting an argument. However, steps such as these only make it

clearer that the problem requires a deeper solution, since, in most cases, the study

continues immediately after the disclaimer. Conducting studies on cultures that are

not our own and reporting on them are undertakings that reveal an underlying

assumption that we can unproblematically speak usefully across cultural boundaries, in

other words, that we can be universally objective. As Edward Shils comments in

"Intellectuals and responsibility," "It is a view widely asserted that objectivity or

"evaluative neutrality" is impossible. Of course, this view is incompatible with the

scientific aspirations ofmany social scientists but such has been the force of current

opinion that they affirm the view to which they do not adhere in practice" (283-284).

Embedded assumptions of objectivity are part of the weave of western culture.

In the academy these assumed possibilities become obligatory since reliability in

scholarship rests on its objectivity, and objectivity within a specific cultural context

easily slips into assumption of objectivity across cultures. Such mono-empirical

(Manu Meyer's term) scholarship may be logically sound within specific western

contexts, but when applied to cultures outside the west, serious distortions result.

Cultures other than our own (increasingly in an era ofpostcolonial and cultural
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studies) are very often those which occupy researched areas. There continues to be,

according to Linda Tuhiwai Smith,

constant interchange between the scholarly and the imaginative construction of

ideas about the Orient. The scholarly construction...is supported by a

corporate institution which "makes statements about it authorizing views of it,

describing it, by teaching about it, settling it, ruling over it". In these acts both

the formal scholarly pursuits of knowledge and the informal, imaginative,

anecdotal constructions of the Other are intertwined with each other and with

the activity of research. (Decolon/zing 2)

Insistence that research go beyond the personal and (by assumption) cultural into a

realm ofuniversal objectivity continues to affect people in those cultures, who often

experience what we consider objectivity as distorted definitions from a completely

different world view. Our definitions, as Lila Abu-Lughod points out, if we are from

colonial cultures, derive from colonial positions which assume the right to co-opt and

replace the original forms oflife with our own (141, 148, 149). We replace their

stories with ours in our own minds and, too often, also in theirs (Wood 82).

In this chapter, I first examine a western-based popular-culture claim to

objectivity concerning an indigenous culture. It might seem out of place to give such a

prominent place to a piece by a popular travel writer, but the work ofhaole travel

writer Paul Theroux also has an often unquestioned, respected place when he is used

as a model for students in university creative non-fiction workshops. His style and

methods are taught too often without taking into account the colonial nature of his
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undertaking and the disgust his work has generated in the Pacific and elsewhere. After

considering Theroux' work, I move to look at an example of commentary from within

the university. Consequences, both for western academics and for indigenous peoples,

along with further examples, complete the chapter.

Paul Theroux published a 38-page article on Hawai'i in the December 2002

National Geographic. At the end of the intimate and beautifully photographed essay

is a small box which declaims,

ONLINE EXTRAS: Enter the soul ofHawai'i through Sights & Sounds, a

photo gallery and field notes. Find a full set oflinks. And say aloha to a fiiend

with an island e-greeting at nationalgeographic.comlngml0212. NATIONAL

GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER: See "Insider's Hawai'i in the

NovemherlDecember issue--tips on the islands' best scenic and cultural

attractions along with great places to eat and stay. (41)

Theroux's piece is written to bring tourists to Hawai'i. However, the article also

makes claims that will be taken seriously by readers since the words issue from a well

known and largely respected travel writer and appear in a reputable popular magazine.

Most readers ofNational Geographic will not have read Andie Miller's essay, "What

is Real?: Where Fact Ends and Fiction Begins," which questions the boundary between

reality and imagination in Theroux's travel and other non-fiction writing.

As Kanaka Maoli journalist and film maker Anne Keala Kelly responds in the

200 words allowed her at the back of the Honolulu Weekly, "hey, it's the National
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Geographic! Waddaya want?" (39), But Theroux's work cannot be taken lightly, As

Kelly says in the original manuscript she submitted for publication, he has a large

following and influence among "a haole audience situated someplace thousands of

miles away in the land of Dorothy and Toto, too" (2). Travelers and "consumer"

anthropologists look to him for reliable facts about good places to go, unusual holiday

ideas, and for curiosity piquing information on unknown locations, namely for

empirical, firsthand information they can use in their travel decisions, Theroux is

influential enough that the editor ofthe Week(y was seriously worried about the tenor

ofKelly's tiny response, cut most ofwhat she had written, and watered down the rest.

What the haole writer chooses to say about the indigenous culture ofHawai'i, whom

he chooses to foreground from among the community, how he decides to set the scene

decides how a large audience will imagine the islands.

"Good travel writing is to be valued for the way it unearths a rich sense of

otherness in a landscape, a people, a form of activity, a set of events," says Mark

Cocker in a Guardian Unlimited book review, and unearthing a sense ofotherness is a

particular skill of Theroux' (par,2), He accomplishes it by offering to the reader his

familiarity with particular brands oftbe normally unfamiliar, which he presents as facts

gained through his own experience. He is not, however, very careful about the

accuracy of his details. He has been roundly told off in several places for mixing fact

and fiction, not doing his homework, getting his stories wrong'. Indeed, according to

4

See, for instance, Ryle-"It is a pity, though, that Theroux has not read more carefully
about some of the places he visits. Even when he is not talking about aid workers
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Keala Kelly, Theroux has both facts and attitude wrong in the article on Hawai'i. She

points out how he misrepresents several people he has interviewed by playing down

the fierceness ofKanaka Maoli resistance to continued U. S. occupation ofthe islands.

The only photograph ofa sovereignty leader is ofMiliJani Trask, an NGO and fiercely

intelligent activist, idyllically playing the nose flute, and his reference to Center for

Hawaiian Studies Director Lilikala Kame'eleihiwaha is a few sentences long.

Nowhere does he mention serious and ongoing work to show that the Hawaiian

Kingdom still exists under intemationallaw.

He refers patronizingly to Sam Kaleleiki, kupuna and member ofNa Kupuna 0

Hawai'i Nei, as "Sam," his freely shared talk about Hawaiian independence as "Uncle

Sam's drill-sergeant perorations." He dismisses him as "apparently just a likeable

agitator in a tent strung with banners by the side of the road outside Hilo" (34). Not

everyone in the sovereignty movement agrees with Henry Noa's Nation of Hawai'i,

but Theroux's words are an arrogant haole outsider's assuming familiarity. Respect

Kanaka Maoli offer as a matter of course to elders is missing and, therefore, so is the

proffered "in" Theroux extends to the reader. As P. Smethurst asserts in his on-line

"20'" Century Travel Writing" seminar at the University ofHong Kong, "you may

there are a great many inaccuracies" (par.9); Miller--"[T)elling the truth is a central
theme ofhis Fresh-Air Fiend....[But] Theroux is also quite clear that '1 have altered
my memories in the way we all do--simplified them, improved them, made them more
orderly"'(2); Howe-"[T]he travel writer's vanity is to feign ignorance of all those
who wrote before....This practice ofbookless traveling seems especially common
among contemporary Americans, who, true to our nation's fabled denial ofhistory,
write as if they were the first to have emerged from parts unknown with a story to tell.
Paul Theroux unabashedly confesses this desire" (4).
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detect...an authoritative and superior tone" in Theroux's writing (28). Such arrogance

is easily missed by the non-indigenous reader unfamiliar with the context in which

Theroux is writing.

Using carefully chosen words to appeal to the tourists he writes for, Theroux

chooses "indignant" to explain why Kanaka Maoli killed Captain Cook, downplaying

the enormous violence Cook unleashed on Kanaka Maoli from the day ofhis arrival.

Downplaying Kanaka Maoli anger and determination to restore the Kingdom is

understandable when the artide is seen as designed to attract tourists to the islands.

Presented as an objective study by a well-known travel writer in a magazine taken

seriously by many, Theroux' piece is in fact an advertisement and uses the emotional

language, appealing imagery, and lopsided factual arrangements of advertising.

Keala Kelly's criticisms of Theroux echo those ofPaula Gunn Allen for Lyn

Andrews (popular white author ofMedicine Woman and other "shaman" books):

Gunn Allen pointed out in a 1993 KPFA interview that Andrews' representation of

Indian reality serves as a guide only to middle class white women's vision of Indian

reality. In her original manuscript, Kelly wryly points out that the piece ends with a

representation ofKanaka Maoli elders "seated under an awning, saying nothing,

smiling benignly," the implication being that they are accepting and happy. The final

word is given not to a Kanaka Maoli, but to Terry Shintani, an adoptee of Japanese

ancestry. In the last pages, Theroux calls one man "Hawaiian by marriage" and says

that Shintani is Hawaiian in attitude and beliefand "seemed to me a perfect illustration

of what could be accomplished in Hawai' i in a spirit of peacemaking," completely
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ignoring colonizer-imposed conflicts over what it is to be Hawaiian' (4 I). All these

are purposeful representations to make prospective tourists feel more at ease with

coming to a Hawai'i where, in fact, tourists may not be welcomed by Kanaka Maoli.

The article, with its beautiful photography, inset "Voices" from happy,

productive Kanaka Maoli, and focus on lush scenery and dedicated return to

traditional values, spreads to an anmchair world a vision ofa happy, fiiendly, peaceful

people just waiting to welcome the stranger into a traditional way oflife--into "the

heart ofHawaiian culture," as Theroux says (16). The problems left by occupation--

drug use, suicide, ill health, poverty, houselessness, high prison populations, and

resentment of haole--are not mentioned or are underplayed. The respectably factual

presentation expected by many from the Geographic falls far short when seen from the

point ofview ofthe people Theroux talks about. As Kelly says at the end of her

original manuscript, "It's a great piece if you don't know anything about

contemporary Hawaiian politics. It clumsily misses not only the most salient points in

the contemporary political scene engaging Hawaiians today, but glosses over the

military devastation and occupation ofHawai'i in true National Geographic style. (2)

While Theroux's article is a fairly obvious example of assumed objectivity by a

well-known and respected representative of the occupying culture in a non-academic

setting, there are less obvious cases of misrepresentation within academic publishing

5

See Haunani-Kay Trask, From a Native Daughter, for an incisive discussion of these
and other problems.
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and teaching. The problem is not so easy to see and the intention often good hearted,

but the result is still that a vocal representative of a colonizing culture publicly assumes

objectivity about indigenous culture. The claim to objectivity may be denied, but

findings are assumed--even required--to be objective in published academic work.

Houston Wood's Displacing Natives: Ihe Rhetorical Production ofHawai 'i is

an admirable undertaking; I consider him an ally in the work I am attempting here

since he thoroughly critiques continuing exploitation ofKanaka Maoli culture. He

spends a chapter, for instance, discussing Euroamerican fascination with Cook as hero

rather than as murderous exploiter. He points out that after the illegal declaration of

statehood in Hawai'i, "Government and businesses supporting mass tourism combined

to disseminate the conceit that even visitors could.. 'become Polynesian'" (48). He

makes clear the depth and breadth of continuing theft ofHawaiian artefacts, physical,

spiritual, and emotionaL I believe the considerable worth of his undertaking lies in his

detailed critique of continued haole colonialism in Hawai'i. He has generously invited

me to use his 1999 work as an example.

Before returning to the university to complete a Ph.D. in English literature,

Wood lived more than 20 years on the Big Island as, among other things, a macadamia

nut farmer. He raised children there. He was familiar with and immersed in grassroots

island culture for a long time. He clearly sees the need to "embrace some methods for

subverting the colonizing work I was being educated to do" at the University of

Hawai'i at Manoa and proceeds to do so in his study. He acknowledges that he

cannot retreat to "'antiessentialism,' 'hybridity,' 'neutrality,' or 'objectivity'" (3).
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Wood goes into detail to examine the colonial culture (his own) that continues

to steal from Kanaka Maoli in Hawai'i while representing itselfas innocent, including

acknowledging his serious dilemma over whether to talk about Kanaka Maoli culture

at all. He decides to do so only because he fears that leaving out mention ofit will

mislead people into thinking there is nothing to talk about. However, in response to

Wood's assertion that he will not use academic claims to "objectivity," I repeat that

the academic undertaking per se requires assumption of objectivity. He cannot escape

the implication that accompanies publishing an academic work--that he is producing an

objective analysis ofthe situation in Hawai'i and, because he does so, ofKanaka Maoli

culture. Objectivity is one of the fundamental requirements of academic publications,

although the individual academic may claim otherwise. Lila Abu-Lughod comments of

ethnographic writing that the individual ethnographer gets caught up, '''regardless of

his or her own attitudes to it," in "'the larger agenda ofEuropean expansion'," which

can include distortions presented as fact (148-149)

Even though Wood's work, as a haole critiquing haole practice, is invaluable,

he occasionally slips into urging what Kanaka Maoli and other indigenous people

"must" or "should" do, representing, and romanticizing them in the voice of one who

can be trusted to know. I single out Wood for this discussion particularly because his

work has integrity and self-reflection. He is honest and forthcoming about the

problems of a western academic writing yet again about a culture not his own. He

discusses the problems he faces in doing so. Ironically, for these reasons, he presents

himselfas a more reliable source than someone who has less humility. However, what
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I wish to show here is that however good-hearted and searching a western academic is

about a scholarly project on non-western cultures, s/he will almost surely slip up when

interpreting and making recommendations about and for that culture. Perhaps this

would be less ofa problem ifour arguments were not founded in assumed universal

objectivity, and if continued publishing and teaching from overly represented western

academics did not reduce the space for indigenous peoples to represent themselves as

well as continuing to perpetrate mistaken representations.

Maori activist Hone Harawira, at a 1999 forum on "Decolonizing the Mind" in

Honolulu, advised the mainly indigenous audience to focus more on continuing to

imagine and construct indigenous realities from within than reacting to the constant

barrage of colonial challenges. Continued non-indigenous representation of

indigenous cultures, because it continues to draw reactions from indigenous scholars,

may also drain energy and support from the kind ofvisioning Manu Meyer is currently

engaging in within the education system at the University ofHawai'i at Hilo.

There are four slippages I point out in Wood's book. All involve assumption

of objectivity, which he claims not to use, and discussing Kanaka Maoli reality though

he wishes not to. The first is saying what Kanaka Maoli must or should do. The

second is offering Kanaka MaoJi culture as healing "alternatives to those constructed

by outsiders and settlers" as though he could do so without the presentation filtering

through his interpretive words (5). The third is using a theory of his own devising to

explain Kanaka Maoli culture. The fourth is attributing this theory to them.
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The first occurs throughout the text beginning on page 16, where Wood

quotes Dirlik and Wilson in support of saying

Hawaiian writers, like other indigenous writers, must thus examine how 'the

global deforms and molests the local' in order to repel this molestation. Such

oppositional analyses require some engagement with the Euroamerican

monorhetoric that dominates both corporate and cultural forms of

globalization, for it seems likely that only through some adaptation of the

dominant monorhetoric...will indigenous people find a 'point of entry into the

dominant circuits of print culture.

Wood's making and supporting this kind of statement from outsiders presupposes the

appropriateness andfor accuracy of a non-Kanaka Maoli writing about what Kanaka

Maoli "must" do. There are many different ideas among Kanaka Maoli as to what to

do either in response to or separately from such a global scene, and there is pressure

from outside for Kanaka Maoli to follow this or that directive from non-indigenous

observers. For instance, there is an almost constant call for them to "unify" or "come

together" in the sovereignty movement and other areas, pressure which completely

ignores the fact that healthy disagreement and argument that typify a free nation

become a problem only in one fighting for independence from an occupier.

Prescriptive language appears again on pages 17 ("It is thus necessary..." and

"Each of these alternatives must draw upon...); page 55 ("The efforts ofNative

scholarS...are essential..." and "Ifthe knowledge ofkupuna becomes a corpus..."); 10]
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("it may be helpful to increase the presence "); 102 ("the more often Hawaiian

echoes resound "); 121 ("Indigenous films present other, non-Eurocentric

realities __ "); 153 ("What requires more demonstration is how "); 157 ("Alternative,

indigenous sites will have to be effectively constructed ")_ Related to these is

Wood's giving "my view" on whether Kanaka Maoli can claim a continued authentic

culture from pre-contact days to the present (4)_ While it is admirable that he vocally

supports Kanaka Maoli in their work for self-definition, it is unnecessary for him to do

so by adding yet another outsider voice situated in the academy to the argument. Also

related is his wording on page 18, where he sees problems for Euroamericans who

"hope to encourage the growth of mUltiple, separate, critical localisms worldwide_"

Such statements are troubling in their suggestion of colonial patronage_

The second problem has Wood presenting his understandings ofKanaka Maoli

traditional culture as though he is a clear glass and offering them to non-Kanaka Maoli

as "reminders ofpractices ofinteracting with the earth and other humans different

from those most Euroamericans embrace" (5)_ Tempting though this move is, it is

also a source of further colonization in that it promulgates further haole interpretations

and appropriation of traditional cultures for our own healing, as well as the financial

and reputational gain ofsome_ The places where he gives descriptions ofKanaka

Maoli traditions in his own words are many: page 11 and 12 (inca and place names);

13 (identity and relationship to place and people); 55-56 (oral performance); 119 and

120, where he interprets "Once Were Warriors" and 121, where he attempts to say

what indigenous film might be; 129 ("I want to explore an alternative explanation that
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better incorporates how Kanaka Maoli explain themselves"); 130 ("Much ofthe

history of postcontact Hawai'i can be interpreted..."); 132 ("Those sites on the island

that Pele visited..."); 135 ("One's place was the home for the spirits."); 137

("Kanaloa appears as the island Kaho'olawe..."); 140 "Polyrhetoric and similar local

alternatives.. "), ("Those Euroamericans who seek radical alternatives must look

outside their own cultures for possibilities..."); 144 ("For Hawaiians...the past is called

ka wa mahope..."); 145 ("For deeper and effective interrogations, we must look

outside ofmetropolitan societies..."); 150 ("Polyrhetoric constructs multiple forms,

rather like the kino lau.. ."); 161 ("Hawaiian polyrhetoric is..."), ("Kanaka Maoli

polyrhetoric..."), ("the example of Kanaka MaoH polyrhetoric may be helpful."),

(" ...the rhizomatic perspective"); 162 ("Kalo, of course..."), ("'ohana is a basic

organizing principle.. "), ("The 'ohana's rhizomatic network. "); 164 ("Those

embracing a more traditional Native Hawaiian view...").

The third instance is a problem because rather than making space (as he himself

suggests on page 18 and elsewhere) for Kanaka MaoH to explicate their culture

themselves, Wood continues to devise his own theory for understanding. In doing so,

he nulls the course I am advising, which is to step aside to make way for what

indigenous peoples have to say about themselves rather than adding more ofour own

voice. Beginning on page 129, and continuing throughout the rest of the text, Wood

suggests a use of what he calls "polyrhetoric," "which emphasizes the multiple,

shifting, and context-specific meanings [Kanaka Maoli] discourse constructs. While

monorhetoric builds a single, linear, visible reality, polyrhetoric forms overlapping,
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elastic realities that prominently include invisible forces monorhetoric cannot' see' or

accept as real" (129-130). While I appreciate the usefulness of pointing out for haole

view the deep differences between a western academic way ofunderstanding the world

and indigenous ways, Wood's proffering of an umbrella theory to do this creates

further problems, which include the problem for all theories, namely that they are

enclosed spaces in which the theory determines how the world is to be described--a

dangerous situation when the theory is haole-devised for comprehending indigenous

reality. (See Chapter 7, "Modes of Thought," on attributes of theories.)

This solution becomes especially difficult when the fourth problem occurs and,

after specifically addressing the danger, i.e.--

I want now to emphasize that my representations of Hawaiian practices should

be understood as further instances ofmonorhetoric and not as a representation

of polyrhetoric itself Polyrhetoric is a concept that monorhetoric derives from

a study of contemporary Kanaka Maoli, but this need not be associated with a

claim that polyrhetoric exists apart from monorhetorical analysis. I conceive of

polyrhetoric not as an accurate representation ofKanaka Maoli but as a

conceptual tool to use in encouraging monorhetoric's transformation. (146)

--Wood continues by attributing polyrhetoric to Kanaka Maoli. On page 140, he

refers to "Polyrhetoric and similar local alternatives." He writes that polyrhetoric pre

dates colonialism and that "it is also a central element in the Native project of

maintaining and strengthening a viable, alternative Hawaiian way oflife" (139). He
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calls it "Native Hawaiian" on pages 144, 145, 161, and "Kanaka Maoli" on page 161.

This progress from constructing a way for haole to get a clearer grasp ofKanaka

Maoli life to attributing his way to Kanaka Maoli is a danger ofcontinuing to interpret,

publish, and teach on cultures whose own people are representing themselves.

Western academics, however well-intentioned and familiar with indigenous

cultures, are constantly susceptible to such slips when writing about those cultures.

Since we are too often unable to see nuances that are obvious to people who grew up

in the cultures we are studying, our "objectivity" about them is likely to reduce to

projection onto them--as Paula Gunn Allen and others have shown (page 70 above).

Making recommendations for what they should do to achieve greater independence or

selfvision or describing their culture in our own terms once again sets ourselves up as

objective, educated and reliable experts. Although our expertise is being increasingly

questioned, as is our assumed right to speak, the paradigm of universal objectivity

shifts slowly. It continues to be fed by how we teach critical thinking and writing.

The Modem Language Association, in the United States, is the arbiter of how

research papers are written by literary and language scholars. TheMLA Handbookfor

Writers ofResearch Papers, Fifth Edition, introduces research to those who would

write a paper acceptable within the western academic community with these words:

The MLA Handbook. ..is designed to introduce you to the customs of a

community ofwriters who greatly value scrupulous scholarship and the careful

documentation, or recording, of research... _...
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Learning the rules the MIA Handbook outlines will help you become a

writer whose work deserves serious consideration [within the western

academic community]. .

.... As you learn to guide your research by the rules outlined in the MLA

Handbook, you will take your place in a community of writers who are sure to

influence the development ofnew rules. (xiii, xiv, xvii) (Italics added.)

Learning rules of presentation and structure acceptable to this "community ofwriters"

puts western academics in the position to "deserve serious consideration." Learning

the rules is as important as content in our work--seen in the energy presently focused

on teaching western critical thinking throughout the educational process" Sometimes

it seems to students and teachers alike that form is more important than content.

The MLA committees and membership give the following explanation of

"scrupulous scholarship and the careful documentation, or recording, of research":

During your school career you have probably written many personal essays

that presented your thoughts, feelings, and opinions and that did not refer to

any other source ofinformation or ideas. Some subjects and assignments,

A tendency noted by Sweet and Swanson in their paper, "Blinded by the
Enlightenment" :

Our argument follows in the wake of a broad and rippling educational turn
toward pedagogy/curricula generically called 'critical thinking' or the pursuit
thereof. We find it interesting that such a mounting tide for what often gets
called critical analysis would appear concomitantly with many universities'
rather forced adjustment to a more multiple-cultured student population;
institutional seams are bursting with so many diflerent stories, so many
different ways of telling, so many different ideologies. (40)
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however, require us to go beyond our personal knowledge and experience.

We undertake research when we wish to explore an idea, probe an issue, solve

a problem, or make an argument that compels us to turn to outside help. (2)

Accepting science-based criteria for assessing truth in the academy, the MLA

Handbook characterizes research as "going beyond" personal experience, making a

distinction between objectively real in the world and subjective. It refers to what we

can claim before research as "thoughts, feelings, and opinions" rather than knowledge,

Presumably before conducting research, we only believe our information. We do not

know it. The MLA version does not choose possible alternative visions ofwhat

research might be, such as enlarging personal or community knowledge and

experience, where what we discover will also be our personal knowledge and

experience, giving us the continuity of connection, rather than a disconnection

between day-to-day experience and what we know through research.

The kinds ofexamples given of primary--"firsthand observation and

investigation"--and secondary--"the examination of studies that other researchers have

made"-- research are also restricted. "Firsthand observation and investigation" could

conceivably include such informal things as conversations with family and friends or

with elders/teachers, dreams, and hands-on experience, but the Handbook lists only

"analyzing a literary or historical text, a film, or a performance; conducting a surveyor

an interview; or carrying out a laboratory experiment." Under "examination of studies

that other researchers have made" it lists only "books and articles about political

issues, historical events, scientific debates, or literary works." Primary and secondary
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research include only analyzing, surveying, interviewing, experimenting, and written

materials produced by someone else, all procedures also defined and limited by

academics and their students. The MLA's seemingly hannless prescriptions for

producing acceptable research and writing acceptable papers perpetuate the idea of

producing scholarship with universal objectivity, which has far-reaching consequences

in the world outside the academy as well as within it.

These observations are supported by Sweet and Swanson in "Blinded by the

Enlightenment," where the authors "suggest.. .the best-intentioned of [university

composition] teachers often reinforce epistemologies they'd be hard pressed to accept

at face value." The authors write that "messages we give our students about argument

are often predicated on a western metaphysical dualism that implicitly proscribes and

delimits the kinds of thinking we accredit or accept as valid," infact, that "rhetoric

seems condemned to be either so personal as to be submerged in subjectivity, unable

to reach confidently beyond the self, or it is so luminously 'clear' that it couldn't

possibly be contaminated by any particular person" (51). They report on teaching

methods that rely"on a severely truncated conception of the suasive nature and use of

rhetorical thought, and on a thoroughgoing commitment to Enlightenment

epistemologies" (41). Ongoing valorization ofEnlightenment ideology is not

surprising in light of Thomas Kuhn's work on paradigms

Kuhn's The Strocture ofScientific Revolutions documents the ground-moving

(and therefore alarming) changes and consequently the amount oftime necessary to

shift a paradigm. He shows how difficult it is for a paradigm (such as the earth being
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the center of the universe or Newton's mechanical theories) to be shifted from its role

as a lens through which we see the world. As literary scholars, our bedrock operating

rules of disengagement and objectivity--paradigms in the humanities--cannot be

questioned without beginning to pull apart the foundations of our practice. They are

part of the operating system for conducting research. The western world is in the

midst ofa paradigm shift concerning such foundational concepts as objectivity, fact,

truth, and reality, and at this point, western and western-trained academics may claim

to know that objectivity is unattainable but the ways they conduct research still reveal

the continuance of the paradigm. Kuhn says of the Copernican paradigm shift,

Ifthe two-sphere universe, and particularly the conception of a central and

stable earth, then seemed the indubitable starting point of all astronomical

research, this was primarily because the astronomer could no longer upset the

two-sphere universe withoUl overturning physics and religion as well.

Fundamental astronomical concepts had become strands in a far larger fabric of

thought, and the nonastronomical strands could be as important as the

astronomical in binding the imagination of astronomers. The story of the

Copernican Revolution is not, therefore, simply a story of astronomers and

skies. (The Copernican Revolution 77)

As Manu Meyer points out, we are in the midst of a paradigm shift that is as

fundamental as the ones Kuhn explores ("Exploring" 38) (See page 95 below.).

Ludwig Wittgenstein (on whose larger work on certainty Kuhn relies to form
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his arguments) develops and picks his way through a method rather than constructing

theories. He considers and plays with many specific ordinary life, mathematical, and

scientific contexts to examine how western culture functions on a logical level. In On

Certainty, he sees foundational concepts that underlie the ways we describe the world

as an "axis" or "mythology" for a "world-picture" or "form of life" which is made up

ofinnumerable "language games" (94-100, 152). Foundational concepts cannot be

doubted within a language game or, more largely, within a form oflife without shaking

the stability ofhow we comprehend the world, In practical reality, we cannot not be

claiming objectivity when we claim to know something, when we explicate and

analyze. In specific circumstances, it makes sense to say "I cannot be objective about

this," but there is no general sense to "I cannot be objective," Wittgenstein writes,

94, ".I did not get my picture of the world by satisfYing myself of its

correctness; nor do I have it because I am satisfied ofits correctness. No: it is

the".background against which I distinguish between true and false.

151. I should like to say Moore does not know...that this is his hand...but it

stands fast for him, as also for me; regarding it as absolutely solid is part ofour

me/hod of doubt and enquiry.

162. In general I take as true what is found in text-books....Why? I say: All

these facts have been confirmed a hundred times over, But how do I know

that? .. I have a world picture. Is it true or false? Above all it is the substratum

of all my enquiring and asserting. [italics added]
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167... .1 say world picture and not hypothesis, because it is the matter-of

course foundation for his research and as such also goes unmentioned.

445. ,..if I say "I have two hands", what can I add to indicate reliability? At the

most that the circumstances are the ordinary ones.

446. But why am I so certain that this is my hand? Doesn't the whole

language-game rest on this kind of certainty?

Or: isn't this "certainty" already pre-supposed in the language-game? Namely

by virtue of the fact that one is not playing the game, or is playing it wrong, if

one does not recognize objects with certainty. (On Certainty)

Wittgenstein talks here about "language games" and "world picture," terms

which describe distinct areas ofhuman life within which certain granunatical/logical

rules hold. Language games include such things as measuring and weighing, falling in

love, mathematics, religion, and smaller sub-categories of these. Literary studies and

its various subdivisions are language games within which there are also unspoken

concepts, the logical ground rules that hold the language game steady and where

certain terms have distinct meanings they do not have in other language games, To

question objectivity in research, publishing, and teaching is to threaten the foundations

of our criteria for judgement, and therefore, ifreally taken seriously and followed

through, can feel sanity-threatening, We have to ask what it would mean to question

the possibility ofbeing objective (not in a particular circumstance but across the board)

on the most practical level. What would be one's reaction to the scholarship of
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someone who states slhe is not being objective? This is why, as Kuhn makes clear,

paradigm shifts are so very slow, laborious and have been so dangerous to those

shaking the ground in science.

However, if the ground shaker is a colonizer and the ground belongs to the

colonized, it is the colonized, even if a majority ofthe population, who are in danger.

Whether we choose to pay attention or not, consequences to the colonized of forced

paradigm shifts are severe. Gunn Allen, in her essay, documents devastating material

outcomes after Laguna people shared their stories with anthropologist Elsie Clews

Parsons, who took sacred stories and wrote objectively about them. Being objective,

she objectified them along with the beings and the culture that held them sacred (383).

Whether we choose to believe that the outcomes Gunn Allen attributes to analysis of

sacred material were so caused depends on whether or not we can begin to question

the universalizability of western objectivity. Other mistreatments of people we study

also depend on whether we are willing and able to make such a paradigmatic change.

Surely, though, someone might say, ifl am objective about what is going on, I

am more likely to be humane than to objectify. IfI insist on objectivity when talking,

arguing, commenting, investigating, I will be more likely to be fair and just. Surely,

objectification is more about not seeing someone than seeing them clearly. And

doesn't being objective imply clarity? These arguments are convincing because they

are mono-culturaL But objectivity is both multitudinous and context-driven. From

one culture to another, what "objective" means shifts. If, as a haole, I read The True

Story ojKaluaikoolau by Piilani His Wife (a Kanaka Maoli autobiographical work
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from the tum ofthe 20'" century) as authoethnography in the manner ofI, Rigoberta

Menchl/, for instance, what I say may very well be misleading because my commentary

reflects haole conceptions ofKanaka Maoli and Guatemalan Indian culture. What

could be useful, as Mary Churchill points out, is interaction between scholars and

people in the communities we study (with scholars in the position of students) since

our objectivity becomes subjectivity cross-culturally and our scholarship is self-

reflexive. The only way to check whether there is any usefulness in what we are

saying is to offer it to the people we are saying it about for feedback and correction.

Although objectivity is part of the conceptual ground of the western academic

community and therefore almost impossible for us to see, from the points ofview of

people from cultures scrutinized and described by our own, the enclosed nature of our

vision is easily seen and felt. Kanaka Maoli scholar and educator Manu Meyer is one

of many indigenous scholars who strongly disagree with the assumption of many

western academics that we can study their cultures appropriately or accurately. She

supports the claims of Gunn Allen, Silva, Smith, Hereniko, and other indigenous

scholars, who see theories of knowledge as culture-specific and insist on their own

space to understand indigenous epistemologies after centuries of what they see as

epistemological rape under colonial rule7.

In a 1998 article, Meyer says,

7By "epistemological rape" I mean a forced shifting of the foundations or paradigms of
one culture and their replacement with the foundations ofthe colonizing culture.
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The epistemology or "philosophy of knowledge" revolution escalates. Sides

are being drawn, published words are fortiJYing entrenchments....The

traditionalists defend a mono-empirical view of the world where empiricism is

not culturally defined.... The largest dissent comes from indigenous peoples as

we define ourselves through our values and the interpretation of our world via

cosmology and epistemology....The very definition of objectivity is in

question.... Signs of entrenchment are escalating, however, with verbal attacks,

labeling the [indigenous scholarship] movement anti-intellectual, biased,

emotional, feminist, and multicultural. ("Exploring" 38)

One of these signs of entrenchment is noted by ViIi Hereniko. He quotes historian

Eric Hobsbawm, who charges "those engaged with identity politics with' attempts to

replace history by myth and invention'." Hereniko continues, "Hobsbawm wrote that

the responsibility ofhistorians is to 'stand aside from the passions of identity politics'

and to tell the truth even if it makes them unpopular. The problem with his advice is

the false premise that there is only one truth. Like Epeli Hau'ofa, I believe truth to be

'flexible and negotiable*'" (85).

Such insistence on western concepts of objectivity continues to be driven by

arguments like Hobsbawm's which work to establish a monopoly of vision on how the

inhabitants of the colonized world see the colonizer, the rest of the world and

themselves (Smith 2). Ironically, as the academy was brought face to face in the

•
See Chapter 6 for further discussion.
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1960s with the imperial nature of the culture within which it existed, and as many

scholars admirably wished to remove themselves from association with colonialism,

claims to ohjectivity (which would now begin to take the politically correct form of

assertions that we cannot be objective) became important as signs ofnon-involvement

with the imperial enterprise. However, as quotes from Enari, Sherman Alexie, and

Spivak in Chapter 2 point out, projects that continue to describe and define the lives

and creativities of colonized peoples as "other" from the points ofview of colonizing

cultures perpetuate the us-them, top-down assumptions of colonialism.

I mentioned on page 72 above that it has become the norm, especially within

cultural studies, to disclaim belief in the possibility ofobjectivity while at the same time

applying it. It is an instance of confusions arising from assumption of the universal

objectivity of their authority that postcolonial and cultural studies scholars today

concurrently vocally recognize ourselves as outside the cultures we are studying and

therefore limited in our ability to be useful, while, at the same time, continuing to

assume positions ofauthority on them. We do the former in order to be politically

correct, acknowledging the fragility of our ability to speak sensibly at all, while at the

same time continuing to explicate material from other cultures using theoretical models

from within our own, as though the disclaimer will make the subsequent commentaries

valid and/or acceptable. To continue thinking we are making critiques that are

profitable to more than just our immediate circles of western colleagues, we must be

assuming that we can be objective in a way that makes our commentary applicable

across cultural boundaries. Ifwe are being told by those within the cultures in
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question that our commentaries are not only often not useful but are even damaging,

for whom do we claim our observations have validity?

In "Toward a Critical Solidarity: (lnter)change in Australian Aboriginal

Writing," Lyn McCredden prefaces a study on Aboriginal writing by acknowledging,

it is necessary for the critic to declare to her readership the predominant

boundaries within which the criticism is produced. In my case they are: white

(Australian, and Scottish... ), middle class, female, academic....Postcolonial

writing, particularly that of the white postcolonial critic (if this is not an

oxymoron) needs to find ways of acknowledging such boundaries without

resorting to silencing self-abasement (though silence has its place). (14)

She goes on, having noted that the term "white postcolonial critic" may be an

oxymoron and that "silence has its place,'" to state her belief in "critically active

criticism" at the same time acknowledging, "as a descendant of the white colonizing

race in Australia seeking to question the rights and roles of white critics in regard to

black writing, it is always questionable what place I have to play in 'redefinitions of

marginality'" (14, nl). But, having made these serious and admirable disclaimers,

9In a note, McCredden quotes Gayatri Spivak and shows her understanding of the
sometime necessity for non-indigenous commentators to keep silence: "'[H]anging out
in wind and water, learning not to transcode too quickly', as Gayatri Spivak describes
part of this process of silent learning, ofbeing 'stripped of identity', in her provocative
essay 'Acting Bits/Identity Talk' (1992, 785)" (32 n4). So, what to make of this
seeming understanding but then immediate reversion (once she has made these acute
observations) to more commentary on Aboriginal writing by a white colonial
commentator who is going to make sure that "the need to offer critical debate" is filled
by herself and others like her?
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McCredden goes on immediately not only to add hers to the white voice on Aboriginal

writing but to claim a clearer view:

But it is to the texts by Aboriginal writers, erupting over the past ten years,

that this paper turns. In reading the critical and theoretical climate that has

both produced and received this outpouring, and in an investigation ofthe

novels ofMudrooroo, it is hoped that the theoretical assumptions outlined

above will be tested. Said's disdain for a mere "flight into method and

system", whose practitioners risk "wall-to-wall discourses" (Said 1983, 26) at

the expense of any real social change, rings in my ears, but so too does the

need to offer critical debate in the field of Aboriginal writing that does not melt

into mere multicultural celebration, devoid ofteal intellectual--aesthetic,

political, theological--inquiry; or into simple, Manichean dogmatics, a

solidarity totally devoid ofcriticism. (16)

Astonishingly, McCredden assumes not only that her viewpoint will be right,

but that it will be better than that of indigenous commentators, that it will have more

meaning and add greater value to the discussion ofAboriginal literature because she

knows what "real scholarship" is. Such an obvious disjuncture in consciousness

reveals the continued activity of the paradigm ofuniversal objectivity in western

academic epistemology. Even though a scholar seems to see clearly the limitations and

continued colonialism of western scholarship in an indigenous setting, actual1y

stopping speaking is too hard.
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I repeat Paula Gunn AIlen's characterization ofwestern academics' treatment

ofknowledge from "Problems in Teaching":

But the white world has a different set ofvalues, one which requires learning

all and teIling all in the interests of knowledge, objectivity and freedom. This

ethos and its obverse--a nearly neurotic distress in the presence of secrets and

mystery underlie much ofmodern American culture, ,.. Indeed, entire disciplines

have been developed on exactly the penchant for kno'Wing everything

possible....

The dilemma in American culture is reflected in American institutions

such as universities, where it is doubly dangerous to be short on

particulars. "In the field ofNative American Studies, the drawing card is

largely exactly those matters that we are not to divulge. My students, usually

"wannabe's" to some degree, are voraciously interested in the exotic aspects of

Indian ways--and they usually mean by that traditional spiritual practices,

understandings and beliefs, Drawing their attention from the object oftheir

longing to more mundane literary concerns and practices is troublesome, At

every least opportunity, they vigorously wrest the discussion from theme,

symbol, structure and plot to questions of "medicine," sacred language, rituals,

and spiritual customs. (382)

A compulsive "penchant for knowing everything possible," publishing and teaching it,

(even as one acknowledges, as McCredden does, that this knowing and saying may be
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mistaken and/or harmful) results, especially ifone is earning one's living by this

knowing and saying, in non-indigenous academics continuing to analyze, proffer

theories and draw conclusions about cultural items not their own.

Since objectivity is a paradigm, it will take more than a personal disclaimer to

act on the recognition that we cannot be objective. Academics in particular--even

those who claim to know objectivity is limited, who say universal objectivity is a

dangerous ilIusion--still come from an assumption of objectivity without realizing how

deep a hold it has. Within academic culture, it is not objective, for instance, to focus

on the inside, on an intuitive hit, to ask spirit guides or ancestors, do a ceremony, read

cards, raise our eyes to the hills, and therefore we insist on what we see as material

validation in proofs of our contentions. There are academics who are psychics, but

they keep quiet about it, separate it from their academic life, because it might throw

doubt on their validity as scholars. Our models ofproof are western science-based

universalizable objectivity in research and the primacy of the material, however much

we claim to accept the difficulties inherent in those concepts. In our investigations, it

is primary and/or secondary research which is used to verifY claims because it can be

seen to be in the same place over time and it takes us "beyond the persona!."

As I have said, in the eyes of indigenous people like Paula Gunn Allen, our

endeavors, claims, even our initial approaches to scholarship, separate out, arrange

and isolate concepts, people, situations, places, and events from a context oflived

experience and therefore remove meaning from them. Meaning within the practices of

western academic culture is not the same as meaning within Pueblo culture, which, as
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Gunn Allen defines it--"by virtue...of its human context"--is removed from the ground

that gives it sense ("Teaching" 382)10 This is a serious problem ifwe are claiming to

explicate works from different cultures with different epistemologies than our own.

Examples of assumed objectivity appear in an on-line discussion of"religious

and academic imperialism." Religious scholar Ron Grimes, in a manner similar to the

self-interrogation Houston Wood undertakes in Displacing Natives, has the integrity

to ask, "Should or should not European Americans be teaching courses on Native

American religions? Ifwe should not, why not, and what would be the results of our

deferral? Ifwe should, how best can we proceed?" (1). Even though he recognizes

the violence of teaching about cultures not our own, Grimes worries that "If we taught

ONLY that which we embodied by virtue of our upbringing, gender, class, ethnicity,

etc., we would all be reduced to autobiographical confession or mere reiteration of our

traditions." An alternative he does not discuss is continuing to tum a critical eye on

our own traditions, as he says he had done with his grandmother's frontier Methodism.

He focused on his own tradition, however, only as a way oftuming away from it, not

lOIt may be that our theoretical models for objectivity (as opposed to how we actually
go about things), however, do not hold for us either. Thomas Kuhn, in The Structure
ofScientific Revolutions, discusses how the view ofhistory of science he is proposing
has to account for "[a]n apparently arbitrary element, compounded ofpersonal and
historical accident" which is "always a formative ingredient in the beliefs espoused by
a given scientific community at a given time" (4). Some current discussions of
objectivity in science and other fields are Read and Sharrock's Kuhn: Philosopher of
Scientific Revolution and Read's drafts for the book available on the web; E.T.
Gendlin, "On Cultural Crossing"; Learning to Argue in Higher Education, ed. by
Mitchell and Andrews; Satya Mohanty's Literary Theory and the Claims ofHistory;
Robert Stecker's "Objectivity and Interpretation," and many others.
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as a route to studying and continuing to deconstruct a belief system that (as he admits)

preaches "the superiority of 'my' kind" (3). He does acknowledge that at a university

where Ward Churchill and Vine Deloria also teach, "there are good reasons for

Euroamerican scholars not to rush in, fools, where angels fear to tread" (2).

He goes on to ask, "Does teaching abollt religions indigenous to the Americas

desecrate them?" Grimes, although he seems to be thinking about these issues in a

fairly open way, thinks he can decide the answer to this question rather than

recognizing that iflndians are calling it desecration for non-Indians to teach their

religions, then, in all honesty, what can academics do but listen to the Indians? It is

not for non-Indian western academics to say what is or is not desecration for an

Indian, but he continues to assume that he is the superior authority. This works, of

course, in practice, because western academics continue to be the ones who have the

power to make this decision. Ifwe ignore pleas to stop or rationalize continuing, the

implication is that we are as or more objective than the indigenous person is about the

needs of his or her own culture.

Jace Weaver, in That the People Might Live, defines American Indian literature

as the total written output by Indians who have written anything because "For too

many non-Native scholars like Arnold Krupat and John Bierhorst, the only 'genuine'

literature consists oforal myths." This kind of outsider definition rules out "the' rant

and roll' poetry ofJohn Trudell...the religio-political writings of Vine Deloria, Jr.. ..the

untutored letters ofRichard Fields...the postmodernist novels of Gerald Vizenor, or

the Broadway theatricals ofLynn Riggs" (x). He also refuses to recognize
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Euroamerican judgements of literary worth, denying the usefulness of academic

objectivity

I discuss these literatures without regard to quality. This obviates the

temptation to discuss what is worth reading, what is worthy ofbeing in the

canon. As will be noted, this Euroamerican trap in non-Native criticism has

led, albeit perhaps by inadvertence and with honorable intentions, to a denial of

Native personhood and damage to Native subjectivity. (x)

Ron Grimes, continuing the discussion mentioned above, takes images from

Indian spirituality to calion fellow scholars to reduce what he sees as the necessary

violence of scholarship. He recognizes that scholarship "necessarily incurs guilt."

We should not pretend otherwise....though it can be a kind of honoring, is also

a kind of hunting....So we should do it with great care --identifying our fates

with the fate of what we hunt, taking only what we really need for survival, and

hedging our activities with considerable prayer.... Though we may not

experience scholarship as violent, thus not a form of hunting, we are certainly

being told that others experience our study as violation. We need to pause to

consider this charge, because some of our colleagues, students, and friends are

making it. So the question is not, "What is the nonviolent way to study

religion?" but "What is the least violent way to do it?" (3).

The question I ask is "why do it at all if it violates?" But Grimes concludes that "we

should do what we do with humility and open ears," suggesting that one way to
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continue is to focus on places where colonial cultures have had an impact on

indigenous cultures, on "the encounter between religio-cultural traditions" and on

controversies and problems that arise in those areas (4). And he has other ideas about

how to go on studying and teaching Indian religions while trying to tread softly.

In a response posted in the same discussion, Vine Deloria says that

The fact that scholarly articles on racial and ethnic minority groups are

frequently used for wholly partisan political purposes should not have escaped

the attention ofwhite scholars, and to pretend that what is happening in the

academy has no impact on the lives of real people in the real world outside the

academy is just nonsense....Then to read from some of the discussion feedback

to Ron that some of you consider yourselves objective scholars who handle the

subject ofreligion in a neutral and peer-approved manner seems to me

disingenuous at best and perhaps even tongue-in-cheek dishonest. ....

1 see nothing wrong with [Euroamericans teaching courses on Indian

religions] but personally wish they would not do so. The reason is that...unless

EuroAmericans grow up about what it is they think they know, they will simply

continue to perpetuate misconceptions and misperceptions--EVERY social

science we have today needs to have a RESTATEMENT of basic concepts and

intellectual framework that accepts humanity as it is and does not orient itself

toward the proposition that western civilization is necessarily the highest

expression ofhuman striving. (7)
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The point is driven home when non-indigenous professor Sam Gill reacts by deciding

to withdraw from describing what he does as Native American studies where he is

being attacked and to focus on "the study of religion and culture" where he will add in

"Australian Aboriginals, Indonesians, and others." He states in doing so that what is

at stake for him and why he will not give up his studies as he contemplates this deeply

serious criticism ofthe European based academic tradition is "the whole humanistic

enterprise, one of the most promising foundations on which to build peaceful

understanding among the diverse peoples of the world" (10). Arlen Speights in the

same debate and Paula Gunn Allen in conversation with me describe humanism as the

intent ofEuroamericans (scholars and non-scholars) to raise other peoples "up" to our

level of civilization, an endeavor that assumes, as Deloria says, that western

civilization is the "highest expression ofhuman striving" (11).

As Mary Churchill points out, in the early 1990s when she was writing her

dissertation, there was no dialogue between western scholars and the Cherokee

community, let alone any earlier attempt to formulate a Cherokee-centric hermeneutic

by Cherokee because the prevailing belief system still accepted western academic

standards as lhe standards for objective reporting. For western academics, discussion

based within non-western epistemologies still is often not experienced as theoretical

enough to be academic; or it is seen as unreliable because it arises from belief systems

that do not differentiate between religion and sciencel
I; or it is taken not to be political

11A Bardi tribe member from Australia, Munya Andrews, visiting U.H. Manoa, pointed
out that in her tradition spiritual beliefs are called "law" and "business." ("Being
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enough (in cultures where politics and the social are inextricable'2). As a result, they

are in danger of only seeing relevant (or intelligent, or unromanticizing, or politically

astute) discussion going on among members of the western academy. As Chris Tiffin

says in his Introduction to De-Scribing Empire, it is not so much that the subaltern are

not speaking as that those who categorize "the subaltern" are not hearing:

Whether or not the subaltern can ever speak is obviously a profound and

perplexing question which justifies the lengthy and subtle discussion it has

provoked. But the curious thing about the debate is that it is being conducted

by non-subalterns, people with voice, institutional power, and unlimited access

to the technologies of textuality. A second curious thing is that they seem

largely not to have noticed that the subalterns, meanwhile, are speaking. Post-

colonial writers are declaring their spaces, engaging with canonical texts,

rewriting not just the tradition but the episteme which underpins it. It may not

be a pure or unrefracted discourse, but it is a vigorous and inventive one which

is far removed from the inescapable closure predicted (though surely not

observed) by that debate. (10)

There can be no doubt that the subaltern speaks. For instance, in Hawai'i there

Sacred and Authentic in a Global Context," September 26, 200 I. lJ.H. Manoa Center
for Hawaiian Studies.)

USee Chapter 7 of this dissertation tor a discussion of the lack ofboundaries between
religion, law, business, science, and so on, in indigenous cultures (129)
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is a large Kanaka Maoli literature of chants, comedy, talkstory, hula, stories and

poetry, and political commentary published in early Hawaiian language newspapers,

which largely go unregarded as literature in the English department at the university.

Is this because they are not literary in a way that is easily recognizable in an academic

context? Some ofthe material is oral, and much of it is not in English, but certainly a

good part ofit is written and literary, and translations have been published. The True

Story ofKaluaikoolau as Told by His Wife, Piilani, for instance, and many newspaper

articles have been translated by Kanaka Maoli into English.

Ku'ualoha Ho'omanawanui, a Ph.D. candidate in the U.H. Manoa English

department, published a comparison ofPiilani's story with Jack London's "Ko'olau

the Leper," a colonial treatment distorted by stereotyping and sensationalism. When 1

asked her to talk to my class she expressed delight because, she said, she is not usually

asked to talk about her study. Pi'ilani's story is fine literature, and Ho'omanawanui is

a Kanaka Maoli scholar who can teach it, but she is not invited to do so by professors

who could avoid colonizing pitfalls by inviting Kanaka Maoli to teach Kanaka Maoli

texts in their classrooms. When I asked him why he does not often invite Kanaka

Maoli to come to his classroom to teach Kanaka Maoli texts in translation, Houston

Wood answered that he worries about imposing on others. My own experience has

been that people I have asked on a regular basis to come help me teach texts I don't

feel I have the right to expound on are completely delighted to be asked. Asking for

help is a part of the relationship building I think can take us out ofour colonial

practices since reciprocal helping tends to develop and deepen friendships.
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In a connected matter, it is disturbing that there are full-time Pacific, Local,

and Asian literature positions at u.H. Manoa English department but no full-time

Hawaiian Literature position. A proposed half-time position, shared with Hawaiian

Language (an almost impossible position to fill), recently initiated, has been dropped.

Kanaka Maoli are in a particularly suppressed position in Hawai'i--it is they who were

the inhabitants at the time of contact with the west and they who have been most

negatively affected by our presence here. Pacific and local Asian literature are

secondary to Kanaka Maoli literature in Hawai'i". How can their primacy over

Kanaka Maoli literature in the English Department be explained? It is Kanaka Maoli

who have the most to gain ifwe recognize their first nation status in the iSlands and

they who have the most to continue to lose if we do not. I can only make sense of

their being the last to be represented within the department by reading it against the

background of the continued colonial situation--in Hawai'i and in the university which

was founded in that colonization. As Jon Osorio said in conversation, the situation is

such that even when opportunities are presented, "Colonial suppression ofKanaka

results in few Kanaka prepared to take [them] up." The problems are deeper and

wider than an exploration of western academic practices will reveal. But direct,

vulnerable, and honest engagement with communities impacted by the colonialism in

which the university is implicated could go far in beginning to undo them

"See Richard Hamasaki's M.A. thesis, "Mountains in the Sea" (1993), Gary Pak
dissertation, "E ala mai k- akou e n-a kini n-a mamo = We, the multitudes of
descendants, are waking up" : 19th century Hawaiian historiography and the historical
novel in Hawai'i," and others for elaboration of this point.
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The difficulties (and sometimes impossibilities) of the subaltern or of

indigenous peoples being heard--being comprehended--by those in cultures different

from theirs and in a position ofpower over them is addressed by Mary Louise Pratt in

"Arts in the Contact Zone," where she coins the term "contact zone" to describe a

space of "transculturation" between cultures where"[m]iscomprehension,

incomprehension, dead letters, unread masterpieces, absolute heterogeneity of

meaning" characterize the state ofone culture dominating the other (37). She uses

"contact zone" to "refer to social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with

each other, often in contexts ofhighly asymmetrical relations of power, such as

colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts of the

world today" and she adds that she intends to use the term eventually to "reconsider

the models of community that many of us [academics] rely on in teaching and

theorizing and that are under challenge today" (34). She takes a look at liberal

humanist assumptions underlying the relationships between "communities" of teachers

and students as an example: the teacher is in authority and defines what"satisfactory"

responses from the pupil are or, indeed, what is a response at all:

When linguistic (or literate) interaction is described in terms of orderliness,

games, moves, or scripts, usually only legitimate moves are actually named as

part of the system, where legitimacy is defined from the point of view ofthe

party in authority... .Teacher-pupil language for example, tends to be described

almost entirely from the point ofview ofthe teacher and teaching, not from the

point of view of pupils and pupiling (the word doesn't even exist, though the
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thing certainly does)'4. If a classroom is analyzed as a social world unified and

homogenized with respect to the teacher, whatever students do other than

what the teacher specifies is invisible or anomalous to the analysis. (38)

Pratt uses the classroom to delineate the contours of a problem that extends to

scholarly interpretation and regulation of other cultures.

Western academic objectivity as the prime criterion in investigation rather than

engagement is what makes Gunn Allen accuse academics (including herself when she

is not being aware, as she acknowledges) ofwitchcraft. She defines witchcraft as the

destruction of relationship and connection (see Leslie Marmon Silko's portrayal of

witchcraft in Ceremony), the use of power over rather than engaged equal relationship,

and therefore the destruction ofmeaning (381). As I have said, western scholars are

constrained to supercede contextual lived meaning and the relationship each scholar

actually has with what she is studying in order to gain a viewpoint removed from daily

life. We do not pay attention to contextual lived meaning ifwe come at the culture in

question as a "them" to be observed and measured, understood from the beginning as

separate from us, a process we then call understanding. But though we may not have

lived the context if we are not from the culture, we can approach from a point of view

offriendship and engagement rather than distance. Ifwe exist within a logic of

western science-defined if-then connections, our actions show that we hold (even as

14A colleague points out that the words "student" and "studying" do, though I believe
"studying" doesn't have the connotations of"being a student" that "studenting" or
"pupiling" would. "Studying" is only one aspect ofbeing a student.
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we deny that we do so) that truths valid across cultures can be uncovered by

separating wheat from chaff (and ourselves from connecting emotionally with what we

are studying), by a process ofdisconnecting. If we do not, we will hopefully act on

our acknowledgments that we are not able to contextualize our discussions because

we do not have deep enough access to the context, and we will, for now, cease

publishing and teaching about them from outside as though our positions are neutral.

But, it may be argued, how can we differentiate what we do from ranting or politics or

an inquisition ifwe do not take a place removed from emotional involvement? I will

pursue possible answers to this in the final chapters.

Many of the essays in the volume, Cross-Addressing: Resistance Literature

cmd Cultural Borders, where Lyn McCredden' s article appears, are by non-indigenous

academics--westem specialists analyzing indigenous work. Some, like the author of

"Telling Our Own Story," are sympathetic and visionary in that they recognize that

"[wJhat emerges from this reflection on critical methodology and theory is doubt

whether such culturally determined critiques are capable of responding appropriately

to Maori writers" but even these sympathetic scholars continue to do what they decry

from a perceived "necessary" scholarly distance (57). As Trevor James, the author of

"Telling Our Own Story," acknowledges, it is not a matter of proper reading but of

understanding what Maori (and other indigenous) writers are saying about, for

instance, the way Maori experience the world spiritually, a vital ingredient in Maori

writing and something accessible to any non-Maori only with a long-term commitment

to engagement with Maori culture, achieved with great difficulty if at all. Such an
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understanding cannot exist without what Gunn Allen calls "meaning within the

traditional, day to day context of the people who live within it" (382).

Ludwig Wittgenstein also insists meaning is constructed in this way. He

worked to disassemble the notion (sti1l prevalent) that our ability to mean anything

with language depends on a one-to-one relationship between words and things rather

than on relationships between the words themselves within a web oflived activity. For

instance, what "dog" means can only be understood when a goodly number of

contextual instances with "dog" in them have been taken in and the word can be used

without too many mistakes. "Dog" does not mean what it means by indicating a dog

but by being in use in our lives. How we tell whether we have used it right is not by

testing the relationship between the word and a dog but by getting our meaning across

in conversation, i.e., by the web ofrelationships we stand in to words, the stories that

go with them, other people we talk to, our day-to-day lives.

Although some western academics are taking pains to position themselves

when they publish works on other cultures, others continue to speak without a cursory

bow to the problem--how to understanding another culture from the inside--an

understanding we can only approach by living on an equal basis for a long time within

the culture in question. We need the humility to do what Keala Kelly suggested at the

end of the forum on "Indigenous Peoples, Research & Power" cited above: "When are

you going to look inwards and ask yourselves, do I really need to go to someone

else's country and look around in their stuff? Why don't I just stay at homeT' Just as

our words mean what they do within the web ofrelationships we live in, the meanings
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ofwhat we say about other cultures will depend on our relationships with them and

within them. It is continued colonialism to impose our meanings on the cultures we

claim to elucidate with our western-centered research.

We assume we have the right to unlimited information, that it is always

appropriate for us to speak because our training in the academy teaches us that

academic culture precedes and supercedes other cultures (including our own birth

culture) and gives us an overarching view unencumbered by origins and the details of

life. The belief that we can separate in our acculturation to the academy appears in

our fragmenting what we study. The importance of teaching critical thinking in the

academy--so we believe..is that once we are masters of critical thought, of logical

thinking, we are able to make objective judgements about the world separable from

specific situations. What we go on failing to take into account in doing so is that

"critical" and "logical" are culture-specific concepts whose parameters may be

completely different depending on the society the terms are used in.

However, although we may suppose ourselves separate in the western

academy, conceptual foundations of western academic culture arise from within the

culture at large. The attitude that we are separate from the world and must be

objective about it to be right also exists in the relationships the peoples of western

culture presently have to our surroundings. We no longer attribute kinship, personal

relationship, or even life to the rocks, water, air around us (although, as Sioux activist,

poet, and A.LM founder John Trudell points out, we all originate in tribes who did).

Nor do we now attribute kinship to the other animals that inhabit the earth. Empirical
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explanations ofmeaning, in which meaning depends on a link (physical in the more

primitive versions) between language and things, depends in turn on presumption of a

gap between the "real world" and a supposedly immaterial language that describes it.

Ifwe saw our languages and ourselves as inextricable from the material world, as

many indigenous peoples say they do", no problem would exist for empiricism, or its

flip side, skepticism/relativism, to solve. Unquestioned paradigms like thinking of

ourselves "in here" and the world "out there," as inhabiting our bodies, show no signs

ofgoing away. The worry that we can make mistakes and therefore (so it is posited)

can never be sure we are not making a mistake (fallacious since it begs the question of

how we know we have made a mistake in the first place) causes empiricists and

sceptics or relativists who react against them alike to try to find a way either to fix

language so it doesn't slip, or to fall back on the assumption that we have no control

over meaning or that meaning is decided upon consensually.

As Houston Wood points out, this is partly because most of us are (Europeans

have more than 1500 years of contact) deeply embedded in a Christian view of reality,

whether or not we have personally been raised in a church (Displacing 136, "Cultural

Studies" 28). Western culture and Old Testament Christian culture are at many points

coexistent. Based on Biblical tenets which we imbibe with baby food, we believe

"See, e.g., Gunn Allen Hoop 59f; Manu Meyer quoting Rubellite Kawena Johnson:
"Liver is where you digest the powers of perception. Digestion is not purely physical.
I have 'fed' on knowledge. It is an internal digestion. I have digested a book, I've
eaten it, digested it. This is where we separate epistemologies--in digestion and the
vital organs" ("Reflections" 141); Linda Smith, e.g., "Children quite literally wear
their history in their names" (Decolonizing 157).
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ourselves to be separate from the world, separate from nature, never able to know we

are within it, but at the same time lords over it, able to dispense with it, use it for

profit, destroy it. We live in a culture where we are not part of the earth and therefore

need not be affected by it, where we can and do cut offfrom empathy with it and, as is

increasingly obvious from the political agenda of the U.S. government, see ourselves

at war with it'6. We set up a distance and then either profit from it or struggle to

bridge it, while much of the world does not perceive the distance in the first place. '7

Christian expulsion from the Garden gives us the birthright of original sin and

separation, which culturally powerful concepts shape the way we behave's. We have

the material might to impose these views on the rest ofthe world and we do so

through variouschannels, one being the education system from kindergarten through

graduate school. We are often unaware of how extremely alien our ways of

experiencing reality are to many other cultures. Linda Smith says that in Christianity,

'6See William Irwin Thompson's The American Replucement ofNuture for an
interesting discussion of this point ofview.

l7Manu Meyer, Linda Smith, Paula Gunn Allen, ViIi Hereniko are some indigenous
scholars I am familiar with who go far toward establishing what such a non-western
experience of the world looks like.

lSSee Donna Cashell for examination of the linguistic signals that we continue to live
with a foundational belief in original sin, especially original sin carried by women
(21ft). She points out how much ofthe language used to refer to women (and though
her study is over 20 years old, her observations carry to the present) is sexual,
derogatory or both; how there are no words to describe a woman "who is strong or
proud or is ambitious or has integrity" (23). The viewpoints of the Christian Bible,
especially the Old Testament, deeply affect the way we view women as well as the way
we relate ourselves to the world.
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"'human' and 'nature' are...seen to be in opposition to each other.... (in a system

where] the mind-body distinction was heavily Christianized by Aquinas" and contrasts

this with an indigenous view that"A human person does not stand alone but shares

with other animate and, in the Western sense, 'inanimate' beings, a relationship based

on a shared 'essence' oflife" (48,74). We need to become aware of how colonial is

the imposition of our unquestioned views about our relationship with the rest of the

world and, for our own good, how harmful they are to us in the above as well as many

other ways as well as to other people.

At the forum on "Indigenous Peoples, Research & Power: The Ethics and

Politics ofKnowledge," Hawaiian Studies professor Kanalu Young commented that

western researchers make pronouncements about aspects ofindigenous cultures

without being aware that it is our own cultures, much more than those of the peoples

we are studying, that we reveal As I mention above, Gunn Allen says the same ofLyn

Andrews' "shaman" books. Andrews is by no means a scholar, but, as she does,

scholars and researchers represent, analyze, write about, make films about, profess

knowledge of the cultures of other peoples. It is not only that western scholars, as

Hereniko says, think we can be experts on other cultures without having a lived and

living understanding of them, it is that, as Leslie Sponsel, Professor ofAnthropology

at U H. Manoa, said in talking about anthropologist Napoleon Chagnon's research on

the Yanomarni Indians of Venezuela at the same forum, "Anthropology continues to

invent representations of the peoples we study....The Yanomami were not fierce.

Napoleon Chagnon was flerce. What he produced was actually a portrait of his own
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psychotic reality" He added, "This is about a society. This is about an institution.

Why have generations of students sucked up this book? Why were we so fascinated

by what we believed we were seeing?" Recognition of this projection in our own

works on other cultures make possible a turnaround where we may begin

understanding and hopefully change ourselves rather than other peoples. 19

Psychologists Helene Shulman Lorenz and Mary Watkins propose ways to

begin changing stories the western academy tells in a paper ("Silenced Knowings,

Forgotten Springs: Paths to Healing in the Wake of Colonialism") presented at a July

2001 National Training Laboratory conference. Shulman and Watkins support a

preference for personal involvement and dialogue, clearly stating, "Research

conducted by an expert who keeps those he is learning from at a distance needs to be

supplanted by participatory action approaches to research, where self and others

collect together bits and pieces of knowing in order to transform shared situations in

the light of mutual desires" (20). They argue for live dialogue because,

[The] colonial self must also split-offfrom its own inferior, underdeveloped,

and vulnerable aspects. This binary splitting, whereby one pole is lauded and

the other degraded, falls into the psyches ofboth colonizer and colonized,

creating caricatures ofidentity, and mis-readings of history. Intelligence

becomes severed from feelings, intuition, imagination. (18-19)

l"Edward Said's use of the terms "inventory" suggests such an internal scrutiny and
shift.
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The concept of silenced knowings and investigations ofprocesses for change

of a colonial academic culture are essential as antidotes to what I am arguing against in

this section. Lorenz and Watkins introduce the term "silenced knowing" to mean--

cultural understandings that take refuge in silence, as it feels dangerous to

speak them to ourselves and to others. The sanctions against them in the

family, community or wider culture render them mute and increasingly

inaccessible. Once silenced, these knowings are no longer available to inform

our lives, to strengthen our moral discernment. Once pushed to the side, these

knowings require our energy to sustain their dissociation, and our numbing to

evade their pain.

Some silenced knowings require metabolizing over generations, so

difficult are they to listen to and bear, to act in the light of (l)

The academic and student fascination Sponsel comments on above and the fascination

with Indian spiritual secrets Gunn Allen observed in her students are results of

projecting such silenced awarenesses, needs, and histories into our studies ("Teaching"

382). What unacknowledged lack seeks to be satisfied through the spiritual secrets of

other cultures? This is a serious question and one which needs answering ifwe are to

change the current wave ofcolonization, which also holds us in its grip.

In her article, Linda Krumholz recognizes the pressing need to engage with

problems raised by objectivity and objectification when she asks,

[I]s it possible for white or non-Indian literary critics, or any critics in white
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academic institutions, to resist a reading practice that appropriates and diffuses

Native American literature and its potentially subversive differences? As

[JohannesJFabian argues, objectification through distancing in time is not just

a part of anthropology; it is pan of Westem epistemology. So although

moving the study ofNative American literature from the domain of

anthropology to departments of English may be an improvement--a recognition

that Native American art exists as art--the study still remains in the domain of

the colonizer (and here I mean institutions more than individuals). Wendy

Rose, a Hopi poet and anthropologist, refers to the current "literary-colonial

canon" as another form of"cultural imperialism."

Krumholz ends her question, "To revise Fabian's subtitle ["How Anthropology Makes

Its Object"], how does literary criticism make its object, and is it possible to avoid

objectification in our practice?" She answers by asking scholars to consider how texts

may change them as subjects: "The [WEB. DuboisJconcept of double consciousness

could give those of us who are part of the white institutional structure a means of

reconsidering our own subject positions, of viewing ourselves differently," allowing

ourselves to become aware of '"this sense of always looking at one's selfthrough the

eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused

contempt and pity'" (109). She ends, "For the subject in the so-called "dominant"

social position or institution to take on the responsibility of double consciousness may

make possible a less authoritative and more self-conscious approach to our own

reading practice" (lID).
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We continue to believe our points ofview can be valid across the board and

should be heard, i.e., that we make objective and therefore true judgements about

cultures whose criteria for objectivity and truth are different from ours and may not be

completely knowable to us. Therefore, the question arises, "To whom is our

scholarship valuable?" and--more importantly--"to whom is it not harmful as definition

from a supposedly neutral outside that may be absorbed and interiorized as

hegemonic?" and be honest about the answer. "Being objective" in this assumption is

specific to our own culture, but we presume it to apply (perhaps hope it to be useful

despite our limited view) because otherwise we would have to accept stepping back in

our "knowing" indigenous cultures. Giving up our status as experts about matters

within their cultures is what is being demanded by an increasing number of indigenous

scholars today, and it will benefit both them and us to pay attention. There are

changes already happening in the western academy that can be a guide. I will address

those in the final two chapters.

The next chapter looks at further outcomes of assuming universal objectivity.
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] went back to school to get an M.A. because I'm a writer. That was when] was

44 and my daughter was four, my son 2. We'd just found an apartment after living in a

school bus for a year. ] began researching a writer--that sounds so strange!--] am a

writer--from another culture because the professor who taught the research class for years

at Sonoma State in California always asked students to choose someone who writes in

English but is not Anglo-to do an original research project on 'em. Mary TallMountain,

Paula's old and dear friend, lived a mere 15 minutes away from me. I had met her once at

a reading ofPaula's. Why would 1 choose a person in a book when someone living and

breathing was right nearby? The idea was scary and alive. And then it wasn't just a

project anymore because Mary and 1 fell into each others' arms and became friends.

What brought Mary and me together so magically? We were whirled peas in a

colonial blender, keenly smart and sensitive young'uns, tom from home, damaged goods

reclaimed with great effort over time. We were writers. Writing helped heal us from the

limb wrenching of being pulled from family, hurled over and over into new places, new

people. Better to forget somehow, to black out.. But we didn't.

So there we arrived together only a year or so before Mary died and we saw each

other instantly, Inbetweens. I used to sit on the floor beside her couch after we'd had tea,

and we talked about the way the world goes. Once she told me how on a morning years

before, she picked up the gun from beside the bed she'd woken up in with an unknown

man. He was in the bathroom. She looked at it as seriously as one can look and somehow
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given.

We read each others' poetry at readings. She loved the crazy word play and made

up languages of mine. I loved the deep heart and lyric ofhers. We laughed when we read

too, laughed all the time. She even laughed when she got words wrong--aphasia she

suffered after the stroke just before we met. How she could laugh at that I don't know.

She was a writer and couldn't write anymore, couldn't get the words. Couldn't go to

readings anymore even though she'd still get letters and letters in the mail asking her to

come. Maybe that's why she liked my poetry--can make up words and not care. She got

annoyed with me though--I read her poetry too fast, didn't get the inside ofher that way.

You had to hear her read, breathing into each word.

"The project" ofwriting about a non-Anglo writer who writes in English shifted as

soon as I walked in that door because she wasn't a project. The study became personal,

and I was part of it. That didn't come out in what I wrote except in the love I hope came

through the words and how I went about it. It came out in the paper I gave at the MLA

after her death. I saw and felt her frustration with being more housebound (she didn't

drive and lived out oftown), her ankle hurting her, her balking at the over-attentiveness of

her friends because it was clear she wasn't the self she had known. I drove her places--out

to the coast once to practice reading each others' poetry, to the bank, down to the Bay

Area to a reading, to a showing of a film she was in--talked and shared tea, brought my

children around. The papers I produced didn't show the relationship, only Mary as I saw

her. I removed myselfbecause that's what you do, isn't it?

I question. I question. I don't think so anymore.
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CHAPTERS

EXTERNALIZATION OF VIEWPOINT

UNWILLINGNESS TO BE AFFECTED

Externalization ofviewpoint and unwillingness to be affected are the next two

points 1 will cover.

Externalization of Viewpoint

The fourth point also proceeds from academic reliance on the concept of

objectivity since, to be objective, we must "go beyond" a personal point ofview, as the

MIA Handbook advises. We take a stance that has a much reduced ''f' in it--at the very

least, enough to produce something less personal than an opinion piece or autobiography.

We require a more or less formal presentation with citations, backed by the scholarship of

reputable western scholars, presented in academic English (or another European language)

because even though there is an "1," it is not the full me--it is an academic representative

that does not fear, hate, lie, be unscrupulous, weep, or love within the scholarly work.

That we can leave our personal points of view, characters, and beliefs behind in

scholarship has been amply shown to be false (see e.g., Said, Smith, Kuhn, Meyer,

Hereniko), but we continue to rely on the assumption, just as we continue to operate

under pre-Copernican laws when we see the sun rising and setting rather than the earth

rotating. What we produce is an "I" hidden by supposedly objective observations but

which continues to load what we present as objective scholarship with viewpoint.
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has nothing to do with the truth, according to these professors, and it is Truth with a

capital "T" that we are after in scholarship.

What will the product be if I am taught to remove myself from my scholarship in

order not to bias my conclusions? What consequences, both personal and at large, result

from objectifying not only the world we study but ourselves in the process? What are the

links between objectivity and objectification? Possibilities can be illuminated by a couple

of extreme examples from outside the academy. As I pointed out above in my discussion

of means, the military requires non-intimacy between officers and foot soldiers because the

officers must be o\:ljective when they are to give orders for battle, i.e., they are forced to

remove themselves from the men and women under their control to make sure they (the

officers) will be unaligned or objective in their issuance of orders that might result in the

death of the subordinate. In objectifying their subordinates, they objectifY themselves.

They cannot engage.

Another situation is reported by Lorenz and Watkins, in "Silenced Knowings."

The grandfather of a German boy, when he takes his children on a tour of Auschwitz, talks

to them about the camp in "monotonous litanies, almost as though he were reading from a

script." The grandson discovers, through a school project, that the house they live in had

belonged to a Jewish family who were removed to Auschwitz, where his grandfather had

been a guard. The boy's family had moved in the day after the Jewish family was arrested.

The boy's mother comments, '''In retrospect, the terrirying thing...was his objectivity. His

reports and descriptions, his careful recapitulations ofevents. I never saw him shed a tear,

never heard him break off in the middle, halt, unable to continue talking. ' ...Only with this
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re-membering could the affect dissociated from the grandfather's narratives be found and

worked with" (2, 3). Knowledge of the grandfather's involvement in the holocaust (which

is what is needed for the family to be healed) is stripped offand buried by his self-removal

from the narrative. If we similarly attempt to remove ourselves (certainly with admirable

intentions--to make sure our human biases do not distort our reports, for instance) from

our scholarship, what becomes buried? Who are we in relation to what/who we are

studying? What is our place in the hierarchy of knowledge created by colonialism?

To acknowledge such a holocaust here to Hawai'i, we do not remember as we go

about our daily affairs that we make our homes and go to work in a land full of mass

graves. When James Cook arrived in the late 1700s, there was a thriving population here

of a million or more. Within 50 years, half that population had died. Within 100 years,

less than 10% were left. It is hard even to imagine such devastation. Once the people

were so reduced and demoralized, not only by illness but by cruelty and legal shenanigans

that stole land and forced assimilation, haole sugar planters conspired to take over the

constitutional govermnent run on European lines as an independent sovereign nation by

Kanaka Maoli and to hand it over to the u.s. We silence the knowing that we too are

living in the house ofpeople literally removed and killed to make room for us. The whole

of the Americas is that way, as David Stannard shows in The American Holocaust.

We also silence our knowing--in order to go about our lives "in paradise"--that

Kanaka Maoli remain in a position of extreme hardship in their own land, not because of

laziness or stupidity or any other colonial excuse, not even because a history of such

devastation is incredibly difficult to overcome, but because to this day, the distortions we
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tell ourselves and others continue. On February 26, 2003, a delegation from Hawai'i,

including the governor, visited Washington, D.C., to lobby for the Akaka Bill, a bill to

recognize Native Hawaiians as a Native American tribe. EnOlmous pressure from various

circles in Hawai'i to push this bill through completely covers up the internationally

recognized fact that the kingdom of Hawai'i, a member of the family of nations with over

90 treaties with other nations in the 19th century, was never extinguished. Instead, it was

illegally, under international law, occupied and remains illegally occupied by the United

States. Its continued existence has been recognized by the International Peace Court at

the Hague and the U.N. Security CounciL The Akaka Bill, if passed, makes a tribe,

completely under the control of the U. S. Department of the Interior, of a still-sovereign

nation. The Akaka Bill is the culmination of 100 years and more of moves to use force,

the cultural destruction Ngugi wa Thiongo documents in Decolonizing the Mind, mis

education, sleight ofhand, and deletion of knowledge to make sure U.S. haoles and

settlers and a very few Kanaka Maoli have power in Hawai'i. The information is readily

available at hawaiiankingdom.org, hawaiination.org, kupa'a.org, and in many other places.

Self-removal from one's narrative is not an innocent activity. Houston Wood goes

into detail to describe Captain James Cook's process as he prepared his journals for

publication. In a section called "Fashioning Rationality," Wood writes,

The surviving drafts reveal Cook scrupulously shaped his compositions by omitting

or, in later drafts, removing most references to his personal thoughts and

feelings....Cook's drafts...show that he fashioned himself to be a creature without

desires, pains, hungers and prejudices, as a kind of objective recording machine, as
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the kind ofman that the new Anglo-European science was starting to claim

produced universal knowledge. (26)

Cook excised himselfas a full human being from his publications in order to produce

himself as an objective observer for the audience he knew he had in England. Wood gives

asjust one example an episode in Tonga which Cook's sailors recorded but he glossed

over. Wood quotes Midshipman George Gilbert writing,

Capt. Cook punished in a manner rather unbecoming ofa European viz: by cutting

off their ears; fireing at them with small shot, or ball, as they were swimming or

paddling to the shore and suffering the people [ship's crew) .. to beat them with the

oars, and stick the boat hook into them where ever they could hit them; one in

particular he punished by ordering one of our people to make two cuts upon his

arm to the bone onceacross [sic] the other close below his shoulder.

Cook himself records the event thus: '" As the crowd was always so great I would not

allow the sentries to fire lest the innocent suffer for the guilty'" (29). The sailors'

accounts have been overshadowed by the power of Cook's "objective" one, much more

digestible to the English and other "civilized" audiences. It is easier to believe the

rationalized account of the captain over the emotional, disturbing, and embarrassing

accounts of his crew. We now obscure similar realities in Hawai'i because it is painful to

face silenced knowings and because we have license and power to continue to produce

neat, rational, externalized points ofview from material that is often irrational, messy,

contradictory, and fiightening.

In graduate school, I began to learn to withdraw emotionally from my statements--
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a large change for me since I had committed myselfyears before to an openly emotional

life. As a beginning M.A. student, a professor asked that I write a critical essay using the

perspective of another critic on Ezra Pound's "Envoi" from "Hugh Selwyn Mauberly." 1

could make nothing ofthe poem at all. I understood individual words, but did not get the

feeling comprehension I was used to from poetry. Looking among papers on "Mauberly"

and Pound didn't help. I finally found an ally in Virginia Woolf In Chapter 6 ofA Room

ofOne's Own, she describes the writing ofa male critic: "Very...acute and full oflearning;

but the trouble was, that his feelings no longer communicated; his mind seemed separated

into different chambers; not a sound carried from one to the other. Thus, when one takes

a sentence ofMr. B. into the mind it falls plump to the ground--dead" (618). Woolfwas

describing writing from only the male or the female side of the brain. The experience she

described was so similar to my own with "Envoi," that I wrote the critique using her point

of view. The professor was not happy. I got a lower grade on the paper because,

Now maybe I read 'Envoi' with the male part of my brain, or maybe it's because I

like 17'" century poetry but 1cannot agree with your assessment ofPound' s poem.

But the main problem with your essay is not that it takes a position on the poem

with which I disagree but lies in the fact that you do not try to show by discussing

the specifics of the poem the reasons for your negative judgment.

Since I could not actually read "Envoi," it would have been difficult to have made my

critique via specific textual a:ttention--a particular critical mode and not the one I had

chosen. Since the teacher had asked only for a critique using the critical method of

another writer, his complaint, I believe, was empty. But more than that, his response let
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me know it would be difficult to come from a position of supporting my personal response

to writing and writers in my work. I would have to learn specific tools of the trade in

order to go beyond the immediacy ofmy reactions. My reaction was not what he wanted.

Kelly Kraemer in her dissertation "Shall We Overcome? Politics of Allies in the

Hawaiian Sovereignty, Civil Rights, and Women's Movements," points out that the

problem with disengaging from personal relationship as we try to understand (in her case

oppression) is

its level ofabstraction and generalization. As soon as we 'theorize' oppression as

a concept we remove ourselves a degree from its reality as a lived experience....

Related and comparable in the abstract, oppressions are still experienced

differently, and cannot be reduced to a mere set of common denominators.

Hence we cannot ful1y comprehend oppression if we examine it only as a

theoretical abstract. Our understanding needs to be grounded in the historical,

material, political, cultural and social experience of the oppressed.... Oppression is

a lived experience that cannot be escaped. West describes this reality in material

terms: not having food, shelter, or health care. This is the reality of the poor. (23)

Lila Abu-Lughod supports this observation as she calls for a particularized ethnography in

anthropology. She asks for a discourse offamiliarity to replace an objectivity that

produces artificial distance between the one who professionally observes and the one who

is the passive subject matter for scholarship. The argument in her paper is against the use

of the concept of "cultural difference," which she says, "has been both the ground and

product of anthropological discourse" to validate the self/other distinction embedded in
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scholarship. Both scholar and subject are people with lives, but the requirements for

objectivity and externalization of self manufacture a difference. Abu-Lughod suggests the

strategy of engaging in ethnography ofthe particular because it

brings out similarities in all our lives. To say that we all live in the particular is not

to say that for any ofus the particulars are the same....But the dailiness, in

breaking coherence and introducing time, keeps us fixed on flux and contradiction.

And the particulars suggest that others live as we perceive ourselves living, not as

robots programmed with"cultural" rules, but as people going through life

agonizing over decisions, making mistakes, trying to make ourselves look good,

enduring tragedies and personal losses, enjoying others, and finding moments of

happiness.

The language of generalization cannot convey these sorts ofexperiences

and activities. In oUI own lives, we balance the accounts of ourselves that social

science purveys with the ordinary language we use in personal conversations to

discuss and understand our lives, our friends and family, and our world. For those

who live"outside" our world, however, we have no discourse offamiliarity to

counteract the distancing discourses of anthropology and other social sciences,

discourses that also serve development experts, governments, journalists, and

others who deal with the Third World. (157-158)

Abu-Lughod, however, who lived on and offfor several years with a family in E!:\ypt, goes

on to give examples of difficulties encountered by the families whose personal lives she

went on to make public. Although she engaged on a personal level with the family and
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thus her ethnography was particular, the gap between the scholar who publishes and

comments and the family who goes on living and dealing with the neighbors still caused

pain to the family whose lives she documented. She does not offer a solution to this

problem, which will surely continue to exist as long as scholars publish and teach,

especially about those from indigenous cultures, without being asked and guided by the

communities in question.

If one puts such serious problems aside and continues to argue for a more engaged

scholarship, it might be argued that academic criticism must not show emotional

involvement because if it is obvious that it does, the regard in which it is held will be

accordingly less. We will be reduced to writing personal essays and telling stories,

whereas what western scholarship has pursued to its success is recording observations and

theorizing on them. However, I believe criticisms from indigenous scholars and

commentators show that the price we pay fur this removal from what poet and critic Joan

Retallack calls "in medias mess" is too heavy to keep paying (361).

Donna Cashell relates that she had, during her dissertation process, to defend her

commitment to a subject to which she was clearly emotionally attached and whose

outcome meant a great deal to her. She has told me that one night she wrote what she

knew summed up the total of what she was trying to do in a flowing and graceful way.

She was not allowed to include it in the work. She says that her emotional tie to her

subject was "contrary to the many messages which teU us not to get interested in an area

ofresearch in which we might be "biased"; it could have clouded her objectivity (137).

The inexplicit but practice-carried rule against bias (we are steered away from it by
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praise as much as by censor) is also insistence on objectivity. But it is rules against

obvious engagement that still, in the new millenium, often guide us in approach ifnot in

choice of topic. We cannot assume, though, that just because the tone is decorous and

monotone and the study supported by citations from reputable sources, that it is

uninvolved with the writer's emotions, with her passion, even with prejudice. The

formulas of mathematics are, as far as I know, devoid of subjective investment, but literary

criticism is not.

Academic language, sometimes dry, boring, or close to impossible to understand,

often obscures a passionate intent. Take David Lloyd's "Nationalisms against the State,"

for instance. I have talked with David Lloyd and know he is particularly passionate about

the subjects he writes about. To read his writing, however, one would think him dry and

removed, Nowhere in this article does the word 'T' appear. The language has the sound

of a formal scientific document:

The mutually conditioning relation between nationalism and modernity is generally

located in the exigencies of political economy in the fullest understanding of that

term, It is not only that nationalisms generally seek to control the deterritorializing

flows of capitalist economies, whether externally imposed or internally emergent,

but that they seek to do so in large part through the politicization of a population

in quite specific ways. ("Nationalisms against the State" 174)

Passion does not appear in this piece of writing because the author has been removed-

following the MLA rules for writing in literary theory. A colleague calls this jargon and

attributes it to membership in a specific community/elitism, but this is to miss that the
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particular jargon--the style--is designed to come across as scientific. It puts an aura of

formality, objectivity, distance, unemotionality around itself, which says to the reader that

the writer is not ''just'' going on personal say-so, that his point of view is external to his

particular biases and passions. As western and western-trained academics, most ofus

assume a tone of voice that may be ponderous, in the third person, and non-human to

show that we are laying out "the facts" in front ofour audience, not preaching or lauding

or damning or trying to persuade.

The strong version of this stance has, for the most part, been debunked by those

who point out that the demand for true objectivity has been used as a cover for colonial

moves by western scholars. But a weak version remains. As proof that we have let go of

a strong "1" requirement, we can point out that most (by no means all) no longer require

papers to be written without use ofthe personal pronoun, but most do still require a

"standard" offormal language, citation-peppered research, and visibly dispassionate

attitude (with markers such as use of the last name, even when the person is our mother,

in citing research), for scholarship to be taken seriously and cited in tum. As Epi Enari

said when I was hoping to change my dissertation to a semi-creative piece--recording a

conversation between herself and me over these issues--she wanted to make sure 1 would

be taken seriously. She wanted me listened to, and, to be listened to, I would have to

make this a fonnal academic piece ofwriting (Conversations). However convinced and

passionate I feel about the subject of this dissertation, 1 would not be taken seriously

without following the guidelines accepted by the majority of the academic community,

guidelines which include extemalization of the whole person from one's work.
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I conclude that (at least the appearance of) externalization ofviewpoint is still a

requirement for scholarship to be accepted by the western and western-trained academic

community. We cannot appear to be embroiled emotionally with our subject. It is harmful

to our reputations to speak emotionally, to appear to be rooting for something or someone

we are studying, because we are to be recording facts, not indulging in polemic or hero

worship, and we may be swayed from strict adherence to "the facts" by emotional

involvement. I have experienced the down side ofthis myself, having been told that a

paper I wrote was more in praise ofthe writer I was researching than an investigative

piece of research and that this was a failing bad enough to earn me a lower grade in the

class. Interestingly, another paper in a similar vein about my Athabascan friend Mary

TallMountain received a standing ovation at the MLA and was later published in S.A.l.L..

Because a good part of the audience knew Mary and were Indian, they appreciated the

friendship shown in the paper and my using her first rather than her last name throughout.

***

Unwillingness to be Affected

The fifth point, unwillingness to be affected by what we are studying, is logically

connected to our expectations of objectivity and externalization of point of view. Perhaps

it is best not to characterize this as unwillingness since it is not necessarily a chosen or

defended stance but rather a position that provides a ground for academic research. The

western and western-trained academic acts from a position ofregarding the scholar as the

one who changes the world or who at the very least is the observer, the one who performs

intellectual operations on the material with disinterested rationality, not one who is himself
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affected. Mrican American rhetorician Molefi Kete Asante, after publishing books on the

role of rhetoric in the African-American community for years, began to recognize the

power oflanguage and position to shape the way people experience themselves in the

world: "'It began to strike me...that most of the time the European communicated as

teacher; and the African responded as a student." As a result, he became a leading

theorist of Afrocentricity, which emphasizes--as many indigenous activists do within their

cultures--a continuum of culture "from Africa to the New World" and the centrality of

African values and outlook to African-American identity in order to reverse the dominant

hierarchy. Asante sees Afrocentricity "as a way ofliberation through 'seeing ourselves

located in the center ofour own historical context and not on the fringe of something

else'" (Spayde I). As Lila Abu-Lughod puts it, scholarly language is "part of a

professional discourse of'objectivity' and expertise [and] inevitably a language of

power.... (l]t is the language ofthose who seem to stand apart from and outside ofwhat

they are describing" (150). It puts the scholar at the center and in a position ofpower

over the material--material which, in the humanities, is human, cultural, affected.

Within the current system, the researcher is the still point of objective observation.

The point has to be still, unmovable, in order to be accepted as objective: being unaffected

is part ofour definition of"objective." If the point of observation is impressionable and

fluctuates, if it is affected by the material, then the observer's objectivity and consistency

become questionable. Once we pass through and are accepted into the academy, the

professor professes. She is not professed to by objects ofher study.

At a graduate student-run public forum on "Issues that Matter" in the
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Anthropology Department at the University ofHawai'i at Manoa (9/2912000), a liberal

and well-intentioned anthropology professor expressed hurt and puzzlement that he is

currently expected to bow to the desires and limitations set by the communities he saw

himself as helping. I know from talking to his students that this professor is someone who

goes out ofhis way to help indigenous students get through the often hostile (to them)

requirements for graduate degrees and who does his best to understand and respect the

cultures he studies. Despite his clearer vision of the drawbacks of academic colonialism,

he described how he and his family had traveled to a Pacific island to do research and

how, in spite of his good will and intent to help the people there as much as possible, he

had been hampered and restricted at every tum by the requirements and limits put on his

work. His underlying assumption, despite his obvious distress and seemingly honest

confusion about the hindrances he experienced, continues to be that it is his right to be

there to study cultures, especially since he sees himself as doing good for the world in his

profession. He sees himself as there to help the people but apparently cannot get past

seeing himself as the source of the criteria for what is help and what is not.

The professor is not professed to by those slhe is studying/teaching because if the

material under scrutiny or the student is seen as capable of changing the researcherl

teacher, the top-down model of research begins to topple. The superior/inferior

relationship of teacher to taught, researcher to researched, discoverer to discovered,

explainer to explained is threatened. We are in danger of going native l This may sound

like humor but it is deadly serious when the top ofthe hierarchy is a colonizing culture

(and what Euroamerican culture is not colonizing?). What "going native" means is that a
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colonist (be she missionary, doctor, teacher, scholar, writer, bureaucrat) begins to adopt

too many ways of the colonized and loses credibility in her own culture. The researcher

who accepts the influence ofwhat she studies may endanger the colonia! project by

"changing sides" as to who is influencing whom, who is learning from and who teaching

whom, who is changing whom. Colonizers effect change--to the colonizers' benefit--upon

the colonized, whether this change is via bullet and whip or via (mis)representation and

appropriation of culture.

This is amply documented, as in Wood's Displacing Natives. He begins in the

second paragraph of Chapter One:

From the outset, foreigners have clothed their acts ofconquest in a rhetoric that

aims both to justifY and to disguise the consequences oftheir acts. Succeeding

chapters examine how journalism, novels, diaries, advertisements, visual arts,

museums, films, television shows, and various other types of cultural productions

assist the more naked coercion associated with armies, revolutions, and the

criminal justice system. When, for example, missionaries transcribe the volcano for

geologists, self-proclaimed kama'ainas dance the hula, or Betty Grable.. , Gidget,

and Elvis "go Hawaiian" in the movies, they encourage the destruction of

Hawaiians and Hawaiian culture as effectively as the fatal diseases Cook,

Vancouver, and other explorers earlier introduced. (9)

Wood recognizes that part of the destructive change colonizers effect is through studies

that pose as expert understanding, distorting by imposing western academic models on

cultures radically different from those in Europe and North America, which explains his
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own legitimate concern that he may be perpetuating what he is writing against (5, 12, 23,

83, for instance).' Wood begins and concludes with a disclaimer and warning concerning

his own and other western academics' scholarship: that he "began this study hoping I

could find a way to keep from seeming to present myself as yet another haole (non-

Native) expert" and "It is my hope that Buro-american writers and teachers will encourage

the reproduction and distribution ofKanaka Maoli texts as well as other historical and

contemporary Native productions without simultaneously posing as authorities and

constructing seemingly 'expert' monorhetorical analyses" (5, 169). As I have shown at

the beginning of Chapter 4, even Wood's good will does not stop him from doing some of

what he warns against.

What the concept of objectivity implies in the western humanities comes clearer in

this light: the one who insists on objectivity in research is the one who is calling the shots,

since objectivity in the western academy is an ethnocentric construct. At the talk she gave

at Windward Community College in February, 2002, Manu Meyer told a story from her

student days at Harvard: she was in a philosophy class where the teacher was extolling the

virtues ofDescartes as one who had helped birth scientific method. Meyer expressed her

See, as an example of the scope ofthis misaligmnent, "Storied Dialogues: Exchanges of
Meaning Between Storyteller and Anthropologist" by Blanca Chester, an account of a ten
year relationship between a storyteller and an ethnographer, a relationship that, close as it
is, does not prevent the ethnographer from failing to understand the storyteller's language.
Chester says,

The taped sessions recorded here are creatively edited, or storied, accounts of the
experience of trying to understand an other wor(l)d view through (its) stories. In
creating such a dialogic understanding, one is nevertheless limited by the
parameters of one's own cultural knowledge. Such understanding, ifit is to make
any headway at all, thus needs always to remain open-ended and recursive." (14)
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distaste for the consequences of a Cartesian world view, whereupon the teacher asked her

how she would teach marine biology. Meyer, who had spent her life close to or in the

water, replied by talking about her experiences, how she would help students feel the

currents, look at fish, and so on. The teacher called her an "anti-intellectual," dismissing

her knowledge as too personal to count in the academy. (On returning to Hawai'i,

Meyer's nieces and nephews responded, "But you are Auntie Intel1ectual!") The one who

controls the terms ofdescription in the western academy will not be affected (as Meyer is

by the ocean) by the material since the scholar is not changed except by peers within the

western academy. Since literature (a playing out and expression ofhuman issues), like the

sea for Meyer, does not have the immovability ofmathematics, there is a danger to the

colonial system that the scholar can be pulled from the position of seeming dispassionate

analyzer, the authority, into being affected and changed by the material, in which case, her

observations on behalfof the dominating culture can no longer be trusted to be objective

and factual. They will no longer control the object of study but rather may be controlled

by feelings for it, identification v.;th it.

Colonial cultures build walls and make rules for settlers against assimilation into

the cultures they colonize. For instance, even though it is locally celebrated in Southern

Ireland that invaders were long absorbed into Irish culture, that everyone who tried to

occupy Ireland ended up "going native," this only lasted until Cromwell and those in

power in England after him waged a total war of search, destroy, and replace-with-
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settlers2 The Norman Barons who were given land by William the Conqueror have by

now become another kind ofIrish who eventually fought the English alongside their

indigenous Irish neighbors (de Paor 103-104 and Paulin 4) But once colonialism became

an efficient machine, the English under Edward III sought to prevent assimilation by

instituting laws whereby

the English should speak English among themselves, should use English forms of

their names, should dress in English fashion, should give up patronizing Irish

bards, storytellers and musicians--should in general no longer' live and comport

themselves according to the customs, fashion and language of the Irish enemies... '

(de Paor 110).

After Cromwell, going native became anathema, which meant that, for English and

Scottish settlers in Ireland, to be Irish became all that is derogatory. The ones who

impose colonial hierarchy were then as they are now to remain unaffected by local culture.

The split remains in place, revealed by continued violence in the North and disgust on the

part of Southern Irish at being sold out by what many see as a neocolonial government--

most recently in allowing U.S. war planes carrying weapons and soldiers to refuel at

Shannon on the way to the Middle East even though Ireland is a neutral country.

In discussion after a paper she gave at the 1993 MLA Conference in San

Francisco, "Fiction with the Texture of History," Julia McElhattan Williams commented

on the effects of the prohibition against being affected by the colonized culture on Anglo-

See Liam de Paor, The Peoples ofIrefandFrom Prehistory to Modem Times for textual
confirmation of this (18-19).
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Irish women in the works ofElizabeth Bowen. She noted that generations of colonial

women learned to maintain a code ofEnglish behavior much more rigid than the code at

home, because they were a bulwark against the threat ofassimilation--absorption into the

invaded culture. I have experienced this in my own family. My mother, the daughter of a

colonially-raised (in Japan) American woman and an English man who met and married in

China, was raised in Vladivostok until 1923 and then in the free trade zone of Shanghai,

where her father was working for Imperial Chemicals Incorporated, until 1933, when she

was 15. My mother's conduct, for a woman raised in the 201l> century, has been tightly

upper middle class late Victorian. Even though she is not religious and in fact is an artist

and something of a bohemian, she finds sexuality distasteful, abhors swearing, maintains a

polite formality even with friends, and this continues though she has lived in the U.S. now

for more than 40 years. She represents a class of people who maintained a high society

Euroamerican lifestyle (including visits to the opera and ballet, English or American

schooling, servants) they could not have afforded at home. As a child, I met elderly

friends ofmy mother's parents who had lived in China most of their lives, who were

imprisoned in China by the Japanese during World War II because they did not want to

leave, and who still dressed formally for "tiffin" or high tea around 5 0' clock in the

evening every day when we visited them in Cornwall. This was in the 1950s, when formal

dressing for high tea was only something experienced in literature, on the stage or in

movies in England. It was necessary for the maintenance of the English colonial presence

in China (as elsewhere) that its representatives keep up a lifestyle that was not only

English but stimy super-English and from an era long past.
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Forbidding of cultural commingling works both ways, and always to the advantage

of the colonizer. As Homi Bhabha points out in "OfMimicry and Man," the colonizer

accepts mimicry of the mother culture but will not allow full membership to a colonized

subject (&6). Another example from my own experience: currently, on the cruise ship ms

Staatendam, which plies between Hawai'i and San Diego during the winter months, most

officers are white and Dutch. The crew are mostly Indonesian, and those who have "made

it," for instance the purser and the restaurant manager, still cannot enter a whites-only bar

below decks, which is, however, open to the white masseuse who told me about it

(Conversations). The colonized can become British, American, and Dutch mimics, but

will not be accepted as "one of us," and ifpeople we colonize begin to take advantage of

education, medical advances, diplomatic know-how, and so on, we up the ante on bow

mother-country we are, on what it takes to "pass," to make the barriers more impossible.

The colonized will be changed by our culture, while we will not be infiltrated by theirs.

And nowadays, to rub salt in the wounds, there is a burgeoning ofmimicry in the

opposite direction, also to the disadvantage ofindigenous peoples, as some Euroamericans

fake native identities or just proffer themselves as shaman apprentices to make money

from workshops, books, sweat lodges, healing, various kinds of "understanding"

indigenous cultures, including academic understanding, where some ofus claim not just

equality in comprehension but superiority. The number ofnon-Kanaka Maoli purporting

to teach Kanaka Maoli spiritual practices both in Hawai'i and on the continent far

outnumbers Kanaka Maoli who are teaching and healing.
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The S'" Annual Meeting of the American Indian Tradition Elders Circle passed a

Resolution stating:

The past twenty years have seen the birth ofa new growth industry in the United

States. Known as "American Indian Spiritualism," this profitable enterprise

apparently began with a number ofliterary hoaxes undertaken by non-Indians such

as Carlos Castaneda , Jay Marks..., Lynn Andrews....A few Indians such as

Alonzo Blacksmith , "ChiefRed Fox" ...and Hyemeyohsts Storm...also cashed in,

writing bad distortions and outright lies about indigenous spirituality for

consumption in the mass market. The authors grew rich peddling their trash, while

real Indians starved to death, out of sight and out of mind of America.

These individuals are gathering non-Indian people as followers who believe

they are receiving instructions of the original people. We the Elders and our

representatives sitting in council give warning to these non-Indian followers that it

is our understanding that this is not a proper process and the authority to carry

these sacred objects is given by the people and the purpose and procedure is

specific to time and the needs of the people. (1)

Ward Churchill, in "Indians Are Us? Culture and Genocide in Native North America,"

points to "an apparently unending stream of 'New Age' manuals purporting to expose the

'inner workings' ofindigenous spirituality in everything from pseudo-philosophical to do

it-yourself-kind styles" and adds,

Think about what it means when non-Indian academics profess--as they often do-

to know more about Indians than Indians do themselves....It is likely that the
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indigenous people of the United States will never demand that those guilty of such

criminal activity be punished for their deeds. But the least we have the right to

expect--indeed, to demand--that such practices finally be brought to a halt" (1-2).

Making a career of publishing and teaching about a colonized culture does not

mean that one can let oneself be affected by that culture. What being affected might mean,

for instance, is taking a step back and becoming vulnerable--to recognize that our words

are being regarded as further colonization by people in that culture. It might mean that

when a friend from that culture says something we're not sure we understand, we ask

questions or that we keep watching till we get a better idea of what is going on. It might

mean we don't go numb or get righteously angry at the sometime pain ofbeing shut out,

not asked, told to be quiet. It is not particularly pleasant in meetings, for instance, to be

aware both that one comes from a culture that has been causing harm to indigenous

people and that one doesn't know enough to take a vocal and/or controlling role, but if we

let them in these can be beginnings of letting ourselves be affected and changed.

When non-indigenous academics maintain a stance as possessor and arbiter of

knowledge about the cultures of indigenous peoples, making sure that being affected only

goes one way, the problem is often seen as one of theft. As Linda Tuhiwai Smith says,

"The term 'trade' assumes at the very least a two-way transaction....From indigenous

perspectives territories, peoples and their possessions [including knowledge] were stolen,

not traded" (89). Houston Wood points out that non-indigenous scholars continue to

struggle over whether indigenous peoples can claim continuity with their pre-contact

predecessors, remaining "committed to presenting themselves as experts who can speak
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on behalfofindigenous people more authoritatively than these people can speak for

themselves" (5). Perhaps using the word "theft" might seem too harsh, but that is how

non-indigenous appropriations, including those ofacademics who refuse to engage in the

life of the people they are talking about or to be humble enough to acknowledge those

peoples' superior knowledge of their own cultures, are often experienced by indigenous

peoples, including the friends who are supporting me in writing this dissertation. Listen

again, for instance, to Linda Smith, who declares on the first page ofher book:

It galls us that Western researchers and intellectuals can assume to know all that it

is possible to know ofus, on the basis of their brief encounters with some ofus. It

appals us that the West can desire, extract and claim ownership ofour ways of

knowing, our imagery, the things we create and produce, and then simultaneously

reject the people who created and developed those ideas and seek to deny them

further opportunities to be creators of their own culture and own nations. It

angers us when practices linked to the last century, and the centuries before that,

are still employed to deny the validity ofindigenous peoples' claim to existence, to

land and territories, to the right of self-determination, to the survival of our

languages and forms of cultural knowledge, to our natural resources and systems

for living within our environments. (I)

Smith goes on to document the form and structure of those practices.

Examples from Hawai'i include the first voyage of the Hokule 'a, which was

envisioned, pushed through, and accompanied by a haole anthropologist. His proprietary

attitude toward the undertaking and insistence on academic envisioning of the voyage was
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violently disturbing to Kanaka Maoli erewmembers, whose experiences derived from a

completely different value system that was being trivialized by the anthropologist's views

and practice. As I mentioned above, such attitudes among anthropologists (whose

investigations among indigenous peoples worldwide have been causing disturbances for

some time now) are still ongoing and bringing about indigenous reactions such as the

series ofdiscussions begun by indigenous graduate students in the D.H. Manoa

Anthropology department and a class on Indigenous Anthropology initiated by them in

Fall 200 I. In the Anthropology Department, because of current controversies, there is

awareness among the students of these problems. Indigenous graduate students in the

department spearheaded several colloquia and seminars challenging colonialism in

anthropology and a 300-level class in indigenous anthropology taught by two graduate

students. They were given space to produce public fora and funds to bring controversial

figures to Hawai'i to discuss the problem (Tengan).

The feelings of Kanaka Maoli and other indigenous peoples continue to run high as

even academics in more enlightened departments see no reason to stop commentaries on

aspects of Kanaka Maoli and other cultures. These commentaries (whether that is their

stated purpose or not) affect how people in all walks oflife experience works coming from

indigenous cultures. They do not, with exceptions such as Houston Wood, talk about the

ways the authors have been affected and changed by the culture they are seeking to

elucidate. Wood, however, at the beginning ofDisplacing Natives, mentions hearing of a

translation ofMoses K. Nakuina's The Wind Gourd ofLa 'amaomao at a lecture by one of

the translators. He says he was affected by hearing that this was "the first novel ever
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written in Hawaiian" and went looking for it first in the bookstore, where he found none

and then in the library where he found one copy. After excerpting from a chant for the

winds ofO'ahu, he says, "These were the names for winds that inhabited the places where

I lived and studied, where I shopped and visited friends. Here were many names, yet I

recognized none of them" (2). By letting himselffeel the pain of the erasure, Wood began

the process of realizing how haole literary studies, history, sociology, geography, science,

etc., efface the Kanaka Maoli literature, history, sociology, geography, science, etc.,

buried under them.

Being affected has been my experience as I came to know, respect, and care about

friends here, in Ireland, and on the U.S. continent. One cannot any longer assume the

right to dig up information and speak without limit when responsibilities that come with

friendship intervene. I let myselfbe affected by Epi Enari's comments, by Keala Kelly and

Noenoe Silva's feedback, by realizing the implications ofbeing the great great grand

daughter of a man who thought it was a good thing the Sandwich Islands had been taken

over "without bloodshed." There are responsibilities that go along with being in a

position to receive the feedback and to hope to give back something to people disregarded

and dismissed by an ancestor of mine. These responsibilities have changed how I see

scholarship and how I live my life.
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We aren't supposed to be humiliated--especially we women, who are struggling to emerge

from 3,000 years ofservitude, ignominy, and identification with dirt. But what will work to get it

through to us that we're also abusing, murdering spirits and bodies, blind to our own violence?

What would work to get men to see they go on killing us with their learned blindness to fear,

grief, and non-violent sweet rage, to nurturing, vulnerability, weakness? If they'd accept

humiliation--humbling, a better word maybe--gladIy, it could open their eyes.

"Open my eyes," I said, and I have had to accept what feels like humiliation to this white

raised Inbetween kid. It wasn't a choice at first. I grew up in so many different places, it was

adapt or die, and adapting ifyou're a child means keeping quiet, watching, learning without

thinking. Realizing first as a teenager that lifelong traveling means I am homeless in a profound

sense made me deeply unhappy for a long time. Eternal outsider among the Cornish whose land

gave me birth, more so among Americans even though they have no roots of their own, in a class

with Paula Gunn Allen and a group ofdykes who took me in joyfully, in Hawai'i whose first

people know they are ofthe land and keep it close as the source of their uniqueness. Here I have

learned much.

"Nobody's listening to me" "It's because you're white" Accept that. Let it in. "I've

been reading The Primal Mind by Jamake Highwater. What an amazing book! I'm going to use

it in the dissertation" "Wasn't he shown to be a fake a couple ofyears ago? I seem to remember

reading something. I'll look it up for you." A fake? What does that mean about me? I thought

he was so wonderfuL Thought he was saying things all in one place that I believed were true but
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pretending to knowledge I don't really have? Am I a wannabe? The shame is too much. I can't

write for a couple of months but I've learned more: what I think I know is suspect. My knowing

is suspect when it comes to cultures that are not mine. My sureness and joy at finding someone

indigenous who echoes what I know... What pain to find out that my sureness and joy have

betrayed me. How thankful I am for kind friends who don't hate me for my blind stupidness.

I write a 30-page introduction to my dissertation on Inbetween writers from indigenous

cultures who can be seen as doorways to understanding both sides they come from, whether by

blood, or, in Joyce's case, by language alone: Mary TallMountain, Joe Balaz, and James Joyce. I

hand the chapter to my Samoan friend Epi Enari, who I know will be scrupulously honest with

me. She writes at the beginning of her four-page response:

Why write about others?

As far as I'm concerned, western scholars have reaped so much off the backs of

indigenous peoples, as if their (western) forebears hadlhave not done enough damage to

their former colonial "subjects" physically, politically, mindsetly, languagely, and

otherwise.

Stunned again, I know I can't write what I was going to write. Why do I have to listen? Maybe

it's because I know what it feels like to be an outsider to the mainstream ofa culture. I know

what it's like not to fit in, to be picked on because it's obvious I'm different. As a friend, Epi

spent quite a lot of time telling me experiences as a brown person among white people. Some of

them lie shockingly close to the bone among us white scholars. Why would I not listen? Lynette

has told me experiences of hers and ofher son, ofher husband. I've listened. Why would I not?

These are my friends. They are the ones who've been there for me when I needed an arm round
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for their honesty.

So, after a couple more months, 1 pick myself up and begin again. Now what? 1 decide to

examine that question Epi has asked: Why do western scholars keep writing about indigenous

people, keep on recuperating the study under different names? Why aren't we satisfied with

studying ourselves? And what about me?
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CHAPTER 6

FACT AND FICTION

WRITTEN VS. ORAL

LINEAR ARGUMENT

Chapter 6 addresses specific problems arising in differences between the ways

western academic culture conceives of fact and fiction, how it values written over oral

modes of conducting scholarship, and the place oflinear thinking in western scholarship.

Fact and Fiction

The sixth point, another which derives from questions about objectivity, is also

foundational in western cultures. How we go about scholarship reveals a foundational

conceptualization that not only can we ascertain what is fact and what is fiction across

universal borders, but that fact and fiction can be fairly cleanly separated. And there are

two problems intertwined within this one: firstly, we still tend to use the terms "fact" and

"fiction" as though there is no world view embodied in what we call fact and whatwe call

fiction even though such ethnocentric positioning continues to be debated'; and secondly,

because of this, an extra sense--one which cannot be verified via material means--which

Manu Meyer calls "awareness" and Vilsoni Hereniko refers to as "emotional truth" or

"the unseen" is relegated to fiction/myth in western academic epistemology (Meyer 130-

See for instance, Meyer, Hereniko, Gunn Allen, Gates, Palumbo-Liu, Best, Gendlin, and
Sweet and Swanson.
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132, Hereniko 85-86). This causes serious problems when academics from a western

cultural world view claim to be explicating the works ofwriters from cultures whose

concepts ofknowledge seamlessly and necessarily incorporate spirituality.

Colonization into a western view of the world includes imposition ofparameters

for fact and fiction which exclude much of what is regarded as information/fact before

western colonial education enters the scene2 Many western and western-trained scholars,

as Hereniko points out, continue to "charge those engaged in identity politics with

'attempts to replace history by myth and invention'" because the parameters for fact and

invention differ between cultures (85). In the view of such academics, western academic

paradigms which prescribe and delineate a divide between fact and fiction in ways different

from indigenous cultures are to be the model for scholarship. Unfortunately, in the case of

our expertise on indigenous cultures, we sometimes suppose a command offacts which

are determined very differently in our culture and in the cultures we study.

As I have said, indigenous critics ofwestern academic culture have problems with

ongoing academic universalizing of western concepts. Ethnocentric views on fact and

fiction are among them. Hereniko and Meyer, like Foucault, Said, and others before them

have shown that what is considered to be fact (and therefore regarded as history,

geography, botany, the realms of"fact-finding") is culturally determined. Meyer recounts

at length in her dissertation ways in which Hawaiian learning or knowledge gathering

2

See Beth Tobin's Superintending the poor: charitable ladies andpatemallandlords in
British fiction for a description of how public education was used in England and other
parts of Europe to forestall popular revolutions at the end of the 18th century, especially
pages 113-123.
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differs from western-style empirical learning (Chapters 2 and 4). In her 2001 paper, "Our

Own Liberation: Reflections on Hawaiian Epistemology," she sums these up as

• Spirituality and Knowing--the cultural contexts of knowledge

• That Which Feeds--physical place and knowing

• The Cultural Nature of the Senses--expanding the idea of empiricism

• Relationship and Knowledge--self through other

• Utility and Knowledge--ideas ofwealth and usefulness

• Words and Knowledge--causality in language and thought

• The Body-Mind Question--ilIusions of separation (126)

Hereniko tells ofways he learned history growing up in Rotuma: his father's and

others' stories, dreams, songs, poetry, dance and theater during performances and ritual,

proverbs, the meanings ofnatural signs, the way the natural world communicated, all of

these perhaps conflicting or different by a shade if they came from different sources. Tn his

life before he entered a western-oriented school, these were his references for facts and

what he relied on to determine the truth or falsity of specific matters.

Once he had entered the local school, however, the colonial education system

pushed indigenous sources of knowledge to the margins, usurping oral narratives "by the

dominant culture's narrative." He continues, "This process, which Ruperaki Petaia has

likened to being kidnaped and Albert Wendt has called 'whitefication,' radically altered

islanders' perceptions of themselves." As Hereniko realized later, after reading Edward

Said, whoever gets to decide what stories are told also gets to run the show (82-83). Not

only what was fact and what fiction but what fictions and what facts were to be taught
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shifted when western education entered the picture. The western concept of fact and

fiction not only discarded the stories told by Hereniko's family and neighbors onto the side

of fiction, it replaced them with a different conceptual frame altogether, in which what

items are fact and what fiction remain fixed rather than fluid as Hereniko says they are in

traditional Rotuma (84). Consciousness of the problems generated by this cultural

disparity grows, as can be seen by recent institution of a program for teaching native

sciences at the University ofHawai'i at Hila, but in most western educational contexts,

universal valorizing western models of fact and fiction is the norm.

Pueblo writer Simon Ortiz at the Modem Language Association conference in

New York, 1992, spoke at length about the transition in world view he had to make as he

started English language school: "Ifwe spoke in the Acoma language, we were punished.

We could not exist in our selves." Existence was to be only in the values incorporated in

Standard American English, which he had to learn with similar punishments for speaking

Acoma as are documented by Ngugi wa Thiongo in Decolonizing the Mind for speaking

Gikuyu: humiliation, isolation, physical abuse, and the threat offailure (10-12). Ngugi

says: "Literary education was now determined by the dominant language while also

reinforcing that dominance. Orature... in Kenyan languages stopped" (12).

Because of the continued force of a western colonial presence in the world, which

provides a place for ongoing western ethnocentric concepts offact and fiction, we can

overlook extremely deep differences in what is meant by fact by people not Irom western

cultures. We insist that only objective facts in the western meaning of"objective" count in

academic discourse--for instance when we focus on teaching western style critical thinking
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without pausing to investigate what might be the cultural norm in the place we inhabit. As

an example of the differences in our immediate surroundings in Hawai'i, Kanaka Maoli

teacher and musician Didi Lee Kwai put together a script for the play, "The Queen's

Women," in 2001. As she pulled in pieces from a 19"' century newspaper article and other

sources, she also paid very close attention to spiritual directives from ancestral guardians

and the spirits of people being portrayed in the play. This aspect of the play cannot be

conveniently put aside when we come to understand and write about it from within the

academy unless we are willing (as so many are) to divorce the play from its Kanaka Maoli

reality and place it within a foreign context and within western theory to "understand" it.

Paula Gunn Allen writes, "Literature is one facet ofculture. The significance of a

literature can be best understood in terms of the culture from which it springs, and the

purpose ofliterature is clear only when the reader understands and accepts the

assumptions on which the literature is based" (Hoop 54). She goes on, "basic assumptions

about the universe and, therefore, the basic reality experienced by tribal peoples and by

Western peoples are not the same, even at the level of folklore. This difference has

confused non-Indian students for centuries. They have been unable or unwilling to accept

this difference" (55). For instance, "In contradistinction to other American poets and

writers, American Indian women writers have as our first and most significant perceptual

characteristic a solid, impregnable, and ineradicable orientation toward a spirit-informed

view of the universe, which provides an internal structure to both our consciousness and

our art" (165). Ifwe put aside such cultural realities when we are critiquing a work, we

are not, in truth, critiquing that work, but a lifted illusion of it projected into and judged by
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our own criteria. What we say has relevance to ourselves and those willing to go on

defining non-western productions in western tenus, which is not only irrelevant to but also

hanuful and insulting to those we claim to be studying.

The input of ancestors or guides in the spirit realm is not considered fact inside the

academy. It is dealt with by such means as a relevant discipline regarding and studying

them as the myth making ofa non-Christian "primitive" culture or treating them from a

psychological or bio-chemical point ofview. They are corralled by placing them outside

academic reality and focusing on them as objects not intimate to the observer--"at best,

semiotically, and at worst, as quaint anthropological stories of a distant land," as Meyer

says (Diss. 1). This, as Gunn Allen points out, is what Elsie Clews Parson did to the

stories given to her at Laguna Pueblo, and it was her academic, distanced, objectiJYing

response to the stories that, in the Laguna world view, brought about catastrophic material

disasters. We might admire, even envy, the position ofpeople who take it for granted that

such help as Didi Lee Kwai and others know is there in the immaterial realm, but it is

outside what is regarded as prooffor research in the western academy. Perhaps some of

us, in our private lives, also call on ancestors and other spiritual help, but in western

academic epistemology, there is no place for appealing to such sources. This means that

when we study, write and teach about literature from cultures where these events are

regarded as met, our elucidations are incomplete and distorting.

The unseen or spiritual sources or underpinnings of materiality are not just

additional criteria but they are the most important aspects of"fact" for many people in

indigenous cultures. What a fact is cannot be separated from its spiritual component.
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Western academics, however, exist in a mono-empirical world where the factual and the

spiritual are sharply separated and where material, duplicatable existence is necessary for

academic proof In Hawai'i, Kanaka Maoli project manager ofKaho'olawe Island

Restoration Committee, Charlie Isaacs, in "A Kanaka Maoli Perspective," describes the

differences between western Christian and traditional Kanaka Maoli perceptions of

spirituality:

In Christian thought, all reverences for the sacred beauty ofthe world and the body

is redirected away from the human and towards God, who is distant and resides in

the heavens above--separate and apart from the human being. Kanaka Maoli

thought expresses the interconnectedness of all things within the cosmos. The

many gods can be within the human and within the elements of nature. They are

ever present and all around: plants, animals, personal possessions, ocean,

mountains, rain, sky--they are everywhere. (3-4)

Wood quotes Palikapu Dedman, "'I was brought up that Pele wasn't just a supernatural

god as Jesus is, or other religious people may look at their gods. But as family. She was

just as much alive today, and still is, in the Hawaiian's mind then as now" (Di5placing 84).

These are not attitudes that translate into the western world, where relationship with God

is not an equal family relationship and where worship goes only one way.

In "Walking the White Path," Mary Churchill discusses fundamental differences

between Cherokee experiences of reality and experiences of western academic

commentators. When western academics apply western academic paran1eters for judging

reality to Cherokee literature, art, spirituality, science, serious distortions in understanding
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result because of the western assumption that we can apply our criteria for fact, truth, and

fiction to the worlds of other cultures. The distortions affect how Cherokee are seen both

from outside and eventually (most harmfully) from within the culture:

[would like to begin...with discussing two troublesome terms that scholars of

religion often must face and employ: religion and tradition. Use of these terms

can lead to misunderstandings when applied to Native American ways of

understanding and living in the world. Regarding religion, for instance, Joseph

Epes Brown, a scholar ofNative American religious traditions, notes that for

American Indian cultures,

the presence of the sacred permeates aU lifeways to such a degree that what

we call religion is here integrated into the totality oflife and into aU oflife's

activities. Religion here is so pervasive in life that there is probably no

Native American language in which there is a term which could be

translated as "religion" in the way we understand it. (6-7)

Jace Weaver confirms, "the word in Cherokee usually translated as "religion", eloh, . also

means, at one and the same time, land, history, law and culture" (viii). Charles Eastman

(Santee) observes, '''Every act of [an Indian's] life is, in a very real sense, a religious act"

(Weaver vii). Mary TallMountain lived her life in this way.

Manu Meyer adds to these observations from a Kanaka Maoli perspective. Her

discussion within philosophy of education ofHawaiian epistemology, she says, cannot be

separated from a discussion of the sacred. She quotes Lynette Paglinawan: "But that's

what na'auao (education, knowledge) is. It's a cosmic center point. It has to do with
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your ancestors coming together with you. It has to do with your spiritual being coming

together, it has to do ",,'ith our physical being" (144). In Kanaka Maoli experience too, the

sacred is not separate from the social, the economic, the scientific, or the academic. How

are western scholars to comment on literature (or any other aspect of culture) of peoples

who tell us their experience of the world is so different from our own without disastrous

distortions resulting in colonization, the materially destructive "not seeing" Gunn Allen,

Meyer, Churchill and others point out? There are westerners who do not split spiritual

relationships from the rest of their lives but they do not determine the rules, especially of

academic discourse. In general, the critiques western academics make when commenting

on aspects of other cultures do not include the spiritual as an inextricable part ofdaily life.

Misunderstandings coming from projecting western criteria for a divide between

fact and fiction, sacred and non-sacred, abound. A recent example is an article by writer

and independent scholar Charlotte Allen in Ihe Atlantic Monthly, January 2001, in which

she ar!,'Ues convincingly that adherents ofWiccan spirituality can claim no historical line to

a prehistoric mother goddess religion and a matriarchal culture. As part of her support for

this claim, she points out that an archaeologist who excavated Catalhoyuk in Turkey in

1993,20 years after the original excavation by Marija Gimbutas (Lithuanian archaeologist

and author of Ihe Goddesses and Gods ofOld Europe), found "almost all the female

figurines [in] rubbish heaps; the enthroned nude woman was found in a grain bin. 'Very

little in the context of the find suggests that they were religious objects,' Hodder says.

'They were maybe more like talismans, something to do with daily life'" (22). Whether or

not there was actually a goddess religion, both Hodder and Allen impose their modem-day
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western concepts of religion and spirituality upon the inhabitants ofa 9,000-year-old

Balkan settlement, who, ifpeoples we can talk to, like the Kanaka Maoli, the Cherokee,

and other modern-day tribal peoples are anything to go by, most likely did not separate

daily life from spirituality either. Their ideas ofwhat deity is may have been completely

different, possibly incomprehensible to us. As Linda Smith reiterates, the ethnocentrism of

western scholars is remarkable (82, 170-171). We regard ourselves as experts, which

makes us impose our own values without seeing we are doing so.

In many indigenous cultures (see Churchill, Weaver, Eastman, Meyer above), the

contiguity ofthe spiritual and the material continues to be without question. In these

systems, thought can and does change things, for good or for bad, depending on the

thinker's consciousness and intention. It is necessary to be very careful not only ofwhat

one says and does, but ofwhat one thinks. When Kanaka Maoli healer and teacher of

ho 'oponopono Ramsay Taum talks about the concept of"thought forms," he says

thoughts have material reality in the world and have material effects on people, situations

and things even though we may never have spoken a word. Believing this means acting as

though everything is connected and part of everything else and that therefore we have to

clean up after ourselves, even after our thoughts. Spirit affects the material and vice

versa. The process ofho 'opol1opono (a spiritual practice of making right or putting in

balance) is one way of ensuring that our thoughts do not do damage in the world. The

western created gap between human beings and nature, between the material and the

immaterial that Soyinka decries (see above pp.40-41) does not exist for many non-western

cultures, where the material depends intricately on the non-material.
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Words, a material occurrence of thought, have the power attributed to them in the

Kanaka Maoli saying, I ka 'olelo no ke ola, i ka 'olelo no ka make, "Words (or language)

have the power oflife and of death" (Pukui 129). Tins requires use of words in a way that

is pono, i.e., with consciousness of their basis in the non-material nature of existence or

the non-material underpinning of the world and with the desire to produce sometlnng that

maintains harmony and balance in the world. Perhaps we may approach access to these

ideas through concepts in western culture such as the logos ofthe Old Testament and

Socrates' defense of "the good" and meaning against the Sophists. In fact, the

understanding of the power of thought and words remains with western culture, revealed

in their being notoriously used to produce economic and self-serving results, as in

advertising and politics. But, in the western academy, we do not associate our

understanding of what words can produce with their spiritual root.

Leslie Marmon Silko talks about the web oftalkstory which connects each word

in Laguna Pueblo (her birthplace and Paula Gunn Allen's) to every other word and she

discusses the power of these relational stories to teach and reinforce a value system, to

make a difference in the world ("Language and Literature" 56ft). Her novel Ceremony

has this understanding at its foundation. Her protagonist, Tayo, must go through a

process of clearing and cleansing to change what he is experiencing after having been

thrust into battles in the Pacific during World War II. His way of experiencing the world

has been shattered, and he has to be brought back into connection and meaningfulness-

life--from a place of nihilism and disconnection--a living death--by means of a ceremony

that connects the two worlds. This problem and its solution is connected to western
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academic problems with understanding indigenous concepts offact and fiction because

western academics do not include the spiritual world in what we call "fact" In western

academic culture, it is no longer accepted as interfacing with material reality.

The "personal" and the "scholarly" are to be separated in western academic

culture. The quote from Paula Gunn Allen at the beginning of Chapter 2 of this

dissertation is a case of resistance to the western academic paradigm ofwhat is and what

is not acceptable as support for a scholarly work. Just as western-trained astronomers on

Mauna Kea disregard the needs ofKanaka Maoli who know stones on the mountain to be

sacred (see 200 below), western academic humanists apply western parameters for fact

and fiction to the products of indigenous cultures, whether or not those cultures use

similar parameters or whether or not they separate fact from fiction at all. We attribute to

fiction unreality, fan.cy, myth--interesting maybe, but definitely not part of the material

world of the senses to be counted as proof in an academic argument. This is not so among

many indigenous peoples, as Manu Meyer attests:

Hawaiian empiricism included experiences during waking and sleeping states and

during moments of revelation...or through the insights gained by environmental

signs.... The way culture influenced empiricism is reinforced in the stories of how

knowledge is recognized and passed on.. .in the references to... sign, omen or

portent and to the host ofways 'aumakua and kumupa 'a reached out to converse

with their living family. (Diss. 36)

Although even hundreds ofyears ofactive denial, punishment, and "reform" have

not succeeded in removing gut feeling and the spiritual from Cherokee and Hawaiian
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epistemology (or from other colonized indigenous cultures), separation ofthe world into

exclusive parts and continuous and continuing description of indigenous realities using

non-indigenous systems ofjudgement and delineation causes what Kanaka MaoH

psychologist Nalani Minton describes as cultural post-traumatic stress disorder and which

haole Honolulu writer Martha Noyes calls "cultural abuse." On a local television cable

panel discussion, Kanaka Maoli activist Bumpy Kanahele has described himselfand other

Hawaiians as caught in a "schizophrenic" split between American and Kanaka Maoli

cultural values. He produced a set of tables which laid out columns of opposing values to

illustrate the conflict. In his daily life Kanahele says he is constantly dealing with conflicts

between the two value systems and not only having to decide on a moment-to-moment

basis which course of action to take but needing constantly to discern internally between

two cultural imprints which are often opposed to each other, a difficulty which recalls

W.E.B. DuBois' concept of double consciousness (Souls ofBlack Folk 38-39). Compare

what Homi Bhabha says of the condition ofcolonized subjectivity in "Signs:"

Produced through the strategy of disavowal, the reference of discrimination is

always to a process of splitting as the condition of subjection: a discrimination

between the mother culture and its bastards, the self and its doubles, where the

trace ofwhat is disavowed is not repressed but repeated as something different--a

mutation, a hybrid (153)

Kanaka MaoH filmmaker and writer Keala Kelly describes the process as a "tearing away

of reality," the theft ofwhich has left (and continues to leave) peoples in colonized

cultures often feeling confused and self-blaming, relying on others to define their reality,
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ungrounded, and in pain (Conversations). Jace Weaver calls this the application of"an

outside view predicate," from McPherson and Rabb' s Indian from the Inside, and quotes

them as they describe it:

[110 apply an outside view predicate to yourself is much more than seeing yourself

as others see you, though it is that as welL It is also allowing them to tell you who

you are, It is in a sense giving up your freedom, your selfdetermination to others;

becoming what they want you to become rather than becoming what you have it

within you to become. 10 accept an outside view predicate, such as ugly or

ashamed... , is to fit into the plans and projects of others, to make it easy for them

to manipulate you for their own ends, their own purposes. It is, in a very real and

frightening sense, to lose yourself, to become alienated, to become a stranger, an

alien to yourself (5)

Spiritual defmition from the outside for a people for whom "every act is, in a sense, a

religious act" can only be as damaging as Gunn Allen, Kanahele and many others insist.

At the AFSC forum on "Overcoming Colonial Violence: Cultural Representation

& the Hawaiian Body," every contributor emphasized the harmfulness ofrepresentation of

Kanaka Maoli by outsiders, and though the forum was initiated by attempted censorship of

a figure made by a Kanaka Maoli sculptor, on the face of things an occurrence in the arts,

the spirituality carried in the work of art cannot be separated from the work itself. For the

Kanaka Maoli on the panel a spiritual reality was being distorted and threatened by the

attempted censoring of the statue. Several individuals catalogued instances of harmful

representation ofKanaka Maoli culture by outsiders. Houston Wood, for instance, told
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the audience that Noenoe Silva had shown him two highly insulting caricatures ofKanaka

Maoh that currently stand on the street in Waikiki, representing to tourists who flood the

area grossly distorted images of the indigenous people ofHawai'i. Such misrepre

sentations have a spiritual impact immediately co-existent with the physical. Wood, in

Displacing Natives documents at length other uses of outsider representation to corral the

descriptions of a colonized place within the colonizers' cultural vocabulary, including

scientific descriptions of Mauna Kea and westernized mythological descriptions ofPele.

Lila Abu-Lughod points out in "Writing Against Culture," "the degree to which people in

the communities they study appear 'other' must also be partly a function ofhow

anthropologists write about them" (149). These are only some examples of the

misinformation spread by those of us interested (for whatever reasons) in delineating

cultures not our O~ll. They are more extreme at first sight, perhaps, than the more subtle

but also damaging definitions of western academics, but academic definitions also give

false impressions both to those within and those without the cultures in question, and ifwe

take the further step ofactually listening to what respected scholars such as Paula Gunn

Allen and Linda Tuhiwai Smith are saying, we will have to acknowledge that the damage

goes beyond merely giving false impressions.

What is culturally recognized as fact and fiction will also affect what is recognized

as evidence. In her paper"Reflections on Hawaiian Epistemology," Manu Meyer, in the

context ofa discussion ofwhat is acceptable to a Kanaka Maoli scholar as evidence, as

material for scholarship and learning, has a section called "Cultural Nature of the Senses:

Expanding Notions ofEmpiricism" in which she discusses a sixth sense--"awareness."
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For instance, "Breathing into a chosen student's mouth is one way knowledge was given

and is a metaphor for how Hawaiians engage in knowledge maintenance. It is deeply

embedded in other, in elder, in spiriL.To pay attention, to really listen (ko'olono) is to

invoke a spirit, a deity. Listening, then, becomes a spiritual act" (132). She quotes Dr.

Kekuni Blaisdell, Kanaka Maoli physician and activist declaring, "Everything is alive!

You see that reflection of the sun? That's alive! It's saying something, it's sending a

message I And we need to be able to receive and process that message and think and act

accordingly" (134). Meyer continues,

How does one understand physical cues to 'act accordingly'? Perhaps this leads

into the sixth body-centric empirical notion ofRubellite Johnson's--awareness.

How we become aware of the world is an accumulation of sensual maturity, but

what events then become the signposts for how this "awareness" gets developed?

How does culture shape this? Many mentors described vivid and clear ways

Hawaiian systems and values developed awareness, intuition, insight, and what

they knew. "1 think the basic idea of ancestral prompting is not na 'au, but

awareness. You become aware of something initially and you can either pay

attention or you can just discard it. Anyway, that very first feeling, my mother

always said, "Pay attention to it, then see where it goes, but pay attention to it, it

needs to be there and it's telling you [something)" (Pua Kanahele, 15 January

1997). (132-133)

This is in sharp contrast to the critical teaching methods Sweet and Swanson found

in their observations of western university classroom practice: "Hoping his students will
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benefit from this insight, he tells them that they should not settle for their 'first

impressions' but rather make themselves 'go through the work' of asking 'Is that true?

What can be said on the other side?'" (43). In search of ways to teach students factually

supported and well thought out argumentation, the teacher Sweet and Swanson talked to

had formerly spent much time in "religious philosophy and meditation," but

"[w]ith time, it seems to me most of my intuition is just kind of, what? A

summation of my experiences and prejudices and not a particularly good source of

knowledge. So I hammer away" .. .Intuition is gut-raw, a "summation of

experiences," and quite obviously intellectually suspect. A far better method of

knowing, he states, is being objective, giving serious consideration to ideas and

arguments that oppose his initial conclusions about a subject. (42-43)

Manu Meyer speaks oftrusting the first feeling or awareness and seeing where it leads,

while the MLA Handbook and many teachers ofFreshman Composition teach western

educated students that the desirable direction for scholars is away from the personal, the

gut feeling, toward"objectivity" and considering all sides, which will lead to fact.

Objectivity "has nothing to do with the conclusion you draw; it has to do with what you

look at before you draw a conclusion and the fact that you look equally and intently on

both sides" (Sweet 43). It has to do with intellectual winnowing--distinguishing fact from

fiction using western academic methods.

In "Are Americans Afraid ofDragons," U.S. author Ursula LeGuin remarks on the

denigration of the imagination among the U.S. public: "In wondering why Americans are

afraid of dragons, I began to realize that a great many Americans are not only antifantasy,
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but altogether antifiction. We tend, as a people, to look upon all works of the imagination

either as suspect, or as contemptible" She continues, "Such a rejection of the entire art of

fiction is related to several American characteristics: our Puritanism, our work ethic, our

profit-mindedness, and even our sexual mores" (40).

When LeGuin speaks of fiction, she is referring to novels, poetry, drama, short

stories and so on, but educated people in western cultures also include what we call

myths, legends, popular stories, and so on, and these categories are one of the ways we

(especially those of us in the academy) relegate facts (especially spiritual facts) of other

cultures to the realm ofnot-truth, not-reality. This is particularly so when accepting those

facts would challenge our own ways ofjudging reallnot-real, truelnot-true, factlnot-fact.

This became clear to me first when I was living in Ireland in the 1970s. An elderly friend

ofmy partner (a farmer's son from West Cork) lived her knowledge (not belief) that fairy

paths on her land (on Sherkin island off Baltimore) were not to be disturbed. One of the

paths went through an entrance between two fields. When she wanted to keep her cows

from wandering, she tried different ways ofkeeping them in one field such as tying a dog

by the hedge and putting up a scarecrow, but the cows kept wandering. Finally, she

agreed to have someone come and put in gate posts ready to sling a gate across the gap-

something one never does across fairy paths. At the first clang of the mallet, the tool

broke, and she gave up the job, letting her cows wander between the fields after that.

Fairies were not a separate-from-her-life myth or a belief to her. They were part of her

life, just as fairies were feared, fed, respected and honored in the countryside in England

until World War I. The understanding we have from being inside a form oflife or
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language game (Wittgenstein' s terms) is very different from the understanding we have

looking on from outside, as Hereniko points out (90).

Sherman Alexie, Haunani-Kay Trask, Viii Hereniko, and Epi Enari demand that

non-indigenous scholars and other exterior describers become aware of and work to alter

their positions ofdominance so that indigenous peoples can realize and develop

descriptions of themselves. The quotes from Meyer, Hereniko and others from indigenous

cultures are i1luminating in a discussion of colonized peoples' experience ofwestem

research and the answers they are coming up with, but the cultures they are describing

cannot give us the answers we need in order to stop further colonization. Indigenous

scholars do not and should not be expected to address the problem ofwhat we are to do-

what models we can adopt to help us when we decide to interrogate and shift our

concentrations and methods. To attempt to take on what we think are indigenous

methods without permission and!or true understanding will only be further appropriation,

which we are being told is unacceptable. I will take a look at what alternative methods

might be open to us in Chapters 9 and 10 of this dissertation.

"""
Written vs. Oral

The seventh point is that western and western-trained scholars put a far greater if

not sole value on written documentation. This I believe also stems from a focus on

empirical objectivity, which requires that we assess truth materially, reducing it to

"'something general, static, structured and simple'" (Dening in Wood, 54). Wood

continues, "Semantic violence results when 'the infinite progression' of orality is
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translated into static, structured Euroamerican forms" (54). If oral support for claims is

used at all in the academy, it is regarded more as anecdotal and secondary than is written

text. It has to be transferred to writing via transcription by a western-trained intermediary

in order to gain validity. My colleague's story (page 22) about the feminist theory group

is also to the point here. Anecdotal, unwritten, and personal evidence is not counted as

validating a scholarly claim among western academics unless it is first attributed to an

authority, theorized, put in a more fOffilal context that is acceptable academically and can

be catalogued and therefore cited, looked up and verified. Examples of citable oral

occasions are interviews, performances, and radio or television programs. It is interesting

to note here that as I looked through the Modern Language Association's Handbookfor

Writers ofResearch Papers, I could not find instructions for how to cite a conversation or

a relationship which would give one knOWledge. As the Handbook says, one of the most

important things to consider when using material in a western academic research paper is

that the reader be able to find the exact site of the quote again so that she can check it for

validity (xvii). Given the global nature ofwestern research, this cannot be done with a

conversation as it might be checked in a community situation, where one could easily find

the other parties in the conversation to ask for confirmation. Thus, the requirements of

western academic culture make it very difficult if not impossible for western researchers to

deal adequately with the inclusion ofthe multiple ongoing changes ofdaily life--personal

exchanges and relationships with oral fOffils of literature that exist in cultures with oral

bases, even if those cultures have changed greatly due to colonization, as Hawai'i has.

Hereniko says that often, "schools, colleges and universities value the written word
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over and above oratory," and, in the academic view, "the written word fixes the truth."

He continues:

Besides undennining oratory, the written word encourages the view that there is

but one truth, and this truth can be discovered through rigorous research. Since

the written word is more reliable than oratory, so the argument goes, the historian

who has access to all the written sources and can interpret them accurately can find

that one truth. Anyone who thinks that "truth comes from a multiplicity of sources

and perspectives" (Katz 1993: 366) is therefore a threat to this school of thought.

(84-85)

He points out that the slant that makes the written word more valued than the spoken,

danced, sung, chanted, creates problems for students who do not have the same values:

"Many island students fail not because they are stupid, but because the fonnal education

system works against indigenous ways of learning or evaluating knowledge" (84). It also

means that what is valued in the report of an interviewer, for instance, is the written word

of the interviewer over the spoken word of the interviewee. In a written version of an oral

tale, the word ofthe editor becomes valued by the reading public over the spoken word of

the storyteller because it is the written word that appears in the book or article. It is the

editor and publisher who have the final say on how the material goes out into the world at

large, how it is organized and presented. It is the editor's vision of the work that is

broadcast in print or film. The infonnant, whose living experience of the work gives it an

ongoing, dynamic individuality that changes with each perfonnance, has often long been

lost or is subsumed in the vision of the compiler/interviewer/editor. To assume the written
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report is word-for-word is to be naive, and even if the report is accurate, we are not

accounting for all the present-time contextual goings-on that occur in a live person -to-

person exchange, and that are primary in an oral tradition (Hereniko 79-82, 84, 88').

The success of postcolonial and cultural studies as disciplines--with their cross-

referencing with sociology, anthropology, philosophy, and psychology--has meant much

written documentation and commentary on unwritten works, both indigenous and non-

indigenous, which now come to be included under the title "literature" Orally and

visually transmitted performances like songs, chants, and dances, personal interactions like

signifying, traditions like tattoeing, scarification and genital mutilation (western and non-

western) are now to be "read" as "texts." Definitions ofthese activities and judgments of

their worth, as Jace Weaver notes above (page 102-103), are proffered in written reviews,

clarifications, analyses, attacks and defences, and constructions ofmeaning that delineate

their parameters in our minds from within a western academic culture that draws

conclusions about events based on written categorizations.

In her famous (and now, among some, infamous) transcribed appeal I. Rigoberta

,
"The scholarly practice that says that the first to publish certain facts or information about
a culture has 'ownership' over that material ensures that knowledge that belonged to an
indigenous people.. .is slowly appropriated by the colonizers. It does not matter that
indigenous people have owned certain secrets or principles about their cultures since time
immemorial. If a native reveals certain knowledge to a researcher, who publishes it in a
book or journal, the researcher is the one cited in the works of other academics. Until
Western scholars are taught to cite their oral sources ofinformation in much the same way
they acknowledge written sources and until academics are willing to admit that much of
what they know.. .is common knowledge to the elders of these cultures, they will continue
to pass off as their own what is really native property." (Hereniko 88)
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Menchu: An Indian Woman in Guatemala, Rigoberta Menchu, her words translated by

Ann Wright and edited and introduced by Venezuelan anthropologist Elisabeth Burgos-

Debray, relayed an account of her growing up and struggle against colonial oppression in

the countryside of Guatemala. Her account earned her the Nobel Prize in 1992 and

brought enormous support to liberation annies in Guatemala from those who read the

book. Angry and puzzled responses to the book resulted (along with a controversy that

continues today) when Menchu was accused (apparently in an attempt to call attention to

assumptions made by u.s. supporters ofindigenous liberation groups) by U.S cultural

anthropologist David Stoll oft'i1bricating parts ofher story. Others then joined the attack,

suggesting she had taken advantage ofworldwide empathy for the plight of Guatemalan

Indians under a murderous regime to make a name and money for herself Responses to

these accusations from folks who actually lived in Guatemala and had had extensive

contact with Menchu and other Guatemalan Indians included observations that Menchu

was following a traditional practice in documenting what was happening to thousands of

Indians in Guatemala by personalizing it, while others pointed out that Menchu's story

was resistance literature, which does not have the same parameters as autobiography, and

others again questioned the appropriateness of academic armchair "under the microscope"

investigation of a work that addressed issues involving the deaths of thousands

(McConahay par IS, Grandin 1, Rarihokwats 6)4

John Beverley, in "Comments on Stoll versus Menchu," very much to the point of

4

Other commentators are Pat Young, Sam Pawlett, and Peter Waterman, to name only a
few.
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what I am trying to get across in this dissertation, remarks that academics (both those who

edit oral testimonies and other oral literatures and those who comment on them) have to

be aware of what consequences and what responsibilities the authority we possess as

western and western-trained specialists brings with it:

In my view, the debate between Menchu and Stoll is not so much about What

really happened? As Who has the authority to narrate it? It is not incidental that in

his Berkeley talk Stoll related his doubts about the representativity of I, Rigoberta

lvfenchu to an uneasiness with what he called a "postmodernist anthropology."

"What I want to say," he,noted in that talk, "is that ifour frame is the text,

the narrative, or the voice instead of the society, culture, or political economy, it is

easy to find someone to say what we want to hear." But his own basis for

questioning Menchu's account...are the interviews he conducted with people from

the region...many years afterwards. That is, the only thing he can put in the place

ofwhat he considers Menchu's inadequately representative testimony are...other

testimonies: other texts, narratives, voices, in which (it will come as no surprise) he

can also find things that he might want to hear.....

It would be yet another version ofthe "native informant" ofclassical

anthropology to grant testimonial narrators like Rigoberta Menchu only the

possibility ofbeing witnesses, but not the power to create their own narrative

authority and negotiate its conditions of truth and representativity. This amounts

to saying that the subaltern can of course speak, but only through us, through our

institutionally sanctioned authority and pretended objectivity as intellectuals, which
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gives us the power to decide what counts as relevant and true in the narrator's

"raw material." But it is precisely that institutionally sanctioned authority and

objectivity that, in a less benevolent form, but still claiming to speak from the place

of truth, indigenous peoples must confront every day in the form of genocide,

economic exploitation, development schemes, obligatory acculturation, police and

military oppression, destruction of habitat, forced sterilization, and the like. (2).

Beverley concludes his article by noting,

What seems to bother Stoll above all is that Menchu has an agenda. But

this leads me to ask, what exactly is Stoll's own agenda? Why has he kept at this

for almost ten years now?

It is not clear whether in questioning the validity of Menchu' s account

Stoll's own position is that of a dispassionate "objective" observer, or of someone

opposed on both moral and political grounds to the strategy of armed struggle, and

therefore predisposed to downplay Menchu because of her connection to Catholic

based communities that supported the guerrillas .

If it is important to know that Menchu went to Catholic boarding school or

was a member ofthe EGP, it's also important to know what Stoll's personal and

political background and sympathies are. As this discussion proceeds, I would like

David Stoll to be more forthcoming about what is at stake for him in it. (3,4)

Some accounts, like Menchu' s, that arise out oforal cultures and must therefore

be transcribed as they are transferred to non-oral cultures have been critiqued from within

written cultures without appropriate understanding. Reading without Linda Krumholz'
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suggested double consciousness (which reminds us that we are a problem), without the

humility of a guest, can lead, as Beverley and others demonstrate, to missed cues and

harmful and unnecessary controversy that materially affects people we critique. Other

texts carry lacunae within them that have to be understood and appreciated from within a

lived understanding of the originating culture. Even then, there is a space between oral

culture and its written counterpart that is only crossed (ifat all) after many years of

immersion, as the following example shows.

Kanaka Maoli scholar Lilikala Kame'eleihiwa calls attention, in her Introduction to

A Legendmy Tradition ofKamapua 'a, The Hawaiian Pig God, to differences between

written and oral versions of the tales about Kamapua'a, differences that do not detract

from the volume's great importance to the preservation ofHawaiian culture but that

necessitate that "the modem reader...provide the theater of the original production with

the imagination" because subtleties essential to deep understanding of the stories are

necessarily missing from the written version (viii). She notes that Kanaka Maoli who put

the stories into print "could not refer to [themselves] as...kaka'oIelo [orators, storytellers

and counselors to the high chiefs], an exalted position that had long since disappeared, nor

could [they] name [themselves] as the author, since [they were] not" (xviii). The people

who wrote these accounts for the Hawaiian language daily newspapers in the mid- to late

1800s "had not composed these ancient legends, but merely remembered them and wrote

them down as they had heard them" (xvii-xviii). Once it is written, the form is fixed.

She continues, "The author knew many of the lengthy chants traditional to the

Kamapua'a epic, the intricate story line, and the appropriate usage of place names and
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wise sayings to enhance the depth of the legend, as well as the traditional stratagems

employed by the Hawaiian raconteur, which in the old days would keep the audience

spellbound all night" but they could not reproduce all the nuances ofa live performance

(xix). Kameleihiwa's version of the Kamapua'a stories comes from one ofthese written

rememberings, and she points out that the oral performances in Hawaiian would have

introduced layers of meaning that could be shifted by the kaka 'olelo to "remind the

audience of something similar to the present topic and at the same time slightly different"

(ix). But the subtle changes that each kaka 'olelo made with each telling to refine it and

make it true to that moment cannot be reproduced in even the best written version.

Tongan Maui storyteller Emil Wolfgram confirmed, at a July 1999 American

Friends Service Committee panel on "Foreign Religions & Native Spirituality: Seeking

Common Ground--A Dialogue" at the Center for Hawaiian Studies, how each

presentation of the stories brings him to new personal realizations about their relevance to

him and the moment, He has to find the way, at the instant a new epiphany about his

relationship to the story comes to him, to weave the vision into his telling. Such moment·

to-moment developments in the orator's relationship with the tale cannot be reproduced in

writing. As Hereniko says, the constantly changing nature of oral culture becomes fixed

and static once transferred to the written, published, and set-in-rules that are much harder

to change because they are recorded on paper rather than in people's minds (84),

Atiother example of how the written (especially the written by the non-indigenous

representative of indigenous orality) cannot represent the oral can be found in Noenoe

Silva's question to me about whether my proposed arrangement of examples of
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indigenous representations as alternatives to western academic models would not also be a

westerner's (almost certainly skewed) envisioning and appropriation of non-western

knowledge. The stories told to me, the examples given, the advice from indigenous

friends, if! were to take on the task of presenting them as some kind ofalternative to what

western academics are doing today, would still come through the filter of my western non

oral worldview as I arranged them, chose the context, used them as a vehicle for unspoken

agendas of my own, agendas that might very well be unacknowledged by me as well (even

unknown to me). They would help to keep the us/them divide going.

Linda Smith remarks on how, within westernizing knowledge about the Maori,

"The master narrative has been the one established from European [written] accounts,

while Maori interpretations remain as oral stories" (81). What has been recorded is what

is regarded as knowledge. The knowledge of indigenous peoples exists as "anecdotes and

unrecorded stories" (84). In many western cultures and especially in western academic

culture, what is written carries more weight than what is spoken.

In this way, as Houston Wood shows in Displacing Natives, manipulation and re

formation ofindigenous knowledges into colonial knowledges in Hawai'i has taken place.

In "The Violent Rhetoric ofNames," "Captain lames Cook, Rhetorician," "Displacing

Pele" and other chapters, Wood documents instance after instance of appropriation and

changing of indigenous oral realities through the medium ofwriting. In "Disorientation:

Unwritable Knowledge," he points out how currently "people attempt to 'save' and/or

'honor' Native knowledge by reducing it to writing.... [E]ven when Natives offer

resistance to such translations from the unwritten to the written, Euroamericans tend to
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treat their protests "as coquettish modesty calculated to incite conquest'" (54). Sadly, it

would not be out of character as a western academic for me to put to one side Silva's and

others' suggestions and appeals that I not try to characterize indigenous scholarship in the

interest of my own convictions about the importance of the work I was doing.

To understand the weight and importance of the written word in western culture

(and especially in western academic culture) and how it determines our comprehension of

the unwritten, some historical perspective is a help. As Isaacs, Hereniko, and Wood point

out, western reliance on the written word has origins in the legal processes of the capitalist

venture. S Isaacs suggests that early 19th century European and American traders profited

in Hawai'i from the confusion between Kanaka Maoli orally or contextually transmitted

traditions of gift giving and receiving, which carried spiritual, relation-creating and

solidifying power, and Euroamerican traditions, which were profit-driven and relied on

written documentation of debt-a relationship that does not create alliances ofmutual

dependence like the ones that held Kanaka Maoli society together (15-19).

Hereniko gives an example of two families in Rotuma who gave up tending a plot

of land rather than oppose the written records with their own memory once the written

documentation was broUght into play by a local official: "In this instance, the written word

Linguistic historian John Fisher chronicles how the written word itselfbecame codified to
cement the power of the dictated words ofKing Henry V of England in the mid 15th

century over his colonized subjects, and what we call "Standard English" is a copy of his
(long-dead) style (8ft). The formalization and standardization ofthe written word has
continued from that time, as Hereniko, Wood, Isaacs, haole historian Sally Engle Merry,
and many others show, to lend a hand to the standardization of colonized cultures toward
the ideal of the colonizer.
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fixed the 'truth,' and the response ofboth parties was to leave the plot ofland alone in

order to ward off any bad luck. ff things had been left in the realm of oratory, jurisdiction

over the land in question could have been discussed and resolved satisfactorily to both

parties" (84). Wood has put a coda at the end of his book, one which reinforces the

observations of Sally Merry's volume, Colonizing Hawai 'i: The Cultural Power ofLaw.

He documents in it how, newly passed and codified into writing, 19'" century laws

penalized Kanaka Maoli over all others for "crimes" ordained under western advisement,

crimes that were in fact"continuing practices they had enacted without opprobrium for

centuries" (Displacing 165). When the missionaries brought writing and reading to

Hawai'i, Kanaka Maoli were swift to learn and begin to use the new tools, but very

quickly what Hereniko calls the truth fixing function of the written word played a part in

invalidating "the fluidity ofindigenous history." "Genealogies, land titles, customary

practices, secret rituals, disputes, religious beliefs (and so on) that were previously

embedded in social relations are no longer subject to change or modification" (Hereniko

84). It is just this fixedness that gives the written word its clout in the world ofwestern

scholarship and law which extends to the world colonized by the west.

***

Linear Argnment

Following on the matter of the effects ofwritten material over oral transmission

(including non-verbal learning, as Hereniko and Meyer show), my eighth point is that, as

western-trained academics, we are taught to present our arguments in a linear

construction, a quite particular cause-and-effect engendered order ofarguments. I have
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experienced negative results ofnot being a natural at linear argument during the course of

this degree. Western academics are expected to have thesis statements at delineated

points in a piece ofwriting backed up by ordered arguments, all ofwhich stem hopefully

from a pre-writing stage ofoutlines of some kind. Houston Wood points out that the

English Department at the University of Hawai'i is very large because "it was decided

twenty years ago, by mostly Asian and Caucasian legislators, that Hawai'i students, Native

and non-Native alike, required extra help so they might better master a dialect ofEnglish

associated with an upper middle class domiciled on a continent twenty-five hundred miles

away" (Displacing 2). Just as local versions ofEnglish still will not do within the walls of

educational facilities (at allleve1s), neither does a wandering, circular, web-shaped style of

writing (often the style of oral storytelling6
) fulfill the requirements of an academic style

manual. 1 Yet wandering, storytelling, association, are the natural styles of thought not

only of the Pacific Island students Hereniko talks about and ofother indigenous peoples

but ofmany people (including myself) in European and American cultures.8 And the logic

6

Tongan storyteller Emil Wolfgram told us at a recent panel on "Native Spirituality and
Foreign Religion" that he and friends had once talked for nine hours wandering all over
the map. They began talking about the meaning of a word that meant the place imprinted
on the sand by someone's foot as he or she sat and idly swung it, then talked through
hours of stories and related meanings to arrive back at the foot in the sand again.

7

For a thumb-to-the-nose-at-the-academy adventure into circularity, punning and other
.hilarity, see James Joyce's Finnegans Wake, ofwhich more later.

8

See for instance my paper, "A Poetics ofWandering," in which I look at writing of avant
garde Modernist women as validating a wandering style, where wandering is seen not just
as a mode of writing but as a way oflearning, gathering knowledge. Virginia Woolfs
documentation ofher process ofwriting in A Room ofOne 's Own is a case in point
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of one way of speaking and writing is not the same as the logic of the other. Where the

logic of two lanl,'Uages are different (as with physics and poetry, e.g.), what can be

experienced and expressed from within one language is different from what can be

experienced and expressed from within the other. This is not to say that one is better or

worse, only that it is hard to encompass the one from within the other.

In "Storied Dialogues: Exchanges ofMeaning Between Storyteller and

Anthropologist," Blanca Chester lays out conversations between Wendy Wickwire, a

white ethnographer, Harry Robinson, an Okanagan storyteller, and herself to show the

slippages between their different cultural understandings. Chester remarks, for instance,

"Harry responds to Wendy's questions indirectly, answering her queries with anecdotes

and, especially, stories. For Harry, stories are a familiar way ofexplaining and teaching.

To Wendy, however, the stories often appear unrelated to the questions she asks, and they

are confusing" (13-14). In very fundamental ways, the western-trained academic and the

storyteller do not understand each other. To the academic, telling a story is not a way to

delineate a point and make an argument. For the storyteller, as Chester shows, to fire

point blank questions and arrange things linearly does not make sense.

A good part ofwestern academic training has to do with how to write a paper

acceptable for presentation and ultimately for publication within the western academy,

how to argue in logical sequence, how to think critically (in the western academic style).

Teaching as a lecturer at the Waianae extension ofLeeward Community College for a

semester, my evaluators were upset that I was teaching on the beach and not requiring

critical papers from my students ofpoetry and drama. 1was told one of my prime
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responsibilities was to teach the students to think critically, i.e., in dear, linear,

academically acceptable fashion, with researched citations, and point by point argument.

Talkstory would not do because talkstory, according to propounders of a western

academic way of doing things, is not acceptable as logical thinking. Just as my colleague

(see above page 18) could not perceive the theory in six weeks of intense discussions

about their work by Pacific Writers, the faculty at Leeward could not see critical thinking

engaged in by their students in their daily lives because their model for critical thinking is

restricted to a western academic structure, To raise a family on a minimum income while

going to school, to extricate oneselffrom a history of drug dependency in order to go to

school, to deal with the demands of a large family that does not recognize the value of

education for a woman, all demand a level and kind of critical thinking that is not

recognized as logic by professors immersed in the model ofwestern academic thinking,

The root of this limitation is in history, as author and activist Starhawk notes in

(originally her M.A. thesis) Dreaming the Dark,

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many fomls ofknowledge began to take

on a new economic importance. The Reformation destroyed the Catholic

Church's absolute monopoly on the approval of knowledge. At the same time, the

market economy was spreading into more and more areas oflife Knowledge itself

began to be an "intangible commodity". It was something to be sold only to those

who could afford to buy it (199)

Academic knowledge began to be separated from "living" knowledge, specialized away

from the knowledge we use every day to negotiate demands in the world and offered to
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those who could afford it at a price. Starhawk quotes Ivan Illich: "By the early

seventeenth century a new consensus began to arise: the idea that man was born

incompetent for society and remained so unless he was provided with 'education'," for

which one has (still) to pay (200). This colonial class- and race-based attitude has

consequences in today's classrooms.

Noenoe Silva talks about genealogy and the concept OfP0110 as Kanaka Maoli

ideologies, i.e., as unspoken operating systems for her culture and theoretical bases for it

(Conversations). These concepts are not relevant to the western academy; they are

nonetheless vital parts ofthe theoretical framework ofKanaka Maoli culture. That

western academics do not recognize theory or critical thinking or logical argumentation in

non-western discussions, presentations, ceremonies, storytelling, demonstrations, and so

on, does not mean that there is no theory, critical thinking, or logic in them. For instance,

the storytelling which author Leslie Maffilon Sitko says infuses the language of Laguna

Pueblo with webs ofinterconnected meanings and which teaches the values of the culture

to all who speak it does not have the linear structure of a western academic argument or

of a logical proof. What it has is its own internal logic, a complex structure that carries its

ideology/theory within it as surely as western academic modes of language carry their

ideology within them. Vilsoni Hereniko speaks similarly about the history he learned by

partaking in the stories, ceremonies, jokes, dances, and songs ofRotuman culture just as

he later learned European history from linearly presented textbooks at school.

It continues to be a requirement that those in the western academy in Hawai'i and

other non-western places, whether they be 18-year-old freshmen who intend to become
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receptionists or 50-year-old professors presenting papers at national conferences, adopt a

linearity of thought that emulates, as Houston Wood points out, "a dialect of English

associated with an upper middle class domiciled on a continent twenty-five hundred miles

away" (Wood 2), It is still a cementing of power, however we cloak it in claims that we

are helping local populations achieve employment in the world western colonization has

and continues to impose on them, The academy continues to govern the regulation of

what is and what is not clear thinking at higher levels of education.

The following linguistic (and therefore thought) colonization experienced by local

speakers ofEnglish in Hawai'i did not take place in the academy but reproduces academy

supported attitudes that pidgin (or Hawaiian Creole English), the structure ofwhich is

very different from Standard English, will not get you ajob in Hawai'i. It is necessary to

learn Standard English, which is taught to students from elementary school on up through

college, At a camp-out ofParents Without Partners in 1991, I fell into conversation with

a haole woman who had recently arrived to engage in business in Honolulu, She said that

while her company was interviewing young local students for entry-level jobs, she noticed

that all of them maintained a steady level of Standard English throughout the interviews

but went on to exclaim with disgust that during lunch, the young folk fell into talking to

each other in pidgin. "Of course, we didn't hire any ofthem," she explained, confident

that I would understand the reasoning of this incredible craziness, She could not fathom

the anger with which I told her what I thought of the practice of coming into someone

else's territory and dictating in the most materially damaging of ways what language they

were to use not only in their daily work but on their own time.
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I have lived in two places, Ireland and Hawai'i, where I have been personally

confronted with the fact that getting a decent job depends to this day on speaking,

thinking, writing, and acting a certain way, but my first encounter with this (what I

consider) criminal truth was in my own father who was born and raised poor working

class in Yorkshire, who could translate the Jordy language for fellow workers on building

sites in Newcastle on Tyne on the border of Scotland, but whose mother forbade him to

speak with a Yorkshire accent while he was growing up. She knew, coming from the

servant class herself, that his only hope ofgetting higher level employment, of working his

way out of the slums, was to speak (and think) as though he was not from the slums. He

would joke about how he practiced in the mirror to perfect an upper middle class accent,

and the only times I heard him speak Yorkshire were when he was spoofing or singing

Yorkshire songs. As children, we experienced my father's rage at the upwardly mobile

uprootedness he had been driven to choose.

The spread of Standard English (or BBC English as it is called in Britain) is now

global and results, as Ngugi wa Thiongo painfully points out in Decolonizing the Mind, in

the destruction or the deliberate undervaluing of a people's culture, their art,

dances, religions, history, geography, education, orature and literature, and the

conscious elevation of the language of the coloniser (sic]. The domination of a

people's language by the languages of the colonising nations was crucial to the

domination of the mental universe of the colonised. (16)

The colonization that rests in educational systems worldwide, including in Hawai'i, makes

sure that parents forbid their children to speak native languages (or with local accents) in
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countries where Standard English, French, Spanish or some other colonial language has

become the touchstone for gaining higher levels of employment (Ngugi Decolonizing 11

12). When language is changed, as Ngugi makes clear, the underlying cultural

assumptions change too, as they did for my father, since culture is carried within language.

As Samuel H. Elbert says in his Preface to the Hmvaiian Dictionary, "Because language

reflects culture, when a culture goes, so too goes much of the language" (x). Ngugi

continues:

Language as communication and as culture are then products of each other.

Communication creates culture: culture is a means of communication. Language

carries culture, and culture carries, particularly through orature and literature, the

entire body of values by which we come to perceive ourselves and our place in the

world. How people perceive themselves affects how they look at their culture, at

their politics and at the social production ofwealth, at their relationship to nature

and to other beings. Language is thus inseparable from ourselves as a community

ofhuman beings with a specific form and character, a specific history, a specific

relationship to the world. (15-16)

Change in linguistic and therefore in thought form also carries with it the

consequence that modes ofcommllnication, record keeping, decision making--formerly

spiral or web-like and based on storytelling, anecdotal, association (as Hereniko points out

and as they were for my father and many others)--are transformed into a western model
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(84).9 We then label the reluctant recipients ofwestern education "stupid" if remnants of

their own linguistic and cultural models persist within ours (Ngugi Decolonizing 18).

Visiting Cornwall for the first time in 18 years in the year 2000, I went to look for

my grandparents' unmarked grave. I thought I bad found it but wasn't sure, so I phoned

the verger of the church to discover whether there were any records. The verger, who

was not Cornish, lamented that, "You know, once you cross the Tamar, people don't

keep records. The Cornish don't believe in records" The graveyard at another village,

St. Keyne, where I had lived when I was five and eight, was full of Clemens graves,

relatives ofmy best friend there. She can tell me because it is history in the family, who

lies in each grave. No need ofrecords. In places that have been colonized, the linear

structure of record keeping attempts to replace the web of storytelling that is record

keeping in oral cultures. Fortunately, memory of other ways of documenting is kept alive,

but it is a delicate balance and ongoing struggle to .make this so. The verger at the church

saw the lack of records in Cornwall as stupid and difficult--a colonial attitude··but it is the

survival of an older way ofremembering and recording history.

9

My father recounted that his father belonged to a group of working class men who met
regularly to recite poetry they knew by heart. His father, he said, was a great storyteller
and would entertain the extended fiunily for hours at night, but the culture that went along
with large families getting together to tell and listen to stories had passed, and when my
father, in tum, told his own stories, we often regarded them as tall tales, which made us
distrust him, rather than regarding him as a great storyteller. We bemoaned the fact that
we never quite knew when he was making stuffup and when he was telling the truth. I
believe he told stories in a tradition that embellished and embroidered but which we no
longer had the context to appreciate, as the storytelling ofPatrick Bronte was horrific to
the sisters' middle class friends. We wanted the stories to tell us about his history as we
understood it, whereas his reality included the fantastic and hopped from the real to the
imagined and back again without such stricture.
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Linguist Braj Kachru, in "Meaning in Deviation," discusses how the internal logic

of a language is culturally determined and how a speaker/writer/student from the colonies

or from non-Standard speaking regions ofthe home country will insert her native

language's logic into her use of Standard English, thus appearing "stupid" to the

colonizer. lo Kachm quotes Robert Kaplan:

"The expected sequence ofthought in English is essentially a Platonic-Aristotelian

sequence, descended from the philosophers of ancient Greece and shaped

subsequently by Roman, Medieval European, and later Western thinkers.. ,

[L]earning ofa particular language is the mastering ofits logical system"",,"the

foreign student is out offocus because the foreign student is employing a rhetoric

and sequence of thought which violates the expectations of the native

reader"""The teacher's reaction, theretore, is likely to be that the student's paper

'lacks cohesion, organization or focus' ," (326)

He goes on to confirm that underlying cultural assumptions are the most important factors

in the way a language is logically structured and to insist that the wayan English speaker

from a colonized place speaks and writes English has to be read and respected from within

the local context rather than having an extraneous logic placed on top of it:

In relating the strategies, styles, and domains of language use, a configuration of

factors must be considered, the most important being the underlying cultural

\0

Composition theorist Mina Shaughnessy used a similar recognition to recommend the
understanding of a student's underlying cultural assumptions in order to comprehend the
"mistakes" he is making,
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assumptions. The verbal strategies and culturally determined innovations are,

therefore, not necessarily "linguistic flights" (Whitworth 1907) to be avoided, Dust

because] these are not part of a native speakers' linguistic repertoires. These

strategies and devices are meaningful to the "insider" who actually uses the variety

ofEnglish, though in an "outsider's" judgment such innovations might "jar upon

the ear of the native Englishman" (Whitworth 1907). The question then is: Who is

tojudge? (330-331)

From Kachru's discussion it is clear that he, like Homi Bhabha, sees the "problem" of the

different form ofEnglish in the colonies as a problem for the colonizing English speaker

rather than for the colonized, who is often at home with many languages and accents, i.e.,

at home "in multicultural and multilingual speech communities" or whose hybridity, for

Bhabha, "terrorizes authority with the ntse of recognition, its mimicry, its mockery," the

authority being the native carrier of the "mother" tongue (Kachru 330; "Signs" 157).

It is western and western-trained academics, along with those we teach to think as

we do, who insist on re-making languages when we arrive in colonized places, a re

making necessary to us because we insist that our way of structuring thought is "the right"

way. We are here to teach, rather than to learn. And it is we who have the power, if we

wish, to tum this state of affairs around by questioning an ethnocentric "mental cramp" (as

Wittgenstein called it) that demands standardization in the image ofour culture: one

language, one standard of truth, one logic of argument, one way of presenting claims, and

so on (Malcolm 50). It is not, as Kuhn makes clear, an easy matter to shift embedded

ways ofthinking, but it is certainly possible by prioritizing intention and focus on change.
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What about me then? Part ofthe reason I've flown from country to country as an

adult is that I am an impetuous person (or I was before I had children). At 24, I finished

my BA in London, left my manied-at-19 husband, started squatting (occupying houses

left empty--mostly by London County Council), ran a market stall with secondhand stuff I

bought at other markets, and started living with an Irishman from Cork when we both

jumped on the same bus together and our friends got left behind. We moved from

squatting to a traveler's caravan on the canal in Camden Town, where he was working for

folks gentrifying Dingwalls with an upscale restaurant and shops. One New Years we

went to north Wales with friends and on the spur of the moment decided to go on across

the Irish Sea to Dublin. We drove down to Ring in Waterford and spent New Years Eve

in a pub famous for nightlong singing and storytelling. He decided right then to return to

Cork, and I went with him. It was like that.

I was in Ireland. In the countryside among musicians, farmers, storytellers, my

man a sailor and carpenter, and I feeling at home for the first time. More home than

anywhere, even Cornwall. But I was English, and there's always that tweak to it. Well,

what is my own anyway? I have been uprooted and have uprooted myself so many times,

I can hardly say. English. English. I feel it in this America. I felt it in the Canaries and

Morocco where, believe it or not, I read Agatha Christie novels and felt homesick for rain.

What's that, then? English? I'm not the English of someone who has always lived in

Hackney Wick or Polruan or Leeds. And all they are different too. Gets wiggly here
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Things like taking a shower once a week instead ofevery day. Fiercely keeping to making

compost while my housemates and husbands and children hold their noses. Drinking

milky tea by the gallon, Saving food and eating it even though it might be a bit off.

Believing children should eat some dirt when they're babies, Not caring about clean,

clean, clean, So, I suppose it's country English too, not just English, and country English

from the 40s and 50s, maybe not from now anymore. Got to have a garden. House open

to neighbors, visitors, family, people who need a place to stay. Buy too much food just in

case, Don't lock my car or shave my legs. And these things are fierce--my country

border between England in me and the U.S. out there,

What do 1 push away from me? Waste, Water waste. Paper waste. Food waste,

Electricity waste. How to look right. What's on the outside over what's on the inside.

Advertising. Packaging,

And there's more that's not about the U.S, Pushing away facades and masks is

also about resisting the colonial culture ofmy mother, preferring the disturbing harsh

humor and rudeness ofmy father's male working class culture, the bugger flicking, farting,

belching, authority bashing, teller of tall tales, cry over dead kittens but hit you across the

room culture, Hard to love, but I do.

What of her culture do I hold close? Having time to look at grass growing out of

cracks in the concrete, art, music, travelling by ship, going back to the land because you

didn't grow up in a no-water no-electricity killed-your-mother tenement. Easier to love,

and I do, .
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CHAPTER 7

MODES OF THOUGHT

EFFECTS

Chapter 7 will cover ways of thinking that distinguish western academic method

and effects western academic research and teaching has on those we study and on

ourselves.

Western modes of thonght

A ninth element in describing western academic scholarship is what forms we are

drawn to as we organize information. Deep implications follow Irom adoption ofwestern

academic forms of thought (see for instance what I have said about objectivity above). I

bring in below poet/philosopher David Antin, and philosophers Heidegger and

Wittgenstein to this discussion because all three study thought/thinking.

I begin in this section by examining the critique ofFredric Jameson by Aijaz

Ahmad in "Jameson's Rhetoric of Otherness and the 'National Allegory.'" I do not

ascribe a monolithic style of thought and research styles to "the west," as though there

were not very distinct and different cultures and thus different languages and ways of

viewing the world that make it up, anymore than I would do for non-western cultures.

However, I do, as does Ahmad, insist there are common characteristics of western

academic ways of thinking that can serve as pointers in an effort to locate differences and

therefore problems in description and commentary (IO). I discuss three distinguishing
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ways of organizing knowledge in the western academy mentioned by Ahmad. The first is

binarism or the tendency to oppose constructed extremes against each other, in doing so

ignoring what philosopher Elise Peeples calls "the Between," a middle ground of

contradictions and/or overlappings which finds only difficult expression in the either/or

language dominant in the university (Emperor 206). Although oppositional thinking has

been critiqued by Wittgenstein and by Derrida and other deconstructionists, what

Wittgenstein views as a temptation to fall into binary thinking and other absolutist

strategies has not abated with their critiques. The necessity oftalking through and arolmd

such temptations continues. The second, related tendency is generalization or positing a

"supposedly unitary object" to which characteristics are attached (Ahmad 4). Both are

related to the third, theory building.

To summarize Ahmad's critique, he finds serious problems to do with theory

building, generalization, and binarism in Jameson's article "Third World Literature in the

Era of Multinational Capital" Jameson, Ahmad says, constructs a totalizing "theory of

the cognitive aesthetics ofthird-world literature," using which, he is able to homogenize

all third world literature under the category "national allegory" (3). After pointing out

serious problems (which do not arise, he says, when talking ofa more unitary first world)

with talking about "third world literature" as "an internally coherent object of theoretical

knowledge," Ahmad goes on to problematize the binarism inherent in Jameson's

consequent comparisons offirst and third world literature (4-5). He continues by showing

that assumptions Jameson brings to his theory--ofa unitary third world constituted by

imperialism, and of nationalism being the only resistance for colonized countries--can only
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produce the conclusion he draws: "there is nothing else to narrate" (9). As Ahmad points

out, following these assumptions, only texts which fall within Jameson's category of

national allegory will be called "true" narrative (11).

Ahmad (only after directing high praise to Jameson for his work) recoils from

Jameson's undertaking, where the term "third-world" becomes monolithic and self-serving

in a project that directs "description" along lines pre-ordained by his theory. As Ahmad

points out, the ease with which Jameson falls into constructing hugely generalized binary

oppositions for the health of the theory, disables him from seeing the multiplicity of

differences in both third-world and mainstream western cultures (3).

Ahmad begins by saying that he had counted Jameson among his allies, describing

the two of them as "birds of a feather" but he realized, when Jameson proceeds to

announce, "all third-world texts are necessarily ...," that "what was being theorized was,

among many other things, myself." Ahmad goes on,

I was born in India and am a Pakistani citizen; I write poetry in Urdu, a language

not commonly understood among US intellectuals. So, I said to myself: "All? ..

necessarily?" It felt odd. Matters got much more curious, however. For, the

farther 1 read the more I realized, with no little chagrin, that the man whom I had

for so long, so affectionately, even though from a physical distance, taken as a

comrade was, in his own opinion, my civilizational Other. It was not a good

feeling. (3-4)
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Ahmad has recognized an instance of seemingly unconscious western academic racism', an

"othering" which appeared, in this case, in the guise of Jameson's default mode of

thought--making sweeping statements in order to wrap ideas into neat categories that arise

out of a constructed theory through which he then describes the world. Lila Abu-Lughod

remarks on the tendency to generalize: "There are two reasons...to be wary of

generalization. The first is that, as part of a professional discourse of' objectivity' and

expertise, it is inevitably a language of power. [Secondly], it is the language of those wbo

seem to stand apart from and outside of what they are describing" (150). She goes on,

"The very gap between professional and authoritative discourses of generalization and the

languages of everyday life (our own and others') establishes a fundamental separation

between the anthropologist and the people being written about that facilitates the

construction of anthropological objects as simultaneously different and inferior" (151).

Differences between Ahmad's position and Jameson's, together with Ahmad's

erstwhile unquestioning acceptance ofJameson's theorizing, are not superficial. The

hegemony of the western academic ways of thinking Ahmad recognizes in Janleson, on the

contrary, has been a primary tool in the western drive to colonize other parts of the world.

In a 1988 article, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., comments on hidden instances ofracism--white
theorists referring to themselves as knowing nothing about ethnicity, the "long way to go
before older white academic critics begin to read the great theorists of the black traditions
in the same way that we read their 'theories'," and accusations of essentialism from ally
and foe alike against formation ofalternative canons and subjectivities ("On the Rhetoric
ofRacism" 20 and 21). Gates says racism on U.S. university campuses is the material
effect of a more theoretical level. From news reports, it appears that campus racism is
alive and well, hand-in-hand with the dismantling of affirmative action across the country,
suggesting that theoretical sources are also alive and well.
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Ahmad acknowledges that, in making Jameson a model for his own thinking prior to

recognizing Jameson's assumptions, he had internalized Jameson's view ofAhmad as

"other," accepting the binary he comes to reject in his article. Lila Abu-Lughod regards

"the selflother distinction (as] central to the paradigm of anthropology" and adds that this

distinction is one of domination (138·139). Cultural studies shares permeable borders

with anthropology, also creating us/them separations which divide the subjects of studies

from themselves, Linda Tuhiwai Smith writes, "Much ofwhat I have read [in academic

textsJhas said that we do not exist, that ifwe do exist it is in terms which I cannot

recognize, that we are no good and that what we think is not valid" .in which words such

as 'we', 'us', 'our', T, actually exclude me" (35),

Wittgenstein also recognized a tendency of thought that constructs such rigid

oppositions, generalizations, and exclusions as common among western philosophers and

he included it in his descriptions of and attempts to relieve what he called "mental cramp,"

You thought that there was one possibility, or only two at most. But I made you

think ofothers, Furthermore, I made you see that it was absurd to expect the

concept to conform to those narrow possibilities, Thus your mental cramp is

relieved, and you are free to look around the field of use of the expression and to

describe the different kinds of uses ofit. (Malcolm 50)

Although this seems to gloss over the idea that there is no theory-free perception-

describing too, as Ahmad points out, carries a position--to say no position is theory-free

does not mean that all describing necessarily arises from constructed theory of the kind

Ahmad discusses, The theory Jameson applies to third world literatures is not the same as
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paradigms that underlie a worldview. Underlying paradigms make the formation of such

theories possible. In fact, use of the word "theory" for the idea that all seeing, speaking,

writing, etc., is positioned is confusing since it takes a word used for purposeful

construction of a system and uses it to describe unformulated and possibly unseen

positions held due to our daily existence within a culture. The idea that "everything is

theorized" falls into fallacy because of this confusion. Use of the word "ideology" is also

confusing here since it too implies constructed and/or purposely held beliefs.

It is a matter oflogic that theories we intentionally construct rest on positions (not

theories) we hold by virtue of being part of a culture. As Peter Winch says in the Preface

to his 1990 second edition of Ihe Idea ofa Social Science, "Unless there is a form of

understanding that is not the result of explanation, no such things as explanation would be

possible" (x). Theories rest on what we might call "assumptions" that are not theorized.

This is why it is so hard, if not impossible, for us to decide to be politicaUy correct and

honor knowledge that we cannot be objective in our academic work. As I pointed out in

an example on page 70, paradigms are so difficult to move that we still "see" the sun

rising and setting rather than the earth turning. This seeing is not a choice. We would

have to be continuously aware of our attitude to make the change.

Ahmad is using the term "theory," in describing Jameson's work, as that which is

purposefully constructed as a tautological system with internally defin.ed terms:

If this "third-world" is constituted by the singular "experience of colonialism and

imperialism," and if the only possible response is a nationalist one, then what else is
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there that is more urgent to narrate than this "experience"; in fact, there is nothing

else to narrate. (9)

This "there is nothing else..." is a statement oflogic, not a statement of fact because the

theory determines what can and cannot be said in terms of its own system. Theory

building of this kind defines its territory and determines it, as Ahmad shows Jameson's

construction ofa theory for "third-world literature" has done, defining the terms of

discussion, what goes into it and how its contents are to be understood. Such a theory, as

Wittgenstein saw, says precisely nothing that is not already determined by the terms ofthe

theory. It is tautological. Wittgenstein says:

4.46 Among the possible groups of truth-conditions there are two extreme

cases.

In one ofthese cases the proposition is true for all the truth-possibilities of

the elementary propositions. We say that the truth-conditions are

tautological. ...

4.461 Propositions show what they say: tautologies and contradictions show that

they say nothing. A tautology has no truth-conditions, since it is

unconditionally true.... Tautologies and contradictions lack sense ... (For

example, I know nothing about the weather when I know that it is either

raining or not raining.) (Tractatus)

As Ahmad observes, "one is not quite sure whether one is dealing with a fallacy ('all third

world texts are' this or that) or with the Law ofthe Father (you must write this if you are

to be admitted to my theory)" (12). Namely, it is not clear whether Jameson is making
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logical mistakes or whether he is canying on a colonial tradition of writing how the third

world (in this case) is to think of itself Ahmad concludes he is doing both.

Deciding whether a western academic argument is fallacious or colonial is not

helped by inscrutable styles ofwriting (I may be guilty myself) that I believe go along with

the attempt to come across as objective and external to oneself Vilsoni Hereniko writes,

"The tendency to write in an aloof, detached, and jargonistic style is a smoke screen that

disguises academic biases, ignorance, and insecurity" (89). Namely, the fact that most

outsider academics do not know the indigenous cultures they are writing about (and how

much we do not know) can be camouflaged by the academic style ofwriting--its distance

and stance of objectivity, its style of presentation. Again, style may not seem the correct

term for what I am talking about here, but the aloofness, detachedness and use ofjargon

that Hereniko refers to are reflections of underlying unquestioned ideologies of objectivity,

externalization of viewpoint, and ethnocentricity that I have been discussing.

As I discussed in Chapter 4 (pp. I I3-1 14), in the west we do not question our

separation from the world we see about US or that we can make Objective judgements

about it from that distance. These "assumptions" (which we do not in fact assume since

we hardly think about them) determine the way we move in the world, how we describe it,

what we see. As Ahmad also points out, ifwe see the world in a way that has certain

populations designated as lesser than us, we will "describe" them in ways that support our

experience (6). Jameson's "theory" rests on "othering" cultural paradigms that Ahmad

has finally seen revealed in the fault lines of Jameson's generalizing and binary building.
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Poet/philosopher David Antin argues against theory building as a way to

knowledge. He sees the kind of theory building Ahmad accuses Jameson ofundertaking

as pre-determining and describes Martin Heidegger's philosophy in a way that relates it to

Jameson's. He sees Heidegger not as a discovering but as already having determined what

can and cannot be said, how it can be described in the terms of his theories:

[I]fthinking is travelling it's not on a track--laid down--over and over. Anyone

who starts with "Being" as a goal has already reduced the possibility of traveling.

He always it seems knew what Being was and could produce it from his hip pocket

when necessary. ("Correspondence" 623-24)

In a proposal for an alternative methodology, Antin suggests what he caUs "tuning"

(an all-sensory--including the sixth sense Manu Meyer and others refer to--version of

listening) to one's surroundings. He compares it to "brute technology" of theory building,

tuning being displayed in the way "the Australian desert people inhabit a territory where

rainfall is sporadic and sparse'" and theory building by "a kind of Vietnam war against the

earth" (644). Insistence on following an already pre-determined path in investigation

involves unawareness ofthe possibilities of"tuning" according to Antin and results in a

point ofview that obliterates a multiplicitous (and what poet/critic Joan Retallack calls an

as yet unintelligible, unknowable) reality, one we have to become "unintelligable" to

perceive (Retallack 345-346, 359). Ahmad comments on what could be characterized as

2

Or in Hawai'i by the appeals ofKanaka Maoli activists against the building of the H3
freeway through Halawa Valley, the bombing by the U.S. military ofKaho'olawe and
Makua Valley, and many other actions daimed as "necessary" under a western model and
experienced as devastation by those who hold the land as a relation and sacred.
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Jameson's inability to tune, which Ahmad shows results from the very structure of theory

building. Theory calls for freeway building: "One knows of so many texts from one's own

part of the world which do not fit the description of' national allegory' that one wonders

why Jameson insists so much on the category'all.' Without this category, ofcourse, he

cannot produce a theory of third-world literature" (Ahmad 12).

As an alternative to theory building, what "tuning" could offer in the academy has

to hang on a kind of open-endedness, a willingness to listen and to acknowledge ourselves

lacking in understanding, as Linda Krumholz suggests (pp.12 and 15 above), when we are

told by those we are studying that what we are doing is wrong. I believe that even ifone

person says this, we have to stop and try to understand. Keala Kelly has told me she is

dubious about non-indigenous people being quiet and listening to indigenous people,

because there are those who be quiet and listen and then go away and publish something

anyway, or set themselves up as teachers, without really understanding what they have

heard (Conversations). However, what I an] suggesting is that we also stop publishing

and teaching without being asked and/or assisted, at least for a while, and also that we ask

questions or just hold back and watch instead ofacting as though we always understand

what we are hearing. I suggest we become aware moment to moment that we might not

be grasping what we are hearing.

The multiple starts, stops, turnarounds, and collapses that have characterized the

writing of this dissertation are an example of tuning, I hope--not at all a comtbrtable

process (and sometimes a very reluctant one!) but one that is based in deep personal

relationships with the people who are most affected. Sometimes r have wanted to run and
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hide, give up all thoughts of completing, go back to Cornwall where 1 was born and live in

the woods. But the importance of saying these things is too great; my friends are saying,

"Finish, finish; we want to cite you!" Too late to turn back and write "normally" about

my friend Mary TallMountain's writing and Joyce's and Joe Balaz' .

***

Effects

Because of these problems with our methods, my tenth point arises: most western

scholars do not think of the effects our scholarship will have on the cultures we focus on.

Even where it might look as though we are concerned (as in sociological studies), the

focus and the result in the world is in fact most often to increase the understanding of

other members of the academy and promote one's own career, not to improve, in the

community's own estimation, the lives of those who are objects ofthe study. Protests

from within indigenous communities (Native Hawaiian and Samoan, for instance) here in

Hawai'i to academic studies supposed to help local communities but which are undertaken

without experiencing the life of the community or consulting them for their concerns are

to the point.' The academic demand for objectivity and therefore separation in such

'For instance, an audience member at a series ("Overcoming Colonial Violence")
held by graduate students in the University ofHawai'i at Manoa Anthropology
Department expressed anger over the way sociologists from the University tend to ordain
programs from outside the community without taking pains to understand what the
problems of the community really are from the inside. I also recall a conversation with
two Native Hawaiian Psychology Ph.D. candidates at the Honolulu-based American
Institute for Psychology. Both confirmed a scholarly invasion felt by indigenous
communities in Hawai'i from psychologists who fail to consider they may not understand
the values people have in the communities they think they are serving or even that there is
something beyond their own perspective to be taken into consideration.
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studies generally means that researchers do not take into account the relationship of the

researcher to the community under study and therefore that the research is experienced as

invasive and/or damaging rather than collaborative and helpful by the focus group. Paula

Gunn Allen says,

Ifpeople die as a result of preserving tradition in the white way ofpreservation,

for whom will the tradition be preserved?....Because ofthe power of

language...one singer warned Toelken (a white folklorist] himselfthat he was

flirting with becoming a witch or being seen as one. ("Teaching" 380-381).

Within the lived context that produces a whole meaning for many people, real deaths

result from a way ofproceeding that removes indigenous spirituality, political reality,

understanding of relationships to one another and the material world from their lived

contexts by approaching understanding and description from a western academic

ethnocentric point of view that claims a universal view ofreality. One only has to look at

the history ofHawai'i--where, to the hundreds ofthousands of deaths from disease, one

has to add thousands more from loss of culture, hopelessness that came and still comes

from losing the foundational system ofreference Wittgenstein speaks of--to understand

how this is so.

Linda Tuhiwai Smith comments that although currently, western scholars are

aware that such obvious objectification as Elsie Clews Parson's in 1924 is unacceptable,

recommended protocols are sometimes seen only as necessary nuisances. They are still

not recognized as an integral part of what is being studied:
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Some methodologies regard the values and beliefs, practices and customs of

communities as 'barriers' to research or as exotic customs with which researchers

need to be familiar in order to carry out their work without offence. (I5)

What Smith says here suggests that some shows of respect for studied communities'

beliefs and practices are given only as a necessary tool to achieve the "higher goal" of

western academic research. The anthropologist mentioned on page 135 above, for

instance, complained about the restrictions put on his good intentions, his work, by

requirements of the island community he had visited with his family and is an example of

this kind of technical respect shown as a preliminary to getting on with the work. Such

academics continue to see their evaluations of what "needs to be done" as paramount over

the expressed needs of a community.

The task of and therefore philosophical boundaries for criteria in envisioning

desired effects for a piece of research are confined to the academy. The welfare of the

communities from which the information comes is generally not taken into account. This

is as true in sociology, economics, political science and anthropology, as it is in the field of

literature, including cultural studies, where the intended effect of scholarship is also

usually enlightenment of other scholars more than empathy with the people studied.

In her essay, as I have quoted above (pp.35-36), Gunn Allen details effects studies

of anthropologist Elsie Clews Parsons had on Pueblo people. The effects she mentions are

not ones most ofus in western academia would/will be able to imagine (to "see" as)

counting as effects ofour methods of study. We would have to undergo a (perhaps too

enormous) mental and spiritual shift to begin to see what Gunn Allen depicts as results of
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our inappropriate treatment of sacred materials. But what do we think are the effects of

the thoughtless (or planned) treatment of one culture by another culture? If we pay

attention to and honor the studied culture's own values and tenets, we cannot deny that

we are producing the effects they claim. It is only within our own cultural values that we

can claim innocence. We do recognize, I believe, that colonization (which is another word

for such imposition of one culture upon another) is incalculably damaging to colonized

cultures. But we are slow to recognize when our own superimposition of culturally

defined values has such materially disastrous effects on the cultures we are studying.

Gunn Allen talks about such denials ofvalidity by western scholars in her essay

and elsewhere. The effe(,is, from within her culture, are what she says they are. Denials

from outside Pueblo culture and proclamations of good intent do not connect with what

happened since they are given in a language that does not encompass (and may be

destructive of) the people and traditions that were run over. It would require lonf,rterm

lived engagement in Pueblo culture to approach such an understanding. The spiritual life

of the Hawaiian people too has been and continues to be forbidden, denigrated, and

ruthlessly wiped out assisted by research. In Chapter 4, "Displacing Pele," of his book,

Houston Wood details how the experience ofKanaka Maoli ofthe crater ofKilauea

continues to be denied and overridden by a western vision of things, whether it be

scientific research, tourist propaganda, travel literature, or descriptive writing.

Recently, similar outcry has come from Kanaka Maoli concerning the treatment of

the summit ofMauna Kea, treatment not just by the astronomers who occupy the

telescopes there but by state and county authorities, visitors, and property owners who are
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also oblivious and worse to Kanaka Maoli experience of the mountain as a sacred being.

Los Angeles Times science writer Usha Lee McFarling wrote in a recent article (I quote at

length because 1 think it vital that we understand how much our perhaps well-meaning

intentions affect those whom we don't see from our positions within the western academy,

even if we have lived here in Hawai'i for years, even most ofour lives):

MAUNA KEA--When Ed Stevens drives the dusty track to this wind-swept

summit atop Hawaii's Big Island, he tries hard not to see the gleaming white and

silver telesrope domes set starkly amid this dormant volcano's red rock

He tries not to see where precious cinder cones--homes to

goddesses--were flattened and paved for the hulking Western machines. He tries

not to see a blindingly white radio antenna dish within a stone's throw of an ancient

rock shrine that resembles Stonehenge.

"I go up there and I don't see them. Because if! see them I get angry," said

Stevens, 70, who regularly drives two hours from his house in Kona to worship at

Mauna Kea. In the naturalistic religion ofHawaiians, Mauna Kea--the White

Mountain--is the highest temple in Polynesia, where, amid the snow, Hawaiians

placed shrines and practiced burial rituals so secret that it is taboo to speak of them

to outsiders. (Section A, Column I)

Although this article itself, through its language ("naturalistic" religion, "taboo"),

perpetuates an exotic portrayal ofHawaiian spirituality, it does function to point out that

Kanaka Maoli live in a westernized world that is constantly eroding their still strong

cultural beliefs and practices. McFarling goes on,
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On the way to her high-tech job, (telescope technician Kealoba] Pisciotta would

take part in an age-old Hawaiian tradition. Sbe would stop to worship on the

flanks ofthe mountain., bringing small offerings to her family stone, or aumakua.

But that stone has been desecrated. Once, it was taken to the town dump. Once, it

was carted offby a fellow telescope employee. And once it was overturned,

strewing Pisciotta's aunt's ashes on the ground. Now the stone is missing for good,

and Pisciotta, angry that astronomers did not do more to protect her stone, has

resigned her position at the telescope....

The mountain bolds more than 90 shrines and burial sites None is at the

very top, which is considered too sacred even for shrines and certainly for Western

machines. A 1996 fire that killed three workers building the Subaru telescope on

the mountain was seen by some as a curse, an ominous warning from the gods.

In the article, many astronomers respond entirely from within their own cultural context:

Proud of what they do, and convinced ofits importance, many mainland

astronomers chafe at the way tbey have been represented by islanders.

"It annoys me to see astronomers portrayed as tyrants who come in to

exploit Mauna Kea. That's very unfair," said Richard Ellis, a cosmologist at

Caltech who uses the Keck to study the origin and evolution of galaxies. He

recently turned down the directorship of the Institute for Astronomy because he

believed that political issues, including the Mauna Kea dispute, were compromising

the ability to do first-rate science there.
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"We're searching for truth and knowledge, the kinds of things that have

motivated countries for centuries. We don't need to apologize. We need to explain

what we do."

There are other astronomers who claim to have some inkling of the damage, who are at

least aware there is a problem with their presence:

"It comes as a shock, but there's an element of truth there, isn't there?" said Robert

A. McLaren, a Canadian who oversees astronomy on Mauna Kea for the

University ofHawaii's Institute of Astronomy. "Just because you have a noble

purpose and you don't mean [to cause] any harm doesn't mean you don't."

But the clash over the mountain's use, arising out ofthe gulfbetween cultures (one

indigenous and one occupying a colonial position of power in Hawai'i), continues.

And distress over the way the mountain has been and continues to be regarded and

treated by non-Hawaiians is only a part of the general distress experienced by Kanaka

Maoli over the displacement oftheir culture:

In 1970, when Kealoha Pisciotta was born and the mountain bore just three small

telescopes, Hawaiians weren't allowed to speak their own language in schools.

And their voices, even when it came to protecting their precious Mauna Kea, were

muted.

"Native Hawaiian self-esteem was so low, they didn't know how to argue.

They didn't know how to object," said Nainoa Thompson, 47, a modem Polynesian

navigator who has re-created the long-distance ocean voyaging techniques of his

ancestors, navigating by the stars among Hawaii, Tahiti and Easter Island.
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Through these journeys, Thompson has become a potent symbol of the

resurging pride in Hawaiian culture. But he still cringes when he recalls that his

grandmother was beaten for speaking her native Hawaiian language in school.

Pualani Kanahele, the daughter of a revered cultural leader on the Big

Island, cringes too, and weeps openly when discussing the mountain. She won't

even look up at Mauna Kea now, because she did nothing to stop the telescopes,

which she, like many here, call pimples. "1 have to stand up to my grandkids," the

anguished Kanahele said at one hearing, "and say, '1 never did anything.' "

Telescopes may seem an unlikely bonding agent for a budding indigenous

political movement. But the fight against development on the mountain is bringing

together Hawaiians of all types, not only cultural practitioners, activists and

environmentalists, but also grandmothers, students, engineers and even retirees

who pledge to throw their bodies in front of construction equipment.. ..

Hawaiians are still fighting to regain control of 1.8 million acres of ceded

lands that once belonged to Hawaii's queen.

The Mauna Kea Astronomy Precinct sits squarely on those ceded lands.

The battle over telescopes has become a chance to reclaim, symbolically

and practically, ground that their people lost long ago.

"Mauna Kea is the center of our spirituality," said Thompson, who also sits

on the University ofHawaii's board of regents. "For it to be the place we debate

this issue is not by chance."
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Chaffee, the director ofthe Keck, agrees. "This isn't about astronomy," he

said. "We're just the most visible thing. We're a lightning rod for years and years of

distrust. "

McFarling concludes:

Still, an almost unfathomably deep culture clash remains. The very traits that make

for a successful scientist today--a dispassionate, detached view ofthe world and an

extremely narrow focus on a single question--are characteristics that many

Hawaiians mistrust.

"You can't have a one-track mind; all you want to do is look up in the sky

at those things and not care about anything else," said Larry Kimura, an assistant

professor in the budding Hawaiian language program at the University of Hawaii

at Hilo who helped head the committee that drafted the master plan [for oversight

of the mountain' s use]. "You don't just start plopping things all over the

place--your million-dollar machines--without thinking of giving anything back. "....

Hawaiians are not the only ones fiustrated by cultural differences.

McLaren is among astronomers who feel blindsided by Hawaiian

complaints that did not surface when the telescopes were being planned.

(Objections raised initially in the 1970s and '80s centered on environmental issues

and access to the mountain for hunters and hikers.)

"With our Western ways, we speak up. That's not necessarily the Hawaiian

way," McLaren said.
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But he does admit that the astronomers who planned the mountain should

plead guilty to cultural ignorance.

"They didn't put those [telescopes] up there because science is more

important than Hawaiian culture," he said. "They put those things up there because

they didn't think ofHawaiian culture at alL"

Astronomers are scientists, so it might be suggested that the cultural clash is

confined to differences between the world view ofscience and that of lay people, including

scholars from non-scientitic disciplines. This is not so. Whether the non-indigenous

published and -taught reality comes from Astronomy or English, imposition of one culture

upon another occurs. Edward Said points out, in Orientalism, that there is a collaboration

(conscious or unconscious) between science and the humanities in shifting a colonized

people toward the invaders' way of seeing the world:

The interchange between the academic and the more or less imaginative meanings

of Orientalism is a constant one, and since the late eighteenth century there has

been a considerable, quite disciplined--perhaps even regulated--traffic between the

two....[a] corporate institution foc.making statements about it, authorizing views

of it, describing it, by teaching about it, settling it, ruling over it (3)

As Linda Smith adds, "In these acts both the formal scholarly pursuits of

knowledge and the informal, imaginative, anecdotal constructions ofthe Other are

intertwined with each other and with the activity of research." Smith continues,

Many researchers, academics and project workers may see the benefits of their

particular research projects as serving a greater good "for mankind', or serving a
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specific emancipatory goal for an oppressed community. But belief in the ideal

that benefiting mankind is indeed a primary outcome of scientific research is as

much a reflection of ideology as it is of academic training. It becomes so taken for

granted that many researchers simply assume that they as individuals embody this

ideal and are natural representatives of it when they work with other communities.

Indigenous peoples across the world have other stories to tell which not only

question the assumed nature of those ideals and the practices that they generate,

but also serve to tell an alternative story. (2)

I am quoting at length here too because I wish to document the reaction of many

non-western people to the imposition, via scholarly readings and interpretations, of

western academic values on their communities. Effects are not just psychic discomfort,

though that is not at all to be dismissed. They are material, as Gunn Allen, McFarling,

Smith, and Wood describe, because such psychic damage results in negative material

consequences within a worldview in which all things are connected.

Material effects include differences in the ways people are treated within a colonial

system often informed by western protocols and theories. Following is an example of

replacement of western psychological methods--often harmful or unhelpful to indigenous

peoples--with an indigenous modeL According to Honolulu Magazine writer Les Peetz,

the results are beneficial when western models are replaced with indigenous ones within

the community:

Malcolm Chun defuses serious conflicts involving Native Hawaiian children and

their families. His work is based not upon Western psychology but on
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ko'opol/OPOl/O, a Hawaiian word which means roughly "to make right." Because

Hawaiian culture is traditionally social rather than individualistic, Chun's work in

therapy depends upon the active involvement of the entire group. This means, he

says, that the emphasis in treating family problems, no matter how bitter they are,

is the good ofthe entire group. The question ofwho is right or wrong--one which

is seen often enough in courtrooms and shrinks' [therapists] offices--is secondary

and often irrelevant to healing. (33)

In examining effects of western scholarship, I cannot ignore effects it has on us

who undertake it. I have already mentioned problems of self-objectification as we engage

in or live with emotional distance about the cultures, artifacts and persons of others. In

"Silenced Knowings," Lorenz and Watkins use the term "percepticide" (coined by Diana

Taylor writing about the "dirty war" in Argentina) to describe "the effects ofviolence on

individuals, the erasure of one's own perceptions and knowledge." They say, "[W]hen we

live in an environment where violence, hatred, and exclusion are the rule, what losses does

each indi"idual sustain in the realm of spontaneity, openness, and creativity?" Though it

might seem that percepticide is too extreme a term to use on our own numbing, Lorenz

and Watkins use it to query the effects on those of us in colonizing societies after "500

years of colonialism... a history of multiple genocides in Afiica, Asia, and the Americas,"

including, of course, in Hawai'i, where outcry against ongoing genocide is a daily

occurrence (3).

We receive reverse fallout, 1 believe, in the form of numbing, from a procedure

that Gunn Allen says, "In accordance with __ .academic training __ .objectified, explained,
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detailed and analyzed their lives as though they were simply curios, artifacts, fetishes, and

discussed the supernaturals as though they were objects of interest and patronization"

("Teaching" 383-384). To treat others and their cultures from a position of emotional

removal, to objectifY them, we cannot escape objectifYing ourselves, cutting off the

connections within ourselves that make us healthy emotional beings. To turn away

without acknowledgment from those who are making such accusations is to remove

ourselves from full perception. There are current attempts to resolve similar situations.

The process of restorative justice as practiced in South Africa, New Zealand and

other places' is a way of making things right between violator and victim, including

between colonized people and their colonizers. The process recognizes that if a person

commits a crime against another individual, he is not allowing himself to acknowledge an

equal human relationship with the victim. To appropriate from those of another culture,

one has to block off sensibilities in oneself that would allow relationship to grow. The

perpetrator is damaged as well as the victim.

Restorative Justice (called Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa) is an alternative
justice system that National Institute ofJustice Visiting Fellow Thomas Quinn defines as
focusing" on restoring the health of the community, repairing the harm done, meeting
victims' needs, and emphasizing that the offender can--and must--contribute to those
repairs" and doing these things from within the affected community rather than with the
aid of a removed and hierarchical justice system (I). "Both Tongan and Samoan
communities have a tradition ofrestorative justice when it comes to offending in the
community....Maori have a tradition... still in effect in many rural areas, whereby the
restoration of all concerned--the victims, the offenders, the whanau, the iwi--is the
principal objective" (Consedine 9-10). In Hawai'i, the process ofho 'oponopono functions
in a comparable way, where the focus is restoration ofwholeness and harmony to the
entire community in question.
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Restorative justice is an alternative judiciary system that recognizes this balance of

wounding between one who has cut off from empathy in order to commit the crime and

one who has been treated as an object by him. Restorative justice deals with crime by

facing the perpetrator directly with the victim without the intermediary of a hierarchical

punitive judiciary in order to allow restoration ofrelationship between the parties and by

recognizing the importance ofcommunity. It is a change in the perception of what

"justice" is that has been used in South Africa as an aid in decolonization (Tutu 7).5

In Restorative Justice: Healing the FJfects ofCrime, New Zealand prison chaplain

and justice campaigner Jim Consedine describes the indigenous model he works with:

Restorative justice is a philosophy that embraces a wide range ofhuman emotions,

including healing, mediation, compassion, forgiveness, mercy, reconciliation as

well as sanction when appropriate. It also recognizes a world view that says we

are all interconnected and that what we do, be it for good or evil, has an impact on

others.... [C]rime is no longer defined as an attack on the state but rather as an

offence by one person against another. It is based onthe recognition of the

The South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission works to achieve reconciliation
between perpetrators and victims of violence by giving amnesty to those who admit to and
disclose their crimes and by "establishing and making known the fate or whereabouts of
victims and restoring their human and civil dignity by granting them an opportunity to
relate their own accounts of the violations, and recommending reparation measures in
respect of them" in order to heal both perpetrator and victim by re-establishing
relationship (Justice Center Website 1). The TRC has done this to help heal the wounds
created by a colonial system that relegated Black South Africans to a sub-human position
-in the minds of the white minority Black South Africans were not capable of relationship
and therefore could be recipients of torture, rape, theft, murder, dispossession ofland and
culture (IRC Final Report Introduction 1).
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humanity ofboth offender and victim....There will be less alienation, stronger

bonding among family members, a greater degree of personal and social

empowerment. (183-184)

Within the international system ofcolonization which Bishop Desmond Tutu in the

Foreword to Consedine's book recognizes as responsible for alienation that produces

much crime, the state has historically introduced itself as a controlling third party.

Through the institution oflaws, licensing, and so on, the state becomes broker in all

relationships (marriage, childbearing, ownership of houses, cars, etc.) and inserts itself as

an external structure to replace the internal relational structure of reciprocity that has in

the past regulated dealings between individuals within a culture. (Charlie Isaacs describes

relational organization along with the state sponsored legal apparatus that replaced it in

Hawai'i in his paper, "A Kanaka MaoH Perspective," mentioned in Chapter 6.)

Where a people have been colonized, the state positions itself to adjudicate

relationships so it can enforce the colonized population's subjugation. Sally Merry (in

Colonizing Hau'ai 'i: The Cultural Power ofLaw) and Houston Wood (in the "Coda" to

Displacing Natives) amply document the legal changes made once Euro-American

colonists decided to settle for good in Hawai'i. Merry quotes Kanaka Maoli historian

Samuel Kamakau's Ruling Chiefs ofHawat 'i:

A learned man [William Little Lee] had arrived with knowledge of the law, and the

foreigners who were holding office in the government hastened to put him forward

by saying how clever and learned he was and what good laws he would make for

the Hawaiian people. The truth was, they were laws to change the old laws of the
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natives of the land and cause them to lick ti leaves like the dogs and gnaw bones

thrown at the feet of strangers, while the strangers became their lords, and the

hands and voices of the strangers were raised over those of the native race. (6)

For instance, adultery was made illegal in the rnid-1800s, and it was the Kanaka Maoli

population, whose cultural norms of sexual relationship were multiple and complex, who

suffered most from imprisonment under the new laws. Women were particularly affected

as Christian values began to replace those of Kanaka Maoli culture. In the year 2000, I

helped type the civil and criminal code of the Hawaiian Kingdom on the web, which meant

entering page after page oflaws. One thing that stood out was that whenever a person

was sent to prison or declared mentally ill, their property was put in trust for them and

used to pay to keep them in jail. If they stayed in jailor died there, the land remained in

trust. Much land must have changed hands in this way. The laws effectively changed

Kanaka Maoli culture by punishing anything that differed from the western Christian

model while at the same time transferring much Kanaka Maoli property to haole hands.

We are not unaware, it seems, of the personal dangers of emotional disconnection

resulting from objectifying others. Scientists have been made ludicrous, ifnot monstrous,

in media since Swift Gulliver and before. (Consider portrayals in Frankenstein. '[he

Borrowers, Dr. Caligari 's Box, Dr. Jekell andAfr. Hyde, Pygmalion and its successor My

Fair Lady, Halley I Shrunk the Kids, and countless others.) Usually they are portrayed as

. clueless about practical things, callous and/or unseeing of human feelings, bent on

uncovering the secrets of nature at the cost ofmisery for themselves and others, coldly

loyal to a program ofunbendable law_The fact that these are caricatures does not
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invalidate observations about what happens when a human being separates and

encapsulates some of their relationships to the world from other relationships. These

portraits of scientists are repeated in representations of scholars ofall sorts, whose failings

are seen as mainly lack of connection to the intimacies of human relationship and

relationship to the natural world.

While I cannot pretend that the extremes of this portrait apply to the academics I

know, love, and am, it is nonetheless true that we are pressured to conform to a model

that expects emotional and spiritual cut-off, removal of personal involvement, an ability to

compartmentalize allegiances, visualizations, and conceptualizations, and an assumption

that we are removed and separate from the world we study. As I said in Chapter 1, these

attributes of academia have been a problem for me as I moved through the expectations of

this degree. 1believe they are problems that have the potential for severely damaging

effects on those ofus who choose to continue and pursue careers as scholars.

Helene Shulman Lorenz and Mary Watkins discuss these effects in "Silenced

Knowings," where they push for a unilateral use of what they call "liberation psychology,"

namely, psychology that links the individual with the community, with history, culture, and

social realities (5). What has to be done, they say, is to cease regarding the individual in

isolation from those relationships. Such a disassociation produces

disincentives to reflect on the psychological correlates ofbeing involved in

oppressive structures. For those in colonizing cultures, colonial ideologies have

contributed to dissociating the personal from the cultural, lending us a sense of

interiority that is strangely disconnected from context, historical and cultural (13).
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I see it as vital that those ofus from colonizing cultures past and present, come to a point

where we can "be in relationship with all those disowned parts of ourselves connected

with shame, humiliation, degradation, and sadness left over from both a personal and a

cultural past that we have never learned to mourn" (10). In the wake of the 9/11 disaster,

where national grief and mourning was cut short by almost immediate calls for retaliatory

violence, we have an opportunity to see this phenomenon more clearly. John Trudell

refers to the toxic effects of an un-dealt with colonial heritage when he says the tribes of

Europe have been psychically mined to the extent that the only thing they know how to do

is to mine others. Part ofour forgetting of who we are is our enclosure and self

protection from "silenced knowings" ofour complicitness in a system that oppresses the

peoples we study.

In the final chapters of this dissertation, I will outline some of the ways through

and ways around and paths among that I have followed and am still following to try and

find solutions to these problems. Chapter 8 examines examples of non-indigenous

commentaries on indigenous work, indigenous commentaries using western theories, and

indigenous commentary relying on indigenous knowledge; Chapter 9 explores avenues and

options for alternatives to western scholarship; and Chapter 10 concludes the dissertation.

In the next chapter, 1 will examine some specific examples of colonial scholarship

and specific alternatives to those examples. Hopefully these examinations will begin to

give some bulk to what [ have been saying on a theoretical level in this and the previous

chapters.
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I go where I'm pulled from inside. I'm pulled to anarchy, earth smelling, jungle,

woods, ocean, people who yell and cry, invite you in, scold, hug, grin and share. Pulled

from inside this mixed-up working!uppenniddleclass, English!Americanlwhoknowswhat,

country/uprooted, uptight/flagrant, antiauthoritarianlfrightened/defiant,

angrygrievingpassivepushy, gardening! walkinglhitchhiking!liveoutside crazywoman.

That's part of how I've come here. I'm sure of it. I haven't tried very much to shut

anything or anyone out. I've wanted to encompass everything. That's part of trying to fit

in, strangely enough. Try to fit in to enough hugely different ways ofbeing and you get

stretched. Around the middle of my life, I got to thinking trying to fit in was a terrible

thing to do, that it made me sell out who I am too mUCh, but now I'm not so sure. Maybe

it has drawbacks, but being immovable has bigger ones, I think. Hopefully, there's a

middle ground.

I wrote about love in my B.A. honors thesis in philosophy. I've lived love, and it

hurts. I helped open the first contraceptive clinic in Cork city. Then my baby died, and I

fled north to Donegal and the Reichian community with Jenny James, who now writes her

fierce love from Colombia. Do you know about Reich? Unlike Freud, he celebrates

passion, the goodness of human beings, getting down under social conditioning to the true

social cooperative human being. He celebrates the real goodness and generosity of

children. He refuses Freud's assumptions that we must suppress and sublimate ourselves

to be civilized Rot, he says! And he died in a U.s. jail in 1952 because he trusted the



u. S. justice system to be fair. The F.D.A. bumed his books. Read him. He may have

been crazy, as they say, when he died, but I don't think so. He had built a rain maker and

was bringing rain to the desert. He was curing cancer with orgone enerh'Y and emotional

release therapy. So many therapies have descended from him without a word of thanks,

ashamed to be associated. lowe Jenny and all the folks who keep that community going

the hugest debt. I think they saved my life and help bring me here where I celebrate love

and seek to break out of cerebral standardization while arguing within it.
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CHAPTERS

EXAMPLES

In this chapter, 1 look at examples of scholarship that critique works of one culture

from within another and compare them with critiques from within the original culture.

First I will take a look at my writing about Mary TallMountain and secondly at several

scholars' work on James Joyce'. The purpose is to reveal problems within the cross-

cultural projects just by virtue oflimits ofunderstanding from one culture to another. By

no means do I want to say that cross-cultural understanding is impossible. But academic

commentary from a colonizing culture on works ofa colonized culture (especially

endangered indigenous cultures) is questionable because of the power connected to the

academic voice and limited insights that being an outsider inevitably brings with it. In my

experience and that ofother "halties," understanding a culture that one was not born and

raised in takes a very long time ofliving immersed within that culture. I have lived in the

United States half my life and still cannot say I fully understand what it is to be American.

My feeling is that I will never completely understand, although I certainly can say more

than someone who has never lived or only lived for a short while in the States.

But it is still pertinent to ask what positive contributions commentary by non-

The Irish are an indigenous people ifone accepts the characterization that they are a
people rooted in the land of their origin, connected by descent, i.e., lineage/genealogy, and
that they have been colonized
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indigenous academics on indigenous cultures may have offered and may still offer. In her

acknowledgments to those who helped get The Sacred Hoop finished and published, Paula

Gunn Allen includes many non-indigenous helping hands, among them Judy Grahn, white

poet and publisher for editorial and other help, and academics who encouraged and

supported Gunn Allen with teaching jobs, publishing, and editorial commentary. Other

indigenous writers and scholars can tell similar stories. There have been and are useful,

stimulating, supportive efforts coming from the western academy. However, the 1990s

and 2000s have brought a time of change. Pushing against continuing colonial practices in

the academy and elsewhere, indigenous scholars increasingly call for western academics to

give up the privilege of defining indigenous cultures. As Sherry B. Ortner says in her

article, "Reading America: Preliminary Notes on Class and Culture,"

I would argue that we are still in the process of playing out many of the changes

set in motion in the sixties .. .At the same time, quite a few things have happened

since then, both out in the world and in the pages of academia. Sticking to the

academic front, there has been an extraordinary growth of concern about the

question of how we produce and authorize the claims we as scholars make about

the world. (163)

Indigenous scholars, writers, researchers, and scientists need space to define their cultures

for themselves.

At the Pacific Writers Forum mentioned in Chapter I, I talked with Maori scholar

Toroa Pohatu, who told me that Maori academics had separated themselves for at least a

year in order to delineate and solidify a Maori university. Disengaging from the colonial
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culture is necessary, she said, when indigenous peoples are not only decolonizing but

building something indigenously based for themselves. They cannot continue to rely on

colonial models or be affected by them while they build an alternative. Manu Meyer's

work on Native Hawaiian epistemology is another case. The examples I give in this

chapter will, 1 hope, further claritY why indigenous scholars are asking for a moratorium.

Mary TallMountain

The first example I will address is that of articles I have published about my friend,

the Athabascan poet, short story and essay writer, Mary TallMountain. I have two papers

and an Encyclopedia ofLiterary Biography entry published: one article in Spring 1994 in

Ariel, "Mary TallMountain's Writing: Healing the Heart Going Home;" and the other in

Summer 1997 in S.A.I.L., "Reflections on Mary TallMountain's Life and Writing:

Reflecting Mirrors." I began writing about TallMountain when I was an M. A. student at

Sonoma State University, California, in 1992, when the long-time professor of the

research methods class assigned us to write six papers on a writer in English who was not

of Euroamerican ancestry--the assignment he gave each year in the research class. I

elected to write on TallMountain rather than someone I could not actually meet because

the opportunity was there to work with someone in the body--a much more shaky and

frightening prospect but also a richer and more fulfilling one. Mary TallMountain was a

good friend ofPaula Gunn Allen, who was a teacher and friend of mine, and she lived

close by me. The relationship I developed with Mary TallMountain was very close,

independent of my work on her writing. We read each other's poetry at readings, made

silly faces, laughed a lot, drank tea, talked about suffering in the world. She told me she
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would always be there for me, even after death. But close as I was to her, I am not

Athabascan, not even Indian. I do not know her culture of origin (though I do share her

culture of exile) and therefore cannot understand her writing in its light or, as Gunn Allen

can and has, in the light of the American Indian experience of colonial oppression. Our

closeness is no guarantee that I will not distort the meaning of her work in my image and it

does not excuse me from acknowledging the privilege that led to my being an M.A. and

then a PhD. candidate who has access to conferences and publishing and teaching.

An example of the difference work from inside a culture can make is a review

Mary TallMountain wrote of Gunn Allen's novel The Woman Who Owned the Shadows. I

read several reviews by non-Native critics, but the only one that made sense of the novel

for me was the one by TallMountain, who read her friend's work from a spirituality that

illuminated the book as no non-Indian academic exploration could. TallMountain writes:

This novel arose from a mystical dialog between its creator and the writer. The

creator is Spider Grandmother. Legend: From Double Woman, twins emerged

who "would give human form to the spirit which was the people, and would make

all that lives upon the earth." And everything began.

These concepts, elaborately defined in the novel, hang behind the action as

a veil of thought, an ever changing veil which controls all that exists. Such

mysticism separates the work from literature ofother cultures, so that it is

impossible to classify. It renders this review unlike others because it deals with

different levels ofthe life and the spirit ofthe poet.... She has delved deeply into

mystic thought; the novel gathers her findings. This reviewer has followed the
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novel throughout its growth from its inception and her attempts to relate her

impressions for readers who may identifY with these concepts, who are interested

in the life of the spirit. Such a theme can not be understood or written linearly

The reader needs to be truly engaged with it. Only this process wiU mine its

depths. (1)

TaUMountain's sharply intelligent appraisal illuminates the novel with an understanding

previously unavailable to me because the experiences of Indian spirituality as well as of

oppression as an Indian in the novel are shared by TallMountain and Gunn Allen and not

by me. Before I read TallMountain's review, I could not grasp Gunn Allen's work.

The first criticism I have ofmy own work is that it did not come about as a result

of a need within the American Indian community. It was a project conceived by a white

professor at a predominantly white college and, in its normal fonn, gave little or nothing

of use back, as far as I know, to the communities it focused on. My own articles on

TallMountain's writing were not, as TallMountain's review was, elicited by a request from

her, the object ofmy study, or anyone who knew her and wanted to call forth a critique or

an appreciation of her work. The spark was a requirement for the M.A. in English at

Sonoma State University, not a need from within a part of the Indian community or even a

reflection ofan already established friendship. I chose to go and meet TallMountain and

to get to know her and write about her because to do so was more challenging and

interesting than covering someone I could only read about in books and who had already

been written about many times before. rhad no idea ofthe enormous extra-curricular,

extra-academic rewards that were in store for me in getting to know Mary TallMountain.
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TalIMountain's generous nature, my delight in finding her, and the almost

complete lack ofwriting about her luckily gave me the opportunity to follow my heart as

well as my head in the six papers I produced on her for the class. I found nothing in my

searches for academic articles on her, very little in the way of reviews ofher work. What I

did find was many people who used her work in their teaching, admired her as an elder

and a visionary, thanked her for helping them heal through writing. If this sounds like a

tribute, that's because it is. If the work I have done has been a help to those who are

using her poetry and stories in their teaching, I am happy, but it was not with that end in

mind that I set out to write about her. I began purely as a way to get through a degree

that would hopefully result in a job for me somewhere and a living for me and my children.

My heart connection to her and her work came later and might not have happened at aiL

The second criticism I have is that the articles I WTOte and the papers I delivered at

conferences are from the perspective of an itinerant Englishwoman, long-time resident in

the white sector of the U.S.A. Nowhere in my papers do I acknowledge that I might not

know what I am talking about. This is particularly true because I was writing as an M.A.

student and wished to appear "scholarly," "right," and "knowing my subject." The fact

that each paper was received by my professor with delight and an emphatic"A" supported

me in the assumption that what I was doing was not only appropriate but laudable. It is

also true that TallMountain herself was glad to be (finally) the focus ofcritical attention,

and our friendship and her delight in my own poetry made her confident that I would not

distort who she was. However, at the time I was writing these papers, she had already

suftered a stroke that left her with aphasia and therefore she was unable to focus on what I
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had written in order to review it and correct misrepresentations or mistakes I made. By

this time, she was hardly able to write responses to the many requests she received to give

readings and suhmit her work. My writing went unreviewed by anyone qualified until I

submitted two of the papers to refereed journals. Even then, whether the referees

included Indian reviewers who knew TallMountain's work I do not know.

The point here is that my "scholarship"--what I knew to become a "TallMountain

scholar"--was based on a fiiendship ofa year with TallMountain, three years of study with

Paula Gunn Allen, good-hearted intention, empathy with her Inbetween culture, talking to

many people who knew her and/or used her work in their teaching, and little else. What

did I know of Athabascan culture? Nothing except what she herself, who was taken away

when she was six years old and who no longer recognized it as the home she had sought

when she returned to Nulato, told me. What do I know of American Indian spirituality?

Nothing except what Paula Gunn Allen told us in her workshop on women's spirituality,

where she purposely focused on the work of G.t. Gurdjieff more than anything Indian, and

what memory and imagination growing up in cultures other than my own has to tell me.

The shame of it is that there is no one who knows more out there, who has the insider

knowledge to give a truer picture of her, who is publishing work on Mary Ta1lMountain.

No one, that is, except Gunn Allen herselfwho has written about TallMountain for years

but only briefly, the latest being four pages in her recent On the Reservation: Reflections

on Boundary-Busting, Border-Crossing, Loose Canons (127-131).

While I still get joy from reading what 1 have published about TallMountain,

recalling the time 1 spent with her and my love for her as a person, there are several places
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in particular where my published work on her falls down because, in the sense I have been

outlining in this dissertation, I do not know what I am talking about and/or my own

imagination, my own values and agendas are what drive my portrayal of her work without

my having been up-front even with myselfabout it. I am in danger of the kind of misty

eyed romanticizing Linda Smith talks about (12-13) This can be seen, for instance, in the

article in Ariel, where I say, "TallMountain utters into being, into rebirth, the roots that

nourished her mothers before her and continue to nourish her" (138). It is not for me, a

wandering Englishwoman, to say whether Mary TallMountain in fact achieved this re

rooting of herself in Athabascan spirituality or to sound as though I know what

Athabascan spirituality might be. As I say above, I know very very little of American

Indian sacred knowledge and even less about Athabascan practice. How much of what I

say, then, depends on TallMountain's representation ofherself to me and how much my

own longing to re-establish my roots through connection with my ancestors?

The question does not come up in my ""riting as to the ability ofTallMountain

herself to represent the Athabascan way oflife without romanticizing it (she acknowledges

in "My Wild Birds Flying," that she cannot consider her birth village Nulato as the home

she has been seeking) and whether that matters (136). At least having been raised until

she was six years old among the people ofher Koyukon Athabascan mother makes her

likely to have retained at the very least an intuitive sense of the spirituality she represents.

But familiarity with a Koyukon Athabascan spiritual reality certainly has nothing to do

with my own embedded claim to understand my friend Mary TallMountain's writing.

Admittedly, the Arielarticle addresses a search for (a non-physical) home, a search
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both Mary TailMountain's and my own. There is no denying she made that journey, both

in her written words and from her conversations with me and there is no doubt that I

understand such a search from a similar place of exile. But that does not justify a claim

that the roots TallMountain reclaims are those that nourished her mother and

grandmother. Both Mary TallMountain and I traversed years ofinternal searching,

reclamation, therapy, writing, dreaming because our earthly homes of origin had been

taken from us. The "home" that we each came to, therefore, was not and could not be the

one we had started from and was not the same as the ones our mothers and grandmothers

knew. It was through a journey into her Indian roots, with Paula GullO Allen's help, that

Mary TalIMountain grew back to health and vitality from a path that could have destroyed

her. I cannot question the validity of that journey and of her arrival but neither can I speak

confidently about it. I do not have the insider knowledge ofits landscape.

At a forum on "Indigenous Epistemology" at the Center for Hawaiian Studies at

U.H. Manoa, Australian Aboriginal scholar Dennis Foley (quoting Linda Smith and Manu

Meyer among others) pointed out that he sees his scholarship as "contemporary"

indigenous knowledge rather than traditional indigenous knowledge. He said the

indigenous-based scholarship ofan Aboriginal academic cannot be equated with the

knowledge of elders. The former must give way before the latter. And if contemporary

indigenous scholars cannot speak before the knowledge of indigenous elders, then how

much less can the non-indigenous scholar speak before indigenous scholars.

In the case ofmy articles on Mary TalllI.10untain, what solutions might there be to

the problem? Another quote from Dennis Foley: "The more indigenous academics there
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are, the more we will be able to represent ourselves from within indigenous epistemology,

indigenous ways of knowing" Noenoe Silva reinforced this statement when she said that

one important way non-indigenous academics can help is to make space for indigenous

students to become academics, to help them in any way we can. What needs to happen is

not only that western academics step back so indigenous academics can come forward, but

that we assist in this happening, We have the power and some know-how at this point to

make the path through academia less weighted against the indigenous student, and we can

ask for help in right ways ofchanging the status quo,

James Joyce

The second example I want to put before you is James Joyce, There is an

enormous body ofliterary criticism on Joyce's writing, Theories about his writing range

from those describing him as a global citizen who embraces relativism and the postmodern

situation--"nothing fixed, nothing sure, all ludic play"--to those that attribute an unstinting

realism to everything he wrote, comparing him to Dickens. How are we to distinguish

accuracy from artifice from self-aggrandizement in this range? Surely, as I have stated in

the rest of this dissertation, the criteria for deciding have to rest within Joyce's lived

context, Those outside Irish culture--whether in Ireland or in exile--can claim to

understand him but they do not have the insider knowledge to make their claims stick

To illustrate this proposal, I will take a look at three critics who write about

Joyce's later works, Ulysses and Finnegans Wake. One of them will be an Irish critic who

reads Joyce through the history of the Irish fight for independence; one will be an Irish

critic who stands within the bounds of English!American academic discipline and uses
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non-Irish theory to get a fix on him; and one will be a non-Irish literary critic. I will

examine them against the background ofwhat Joyce himself said about what he was doing

in his later writing, which I claim is the first order ofbusiness. 1 do this because Joyce was

nothing if not his own critic and, given what I have said about the colonialism of

representing those of another culture from outside it, he must be given the first voice.

My insistence on Joyce's primacy in understanding his own work has also to be

understood against the background ofmany theorists' disregard of theory within practice.

The practitioner in this case is an Irish writer who was working before, during, and after

Irish independence. 1 recall again the Pacific Writers Forum and the faculty member who

deplored lack of theory in the discussion between the writers. Literary theorists position

themselves as experts on texts. They tend to regard the authors ofthese texts as artisans

lacking the theoretical distance and faculties necessary to understand the deeper and wider

implications of their own work--a stance which leaves literary scholars in charge of

unravelling and expanding on the meanings of the works produced.

In light of the different cultures and classes (not just in work culture but in nations

and ethnic groups) to which authors and critics often belong, Mary Louise Pratt's contact

zone of" [m]iscomprehension, incomprehension, dead letters, unread masterpieces,

absolute heterogeneity ofmeaning" between cultures is useful ("Arts" 37). The contact

zone is where two cultures have contact but, one being in power over the other, there is

no place for equal exchange of experience and ways of seeing the world to produce

mutual understanding. As the Black civil rights movement in the U.S. and the women's

movements have shown, it has been necessary for the culture whose power of self
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definition has been curtailed to learn the culture of the one in power, just for survival. The

reverse is not true, leading to isolation of theorists from the realities they study and the

constant development and (inter)change that goes on in practice. The sense in which

Joyce is the final arbiter on his own work is that it is his work, and all ofwho he was and

is has to be taken into consideration by a literary critic bent on understanding him if the

criticism is not just to be an image ofthe critic and his theory.

An additional reason Joyce has primacy in commenting on his own work is the

same we as individuals give for claiming authority over what we mean in conversation,

public or private. Even in a professional relationship with a therapist, who may, in the

enclosed space of her office, claim deeper theory- and intuition-driven insights into what

we say, we are still the ultimate arbiters of whether she is right or not, ofwhether what

she suggests makes sense in the contexts ofour lives. She cannot tell me what I feel

without my acquiescence. She makes suggestions, and I either agree or disagree.

This is not just a matter of respect but--as Wittgenstein shows in numerous

discussions of intention, motive, and other "internal" experiences--oflogical tautology

(though respect is certainly a large factor in granting that a speaker knows best what she is

saying) (Philosophical Investigations p.223fl). What we can and cannot say (the logic) of

intention or feeling includes that the speaker/writer/feeler is the last word on it; that is part

of the definition--how we can use them without making nonsense--of the words

"intention" and "feeling," which is why I refer to the situation as tautologous. This is not

to say there is no room for conversation and discussion Others can offer suggestions and

maybe even open up areas the speaker had not recognized, but ifthe speaker rejects
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someone's idea ofwhat she is saying and remains unbudgeable, the argument stops--not

because there might not be more to say but because someone cannot be the final judge of

what another feels. Others can continue trying to persuade the speaker/writer to accept

their interpretations, but they logically cannot prove she has intentions or feelings she

refuses to recognize. It is part of the definition of "feeling,"

The writer (especially the dead writer!) has a much harder time controlling what is

attributed to her than a speaker does (if in fact a writer even wants to control what she has

written once it is published2
), but where a writer has written down her intention and what

she has said she is saying makes sense in the context of her life, who can say they know

better without being ridiculous? The argument for the death of the author, as Soyinka

says about the assumptions of our separation from nature, of the sign from what it refers

to, is part ofa constructed falsity and it ignores that, as Jamaican scholar and writer John

J.M. Figueroa pointed out during his 1994 visit to UH, Manoa, we must never forget that

books are written by people, Writings incorporate the vision, the wisdom, the opinions,

the frailties of human beings, who offer them to the world at large, We may very well

make mistakes when we try to understand them, but that doesn't mean the writers are not

present in their work--it only means we can be mistaken in reading them, just as we can be

mistaken in reading the mood ofa good friend.

Perhaps this is a large part of the reason that Virginia Woolf suffered so much every time
her work was published and issued into the hands ofthe critics and the reading public. A
labor that came deeply from her heart was then given to people who didn't know her, to
be dissected and pronounced upon in public--a difficult prospect but something authors in
the age of mass printing have to get used to,
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Joyce did not hold back from theorizing his own writing and commenting on it, in

his fiction and outside of it. We have reams ofletters, reported conversations, probably

more material than we have on the friends we talk to from day to day. As Robert Ryf says

in A New Approach to Joyce, "Joyce's works are not written...they are constructed. The

principles upon which these constructions are based are his esthetic theories, formulated in

the Portrait and demonstrated in all his works" (106). One ofJoyce's most famous

expositors, Richard Ellman, for instance, describes Joyce responding to Wyndham Lewis'

criticisms in Finnegans Wake via a lecture by his character Shaun, parodying Lewis, and

via the fable of the "Ondt and the Gracehoper" (608).

What does Joyce say about his own writing? I believe it is necessary to pay

attention to the lack of choice he had in the language he had to write in. In Portrait of the

Artist as a Young Man, which has been universally recognized to include Stephen Dedalus

as a self-portrait ofthe young Joyce' (as Dylan Thomas' follow-up, Portrait ofthe Artist

as a Young Dog contains stories of Thomas' youth), Joyce presents the following feelings,

through Stephen, about the English language:

He telt with a smart of dejection that the man to whom he was speaking was a

countryman ofBen Jonson. He thought:

--The language in which we are speaking is his before it is mine. How

different are the words home, Christ, ale, master, on his lips and on mine! I

,
See for instance Colbert Kearney, Frank Budgen (51, 59, 172), Patrick Parrinder,
"Introduction," Fargnoli and Gillespie (50,55-56,81), Ryf(1 06fi), Ellman (Joyce 9, 25n,
33, 120-121, etc., and Letters I47n), Robert Welch (109-112),
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cannot speak or write these words without umest of spirit. His language, so

familiar and so foreign, will always be for me an acquired speech. I have not made

or accepted its words. My voice holds them at bay. My soulfrets in the shadow

0.1his language. (166)(my italics)

Joyce was 32 years old when Portrait began to be serialized in The Egoist. He began

Ulysses and Exiles the same year, 1914. The quote above is that of a seasoned writer and

someone who had been writing and thinking aloud about his writing for years.

Through the mouth of Stephen in Portrait, Joyce claims that the English language

is foreign to him, that it carries with it the constant reminder that he is its prisoner. The

words, "home," "Christ," "ale," "master," carried (and carry) with them their Englishness.

In 1914, England was still "master" in his "home" ofIreland, a master of such cruelty that

many Irish were willing to die to get free after a fight ofnearly 1000 years since the arrival

of the first Normans. The "umest of spirit" Dedalus/Joyce experiences when he uses

English words, as compared to the naturalness they find in the mouth of"the countryman

of Ben Jons011," has everything to do with that colonization4
. As Maori activist Hone

Harawira said at a 1999 forum on "Decolonizing the Mind" in Honolulu, you cannot

"carry your values and your culture in another man's language....Within your own

Cork born scholar and poet Robert Welch, in Changing States: Tranyformations in
Modem Irish Writing, claims that Joyce is not attacking English in Ulysses and FiJlnegans
Wake, that he is in fact showing its splendid capacity, but why, then, so savagely reject it
first (Ill)? I believe it is Irish English that Joyce is celebrating, not English English, and
Robert Welch's insistence (with which I agree) that Joyce is "four-footed,"one who sets
out "things are as they are"-not a "postmodernist, relativist"--argues more for believing
Joyce is committedly Irish, that he cares passionately about Ireland, than that he is only
playing when he declares himself imprisoned by the English language (104, 117).
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language are encapsulated the values and the principles of the people." Kanaka Maoli

doctor Kawika Liu repeated this understanding in an on-line discussion when he said, "to

subscribe to the language ofthe colonizer is to reproduce his authority." {fthis is true, it

is insulting to understand Joyce only as a supreme artist in the English language.

At present (September 30, 2001), I am reminded ofJoyce's bitterness in the

bitterness of many Kanaka Maoli friends seeing the U.S. flag flying once again over Iolani

Palace at the decision of a mainly haole-missionary-descended Board of the Friends of

IoIani Palace. As it was in Ireland and Ngugi wa Thiongo's Kenya, in Hawai'i the English

language was enforced by punishing children in the schools for speaking their language

(Hawaiian was the dominant language ofHawai'i before the advent of the "government

without citizens" of 1893). I hear Kanaka Maoli friends speak offee1ing "schizophrenic"

because they have internalized both colonized and colonizer and they have to choose at

every tum which value to act on, or, more frighteningly, they find themselves acting in

ways which are not, at root, in their own interests. They speak a language (and often only

that language) enforced on their grandparents and great grandparents with the cane, with

shaming, with soap in the mouth, with demeaning punishments. This is not a theoretical

thing but an embodied, physical one. I am certain that Joyce's words would ring a bell

with Kanaka Maoli who read them and who suffer continuing indignity.

Noenoe Silva, in her article "Kanaka Maoli Resistance to Annexation," finds an

ally in Ngugi wa Thiongo' as she points out that"an important part of the subjugation [of

Hawai'i] was the taking away of our 'olelo maoli--our real language" She goes on,

When the U.S.-identified oligarchy ended Hawaiian-language public schools in
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1896, they ripped out the bridge to our kupuna, the bridge to our understanding of

ourselves as a people with a proud past. A generation then grew up, ignorant for

the first time of the language and rna 'aIela oftheir grandparents, and unable to

understand the grief and undercurrents of rage that must have pervaded the lives of

their parents and grandparents who lived through the devastating effects of

epidemics, denigration of their customs, and loss of their nation. Ngugi has called

this experience "a cultural bomb": "The effect of a cultural bomb is to annihilate a

people's beliefin their names, in their languages, in their environment, in their

heritage of stmggle, in their unity, in their capacities and ultimately in themselves."

(41)

Robert Welch echoes Silva's words as he writes about Irish culture: "For ni

Domhnaill and for Hartnett the loss ofthe Irish language was a cataclysmic blow to the

psyche of the Irish people in that it ripped out and tore asunder all the secret interiors that

sponsor the manifold activities that go to make up a culture"--N!,'Ugi's "bomb" (3).

Colonization locks the colonized population into a schizophrenic relationship with the

colonizer's language, into Joyce's cracked lookinglass, as those who comment on the

destructive effects caused by outsider representations of the colonized continue to claim'.

Outsider representations of insider culture without insider knowledge only exacerbate this

injustice, giving distorted representations in what is often the only language available.

They also suck the air from the lungs of an examination of a colonized culture by those on

the inside and cause outsider representations to be internalized among the colonized.

'See e.g., pp.26, 46, 70n, 74, 83-84, 86, 105, 124, and 156 above.
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In 1914, James Joyce began Ulysses, at the very start ofwhich he reiterates what

he had said about fretting under an English "master" in Portrait. In a scene on page six,

the cynical Buck Mulligan shows Dedalus his face in a cracked servant's mirror:

--The rage of Caliban at not seeing his face in a mirror, he said. If Wilde

were only alive to see you!

Drawing back and pointing, Stephen said with bitterness:

--It is a symbol oflrish art. The cracked lookinglass ofa servant.

At the very start of Ulysses, Joyce has again pointed to what he sees as the servitude and

distortion of colonized Irish self-expression". Buck Mulligan continues,

--Cracked lookinglass ofa servant! Tell that to the oxy chap downstairs

and touch him for a guinea. He's stinking with money and thinks you're not a

gentleman. His old fellow made his tin by selling jalap to Zulus or some bloody

swindle or other. (6)

Immediately, empire, the robbery of the colonized ofgoods. language, and culture comes

6

I am reminded immediately ofMary TallMountain's poem "Schizophrenia," in which she
chronicles the internal split she experienced between literally self-killing despair born of
displacement into a culture not her 0"''11 and the new hope she had found in writing herself
back into existence with Paula GullO Allen's help (Light on the Tent Wall 42).
TallMountain says, "In one of my quick clips ofvision, Paula and I are caught changeless,
sitting still and rapt, Indian women bound by the enduring thread ofa common dream, a
powerful purpose"--a re-experience which saved her life ("You Can Go Home Again" 8).
GUllO Allen likens TailMountain to Coyote who dies and reconstitutes himself over and .
over again. She writes, "The works contained in this volume are to be contemplated more
than read. They can be savored by those who have themselves seen the precipice and
taken the fall. By those who have seen their own flesh and bones scattered about the floor
of the plain, and who have wit and strength enough to reconstitute themselves and keep
on keeping on" ("Here There Be Coyote" 4).
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into the foreground--the bitterness of those "in the shadow of [the English] language."

Where does Joyce choose to go when he decides English will no longer do?

Although (perhaps because) he had proved himself stunningly capable of writing in

English, Joyce made the decision part way into Ulysses to give up the language under

which his soul fretted, whose words his voice held at bay. How be a writer in a language

that is crippling, that contains in it all the reminders of a thousand years ofbrutal

oppression? The argument between Stephen Dedalus and Buck Mulligan, who takes the

road ofleast resistance and greatest self-enrichment--accomodation to the English--is the

argument over how to write an Irish novel in a context that is controlled by the English7
.

By the time Joyce reached the "Sirens" episode of Ulysses, the writing was rapidly

swerving away from what was already challenging prose in the sections before toward

resettling the work into Irish. The chapter begins:

Bronze by gold heard the hoofirons, steelyringing.

Imperthnthn thnthnthn.

Chips, picking chips off rocky thumbnail, chips.

Horrid! And gold flushed more. (210)

Joyce's work was from this point on rejected even by his friend and supporter Ezra

Pound, by Wyndham Lewis, and by many others for what looked to them like growing

self-indulgent obscurity. To accusations of meaninglessness, Joyce responded, "They

7

I am reminded of the series at the Center for Hawaiian Studies in Honolulu, "Being Sacred
and Authentic in a Global Context," which addressed the problems ofbeing Kanaka Maoti
in a world whose dominant values are those of the colonizer.
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cannot understand it. Therefore they say it is meaningless. Now if it were meaningless it

could be written quickly, without thought, without pains, without erudition; but I assure

you that these twenty pages now before us cost me twelve hundred hours and an

enormous expense of spirit" (Ellman 610). Like Emily Bronte's Wuthering Heights,

which was described by YR. Leavis as a "sport," Ulysses (and later Finnegans Wake even

more so) could/can not be crammed into any of the standard English/American categories

of "novel" or even offiction because aU three were stubbornly Irish in origin (l08).

Emily Bronte wrote in the tongueS she knew best, gotten from her Irish father, son

of a bard from the Valley of the Boyne, from her Cornish mother and aunt, and from the

Yorkshire moors culture that surrounded them, and all the Brontes (including the more

genteel Charlotte and shy Anne) were rejected at first by critics in London as unworthy to

join polite society. James Joyce on his part (from a family that struggled up from peasant

roots in Cork and were brought to poverty again by his father), was dismissed by Virginia

Woolf and scoffed at by Wyndham Lewis because he was lower class, never mind his

Irishness, which comes up for comment over and over again by friend and foe alike.

Mid-way, then, through Ulysses, Joyce turns away from English and towards lrish-

I use "tongue" to incorporate context as well as actual words. My tongue includes my
culture, everything tlIat has gone into making my language what it is. The context in
which the Brontes spoke and wrote was not an English one. In my paper, "Emily Bronte:
The Passion of an Irish Rebel," I demonstrate the ground from which their writing sprung,
a ground which includes the wild stories of their father which he got from his bard father,
the accent noted by their editors in London, the exploits of their uncles in Ireland, the
influence of their Cornish aunt, and the very un-English Yorkshire environment in which
they lived. They were not an English family by any means. Joyce's tongue, when he
finally rejects English, becomes as Irish as he can make it.
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-not Gaelic, in which Joyce hadn't the command to write as he needed (as Haunani Kay

Trask says she hasn't enough of Hawaiian to write poetry) just as and at the same time,

Ireland was turning away from England and towards its own independence (Trask, Pacific

Writers Forum). In Finnegans Wake, he undertakes wholesale Irish de-colonization of

Standard English. Joyce did not speak Gaelic, though he was not ignorant ofit. He had

the grasp Irish friends of mine in the 1970s had. As local Englishes in Hawai'i are

scattered with Hawaiian words and constructed around Hawaiian grammar, Irish English

is scattered with Gaelic words and constructed within Gaelic grammar.

Like Hawaiian, Gaelic is a layered language, full ofmetaphors and levels of

meaning, self-reflexive, and rooted in an ancient, non-Christian culture, all ofwhich comes

fully clear in his last two books. Finnegans Wake cannot be understood if it is read as a

British English work. It uses recaptured Irish English to write against Standard English

for reasons similar to those which took Ngugi wa Thiongo away from English and back to

his native language ofGikuyu in Devil on the Cross:

The novel, at least the writing of it, needs only pen andpaper. Nevertheless, I had

first to resolve the question of to which tradition I would reconnect myself: that of

the Afro-European Novel to which A Grain of Wheat and Petals ofBlood

belonged or that of the African novel ofwhich I had no previous experience. No

neutrality. I had to choose.

But in a sense the choice had been settled for me by Kamiriithu and by the

very fact ofmy detention. I would attempt a novel in the very language which had

been the basis of incarceration. I would reconnect myself not to the Afro-
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European novel of my previous practice but to the African novel ofmy new

commitment. (Decolonizing 71)

Joyce made a choice of commitment to "the Irish novel" as he launched into Ulysses and

then Finnegans Wake.

Why do so many non-Irish and western-trained Irish critics continue to insist on

treating Joyce as first a British and then a global "'TIter? Focused as they are on Joyce's

membership of a world class ofauthors, which makes him a global writer susceptible to

the attribution ofglobal theories and contexts and therefore the property of all9 Oust as the

Bronte Society focused and continues to focus on ensuring that the Bronte sisters are seen

as middle class English women), most ofus miss the fact that, after Portrait, Joyce ceased

to attempt in literary English the representation ofwhat it was to be Irish. Seamus Deane

has said in his Introduction to Nationalism, Colonialism, and Literature, that he sees the

most important project for that collection of critical essays to be:

repossession of these (and other) authors for an interpretation...governed by a

reading of the conditions in which their work was produced and in the Irish

conditions in which it was read. It was inevitable that Yeats and Joyce would

9

See for instance Terry Eagleton in "Nationalism, Irony and Commitment:"
[I]t would surely be obtuse to overlook the enormous irony with which [Ulysses]
manages this remorseless totalization, which gestures to its own flagrant
arbitrariness in its very poker-faced exhaustiveness... .If, like Joyce, you have little
enough ofa rich national lineage to begin with, then you become paradigmatic in
your very colonial dispossession of the destiny of even advanced national
formations in the era of international capital (34ft);

and Jameson, who proposes Ulysses as a postmodernist work in "Modernism and
Imperialism," even though one sited in the colonized reality of pre-independence Ireland
(62).
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initially take most of our attention, since it was they, more than anyone else, who

had been (mis)read in the light ofwhat was understood to be English or British

literature, international modernism, the plight ofhumankind in the twentieth

century. (11)

The project is ongoing since it is from the very book Deane is introducing that the quotes

from Terry Eagleton in the note above derive, and they continue to present Joyce as a

writer ofdissolution and separation, ofpostmodern relativism.

Marilyn Reizbaum in "Canonical Double Cross," asserts that Joyce is

a "minor" writer, suggesting that he has been misread, ushered into the canon by

what is tantamount to a denial of (in Lloyd's terms) the work's "oppositional

relationship" to the canon and its operations. This means that Joyce's "revolution

of the word" is an act of"deterritorialization," since Joyce is writing in a (m)other

tongue... As to the historical canonicity of Joyce, Deleuze and Guattari suggest

that it is worldwide reterritorialization--an appropriation to the mainstream "high

culture" aesthetic--that is accountable. (169)

But Reizbaum is concerned with Irish and Scottish women writers and does not go on to

explore the materiality of Joyce's Irishness.

It is Irish literary scholar Enda DuffY who takes Joyce's self-attributed "four

footedness" seriously and shows in extended detail his alignment and wrestling with

portrayal of and questions about Irish colonization, the rebellion, and impending

independence in The Subaltem U{ysses--his "commitment" as Ngugi puts it, to Irishness.

Joyce the practitioner is finally placed in context. DuffY says, at the beginning of his book,
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I want to reclaim Ulysses in these terms for Irish readers as the text ofIreland's

independence and by doing so, return it to readers everywhere as a novel

preoccupied in ways not suspected heretofore !J.v its metropolitan critics with both

the means by which oppressed communities fight their way out of abjection and the

potential pitfalls of anti-colonial struggle. (I) (my italics).

DuffY chronicles the writing of Uly~~\'es through the last seven years ofIrish

uprisings toward freedom from English rule in 1921 and, as he says, insists on setting it

back down on the ground--in the context in which it was written. He reclaims it first for

Irish readers. He can show--instead of the usual portrayal of a writer alienated from

Ireland and concerned only with the play oflanguage--a Joyce who is concerned with

concrete and urgent Irish problems that continue in a country whose people are sceptical

to this day ofwhat they see as a neo-colonial government. f'or the rest of the world, he

offers Joyce as a writer concerned with struggles that continue to beset colonized peoples

everywhere. He shows that Joyce cared about very practical things, as he said he did, and

how he cared, what questions he asked, what he wanted to know, and why.

DuffY understands Joyce's linguistic obscurity in the context of the subaltern writer

who" can only speak through the medium ofthe oppressor's language, which will always

seem compromised" and who is censored both by the colonizer and by his community,

who live in fear ofEnglish scrutiny and punishment (7). DuffY attributes the "strangeness"

of Joyce's later work and of magical realism in other colonized places to an inability to

represent the unrepresentable, the "terror of everyday life in the anti-colonial war" (8). In

doing so, he ignores what I see as also vital--the roots ofthis "strangeness" in the non-
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linear, non-western, spiritually grounded cultures that produce them. But, in insisting on

reclaiming Joyce firmly for Ireland, for situating him back in the city Joyce said could be

reconstructed through a close knowledge of Ulysses, DuffY has begun reclaiming the

power of the insider to Irish culture to say what does and what does not make sense in

speaking ofIrish literature. Robert Welch claims (as do indigenous people who

experience the continuity of their culture from contact to the present despite devastation)

that Irish culture has succeeded in surviving through all the years of English brutality and

the further years ofglobalization: "And yet we experience Irishness; we know that there is

such a thing, now, as an 'Irish way oOife' and even though, as with the rest of the

elements that comprise that complex, there is much that is tawdry in it, we know it is

there" (4-5). It exists and it is not up for grabs by the global community as long as there is

space tor the Irish to define themselves.

Another Irish critic, David Lloyd, uses metropolitan or global forms ofliterary

theory to understand U{v.I:5es and Finnegans Wake. Adopting ideas from Homi Bhabha

about hybridity, he describes Joyce as embracing rather than turning away from the

consequences of colonization--"inconsequentness," "adulteration"-- in his writing after

mid-lJlj>sses ("Adulteration and the Nation" 105, Bhabha, "Signs Taken for Wonders").

What Lloyd focuses on is Joyce's representation of continuing damage done to Irish

culture by the presence of the English colonial power. I notice as I read Lloyd, however,

that what he attributes to constant disruption and destruction ofIrish ways oflife--for

example, burlesque whose subject is difficult to locate, ellipses in thought that must be

filled, no recognizable sequence of thought--by the incursion of English colonialism in all
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its guises, can also be recognized as akin to ways ofthought claimed by other indigenous

peoples as modes in which oral cultures--even those that have been gutted by colonization

--operate. An instance that comes to mind is Charlie Isaacs' characterization of the

ellipses in the way kupuna (elders) in Hawai'i teach:

In this writer's experience within his own ohana (family), the kupuna often speak

in a very abstract way. The western mind sees gaps between these spoken phrases;

there does not appear to be information that will link the seemingly disparate

statements, The mind that has been trained in the Western world thinks in a more

lineal fashion and expects sequential evidence to be more neatly placed before it so

that the mind can arrive at the proper conclusion, However, my kupuna expect me

to know certain things and ifI do, it all makes sense and, ifI don't then I have less

than a full understanding, But I respectfully do not take a long leap to a

conclusion. (3)

What Lloyd calls "adulteration" is also reminiscent of the attributes Vilsoni Hereniko

attaches to the oral culture of his homeland: the reliance of meaning and truth on

relationship, so that meaning and truth shift with circumstance and "the law" can be

adjusted to fit the occasion; linear and chronological telling is not necessary, and so on.

The occurrence of gaps in Irish thinking is mentioned by Lloyd quoting Douglas Hyde,

founder of the Gaelic-League in "The Necessity for De-Anglicizing Ireland." Hyde says,

"It is nearly impossible to find three verses in which there is anything like an ordinary

sequence of thought. They are fun up of charms that the mind must leap, elipses [sic] that

it must fill up, and detours of movement which only the most vivid imagination can make
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straight" (102). Lloyd credits the effects of hundreds ofyears ofcolonization for these

modes of thinking, but it seems equally likely to me from reading Hereniko, Manu Meyer

and others on indigenous epistemology, and from hearing Irish storytellers and just the riff

ofnightlong conversations, that other explanations are possible.

Using Homi Bhabha's concept ofhybridity, Lloyd characterizes such gaps and

detours in Joyce's work as "a deliberate stylization of dependence and inauthenticity, a

stylization of the hybrid status ofthe colonized subject as ofthe colonized culture, their

internal adulteration and the strictly parodic modes that they produce in every sphere"

(1 10). Because he relies on or against theorization by "metropolitan critics" like Bhabha,

Bakhtin, and others not indigenous to Ireland, Lloyd ignores Joyce's commitment to what

Yeats called "Irishry" or the continuity of Irish culture and to affirmation or the positive

building of a new prospect, something DullY does acknowledge (Welch 10, DullY 188ft).

Lloyd quotes Hyde to highlight the fractured nature ofIrish song in the nineteenth

century.

But, rather than seeing Joyce as exposing the failure ofIrish to remain genuine, it

is possible to read him as celebrating the surviving play of language and culture. I notice

that Hyde--because he relied on a paradigm oflogic for literate rather than for an oral

culture--explained that "to tell a story in verse requires an orderly, progressive, and

somewhat slow sequence ofideas, and this is the very faculty which the Gael has not got-

his mind is too quick and passionate," (102). Similarly, Lloyd ascribes the instability,

changeability, "continual modulations," the "multiplication of possibility," an "entire inter

contamination" ofvoices, "internal heterogeneities," "adulteration of discourses,"
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"ceaseless interpenetration of different discourses" ofthe structure of Ulysses to Joyce's

intention ofrepresenting the hybridity of a colonized culture (109, 107). While this may

be so, it does not take into account the possibility that Joyce was celebrating the still

existent oral culture alive and well among the people he was representing in both Ulysses

and Finnegans Wake.

W.J. McCormack, in "James Joyce, Cliche, and the Irish L.anguage," points out

that because ofEnglish oppression, including suppression of the Irish language,

[t]he Irish language, though it possessed a fine and ancient literature, survived

orally.... [F]ormulaic elements in the Jrish language point to the language's survival

orally during the prolonged period of suppression which the Gaelic culture

endured. In the absence ofprinting houses, newspapers, and entrepreneurial

publishers operating through the Irisb language, what would have been literature in

less politically suppressed and economically underdeveloped societies became oral

in Irish. The attendant transformation ofliterary forms into oral art (folk poetry,

recitation, story-telling, etc.) encouraged the preservation offormulaic elements

reminiscent of ancient epic rather than contemporaneous literary culture. (329-30)

Hyde found such gaps and leaps in the songs he collected because they were oral--not a

written, expression, as he himself acknowledges. Joyce builds on that tradition beginning

in Ulysses and culminating in Finnegans Wake. As McCormack claims, Joyce pushes a

living Irish tradition of oral literature through the printed cliches of industrialized English:

Just as the Joycean narrative consistently seeks to break down the rigid categories

of life and death to reveal a larger and more positive interaction than those
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fonnulated in the bourgeois world as life-in-death and death-in-Iife, so too the

categorization oflanguages (English, not Irish; Irish, not English) is progressively

undermined. Joyce should be seen not simply as part of an English-language

tradition which includes Sterne, Conrad, Beckett, and Nabokov, but seen also as

the first modern Irish novelist, the novelist who writes not only in English but also

out ofIrish. (333)

DuffY, Welch, and McCormack remark on the raucous, belligerent humor with

which Joyce's characters come back at English colonization and which DuffY sees-

embodied in Molly Bloom--as a possible answer to the inevitability ofneocolonialism. If,

as Lloyd himself said in a paper given for the UH. Manoa English Department in 1995, it

is public memory that is preserved in Irish street ballads, what is depressingly described as

a mark ofthe destruction of a culture can be seen, alternatively, as a sign ofits survival.

Joyce left Ireland because he could not work there, under the censorship of both the

English in power and that ofthe Irish under their thumbs. He did not leave believing that

Irish culture no longer existed and could be replaced by a relativist, postmodern, nihilistic

globalism. He fully intended, as he said often and in writing, to preserve the Irish culture

he knew existed and could call up at any time. He succeeded beyond doubt in what he

called his "joke," the pages of an Irish book, Finnegans Wake.

Examples ofwhat Duffy calls "metropolitan critics" abound. One noticeable

difference in their work is its theoretical nature. Terry Eagleton, for example, after rightly

observing that metaphysical musings without concrete positioning in a lived understanding

are very likely to bring unpleasant results in the real world, goes on as follows:
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A utopian thought that does not risk simply making us ill is one able to trace within

the present that secret lack of identity with itselfwhich is the spot where a feasible

jitture might germinate--the place where the jilture overshadows and hollows out

the present's spurious repleteness. To 'know the future' can only mean to grasp

the present under the sign ofits internal contradictions, ill the alienations ofits

desire, in its persistent inability ever quite to coincide with itself' ("Nationalism,

Irony, and Commitment" 25-26) (italics mine).

In the midst of sensible reflections on the non-place of irony in radical activism and the

dangers ofmetaphysics, Eagleton intersperses (just, I suppose, as r intersperse my attempt

at an alternative to colonial academics with my own colonialism) metaphysics Borgesian in

convolution, as the above example shows. Warning against abstraction and

universalization, he falls often and easily into it (32). At the same time as he celebrates

the "triumphant unity" of" particular and universal" that Ulysses represents, he comments

on its"suggesting with its every breath just how easily it could have done the same for

Bradford or the Bronx" (34, 36). The "it" here cannot surely be Ulysses. Does he rather

mean "the" modernist style ofwriting, also an unlocatable category? He is discussing

Ulysses, however, so I assume it is Joyce's work he means, and ifthis is so, I take it as a

vindication ofDuffY' s difficulty with "metropolitan critics," since such a reading dismisses

the unmistakable "lrishry" (to this reader) of this and all of Joyce's writing.

Eagleton goes on to read the Wake as '''pure' difference" which "merely collapses

back into 'pure' identity, united as they are in their utter indeterminacy," a reading which

ascribes "a prior equalizing of aU items that then enables them to enter into the most
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shockingly idiosyncratic permutations" (136). Namely, Eagleton seems entirely to miss

the extraordinary levels of perceivable, enjoyable, challenging, verifiable meaning that

make Ulysses and the Wake bigger books than almost any other hecause he wants to see

them as utterances of (andlor against) globally enforced sameness. Unlike DuffY, who

sees multiple questions and much-thought-upon possible solutions to colonization in

Ulysses, Eagleton says, "Joyce, then, poses the problem of totalization, rather than

providing us with any very adequate solution" (136). My insistence is, to paraphrase

Paula Gunn Allen's "You can take the Indian out ofIndian country, but you can't take the

Indian out of the Indian," "You can take Joyce out ofIreJand but you can't take Ireland

out of Joyce" (Hoop 6).

Well, here I am, an English woman in U.S. occupied Hawai' i tempted (oh so

tempted) to do my own pontificating on what and what not Joyce is. Even as I write and

point to the evidence that Joyce was writing Irish English and not some global mishmosh

of"shockingly idiosyncratic permutations" in his later works, I cannot be the one to be

making this decision either. Or, rather, I can talk away all I like but the last word rests

with Irish critics, whether they use non-indigenous theory or not. A global discussion is

currently taking place over whether the Irish are an indigenous people Again, that is not

for non-Irish to decide. The cheek ofus, I say! Is someone not English going to decide

whether I am English or not? I think not.

In the Indigenous Anthropology class Lynette Cruz, Maria Orr, and Kawika

Tengan taught in 2001 at D.H. Manoa, there was lively discussion about what needs to

happen when there is a dispute about the disposition ofbones appropriated by
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archaeologists and kept in a museum. Sometimes there are arguments among the families

who claim the bones about who is to get them, where they are to rest, how they are to be

treated and so on. Both Kanaka Maoli and non-Kanaka Maoli students and the three

Kanaka MaoH teachers were firm in their statement that, whatever the ultimate decision, it

is up to the families to work the problems out among themselves. Non-indigenous

archaeologists and anthropologists have no place in that discussion ("Indigenous

A\lthropology," Monday, September 22,2001).

As I have been claiming with reference to Joyce's work and throughout this

dissertation, it is the cultural insider's viewpoint that has priority within global literary

criticism, just as it has within archaeology/anthropology and other cross-culturally

commenting disciplines, if only from an ethical standpoint, and this includes any argument

that needs to go on between indigenous scholars like Dufl)r and Lloyd. The argument

over what kind ofapproach is most appropriate to understand the later Joyce also belongs

within the community that produced him. As I have already repeated, it is damaging to

indigenous peoples for non-indigenous researchers to pronounce upon, describe, delineate

the cultures of any indigenous peoples,10 as though non-indigenous scholars are the ones

with defining knowledge that will clinch arguments about what is what, who is who,

where is where, for those peoples or even in collaboration with themIl
, It was, for me and

10

As I have been trying to make clear throughout this work, these are not my words but
those ofindigenous authors, activists, students, teachers, with whom I am familiar through
reading, friendship, and professional relationships.

II

A visiting archaeologist, Dr. Baynam showed the class a video about archaeology in the
southwest United States, in which one of the white researchers, toward the end of the
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for the indigenous students and teachers in that class, not a debatable matter that non-

indigenous scholars have to stay out ofthe business of indigenous peoples when it comes

to making the kinds of decisions described above, acting as experts in the understanding of

various aspects of indigenous cultures.

It is not without pain that I say this, for the reason that I would love nothing better

than to be able to write and argue my beliefs, based in these very arguments for the

priority ofan insider's viewpoint, on Joyce's and other indigenous writing. However, the

only context in which I now consider it appropriate for non-indigenous researchers to set

foot in indigenous knowledge ofany kind is when they are specifically called upon, asked

by indigenous peoples to help them with a particular situation. And, in those situations, I

believe it is the indigenous peoples who are to have complete control over what is said,

how it is said, how the research is conducted, and whether and how the results are to be

published. The knowledge, as was repeated over and over again in the Indigenous

Anthropology class and, textually, in many other places, belongs to the people themselves.

The researcher, by virtue of her studies, does not gain possession of or control over that

knOWledge. This axiom is becoming fairly accepted in the fields ofanthropology and

sociology, but literary studies, including cultural studies, whose purview mingles

noticeably with anthropology and social studies, lags behind (Baynam, "Indig. Anthro.").

film, claimed that what is needed now is a "bi-cultural" collaboration between tribes and
researchers to come up with new bi-cultural viewpoints on the pasts of native cultures. I
pondered what that would mean for me as an Englishwoman. I said to the class
aIlerwards that I could imagine myself fighting tooth and nail to prevent any bi-cultural
(U.S. and English) definition ofwhat it is to be English. As I have ample practical
evidence to show, no one who is not English born and bred can know the deep roots of
my culture and I need no one from outside to help me define it!
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Another class discussion was over the word "indigenous"--a sticky and fraught

topic but also one which can only be decided by indigenous peoples themselves,

individually and collectively. As Kelly Kraemer and others show, what is appropriate and

meaningful within an indigenous movement or just within a community cannot be decided

from outside or by outsiders. Linda Tuhiwai Smith, as I mentioned above, defines the

word "indigenous" to indicate the political situation ofpeoples who have been colonized

in their struggles to unite against colonists and includes within it a practical knowledge of

how to live on that land (7, 12-13). Ward Churchill uses the term "indigenist" to describe

native peoples who have more in common among themselves than they have with the

peoples who have colonized them ("Indigenisf' 4-5). In the class, there was general

agreement that though the tenn is problematic, it serves as a cohesive vocabulary that

links groups of people who have been colonized, are struggling against colonization, and

are deeply connected to the land through continuing reverence for their ancestors and that

land. Their relationship to the land is completely different from the relationship of the

colonizers to that land, as evidenced in the current issue of "Maluhia Me Ka Pono," the

newsletter of the Hawai'i Area Program, American Friends Service Committee: "The

Land Issue: Focus on the' Aina," in which Noenoe Silva says of"aloha 'aina" ("love for

the land"), "it cannot be only a passive admiration for the beauty ofour one hanau (birth

sands); it includes a love for the native people and our traditional language and culture,

and respect for our national sovereignty" (7). Definition and use ofwords like these is not

a static, cemented occurrence but an ongoing, alive, changing development with the

shifting existence within relationships that happens in practice.
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On the back of this kind of li~ing definition, I believe the prior/primary knowledge

about indigenous cultures comes from within those cultures. In order to make space for

that priority, we non-indigenous scholars need to make room for indigenous voices to be

heard. We need to "make" room because our voices have held the floor for so long, have

been so unchallenged, are still listened to even by indigenous populations over their own.

The very fact ofour overwhelming presence in most of the professional positions offering

the opportunity to have such a voice speaks volumes. It is time to back away so the

people we usually publish and teach about can publish and teach about themselves.



Inbetween VllI

I'm stuck this morning, resisting writing about how I got to be friends with

Lynette and with Noenoe and Keala and Mahealani and Paula. For one thing, I don't

want to talk about myself, so I'm getting abstract and "should"y. For another, I don't

want to analyze "the way" for anyone. Go find your own way for goodness sake! I feel

rude and uncomfortable.

That said, the way is getting out of the tower and going to places where people

who aren't at the university hang out. Go to the palace. Get involved with some group

that's not made up of academics. Follow feeling. Follow grassroots. Practice being the

ones who don't know anything. I don't mean false humility and servitude. I mean listen

and take in and watch--not from the position of needing to be given to all the time, but to

see how you can help. Where do you want to help? What can we do? You won't know

till you know what the problems are. And there are different people looking at different

problems. You'll have to choose.

Tum up. That's the beb>inning. Keep turning up. Keep turning up. Keep turning

up. IfyoII think yOll don't have time, make time. Prioritize. Ifyou have an idea that

seems good, be ready to see it's not appropriate, but that doesn't mean stay utterly silent

all the time. Maybe you see something helpful that no one else can.

The world is not doing too well, and I still say we're part ofthe problem. Perhaps

things have to tum upside down. Teachers become learners, learners teachers. What if

there isn't a standard for human beings to come up to? What ifeveryone's different?



Remember--Shakespeare signed his name 17 difterent ways. Why was he so brilliant with

words? Could it be--room to breathe?

What is there to learn from 18-year-olds? I hear too much despising of teenagers,

of freshmen. I hear too much despising. What do they have to teach us?

Open heart, open. Go where you fear to go. But still use your head. Don't go

stupid places you fear to go. That's how I got beaten up in Tangiers, walking out into the

soukh in the evening even when I knew I shouldn't. Go good places you fear to go.

Tingly fear is a signal it might be right.

Something is changing in the world. Let's be part of it and not part of the liberal

academy talking to itself, as Robert Fisk wrote in that article today. More uprush, not

less. Read Swami Beyondananda and laugh a lot.

You asked"
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CHAPTER 9

WHAT ARE OUR OPTIONS?

In the final two chapters ofthis dissertation I take a look at what our options may

be if we take the problems ofdescriptive distortion, appropriation, and colonization

seriously, if we listen to those who are telling us to stop and if we wish to respond from a

position of engagement and friendship rather than objectivity and distance. The first

direction I want to take is to examine, in a similar way to Chapters 3-7, aspects of the

process ofindigenous academics who are delineating the boundaries ofindigenous

scholarship I do tlus to look at alternative models witlun indigenous cultures

What I am calling an indigenous model of scholarship has come to me in various

ways and is based completely on my own conclusions, possibly malformed and skewed.

Among these ways are: studying for three years with Paula Gunn Allen; growing up in and

living as an adult in countries that are not Euroamerican; reading; talking to and hanging

out with friends; attending meetings, presentations, workshops and seminars; having been

asked to become involved in an indigenous movement for sovereignty; more talking to

fuends. I do not in any way claim to be right in how I am presenting the indigenous

cultures I draw my descriptions from and am only too glad to be corrected by members of

each culture, who are the ones with the right to make those descriptions. The reason I am

attempting such definitions is only that I believe western-trained scholars are going to have

to take a look at how we are undertaking research and to find alternative methodologies,
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as soon as possible, in order to avoid the effects I have been discussing in the previous

chapters. I believe I am describing some such alternatives in the following pages.

***

Purpose

I began in Chapter 3 with purpose or intent, what drives research. Linda Tuhiwai

Smith describes the purposes, methods and theories ofindigenous research as follows:

There is certainly a history ofresearch ofindigenous peoples which continues to

make indigenous students who encounter this history very angry. Sometimes they

react by deciding never to do any research; but then they go out into the

community and, because of their educational background and skills they are called

upon to carry out projects or feasibility studies or evaluations or to write

submissions that are based on information, data, archival records and interviews

with elders. They are referred to as project workers, community activists or

consultants, anything but "researchers". They search and record, they select and

interpret, they organize and re-present, they make claims 011 the basis of what they

assemble. This is research. The processes they use can also be called

methodologies. The specific tools they use to gain information can also be called

methods. Everything they are trying to do is informed by a theory, regardless of

whether they can talk about that theory el<.lllicitly (16-17)

She cites questions that communities and indigenous activists often ask; such as "Are they

useful to us? Can they tix up our generator? Call they actually do anything?" reminiscent

ofEpi Enari's question about curing the common cold (10). These quick delineations
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suggest that what drives indigenous research is more likely to be particular practical needs

of indigenous commllnities outside the academy. This recalls Smith's desire to show how

indigenous methodologies "can be more respectful, ethical, sympathetic and usettd" (9).

Also included in purpose is Smith's characterization of indigenous research as

"resistance," as part of the activism that she says is "the basis of everyday life" for an

indigenous person in the fight for self·nurturance and survival 'from colonialism (110):

The research agenda is conceptualized here as constituting a programme and set of

approaches that are situated within the decolonization of politics ofthe indigenous

peoples' movement. ...a goal of social justice which is expressed through and

across a wide range ofpsychological, social, cultural and economic terrains. It

necessarily involves the processes of transformation, of decolonization, of healing

and of mobilization as peoples. (115-116)

This point is related to a shift in what is deemed practical research in that, in a movement

for decolanizatian, research is driven by the specific community needs of the moment

within the movement as well as by more long-term concerns. Hereniko specifies that

western researchers must now begin to be committed to "empowering native people as

they struggle to transfonn social injustices and inequalities" (88). This provides a possible

moving point for western scholars looking for ways to change what we do.

Mary Churchill's dissertation arose from dissatisfaction with non-Cherokee studies

on Cherokee culture. Characterizing western scholars as "the blind" after the parable of

the blind men and the elephant, Churchill caUs lor dialogue between scholars and Indians,

"which could revolutionize their understanding of American Indian cultures" and for "a
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tolerance for the vague, the indeterminate, and the ambiguous," i.e., for an attempt by

western and western-trained scholars to extricate ourselves from hitherto immovable (but

slowly changing) paradigms of western culture that cause us to distoli what we are writing

about when we analyze indigenous cultures with different paradigms (3, 4). Such a

tolerance is related to what I mean by tuning. Churchill's scholarship is driven by a desire

to right a distorted picture of Cherokee culture and a wrong way of deriving that picture.

Similarly, Paula Gunn Allen's subtitle for The Sacred Hoop is Recovering the

Feminine in American Indian Traditions, a strand she saw obscured by predominance of

men among anthropologists, folklorists, and ethnologists and ofmale ways of thinking

among female professionals (Conversations)'. Bringing together and making whole,

respect for privacy and protocol, rather than separation and reduction from a "necessary"

distance, are possible when the purpose is cOllllIlllnity-focused and has its requirements

and criteria set by the community. Paula Gunn Allen says of what happens to her when

she tries to override her Laguna upbringing in order to be scholarly, "[C]hildhood learning

dies hard. In the classroom or before the keyboard, I find myselfphysically ill when I

attemjlt to override those early lessons. My body, breed as it is, rebels against the very

idea that such violations might proceed from me. ("Teaching" 385)

DOlllla CasheU addresses the shift women make in the course of pursuing graduate degrees
from a female-centered language to a male-centered language She concludes:

This study has provided some empirical support for the contention that cenain
situations (e.g., academia) elicit a shift in written linguistic style. There was also
some suggestion that this shift might be more problematic for females since it
involves a disallowing ofcertain grammatical meanings previously allowed;
whereas for males the shift involves only a greater freedom of expression rather
than less. (135)
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Her essay, as Churchill's dissertation, is about finding ways to research and teach

that do not violate the values of her home (both inside and outside).

***

Objectivity

The third point above was objectivity, the "necessary distance" I refer to, as well

as the belief that what one sees or discovers, is universally true. As Ahmad points out in

his rejection of Jameson's theorizing:

'[D]escription' is never ideologically or cognitively neutraLto 'describe' is to

specify a locus of meaning, to construct an object of know'ledge, and to produce a

knowledge that shall be bound by that act of descriptive construction.

'Description' has been central, for example, in the colonial discourse. It was by

assembling a monstrous machinery of descriptions--ofour bodies, our speech-acts,

our habitats, our conflicts and desires, our politics, our socialities and sexualities-

that the colonial discourse was able to classify and ideologically master the colonial

subject, enabling itself to transfonn the descriptively verifiable multiplicity and

difference into the ideologically felt hierarchy of value. (6)

When western scholarship, as Linda Smith says, "reaffirnls... itself as the centre of

legitimate knowledge, the arbiter of what counts as knowledge and the source of

•civilised' knowledge," the interweaving of other knowledges from the rest of the world

(and from within western culture) is overlooked (63). This is not a solved problem:

Research "through imperial eyes" describes an approach which assumes that

Western ideas about the most fundamental things are the only ideas possible to
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hold, certainly the only rational ideas, and the only ideas which can make sense of

the world, ofreality, of social life and of human beings. It is an approach to

indigenous peoples which still conveys a sense of innate superiority and an

overabundance ofdesire to bring progress into the lives of indigenous peoples-

spiritually, intellectually, socially and economically. (56)

Such "progress" includes brutal discipline ( or as Gunn Allen says, "torture,

imprisonment, battering, neglect, and psychological torment..."j at American Indian,

Hawaiian, and other boarding schools for indigenous children, ongoing adoption and

fostering Ollt of children from indigenous families to white families in the US., including

Hawai'i, Australia and other places (my friend Mary TallMountain was an adoptee), and

harsh punishment for speaking one's own language in schools wherever the colonizers

landed (Hoop 39) Such treatment was designed to "persuade" (a gentle word for what

was a brutal, and sometimes a deathly reality) indigenous peoples to trade their ways of

experiencing the world for European ones.

In a striking passage in The Sacred Hoop, Gunn Allen describes at length the

experience of the Montaignais-Naskapi ofSt Lawrence Valley, who were matriarchal, did

not believe in physical punishment, and, like the Blood Blackfeet, were a tribe of "many

chiefs" (as she describes them, humorous individualists), under the French Jesuits in early

IS'" century Canada (Hoop 38-40) She quotes the Jesuit missionaries as they sought to

bring the people of the tribe over to a European way of thinking and being and what they

would have to do to achieve this. As a result of these realizations they began remO\~ng

children from home to boarding schools where they would be taught to experience
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themselves as sinners in need of a Christian God-given leadership' and they convinced the

men to reject the equality ofwomen. Tribe members would have to become willing to

accept without question the authority of a person designated as a leader over them,

something they had not done before.

What, then, within indigenous scholarship, becomes of the western academic

concept of objectivity--which includes the importance of distance, valorization of being

right over lived conte1>..tual meaning, and the right to ask any questions of anyone and do

whatever s/he wants with the results independent of consideration of the community? 1

would plough ahead and begin to try to answer some of these questions myself except for

the danger, yet again, of a non-indigenous person setting herselfup to say what indigenous

knowledge is. Smith warns against one of these dangers (more likely to be mine),

romanticization of indigenous knowledge early on in her book:

Although [my grandmother] developed in me the spiritual relationships to the land,

to our tribal mountain and river, she also developed a sense of quite physical

groundedness, a sense of reality, and a sense ofhllmour about ourselves. It may

be those qualities that make me sceptical or cautious about the mystical, misty-

eyed discourse sometimes employed by indigenous people to describe our

relationships with the land and the universe. I believe that our survival as peoples

The recent discovery that King KaJakaua ofHawai'i had his arm broken as a child by the
missionary Amos S Cooke at the Royal School in Honolulu when Cooke hurled him
against a wall is a related incident and perhaps throws light on Kalakaua's later belief in
reclaiming his own culture.
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has come from our knowledge of our conte.xts, our environment, not from some

active beneficence ofour Earth Mother. We had to know to survive. (12-13)

It is this warning (how much more needy of observation among non-indigenous

commentators like myself) that also keeps me from quoting from Jamake Highwater, for

instance, although he talks at length about (his ideas of) indigenous concepts of

objectivity. John Trudell's term, "mining" ofindigenous fonus ofknowledge both literally

in the fonu of"collecting" as Smith calls it (whether for individual pleasure or for

scientific "good of the world" projects) or in the guise of adopting spiritual medical,

pOlitical, and other fonns of knowledge with or without true understanding (as in white

run Huna workshops, sweat lodges, the generally unacknowledged French and U. S.

adoption ofIroquois fonus ofgovemment, "aha" belated "discoveries" of the value of and

subsequent patenting of indigenous medicinal plant knowledge, and so on) goes on daily

as I write.

The danger ofmy joining the ranks of those who claim to understand indigenous

models ofknowledge has made me decide to offer quotes from both written texts and

conversations in this section and not much more. I am not in a position to say what

indigenous knowledges are, to describe them, but only to point readers toward the writing

and/or speech ofindigenolls scholars, authors, and commentators themselves. Therefore,

this section of my dissertation will consist of interviews, quotes from personal interactions,

reading recommendations, and the like rather than my own observations.

The first source I would like to foreground in this section is Manu Meyer's article

"Our Own Liberation: Reflections on Hawaiian Epistemology," which follows a 1998
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article, "Native Hawaiian Epistemology: Exploring Hawaiian Views ofKnowledge."

Basing her work on 1997 interviews (conducted for her dissertation) with 20 Kanaka

Maoli educational leaders, Meyer begins formulating a Hawaiian philosophy of empirical

knowledge. Like Mary Churchill, she starts by working to expose the situational or

cultural nature of experience and therefore ofknowledge, undermining what she describes

as a universalizing theory ofknowledge, as in the quote on page 95 above. Churchill

writes: "1 begin my survey at the rnetatheoreticallevel and move toward the potential for

'partial' perspectives and' situated knowledges' as bases for the development of

indigenous theory" (5). Meyer argues, "Because the fimdamental building block of

knowledge, empiricism, stems from how we engage in the world, it must now be defined

in specific, contextual terms. Even touching does not escape the influence of culture,"

adding, "The art ofpaying attention is indeed a culturally specific'deep internalized

knowledge.' It is shaped by a culture with a particular moral posture and achieved only

through practice" ("Liberation" 133, 134). In the earlier article, she had specified:

Fundamental to Hawaiian empiricism is the notion that experience is culturally

defined by what Marshall Sahlins refers to as "social canons of relevance." He

sees the relation culture has to the shaping of sensory knowledge and questions a

univcrsal set ofempirical judgments. He sees that senses are culturally

variable...."The biological mechanisms of perception are not in question, nor is

their universality. At issue, rather, is the organization of e};perience, including the

training of the senses, according to social canons of relevance." ("Exploring" 39)
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To build and defend a claim for indigenous scholarship, experientially based according to

cultural specifics, the first step for Meyer, Hereniko, and Churchill is to debunk the notion

that criteria for knowledge are universal across cultures, i.e., that scholarship, academic or

otherwise, must take place on a Euroamerican model in the continued imperialism of

globalization. And this is what Meyer does admirably in her 2001 article.

Once she has established that the acquisition and criteria for knowledge are culture

specific, she goes on to take a more in-depth look than she did in 1998 at ingredients that

make up a specifically Hawaiian epistemology (Meyer explains her need to borrow the

word and "look[s] forward to the day where we no longer use terms that compromise our

identity.... describing our experiences in our own languages" (126)). Much ofwhat she

says is echoed in the writings of other indigenous authors.

Linda Tuhiwai Smith sees that "The pedagogical implicatioll of this access to

alternative knowledges is that they can fonn the basis of alternative ways of doing things"

(34) The second part of her book does just that.

STOP!!!

What am I doing here? Have I forgotten myself! Did you get carried along? I

hope not. Have I forgotten that I was going to take a critical look at our/my own

practices and explore what in my own experience might be alternative ways to those I

described in the last chapter, that I was going to layout examples of my own tunings and

take a look at what that might mean for others? How extraordinarily easy it is to fall into

representing another culture, even via that culture's own words.
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Kelly Kraemer emphasizes in her dissertation how difficult it is for a privileged

person to see her own privilege--a man to see his privilege over women, a white person to

see her privilege over a non-white person, a heterosexual person to see his privilege over a

gay person, a member of a colonizing culture to see her privilege over a person from a

colonized culture. She says, "for the privileged, it needs to be made obvious" because

"[c]ultural violence (for instance the 1896 banning of the Hawaiian language in public

schools, which resulted in histories written only in English that distorted the meanings of

events) creates and sustains the necessary conditions for 'not knowing'" by obscuring

"what should be apparent," i.e, by producing silenced knowings (29, 28, 27).

For the privileged, like myself, the best road to awareness I have found has been

the relationships that have made possible generous feedback from indigenous friends and

acquaintances. Being there and willing to receive it has been my job. Being open,

vigilant, and interested in getting educated, receiving feedback, desiring to know the truth,

being willing to be humbled by awareness ofmy clumsiness when it becomes obvious that

I have gone blind yet again, a willingness to be publicly wrong, are all important. Kraemer

says, "Only by recognizing the operation ofcultural violence at work can ignorance of

one's own privileged status be explained and challenged" (29). Representation ofa

colonized culture by members of the colonizing one is an example ofcultural violence, and

for the privileged party, it is always a choice whether to see the violence in the first place

and whether to do anything about it in the second (29-30).

As Noenoe Silva said to me when I showed her the opening paragraphs of this

chapter, "What are you going to do about how you arrange the quotes, how you organize
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the information?" (Conversations). She was rightly concerned that any representation of

Hawaiian epistemology in practice as a solution to distortions in western culture by me (or

any other non-Kanaka Maoli) would be yet more interpretation from outside, however

much I think I am honorably stepping back. At a recent gathering ofour women's writing

group, Keala Kelly also commented, "Is it going to be necessary for you to objectiJY us to

do this? It's your life that we're interested in, not hearing your version ofwhat we're

saying." Noenoe Silva added, "We thought you were going to be writing from your own

experience. What will be helpful is for you, as a white woman, to be talking to the white

world about how your experiences have impacted you."

After curling up and tuming inwards to tune for a few days (the time for curling up

is getting shorter!), I re-emerged with the idea that one way we can go on working but

shift our focus is by tuming toward examining our European and Amedcan cultures from

within. We can seek solutions to the problems ofcolonization by examining our own and

other western scholars' involvement. As Kanalu Young said at the forum on "Indigenous

Peoples, Research and Power: The Ethics & Politics ofKnowledge," "It is time to turn the

mirror on yourself." It is indicative of the need to continue saying these things that

Black/Cherokee Ethnic Studies scholar and poet Kathryn Takara noted, on reading this,

that Black activists made similar statements in the 1960s, yet the same problems adse.

Wittgenstein walked an always-tremulous fine line among the strong temptations

toward theory-building in traditional philosophy. He methodically examined what we cim

and cannot say in order to reveal ways we experience the world and to release mental

knots surrounding word use. Rupert Read, in "The ghost ofWinch's ghost," insists, "it is
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possible to interpret Wittgenstein as austerely non-theoretical, and as resolutely

therapeutic" (3). The attempt to move away from colonizing descriptions of other

cultures and their works may walk a fine line among the temptations of theory-based

literary criticism-as-it-has-been in order to undertake similarly methodical, grounded

examinations of our own environments--western colonial (at home and abroad) histories,

mythologies, psychologies, geographies, genealogies, and other belief systems that have

been shaping who we are for hundreds ofyears. We can begin, as Paul Lyons in the u.H.

Manoa English Department has done, to examine western representations of indigenous

cultures in order to understand and make clear to others how such representations misfire.

We will have to uncover "silenced knowings" (Lorenz and Watkins' term), as John

Trudell implies when he speaks ofour origins in the "tribes of Europe," ofwhat has

become of us through the great massacres of peasants in England and Europe--generations

of slavery and generations more of sen,itude, hundreds ofyears of savage war, the

Spanish Inquisition through which our own tribal ways oflife were surgically removed,

and the present global colonial system whose first victims we were (Trudell 2/16/2000).

Lorenz and Watkins, in "Silenced Knowings," express sadness and frustration that

many of the academic and organizational environments in which we have

participated have managed only to reach the level ofnegative tolera.nce [in which

the Other exists to sen,'e the needs of the self, with indifference to issues affecting

the Other if they do not affect the self] ....Many..are locked in conflict about whose.

point of view, whose literature, whose history, whose sensibilities are important

enough to be included and valued.
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We need to focus on why it has been so difficult for people to move

beyond a comfort zone [to a place] where new ways of thinking and being can be

encountered with curiosity and even celebration. Homi Bhabha (1990) has called

this needed space in-between individuals "Third Space," a difficult location where

what we already know and are sure of may come into question and be revised, and

where what has been silenced within and among us can find voice. Healing

amnesia requires a period of disorientation and recollection in Third Space. (9-10)

We may look forward to what can be accomplished next upon the body of a culture as

rooted in theft and demolition as ours is. To do this we need to stop looking for answers

by examining and claiming to understand other, especially indigenous, cultures and focus

the lens on our own. According to Lorenz and Watkins and to Kanalu Young, in order to

break out of the comfort zone that silenced kno'hing provides, there is a great deal of pain

(of acknowledging connection with our pasts--including present continuations ofit--and

responsibility, as well as feeling what our own families have suffered) we will have to be

willing to go through (as did the family who had moved into the house in Austria) in order

to move into that "Third Space."

To begin writing back against my own colonization and my colonization of others,

I take a look here at the process as I was writing the various incarnations of this

dissertation. What happened to me is one example of tuning (all-sensory listening or

awareness). It has been one way of responding to critical feedback from the indigenous

world on methods and focuses of scholarship.
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My original plan (the one accepted in my dissertation proposal) was to examine

three Inbetween colonized indigenous writers (Mary TallMountain, James Joyce, and Joe

Balaz) for how they use the English language to write their own cultures. I was going to

explore how indigenous writing in English can resist Standard English and pull it out of

true. That topic over time developed into a theme ofhow the same three authors and

others like them (from cultures that have been submerged by colonization--"adulterated"

cultures, as David Lloyd puts it), ifthe writers are true to all the strands that make them

up, can offer to western readers a gateway to understanding those cultures. They may

also offer a more whole understanding of our own culture and of the world. Following

Linda Krumholz's suggestions, I wished to show how such "Inbetween" or "halfie" (a

tenn I borrow from Lila Abu-Lughod's "Writing Against Culture," meaning "people

whose national or cultural identity is mixed by virtue ofmigration, overseas education, or

parentage" (13 7» writers might change us ifwe are willing and able to be aware of the

damage we do and ifwe wish to be changed, if we are humble enough to hear when we

are told we are responsible, to accept criticism from those who know colonization from

the other side'.

3

Linda Krumholz, in her paper, '''To understand this world differently, '" advises western
academics,

I have tried to suggest in this paper that one way to treat [American Indian] stories
may be to ask how they might change us as subjects, as readers--to rephrase
Sitko's description of the storyteller's role: what story does this book draw out of
us? The concept of double consciousness could give those of us who are part of
the white institutional structure a means ofreconsidering our own subject
positions, of viewing ourselves differently. (109)

In her dissertation, Kelly Kraemer insists that if we do not allow ourselves to be changed
by what we discover/uncover in our studies and through our affiliations with those we are
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Having written an Introduction on this subject, I gave my writing to my friend Epi

Enari for feedback. She somewhat reluctantly (she was reluctant because she'd been

treated very badly by another haole person who had asked her for feedback) and then very

generously and kindly wrote comments on my text and four pages of her own reactions,

among which were the paragraphs I included at the end of Chapter I that embody the

question, "Why write about others?" (41-42). I was floored. I had, as I suspect we all

have, known somewhere in my gut that I was treading shaky ground representing the

cultures of other peoples, even when at least one of those people was a close friend, but I

had subordinated that gut feeling to the intellectual purpose ofmy project. I put aside my

feeling that I was doing something "off' because it would have meant changing a project I

had invested a lot of ener/,'Y in'. Writing dissertations, as with any scholarly project, is not

supposed to be based on gut feelings, not about trusting the lIa 'au, as Manu Meyer says,

studying (a choice only open to those who are privileged), we perpetuate the dynamics of
an oppressor/oppressed structure in our society when we could in tact be using our
privileged position to make change. As Kraemer says, "This awareness....can inform the
practice of those who do get involved in 'working to end somebody else's oppression by
forcing them to confront their privilege and inviting them to use it as a weapon to fight
against oppression" (36).

In "Silenced Knowings," Lorenz and Watkins discuss at length what in some cultures is
still an individual dissociative strategy for coping with instances of intense pain but which
in our culture "has been hardened into an extremely rigid. destructive, and pathological
complex, affecting both individual personalities and whole communities in the United
States, during 500 years of colonialism" (10). What they mean is the ability to dissociate
from gut knowledge that is inconvenient. Within the head-tocused environment of the
academy, which insists on removal from emotional and spiritual engagement with the
object of study, it is especially easy to go blind to one's own colonial realities.
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and I had listened to my academic head and not to the feelings I'm usually much better at

trusting"

The nagging feeling I was bothered by had not been magically summoned by Epi

Enari's comments. Before that, Noenoe Silva had very briefly mentioned, when I said 1

was using Jamake Highwater in my work, that Highwater had been part of a controversy

and was accused ofbeing a fake Indian. That comment also floored me since I had been

impressed by the insights of The Primal J..lind, which seemed to collect all the things I

wanted to say into one volume (a telling circumstance). Having spent a couple of months,

following her friendly and lightly given comment, unable to write while 1 digested the

implications ofwhat she had said, I set about again to put together my Introduction

without any reliance on Highwater, only to be floored again by Enari's reaction when I

had finished it.

Great change carne through letting myselfbe floored, even though it was very

painful. The business of tuning isn't necessarily easy! But, as Kelly Kraemer shows

throughout Chapter 10 of her dissertation, being comfortable is not the main ingredient to

being a non-indigenous ally to an indigenous movement for sovereignty and justice or, for

that matter, to engaging and being a friend. I have had to develop a willingness, however

shuddering and reluctant, to experience distress and discomfort, "shame, humiliation,

degradation, and sadness," as Lorenz and Watkins put it (10). I experience shame in the

face of accusations (however gentle) of complicity in racism, ethnocentrism, genocide,

blindness to daily outrages glaringly obvious to indigenous friends but sometimes invisible

to me. This willingness to be uncomfortable has "prepared the ground for being more
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open and permeable" to the daily acts of colonialism in our society and has made me more

able to comprehend decisions and acts that counter it without being crippled by haole guilt

(l0, 11).

After receiving Epi Enari's comments and talking about the project with her, [ lay

silent again for a while, distressed that once again I had unknowingly crossed boundaries

that hurt my friends. After some thought and a chance meeting with a former creative

writing teacher who offered to work with me on the project, I decided (with great relief)

to slip away from the heaviness of this area of discussion by changing the format of the

dissertation. I would write the piece as a creative work in the form of a conversation

between Epi and myself, where I would address the comments and questions she had

given me. Eighty pages into this (enjoyable) effort, my friend came to town, and I gave

her the paper to read She came back to me again a couple ofdays later, we sat down,

and she told me she didn't want to be associated with what I was doing. Again, I fell to

the t1oor! "Why not?" I asked her. She explained that she couldn't find the concerns she

had been most upset about in what I was writing. They were hidden in the verbiage of the

creative piece. "No one will pay attention to this-because they don't have to," she

pointed out. "You will have to go back to writing an academic dissertation and put the

main point up front. It's the only way you'll be listened to." Don't you hate it when

someone you love is right about something you hate?

That, then was the beginning of this version of the dissertation but not the end of

my having to acknowledge that r was slipping out of true (to myself) by trying to

represent the knowledge of another culture, as I did as recently as the beginning ofthis
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chapter. What, then, might "tuning" mean in a more general way as a guideline for those

of us who want, at the least, to minimize our colonizing mistakes. What could it mean for

those who are or want to be allies in indigenous and other liberation movements that are

not of our own "social group,'" who want, as I said in the Introduction, to act from a

place of friendship and engagement? What could "tuning" mean for those who want to

make sure we avoid as much as possible the slippages inevitable to a person not from a

social group but engaged in supportive association with that group or, if they cannot be

avoided, to know how to acknowledge and deal with our mistakes where they arise?

As I've described and experienced throughout this dissertation in the process of

my own negotiations \\~th slipping in and out of talk about those from other cultures, the

main ingredient in my keeping integrity, it seems, has been to be able to listen and

acknowledge what is being said to/about me (even when it is painful) without closing

down and going into denial or paroxysms of guilt that prevent me from taking in what is

being said and acting on it. Part of what may be necessary if we are to tune or listen is to

become aware of ourselves as part of the problem--not potentially but actually, not

historically but in the present--and to be willing to feel the pain once we face our own

history and current potential for damage. Kelly Kraemer, Linda Krumholz, and Lorenz

and Shulman talk about the necessity of reverse double consciousness for those in the

dominant group ifwe are to begin to see ourselves as others see us--"seeing oneselfnot

"Social group" is a term Kraemer uses, quoting Iris Marion Young, to mean "a collective
of persons differentiated from at least one other group by cultural forms, practices, or way
of life," by "deeper cultural, experiential and emotional connections," a group that shares a
collective history (19).
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directly through one's own eyes, but as reflected through the eyes" of people who are

being colonized, the reverse of the way W.E.B. DuBois used "double consciousness" as

existing through the eyes of the colonizer (DuBois 38-39, Kraemer 24, Krumholz 109).

Kraemer (and others, after DuBois) characterizes the double consciousness of the

oppressed as awareness of oneself as the problem--"[J]iving life as 'a problem"'--and a

version of that is certainly a part of the recipe I wonld write for beginning to reverse

continuing damage from colonization, whether we are aware or unaware as we propagate

colonial acts in the academy (24). We are unlikely to be able to listen/tune unless we are

willing to deal with the pain of awareness--that we are a highly visible, audible part of the

upper echelon ofa system that keeps certain populations ofthe world working to fulfill

our needs and desires--that we are a part of the problem.

In "Silenced Knowings," Lorenz and Watkins recommend:

It is only in the recovery of cultural memory, in the listening to previously unheard

feelings, symptoms, and narratives that [our] internal dissociations can begin to

heal. To hold our history in ways that can inform our present we must nurture our

capacities for griefand mourning, for truth and reconciliation...Part of the sadness

that must be laced is how we may have prevented some of our deepest knowings

from informing the major decisions in our life. (19)

Both through relationships "With indigenous friends and in the process ofwriting

this dissertation, I have come to realize that there are very recognizable and specific ways

ofbeing and responsibilities that go along with seeking or acquiring knowledge, and they

are contextual in different arenas. There are very specific (though not regulable or
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bureaucratic) ways ofbecoming involved with people so that we may offer as much or

more than we ask. My own experience has been one ofbecoming involved without a goal

of acquiring knowledge. Involvement has been a slow and organic thing. I met Epi after I

was asked to become part of the Hawai'i Literary Arts Council. Later, I was looking for

anarchists, and I found Lynette Cruz and James Nakapa'ahu. We slowly became friends,

and my interest in sovereignty grew from there. I feel that I have been given a great honor

in being asked to come to meetings, to hang out in the evening making bead earrings and

talking with Lynette and other friends, to go to sovereignty events, going for meals

afterwards and talking, always talking. I offer what I can in return. This dissertation is

part of that return.

It is always tempting in the academy to think we have to come up with "the

answer" but in this case, there is no easy packet of actions that will make things right.

Tuning is a concept that I hope might lead some people to be open to being led--whether

by events or by people or by awareness of history or. .. --rather than being in control.

Lynette has said in my hearing many times to people who were too afraid or guilty or

guarded to get involved, "The door is open." And it is. That is why I tum to friendship

(not the idea of or theory offriendship, but real friendships) as pmt of what I have to say

in this chapter on options. Of course friendship cannot be forced. However, willingness

to get involved can. Learning to keep our mouths shut rather than trying to run the show

can. Turning up at events--just turning up is a big deal. In answer to my puzzlement as to

why I'm the only haole at so many meetings, Keala Kelly has said to me she thinks she can

count on the fingers of one hand the haoles who do just turn up. I'm sure there is worry
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about overstepping the mark, looking like a wannabe, wondering where the door is,

maybe just not having enough time. But I think there's always enough time. It's a matter

of priorities. And I happen to think that in a place like Hawai'i, where the history is harsh

and obvious, priorities are pre-arranged. We step into them when we arrive. They're part

of the responsibilities that come with choosing to be an academic in a place that has been

overrun and occupied by white people for over 200 years over the bodies, minds, and

souls of the original inhabitants.

Theretore I also think we have no right selling ourselves or our critical works as

knowledgeable about any aspects ofKanaka Maoli culture without being specifically

asked and guided by people in the community. We can be of use. Tuning into recognizing

ourselves as part of the problem entails a shift in priorities. The world is so full of our

voices that I cannot see any other way to avoid inappropriate appropriation than to step

back and make room for indigenous peoples to make known their own ways of

understanding themselves, including, if they wish, making known what they need and want

of us. This might seem extreme BUT it is what we are being asked to do/undo by the

indigenous scholars I have been quoting in this dissertation and also by those who are not

scholars within the communities we "study" thereby objectifying them6 According to

Noenoe Silva, the demand is everywhere in the indigenous world at this time for us to stop

describing the work, lives, writings, art, etc. of other cultures from within our own world

6

To name a few only among the scholars: Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Ward Churchill, Sherman
Alexie, Haunani Kay Trask, Mary Churchill, Noenoe Silva, Manu Meyer, Paula Gunn
Allen, Epi Enari... The list goes on.
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view--something we tend to be unaware we are doing because we are so unaware ofthe

large differences between our comprehension of the world and other cultural

comprehensions (Conversations).

What reasons could there be for us to continue? Could they be because,

unbeknownst to those who ask us to stop, we have insights that will endanger those

communities we are studying if we keep them to ourselves? "Ifonly they knew how much

we can help them .." We are making these studies "for their own good." Ifwe have

knowledge unavailable to anyone else, then, surely, let us give it to the community and let

them do what they need to do with it. At a post-seminar discussion with anthropologist

Steven Feld at the EastlWest Center in Honolulu on January 29, 2003, he told the story of

another anthropologist in Papua New Guinea who had spent years collecting the names

and genealogies of people murdered by the mining company that was paying him to do the

study. At the end ofhis project, instead of handing over or publishing his findings, he

gave them to the people in the community the murdered people came from. The priorities

were clear. In the Kanaka Maoli community in Hawai'i, there is also talk of genocide

through poverty, despair, and cultural schizophrenia so extreme that suicide rates, drug

use, and violence are high. There are ways to be ofuse.

I question the justice ofwestern scholars making careers within the academic

community from knowledge they have acquired from indigenous cultures The

knowledge, according to the scholars I have listed in my note above is appropriated, just

as the patents to awa and lIoni and the knowledges of traditional indigenous societies,

such as Kanaka Maoli, are being taken and sold by those who not only do not have the
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right to them but who do not understand what they now say they own. ' Western scholars

often misrepresent, as Hereniko and many others point out, because they are not from and

do not get involved with the cultures in questions. Steven Feld, at the discussion I

mention above, told how he had been closely involved with the people of a tribal

community in Papua New Guinea for more than 25 years. He made the choice to stay.

Others had left because the excitement of the fight for independence was over. He now

facilitates the friends he has made there publishing and selling their own music. This is a

different and engaged involvement.

Haunani-Kay Trask points out that no settler can know the land in Hawai'i as

Kanaka Maoli know it because we are not rooted in it, not spiritually connected to it. No

one who hasn't a spiritual connection to the products of the land, including such things as

literature and arts, can have that level ofknowledge either (247-248). Representing such

artistic productions through the lens of a western academic epistemology does nothing for

the people who produced them. Very often, as I have said above, what we are offering is

During a U.R. Manoa class on "Indigenous Anthropology," one of the students, a Kanaka
Maoli woman told about a haole man she knew who had published a book on knowledge
from another culture. He was very proud of the book, which he considered his. She had
told him the book couldn't be considered his because the knowledge was not his: "If they
had stopped the flow of knowledge further upstream, you would never have gotten it.
They gave it to you. It is theirs" The man would not recognize that the book belonged
to the people he had gotten the knowledge from. In his eyes, the knowledge was now his
to do with as he wished. This is a problem.

S

Kanaka Maoli attorney and activist Poka Laenui refers to "deep culture" when he asks
what an independent Hawai'i couId be like, using the concept as a touchstone to
differentiate particularly between the foundational values of Kanaka Maoli and U.S.
culture (50ft).
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a picture of ourselves, not ofthe culture we claim to be explicating. This holds true of me

as well, and it behooves us, then, to facilitate as much as possible the people who do know

to take our places publishing, teaching, and researching their own cultures.

Can it be that our claim to continue being experts rests on those within the other

community who thank us and ask us to keep going? If so, I believe first attention has to

be paid to those in the same community who tell us to stop. What is going on when such

a split happens in a community? Our responsibility must surely be to pay attention since

we have no way oftelling--because we are not from that community--who we should

listen to. If the choice is whether to go on talking about a culture we are not part of or to

stop talking because someone has queried our right to do so or the validity ofour

knowledge or just the room we take up by talking, I suggest we stop. Once we have

begun, whether we go on talking or whether we stop, we become the source of a split

within the community--another common result of colonialism. The present situation with

the Akaka Bill in Hawai'i is a case in point. A bill with a Kanaka Maoli Senator's name

on it, formed with provisions which will be deeply damaging to Kanaka Maoli, is being

used as a wedge between what have become opposing factions of Kanaka Maoli in and

out ofthe sovereignty movement because of a vision--a version of what is "good for"

Kanaka Maoli--proposed and delineated by non-Kanaka Maoh and a few U.S.-identified

Kanaka Maoli in power in Hawai'i and Washington.

Our positions as "expert describers" who know how to explicate puts a wedge

between those in a culture who believe we should be listened to and those who don't. In

The Subaltern Wysses, Enda Duffy points out that the very presence of the colonizer
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splits the consciousness of the colonized, who are being constantly observed, described,

defined from above and without, just as the very presence of a violent parent often results

in children fighting each other (J 13). It takes only colonial presence to produce a

distortion. Maori activist Hone Harawira noted at a 1999 forum on "Decolonizing the

Mind" in Honolulu that just speaking English rather than Maori would start his family

fighting. He recommended not reacting to what colonial governments in all their forms

give out since reaction to the daily infringements takes energy that could go into building

something self-defined. The questions immediately come up when we offer input on

indigenous cultures--how are our comments to be dealt with, reacted to (or not),

welcomed, defended against? The split between those who follow Ngugi wa Thiongo in

returning to their own languages and Chinua Achebe in continuing to write in English is an

example that has been bitter.

Another example: this morning Paula Gunn Allen caUed me to say that two

American haole women editing a book on women writers who died between 1970 and

2000 had asked her to write an entry for Mary TallMountain. She cannot do it and she

pointed them in my direction, saying that 1 am a "Mary TailMountain scholar." Now I

have a dilemma. Should I accept the offer (with or without thinking about it)? What must

I do here? I could certainly use the boost to my C.V., let alone the $200 I'd get paid for

writing the four pages they want. Gunn Allen is Indian (though not Athabascan) and was

a very close friend of TailMountain's and she is asking me. This should satisfy the

requirements I'm setting out, shouldn't it?
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BUT what about the moratorium Ward Churchill, Epi Enari and all the other

people I have been quoting have been asking for? At the very least, I am obligated by my

own history in the situation to put out the call to other Indian writers before I can take this

on. So that is what I am doing right now. I will not write the article unless no one who is

Indian wants to write it. Nor will I write it ifanyone who is Indian objects to my doing so.

And even that decision leaves me feeling uneasy since if I do write it, I will go on

perpetuating a particular view of Mary TallMountain, one which derives not from an

indigenous perspective but from a haole one. 1 can speak to Mary's Inbetweenness, but 1

cannot speak to her 1ndianness.

Can it be a reason to go on with our scholarship that "1 wouldn't know where to

turn" if! stopped focusing on the other social group 1 am an "expert" on? 1 believe that is

a situation we need to face as soon as possible. 1 would love to go on writing and

publishing about someone as dear to me as Mary TallMountain. And there isn't anyone

else writing consistently about her that 1 know of 1 have so much to say about James

Joyce too, things other people don't seem to see because they never lived in Ireland. 1

might win myself over by saying, "I lived in the Irish countryside for five years Surely I

know enough! Wouldn't the world be a better place for my particular insights? AlII want

to do is share what I know with the world, and my particular voice is so small ..."

These last words bring me to noticing that maybe part of the problem is that

western academics, especially those of us in the humanities, are used to regarding

ourselves as powerless, poorly paid, and in a crisis of identity. If we look at ourselves,

however, with a small pinch of reverse double consciousness (which can become a fine
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tool ofunsilencing silenced knowings), we might become aware that, compared to the

majority of those in the workforce even in the U.S., never mind the rest of the world, we

are powerful, well paid, and in an oasis of calm. The clout ofwhat we say in print, at

conferences, and in classrooms contains the power that 500 years of colonialism has put

behind it. It is surely misleading to downplay this privilege out of a mistaken sense of

disempowerment. The space we take up talking about cultures we have chosen to study,

and the power to describe occupied by that space, can be given up to scholars from the

communities in question. They know more., they know it from a position we cannot ever

completely occupy, and the right to speak is theirs. Ifwe are serious in our dedication to

end oppression, to which many ofus declare ourselves opposed, we can make way for

scholars from the communities we study to speak for themselves. In fact, our stopping

being the ones with greater power to speak will almost certainly make room for more

Kanaka Maoli, Pacific Island, American Indian, Irish, and other students to make places

for themselves as the experts on their own cultures, in whatever way is most needed.

It has been hard, as SamoanlKanaka Maoli scholar and teacher James Kneubuhl

has shown in his M.A. thesis, "Reclaiming Representation: A History of Pacific Islands

Literature in the U.H Manoa English Department," for Pacific Island students at U.H.

Manoa to find their way through academic culture to become scholars. Because of a

continuing preponderance ofEuroamerican values (and because of it, Euroamerican

protocol, understanding ofwhat it means to learn, to know something, and so on) and

literature in the education offered there. "Rather than playing an active role in their

development," the English Department, he says, is only "catching up with [Pacific]
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writings," offering, as he points out, at the time ofhis thesis, only one class a semester in

Pacific literature although the department is in a prime position to be "at the forefront of

studies in indigenous Pacific wTiting" (110). The number ofPacific Island and Hawaiian

works being taught has increased, but the number ofPacific Island and particularly

Hawaiian faculty has not. Academic validations ofEuroamerican experiences of the world

have been and continue to be a problem for students who do not experience the world or

learn in the same way.

For indigenous students, the difficulty ofcompleting an academic degree exists

partly for similar reasons to those delineated by Linda Tuhiwai Smith and Vilsoni

Hereniko in descriptions of their progress through schools and universities modeled on a

western ideal. They explain that the texts and learning modes available to students from

indigenous cultures as they proceed through the western academy specifically exclude

them, or if they do include them, tend to distort who they are. Differences in values (such

as orality over writing and the question of where a student's intellectual loyalty will go--to

the academy or to her community) already delineated in Chapter 3 of this dissertation are

also stumbling blocks (Smith 14,35; Hereniko 83). This point was echoed by my friend

Mahealani Dudoit, then a Ph.D. student in the English Department, and by Noenoe Silva,

who has accepted a position in the Political Science Department at UH. Manoa mainly

because, as she says, "the (Kanaka Maoli] students there need me" (Conversations).

What are the positive directions we can take ifwe are to step back from studying

and publishing on other people's "isions ofthe world, over their objections? One

direction is the one 1have decided to choose, namely, the choice to scrutinize ourselves,
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our publications, our history--what has brought us to where we are now and how we go

about our work. David Stannard, as Enari says, has done this admirably in American

Holocaust: Columbus and the Conquest ofthe New World, as have Candace Fujikane in

Settler Colollialim; Paul Lyons in "Fear, Perception, and the 'Seen' of Cannibalism,"

"From Man-Eaters to Spam Eaters: Literary Tourism and the Discourse of Cannibalism

ITom Herman Melville to Paul Theroux," "Pacific Scholarship, Literary Criticism, and

Touristic Desire: The Spectre of A. Grove Day," and "Opening Accounts in the South

Seas: Poe's PYM and American Pacific Orientalism; Beth Tobin in Superintendinging the

Poor; and Kathy Phillips in Virginia WoolfAgainst Empire. Who are we and why are we

being asked to stop? Why are we being told by people ITom indigenous cultures that our

studies ofthem are painful? There is much in our histories too that can be a guide toward

different ways of doing things.

As I sit on this day, September 11, 2001, and listen to the outraged and pained/

painful U.S. news accounts of the attacks in New York City and Washington, D.C., ITom

news journalists some ofwhom are calling for retaliation, I am reading Stannard's book

and looking at the photographs and drawings of the slaughter our ancestors committed

when they came to this country. It is a very distressing thing to stare head on at our

history--what the basis of our culture (not only the U.S. but England and other countries

as well) is--and therefore, I think, far more comfortable and, on the surface, rewarding to

look elsewhere for answers. But I believe it is partly by looking honestly and closely at

our own cultures and broadcasting what we find, as Stannard has done, that we will come

to understand how to shift the colonialism we still engage in daily. It can also be by
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engaging with real people from those cultures, being prepared to be honest when we don't

understand, and to find out what we can do to help.

Looking through Stannard's book, I began thinking about my family's history.

Because one of my great great grandfathers on my mother's side was Acting Minister of

the Interior under President Grant, I assume he must have been involved in enonnously

destructive relationships with Indian tribes. I went on-line to look him up. I knew he had

been involved in "negotiating" with Indians. My great uncle told me that my great great

grandfather had played poker with Sitting Bun, and I knew he had been involved in

founding Yellowstone Park. I wanted to know, sitting here with Stannard's book on my

lap, what Benjamin Rush Cowen had done--subjugating, maybe brutalizing Indians, taking

their land away from them? I wanted to find out what he thought of them, how he, a man

with a lot of power, had treated them. What I found made me cry. For several pages ofa

speech he gave in 1905, three years before his death, he echoes Stannard:

"Welcome, Englishmen," was the cordial greeting of the pagan Indian

Samoset, as with the open hand offriendship he met the discouraged band of

Christian pilgrims as they stepped ashore at Plymouth one bleak December day in

1620. For nearly 300 years, with mailed hand and the robber's plea, those civilized

Christian Pilgrim-Puritans, so caned, and their descendants [ofwhom he was one],

by robbery, murder, enslavement, debauchery, and every form of wrong which the

devilish ingenuity of perverted religionists could devise, have given the response of

Christian civilization to that pagan welcome. (142)
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Having detailed massacres ofwomen and children and unarmed men by white settlers, the

government and the army, he concludes:

1fT have dwelt too long on this branch of my subject [most of the speech

was taken up with it] in defence [sic] ofthe Indian character attribute it to my

pronounced conviction derived from personal contact and varied experience, and

to the fact that there are few left to say a word on that behalf

He is as amenable to fair treatment as any race ofwhich I have knowledge.

It was a stereotyped phrase in Indian treaties for many years that the lands

named therein were solemnly guaranteed to the Indian to be his home "While grass

grows and water runs." The ground we walk to-day was thus granted, and every

tender blade that meets the quickening breath of spring and every drop ofyour

beautiful river as it runs to the sea are silent but eloquent witness ofour perfudy

[sic] toward that unfortunate people. (146)

I am relieved that I can be proud of these words, BUT the speech ends with his

repeating the praise with which he began, for the Anglo-Saxon race and our achievements,

including the young men who would now go out to Asia and Africa "where they find

something to conquer--that is their Frontier" (147). He clearly sees the" Anglo-Saxon

race as the pinnacle of civilized humanity even though he has just finished listing the

horrors his relatives and companions had perpetrated since they arrived in the "New

World." This ethnocentricity, so clear in a speech from 1905, has continued to be present

in western scholarship but has been obscured by continued development of a liberal

strategy for improvement ofthe world. The copy of his speech available to me ends there,
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so 1 do not know ifhe goes on to urge the young men not to repeat the behavior of their

forebears.

Even ifhe does. however, his introspection and acknowledgment ofAnglo-Saxon

"perfudy" [sic] do not extend to concluding that such expansion should stop, that we have

something at least as big to learn from the "savages" as they, to their detriment, learn from

us, even if it is just that we cannot go on doing what we are doing if it results in such

suffering. Stopping is the next step. It is not enough for us to bemoan our crimes, then

and now, however eloquently, and then keep doing what we do that benefits us, as he

intended the young men to do--crocodile tears or those of the walrus as he ate the last of

the oysters.

This kind of stance--acknowledging for instance that we cannot represent others

without harming them and then continuing to do it, aligning ourselves vocally with the

struggle for rights of a particular group but continuing to take actions that undermine that

struggle--can be ascribed to "white guilt," which Kelly Kraemer calls a kind ofracism and

defines as "feeling guilty for being white." "White guilt often leads haole allies to make

defensive statements declaring their 'love for the Hawaiian people' ...to try and

disassociate themselves from racism. But making a statement is not the same as taking

action" (276). The statements are made out of a guilty realization that we are party to

oppressive activities but they do not then lead to action that would change those activities.

White guilt, she says, takes several forms, among which she points to rejecting

being called haole (without noticing that "Hawaiian" is our name for Kanaka Maoli and

"Hawai'i" the name of only one island in this chain) because of the truths the name implies
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("that's not me"); going to sovereignty meetings and using it as a notch in the belt or a

gold star to make us feel better; attempting to deny race privilege by, e.g., equating

occasional prejudice against haole in Hawai'i with daily racism against Kanaka Maoli,

calling it "reverse racism"; "wannabe" attempts to take on Kanaka Maoli identities

because we are ashamed to be us; and trying to work out white guilt all over Kanaka

Maoli (during meetings for example) who have enough problems oftheir own (276-277).

Taking action that will move us from talk to commitment, in my experience,

involves being willing to be open to hearing (perhaps personally painful) feedback on the

effects our scholarship is having or on slips we may make in our daily encounters, and to

making (maybe drastic) changes in our lives in order to facilitate alterations in the balance

of power. The task I am focusing on here is parallel to the task Kraemer investigates in

her dissertation: what does it mean to be an ally of the people in the cultures we are used

to studying? How can we become more than removed commentators who do not know

what we are talking about (if we accept that "knowing" a culture has to involve more than

having read about it--or, at an extreme, that we can never know it wen enough to call

ourselves experts ifwe are not from it)? For a very thorough exploration of that question,

I refer you to her dissertation.

On page 38, Kraemer begins to address the kind of relational power restructuring

that will be necessary to undo the inequalities historically inherent in interactions between

dominant social groups and oppressed social groups which seek liberation (whether these

latter groups be Blacks and other minorities in the U.S., women, or colonized indigenous

peoples). The prime recognition necessary for those from dominant groups to begin to
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undo unequal power relations is that individuals from the dominant group have an

advantage in exercising power just by virtue of the status quo. Something drastic will

bave to be done by individuals in both groups to change this relationship. What Kraemer

observes is that the recognition upon which all others rest is that we (in the case of my

dissertation, western academics) are from a social group that, because of colonization of

other cultures by individuals from western nations over the course of 500 years, has huge

advantages ofpower. As Lorenz and Watkins point out, we are suffering from "silenced

knowings" about the extent ofthis power for us as individuals:

We want to wonder with you today what habits of silenced knmying from the past

500 years ofcolonialism have been passed on to us? What pieces of our cultural

history seek to find voice through us and our lives? In what ways is our personal

individuation inextricably linked with responding to the silenced knowings that

exist within our own biographies? How might they inform our work and our

relationships? (1)

Kraemer concludes that a shift in "role allocation" within liberation movements has

to be an element to effect change. Upon owning the fact that my belonging to a dominant

social group (in the case ofmy involvement in the Kanaka Maoli sovereignty movement,

my being a white Euroamerican) automatically gives me an elite position with very real

privileges and powers, I can aid and abet a change that involves consciously handing over

those privileges to members of the core group' in situations where I wisb to act as an ally

9

The core group in Kraemer's definition is the social group whose struggle for liberation is
in question.
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to that group'". As Kraemer puts it, "[m]ost significantly, leadership and decision-making

roles are generally reserved for the core members of the oppressed group (which may be

defined differently at different levels of struggle), as a strategy for active empowerment

and liberation: allies play supporting roles" (38-39).

Ijump offhere from Kraemer's advocacy to suggest that ifwestern academics are

to be allies of the peoples we study (as Hereniko and many others are increasingly calling

for us to be"), we have to go much further than, for instance, making it clear who we are

in our articles and books so that readers will know we do not have culture-centric

knowledge; than acknowledging that we cannot be objective; than speaking in advocate

roles for the cultures we study. We have, instead and much more radicallyl2, to begin to

remove ourselves from unacknowledged positions ofpower that enable us to style

ourselves as authorities on the artifacts of other cultures without being given permission to

do so, to speak without being asked, to ask questions and conduct investigations without

10

This reality is not altered by the fact that in other situations, such as my relationships with
white males, my position will be different.

II

"The researcher in the Pacific who is not committed to empowering the native people as
they struggle to transform social injustices and inequalities is, ultimately, an agent of the
status quo" (88). It is what kinds of actions ofours call empower that I wish to examine
here.

12

Kraemer defines "radical" in contrast to "liberal" as follows: "Liberal political strategies
aim at getting government and society to treat all individuals, regardless of social group
identity or history, according to one set of standards within existing institutions and
practices," while" [r]adical political strategies aim at getting society to take identity into
account, acknowledge oppression and privilege, and work to change oppressive
intergroup power relations into non-oppressive group relations" (41, 42).
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establishing ongoing, real relationships and respecting the protocols of the cultures we are

learning about. The information, as Hereniko, insists, is not ours (88). We are asked at

least to return to those we study the authority, as Kraemer goes on to detail, to give or

withhold access to relationship and information and to selfdetermine ("the act of

determining 'what is said and sayable', naming, identifYing, labeling, affixing meaning" and

who is to say it" (40»

Our acknowledgment and acceptance of a "core/ally distinction," in which we take

a supporting role, with power given back to the core group to determine access and define

who and what they are, is a step without which only surface adjustments to already

delineated power relationships can take place (41-42). What this means in the context of

academic scholarship is that we can give back the power to determine themselves to those

whom we are used to describing. The rationale for this is parallel to the rationale for

affirmative action in hiring practices, acceptance into institutions ofhigher learning, and so

on. The status quo is already heavily weighted in tlwor of the dominant social group. In

order to balance things, special terms have to be recognized and followed--in this case,

handing over the reins of decision making to the group in question. "Social identity

politics address privilege as well as oppression, recognizing their interdependence and

acting on the power dynamics inherent to such relationships" (42y3

13]3

Kraemer also recognizes that the situations involved in interaction between the members
of social groups are enormously complex and shifting, so that any generalization made in
order to clarifY a particular aspect of the relationship may obscure others, but she sees that
in order to plan to restructure a situation in which one group has power over another,
such clarifications need to be made, while keeping in mind that individual decisions are
situational (44).
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Tuning to unsilence silenced knowings, then, may hopefully bring us into position

to recognize the extraordinary powers of access and definition 500 years of colonialism

has given us and where we can elect to restore that power to those it was taken from. I

don't believe any action less drastic can be effective in changing the status quo. No other

action is consistent with a claim to be allies of those whose cultures and works we have

been studying for generations. The demand is that we step aside and let ourselves be told

what to do, including possibly to go away and not come back. However huge the change

this will engender in the face ofwestern scholarship, we cannot continue in our current

practices and simultaneously claim to be allies of those we wTite about.



Inbetween IX

GAGGYHUSSY

I

Once upon a time in the heyday of her
years there lived an oldenold gaggy
hussy. She not so beautiful as
Palmolive ads. But beautiful yes. Grey
skin on her not too saggy. Baggy apron
on her covers greeny scales, two eycs
like mus pies. She starry in the mud.
The frog kingdom come and yonder. But
gaggy hussy a bright' un and soon out of
the lilly pond and into the frying pan.

But not all frying pans have that kind
of scenery, date palms and oaks side by
side, silvery strand upon. And the pea
'green sea. So she hussy under palm
trees, lotus in squarmy hair of her and
love in eyes. The grapes drop in her
mouth and slaves to her wondrous thighs
moon about in ecstacy. The star
children excited and clapping their
hands.

They have fonowed under water this
wench. They have in caves denoted
brightness. They have everywhere she
trod--heavy and steady--twinkled in
unlikely unison with her broad-beamed
demeanor.

Desire told her to go. And desire she
now comprehends under the palm trees on
The shining in no uncertain squirms.

II

Thenwhen in down and from us breeding
swamps she flies slow like a pelican
heron lan~,'uorous over the home ground to
slide by the watch towers out through



the dead flowers on to the sandy and
pebblescattered and there dance until
madness lusts us and fling into air many
of cries in satin, howls in silk, growls
in our patchwork and who is the criticry
Sullied is the only.

Without leafinould compost wormcast dying
and dead returning to you, to your hussy
arms mothersweet soilsmelling, are we
soiled? Bodies about in abandon dark
dear. Hallowed be thy hallowed by thee
hollowed body receives all all the rain
in cups and holes and grooves and open
open eyes waiting up to stare you down
into dirty ground.

Then also in the times she hallowed art
her name and hollowed out her Sh<lll1e
betimes by Fathers unkind in the black
world. Fortumpteen years over and
over into the fire, through burning
worlds, flagged down like old crows in
a peashooter field, she dumped in rivers,
nag-bridled, silver-corsetted and NOT
ALLOWED. Too floggy flab and mucuslimy
in her nighttime bad girl trysts. Too
holy in the music times and black crows
sitting on her arms croak slow and slow
she rows through tides of wind and still
oily water with glistening body thrown
through lights of firefly dance.

HI

On anon anon the road swept before.
Roads do not--always--but this. Yes.
Cold and dileetful about the knees,
brooking no ashenfaced kiss. I do not
stand under, waiting your Vlianton
wanting. I anI before, so spake the
road. So she took, we take, must grab.

Some wore girdles, their thirst, their
mothers' thirst, and theirs, the girls,



providing. No maw, cried aiL But this
is not a place for girl guiding, in
tears, thirsty tears, and long long it
was and is also betore. We still and
the earth, all spinning all, are
girdled. Wailbone, wailbone was used,
and whales flailed and flayed for
girdling.

Yewv crum along way, baybee. Little,
little, girdled and on demand. And
spirits run, roads running.

Throwing out before, the weighted spirit
pulling us beyond. Nothing on demand
but us. Salutations, your health
swarthy feathers, diluted to meatya.
Thenwhen directly now upon the road,
And we cannot, alone we cannot, denial
shrinks the very skin and bone of us,
breaking, breaking, so, so. The
children, so, so. The afternoons in
laundryland, small needing sticky hands
to be girdled to. Here it is inside out
my girling.

Bones tell the story. Later when tIle
kids are gone, then, later, the bones.
You dry, you dry, you flake, and yes,
the very bones frittle, smitten with
how. From the inside out no slushy
more, no mushy, oozy, gushy, rushy, hush
hush hushy more. It's the Secret. Stay
dry. So dry, oh so dry, you'll never
never ever shame, never leave your mark

Upon, denote your presence by, besmirch
the image of, with trails of telltale,
wet and warm, warm and always always.
The old shall crumble tlwr. the inside
out.

IV

Dirly beloved harken, Tempt me by all



accullls into falling, squalling the
batbright breezes. And beyond, that she
is by all accountants whoreken unto.
Tho ladely suckumbed unto girdle, by Dog
days cumb, lade, lude, loaded,
forneruntly in diskeyes as bodily boded,
still appears the dream. Give mir your
eyes gertimums, your eers quotha, no
speech nuff Rotten to the core she
beats her breasts and more. Long
aillons past and flying not enuff Not
up to snutt: no good.

Flung around the quagmires, shaky Hesh
of earth, swamp beauty, keep what? No
good the girdle. Come sideways to the
question, stared from headside,
birdeyed. The ears for hearing inside.
She will weight.

Wholly holy and deleerious withall she
stil1. Within concrete, plastic,
girdered lovenests weaven from her very,
from this oil very very. Do not see, not
see the cell of her in every, laughing,
yes in every wrappered snippet? Inall,
nothing to see but she. Will harken
thee?
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLlJSION

RESPONSlBILlTY

"Another world is not only possible, she is 011 her way.
On a quiet day, I can hear her breathing"

(Arundhati Roy; January 28, 2003 Porto Alegre, Brazil)

To return to the beginning of this dissertation, my opening intention was as

follows:

to follow [Paula] Gunn Allen's and [Linda Tuhiwai] Smith's lines of thought to

explore what I see as a choice of approaches available to English Department

academics (and academics in general, by extension) when studying and

commenting...particularly on literature not from our OM1 culture. I will examine

what Gunn Allen (and otllers) might mean by a "white mind-set" and how and

why she lnight compare it with the way she understands Indian life and thought In

doing this, I intend to open up her contrast between white academic ways of

thinking and those that fall outside a we~1ern academic model and, tinally, to

examine what might be alternative methodologies (without stealing from

improperly understood indigenous models once again) open to western academics.

The reason I want to explore alternative scholarly approaches can be

phrased in a question: "\Vhat are the consequences ofunquestioningly relying all

the frame of a western academic world vision in our studies?" (3-4)
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The pages after and up until this point pursue further questions and answers in the context

of Gunn Allen and Smith's concerns

To escape a simple repetition of the previous chapters, I would like to conclude as

I ended my first chapter--with an examination of my own position in this discipline of

literary criticism/cultural studies1 Firstly, it is important for me to keep in mind that, as [

pointed out in Chapter 9 (pp.267-268), I am part uf the problem in ongoing attempts to

decolonize the academy. S. Elizabeth Bird confirms a part ofwhat I have been trying to

say--about the dangers of projection--when she concludes her volume on supemmrket

tabloids, For Enquiring AIlllds with a critique of cultural studies. She suggests the

possibility that cultural studies scholars, like their critical predecessors, are in danger of

leaving behind "analysis of class-based experience and... a capacity to articulate feelings of

'loss, despair, disillusion, anger'" toward an institutionalization that projects the scholar's

mask onto the object of study or idealizes the object of study in the guise of the scholar's

desires (203-204). She quotes James Lull's "The Audience as Nuisance" '''What is

presented in much cultural studies writing about audiences is actually the writer's position,

his or her relation to media content, to the family, to the social environment''' (204).

In going further than this to say that literary criticism's claims to objectivity on

other people's cultures are questionable, I have put myself in a strange boat As I have

acknowledged above, my main publications have been on Athabascan poet Mary

Defined in Edward Said's Preface to Literature and Society as an "interchange in criticism
between literature and society," which derives liOln "at1 activity...drawing 011 such
disciplines as linguistics, psychoanalysis, anthropoIOb'Y, and philosophy" (xi, vii)
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TallMountain, with whom I share the displacement trom one culture to another which

formed a part of her subject matter. However, as I have said, I do not share her culture,

and I have come to believe that for that reason and because analysis and definition of

indigenous cultures should come from within and not from outside for reasons that are

historic and depressingly ongoing, I must bar myself from writing anymore about my

tj'iend. This is so, I think, unless I am specifically asked to write about her by those within

or near to her culture ("near" meaning those trom other American Indian tribes) who care

about her and ifno one else more culturally qualified steps forward to take on the project.

Since Mary TallMountain is dear to me, I will also undertake to ask her for permission and

listen for her answer. When I was asked by Paula Gunn Allen to write an entry on Mary

TallMountain for an upcoming volume on notable American women, as well as asking

GUlli Allen and several Indian scholars suggested by her if they would be interested in

writing the piece, Tasked TallMountain whether 1 should write it. The answer that came

to me was that I should do my best to find someone else. So that is what I did. I suppose

I could be accused of appropriation of culture for asking permission ofspirits. I have,

however, since Twas a child of 11, regularly talked to my dead grandparents and asked

them for and received advice about things. I maintained greater sanity in the life that

followed by talking to my tirst baby when she died and to my partner when he drowned.

Before Mary TallMountain died, she told me she would be there for me even after death,

and I continue to talk to her, It has been a tradition in my life.

A recent experience adds force to the possibility of asking for guidance from those

who are no longer alive. I have been working with the Subcommittee on Sovereignty
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Education of the Hawai'i American Friends Service Committee, and in 2001, we decided

to stage a play in honor of Timoteo Ha'alilio, a Kanaka Maoli patriot, one of three men

who traveled around the world establishing treaties recognizing Hawai'i as a sovereign

independent nation between the Kingdom ofHawai'i and other countries. Three treaties-

",ith England, France, and the United States--were ratified between 1840 and 1843

establishing Hawai'i as the first non-white member of the family of nations. Plans for the

play were well under way and the first draft beginning to be written when someone asked

whether Ha' alilio himself had been consulted about whether he wanted a play written

about him. A person in his fanlily line made the enquiry and was met with a "no." He

made it known that the play should not be in honor of him personally but rather in honor

ofthe circumstances of the treaties' signings. Those involved offered an apology and

continued with a differellt plan. Some of the people I work with in the sovereignty

movement are only now getting (re-)used (because of the intervention of Christianity) to

communicating \'<ith ancestors as a very important part of the protocol for any project.

\Vhat makes up the geography of my research and writing these days, then, has to

include recognition that it is my responsibility to make sure I am not ploughing ahead

solely under my own steam ",ith a project whose driving intention and purpose are (albeit

maybe not purposely) colonial. I might not intentionally be colonial (how many people

would say they were?), but it has become obvious through the progress of this project that

I am as capable as anyone of acting colonially without awareness. I definitely need

invitation, permission, Gild guidance fi-om the living. I also need it fi'om those who have

left the world of the living. Remembering that as a haole Euroamerican woman I am part
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of the problem of colonialism in academia, I have to remain alert and ask for feedback

from those who may be impinged upon by my work at every step of the way. This is part

of the serious responsibilities I incur as I am given privileges and honor by being invited to

be part ofthe sovereignty movement. These responsibilities include knowing when to be

silent. As I said in Chapter 1, I have come to realize that I do not have to belong, that far

from it, I have to recognize when I do not belong and to respect the boundaries of those

whose cultures leave me outside. If they are not inviting me to publish what I have

learned about them, I have no business doing so, and if they do wish me to speak, I must

do my best to fulfill the responsibilities that come with accepting the request, including

asking for feedback and direction from those who have asked me-as I have tried to do in

this dissertation.

It is rapidly becoming clear in the field of anthropology/archaeology that

practitioners acting in good faith, i.e., not perpetuating colonialism, will give up control

over whether, where, when, and how they carry out their specialities. During the

Indigenous Anthropology class (l 0/29/01), Dr. Steve Boggs and his wife Joanne Boggs

described their own early work (a study designed to focus on "problems" in the Kanaka

Maoli community in Nanak-uli but which took its fonn and content from studies in

completely different communities on the continental U.S.) both as almost completely

misguided and misleading and as the main study read to this day by anthropologists and

sociologists looking for infonnation on Native Hawaiians. Addressing the class with Dr.

Les Sponsel, all three agreed that only community-requested, community-guided research

is appropriate at this time. The same holds for the field ofliterary criticism, which, in its
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latest incarnation as cultural studies becomes interdisciplinary with anthropology,

sociology, philosophy, and other studies of human beings.

IfI give up these possibilities, what is left for me to do? This dissertation is a

beginning of one alternative There are endless permutations to our existing research,

both historically and currently, that can be looked at and critiqued from the point of view

of understanding what many impulses drive our curiosity about other cultures. IfPaula

Gunn Allen and others are right--that research can oftentimes tell us more about the

researcher than about the object of study--then we can find much about ourselves

embedded and revealed in the studies we have already completed. Ifwe are not afraid to

look honestly, surely there is much that is fascinating to be found there, and it is quite

possible that it is not all reprehensible, that interesting and inspiring answers lie there too.

What are the hundreds of non-II1sh Joycean scholars looking at and for, both

individually and collectively, in their corrnnentaries? What may we find about ourselves,

individually and collectively, as we examine our own scholarship on indigenous writers?

What does a map of my own paper writing look like? What does it indicate about me, my

prejudices, interests, shortsightedness, strengths, the gaps in my understanding, what it is I

am looking tor by writing what I have written?

A study of our own studies might in itselfbe interesting, but when we begin to

undertake a cultural study of cultural studies (and other literary critical movements), what

will our conclusions be about the context, attitudes, presuppositions, undeclared (and .

perhaps unrecognized and/or denied) pwvoses, which Linda Tuhiwai Smith and multiple

other indigenous critics recognize as colonial in our writings even ifwe do not? How
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might we begin to shift our focus away from the writings of others onto what our writing

about others shows about us? How might we begin to unsilence our silenced knowings

about our own endeavors--both historical and current? How will the mirror get turnedry

If that sounds boring andlor threatening, it probably is at least threatening. Why

we should think ourselves boring is an interesting question. We will have to go a lot

deeper--without indulging in paralyzing guilt--into our own personal histoties and current

practices, beliefs, attitudes, intentions to uncover for ourselves what it is respondents from

colonized cultures say they see about us. It is not without a shudder that I realize I am

talking about this at a time when it is incumbent on the entire population of the United

States and Britain in particular to do some very deep soul searching about many practices,

beliefs, attitudes, intentions we take for granted in our everyday lives. Our living and

thinking the way we habitually do is daily guaranteeing the deaths of too many.

Today (10/30/01) I finally received the last pages of my great-great grandfather's

speech at the dedication of the Peace Memotial in Columbus, Ohio in 1904. My fears

about his glorifjing the Anglo-Saxon race were justified. Having stated and rejected in

heart wrenching words despicable behavior by white settlers in the Americas from the time

of our arrival to the time of his speech, he goes on to recommend the same behavior in the

rest of the world, including glorying in "our acquisition orthe Sandwich Islands (Hawai'i)

without bloodshed" and in our involvement in the Spanish-American War because it

uplifted morale and gave us the opportunity to open up markets in the Pacific and Asia.

He had been Acting Minister of the Interior He was a man informed on and familiar with

the intimate workings of the U.S. government. It seems he was blind as a bat (criminally
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so) to the continuing effects of the commercial way oflife on the people expected to die

physically and spiritually to make way for progress and become markets for our goods.

I am his heir. Just as he died confident in his good works among the Indians and

his and all of our "manifest destiny" (his words) to spread the light of Anglo-Saxon

civilization, hand in hand with our sister nation Britain (how prophetic can a man be!), ifT

were to die tOlllorrow, I could, in were not aware of myselfas the problem, die confident

in my good works in having written papers on Mary TallMountain, in having made myself

familiar with the cultures of other peoples, in having submerged my own judgment about

what I can write about other cultures to their decisions. But what do I know about myself

unless I know who my ancestors are, what they did, what they were known for? ViIi

Hereniko describes a part ofRotuman culture in which families are known partially (and

jokingly) by some farcical happening in their relationship to the colonists. The Dunily is

given a humorous name that memorializes that event (81).

What would my family's name be? On my mother's mother's side we have been

arrogant for sure, especially the men among us, though I'm certain the women too. We

have buried and lost the parts ofus that were not pure white. No names, tribes, nations

remain; only cOI~ecture and a vague unease "'ith ourselves. On my father's side, too, we

have tlied to bury the wrong color, the wrong attitude, what did not tit in. And we have

tried to be the ones who knew what others did not, perhaps as protective coloring and as a

way to rise from the mud. Both sides have proved themselves good at rising from mUd,

on the one side risill\!, fi'om the mire of arriving in the Americas in the 1600s as an
~ ~

indentured prisoner of war after losing to Cromwell at the Battle ofWorcester; on the
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other rising from the slough ofan unbelievably impoverished and criminalized class of

peasants in the English countryside, who were hung as recently as the childhood of my

father's grandfather. He was present at a public hanging of a woman who had stolen cloth

to make her children clothes. Someone lifted him to their shoulders so he could see better

As Lorenz and Watkins argue in "Silenced Knowings," there arc more than ample

resources available to help us unsilence. I invite us to use these and other models (such as

David Stannard and Kelly Kraemer) to open up a field of self-study that will enable us to

change from an unthinkingly outward facing discipline to one that is, for a while at least,

involved in some navel gazing. It is not only in the interests ofthose we study but in our

own interests to discover what makes us tick. Wendell Berry in The Unsettling of

America points out how the foundations of the United States were laid on the unsettling

of untold populations, both white and non-white, indigenous and non-indigenous, and how

that unsettling continues (4ft). The present situation with a government that carries on the

U.S. tradition of "unsettling" (a pale word in the circumstances) in thelvliddle East as well

as South America and many other places, behooves us to take a serious look at our own

situations as individuals. How are we unwittingly feeding this machine, whether by

sonmolence, ethnocentrism, or ignorance? What can we do to change the situation, at

least in our own vicinity~ There is something seriously wrong in our neck of the woods,

and only we can change it. The first step has to be a painfully honest exploration of what

our involvement is. That is urgently more pressing than any continued study of other

peoples.
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